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Abstract
While the use of computational design methods in landscape architecture
is not uncommon, they are rarely used to develop performance-driven de-
sign strategies. Throughout this thesis, I argue that this shortfall stems
from disciplinary differences in the design process and designed medium
that are not reflected in common computational design tools. The scope
for better reconciling these disjuncts is broad, but especially acute when
employing design strategies that consider the performance of complex
natural systems. Here, the overlap between disciplinary intent and com-
putational capability is significant as natural systems have unique rep-
resentational, scalar, and temporal complexities and their design forms a
core concern of landscape architecture.
Computation offers new approaches to managing these complexities, but
also introduces new challenges. I investigate these using a design re-
search methodology that foregrounds the tool development as a reflec-
tive practice that can span across specific design contexts and general dis-
ciplinary concepts.
In discursive terms, I identify that the aims of computational design
broadly align with those emphasised in contemporary landscape archi-
tectural theory: to pursue dynamism through generative systems. This
seeming similarity masks a difference whereby the agency of computa-
tional design systems acts within the design process while the agency
of landscapes systems acts within the world. Using the generative tech-
niques of the former to help design the generative effects of the latter cre-
ates representations that posses a novel capacity for explicit precision and
projection alongside a corresponding increase in implicit uncertainty. As
a result, I suggest that traversing the solution space of these models re-
quires a distinct design strategy that emphasises tendency and feedback
over convergence. Framing the use of computational design methods in
this manner highlights their value and purpose when modelling complex
natural systems.
List of Figures 1
In technical terms, I identify that current computational design plat-
forms tend to employ geometry as the locus of design resolution and
data propagation. In doing so they marginalise many informal or afor-
mal landscape conditions and thus limit the scope of modelling. I explore
alternatives through a process of tool-making that tests how to create in-
teroperable procedures that each represent different aspects of landscape
systems. In many cases, the encapsulation of computational procedures
— as both machinic instructions and interface affordances — can enact
existing landscape architectural theories of representation, ecology, and
emergence. This form of instrumentality offers a distinct, valuable, and
under-developed form of disciplinary praxis. However, as I highlight, its
execution requires successfully negotiating between two modes of ab-
straction: the representation of computational procedures as software
and the representation of landscape architectural design intent as com-
putational procedures. The strategies I develop to align these two forms
of representation help create more accessible and flexible computational
methods for modelling complex natural systems.
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1. Introduction
Boston played host to many revolutions in computing throughout the
1960s. Ivan Sutherland’s Sketchpad and Howard Fisher’s SYMAP were pi-
oneering systems that made significant contributions to the evolution of
digital design software and to software engineering as a whole.1 , 2 Each
system now occupies a prime position in the origins of architecture and
landscape architecture’s contemporary digital practices. To architects,
Sketchpad’s use of geometric constraints to impose automatic order upon
drawn lines prefigures the present popularity of parametric modelling. To
landscape architects, SYMAP’s ability to depict, analyse, and simulate ge-
ographic environments matches our discipline’s ambitions to address the
issues that span all scales of landscape.
Both forms of digital practice have scaled in one direction since these early
experiments: up. The computerised and computational paradigms of de-
sign software have gone far beyond the simple shapes demonstrated in
Sketchpad and are now able to design for the full complexity of a brick,
building, or block. The geographic information systems that descend
from SYMAP are now widespread within spatial planning and underpin
the goal of technology giants to map the world as a digital shadow.3
That both tools have only increased their spatial resolution poses a prob-
lem for landscape architects and our desire to work across scales. As a
drafting tool, Sketchpad and its descendants are valuable to countless
types of design task and a wide range of design disciplines, including
landscape architects. SYMAP, in contrast, was more specialised. It sought
to provide insight into landscapes as they are and might be — to provide a
broad framework that paired the investigations of its users to the power
of their computers. While this capability persists in the areas of landscape
architectural practice that plan landscapes, the SYMAP paradigm never
scaled down to offer computational means to design them in a spatially
explicit manner at ground level. Instead, landscape architects typically
find this capability within the paradigm of computational design that
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was largely developed through architectural practice and research. This
paradigm has proven itself valuable to — and is now widespread within
— contemporary architectural practice as a means to mitigate some of
the complexities encountered in the design process.4 It allows designers
to craft complex shapes using simple logics, to optimise complex perfor-
mance trade-offs using simulation, and to draft complex details that au-
tomatically incorporate contextual information.5 , 6
In contrast, the adoption of the computational paradigm is less
widespread within landscape architecture. While there is a “natural
kinship”7 between the discourse that underpins computational design
and landscape architecture, their union has been “less dramatic”8 than
in architecture and the rate of exploration “slow”.9 , 10 The applications
of new digital technologies to practice beyond the confines of planning
and visualisation are seen as “emerging”11 and afforded “little atten-
tion”;12 their use “unclear”13 or even antithetical to landscape practice.14
While many notable landscape practices make extensive use of digital
technologies, they often underplay their impact on the creation and
realisation of a design.15 As a result, there is little widespread discussion
of the potential for digital technology to aid design tasks16 and sparse
critique or theorisation of their impact.17 , 18 , 19 However, a number of
new publications seek to remedy this and often focus on computational
design as an important approach within a wider toolkit of emerging
technologies and practices.20
This disciplinary disparity in the exploration of computation is surprising
given the history of digital design tools. While Sketchpad was the prod-
uct of an electrical engineer’s doctoral research, SYMAP developed within
a laboratory tied to a graduate school of design and staffed by an inter-
disciplinary team that included landscape architects and architects work-
ing alongside engineers.21 The software was regularly deployed in land-
scape architectural studios and its functionality tailored to emulate the
methods of prominent landscape architects.22 Thus, at first glance, it may
seem unexpected that a discipline enmeshed in the history of digital de-
sign now finds itself lagging. However, this perspective often assumes the
lack of uptake is due to parochial rejection, rather than the lack of value
in applying current computational design methods to specifically land-
scape architectural tasks. This distinction becomes sharper if the chal-
lenges of employing computational design in this context are recognised
as different to — and often more difficult than — those tackled in architec-
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tural practice.
1.1. Aim
This research addresses the problem that established landscape architectural
design methods do not provide spatially explicit accounts of the temporal,
scalar, and topological complexities of natural systems.
This research aims to investigate how landscape architects can employ compu-
tational design techniques to model the performance of complex natural sys-
tems in the early stages of the design process.
The seeming rarity of computational design techniques in landscape ar-
chitectural design poses an extremely broad set of research opportuni-
ties. As an initial point of entry, this research considers one of the most
widely-touted benefits of computation: the ability to better tackle cer-
tain forms of complexity.23 These complexities typically reside in design
tasks where key information is quantifiable and key responses definable
in algorithmic terms — as clearly-defined instructions that form deter-
ministic procedures.24 , 25 Given these criteria, most applications of com-
putation to design focus on tasks underpinned by numeric and geomet-
ric factors that can be readily encapsulated and manipulated as data.26
Computation’s speed in executing these procedures results in a surfeit of
specificity27 whereby design tasks that would have been laborious (often
to the point of being impractical) are achievable when offloaded to com-
putational procedures.
Geometric exuberance is the most evident impact of such computational
procedures on the built environment. Parametric and other computa-
tional methods make it easier to imagine, rationalise, and document com-
plex shapes by ameliorating the manual work (and rework) of describing
form in detail.28 , 29 Yet this capacity for formalism is often just an epiphe-
nomenon that masks the other capabilities it affords, such as a greater
ability to employ simulation and analysis30 or a more profound shift in
how the design process proceeds.31 , 32
Most design research and design practice that employs computation does
so in the context of developing the aesthetics or tectonics of constructed
form. Said form encompasses both explicitly architectural ends, such as
façades and structural systems, along with outcomes that are common
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33. At this point, the use of 'natural sys-
tems' rather than 'ecological' or 'landscape'
systems is deliberately disjunctive and will
be clariﬁed in subsequent chapters
34. This helps draw a distinction between
this work and that of urban design; a ﬁeld
that is closely related to landscape archi-
tecture but has a more developed body of
computation techniques and discourse.
35. It should be noted that this attempt to
divide a line between subjective and objec-
tive frames within both the design process
and designed outcomes is not robust. This
issue is explored and acknowledged as
such in later chapters.
across many disciplines, such as the design of room layouts, street furni-
ture, or pavilions. The application of computation to the design of natu-
ral systems, rather than formal systems, is a less explored domain33 , 34 and
encompasses many design tasks that are rare outside of landscape archi-
tecture, such as planting design. Distinguishing between these two do-
mains is the initial move in differentiating this research from other, more
common, uses of computational design methods. Further refinements in
scope follow by defining the complexity problem of natural systems I ad-
dress regarding which complex phenomena I consider, how I understand
their complex features, and when in the design process I do so.
In defining which complex phenomena to consider, I focus on not just the
general domain of natural systems, but the types most relevant to land-
scape architectural practice: the systems that can be meaningfully altered
in a designed landscape. For example, hydrological, ecological, or clima-
tological systems have dedicated fields of study and their effects span wa-
tersheds, biomes, and the atmosphere. However, landscape architects ap-
proach these phenomena in a manner that sees them in relation to site-
specific design intent; whether that is addressing bank erosion, providing
habitat, or cooling a micro-climate. The behaviour of these broad systems
in these contexts still draws heavily from their corresponding sciences,
but does so in a more limited fashion that carves out areas of knowledge
applicable to the scales and aims of design practice. In doing so, landscape
architecture has developed its own distinct form of knowledge regarding
how to understand these systems when designing landscapes and it is this
perspective that I employ to guide the process of modelling.
Within contemporary landscape practice, the scope of ‘designing for nat-
ural systems’ is extensive, so here the focus narrows further. To do so,
I adopt a particular strategy: that of a performance-driven approach to
defining how designers can understand these complex systems. As a re-
sult, I adopt a largely instrumentalist35 perspective, whereby systems are
primarily modelled in terms of the quantifiable features salient to achiev-
ing a particular design outcome. This is not to suggest that this is the only
means by which to consider these phenomena, or other aspects of the de-
sign process, but rather that this approach is particularly amenable to the
introduction of computational methods given their aptitude for quantifi-
cation.
Within the domain of how landscape architects consider the performance
of natural systems as part of the design process, I identify a particular ap-
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43. This also excludes a focus on BIM prac-
tices, or in this context, Landscape Informa-
tion Modelling. While many of the concepts
relevant to these domains are explored, I
do not test them within typical information
modelling environments, such as Revit.
This is, ﬁrst, partly because current BIM
implementations are recognised as be-
ing ill-suited for landscape practice, and
because addressing those issues is a dis-
tinct research project in terms of the aims
and technical skills involved. Second, es-
tablished uses of BIM in practice focus on
its value when modelling to aid late-stage
design development or documentation,
rather than in early-stage design explo-
ration. Both concerns will be more thor-
oughly explored in the fourth chapter.
44. This distinction relies on a normative
standard of what constitutes a GIS-based
approach that many, such as the propo-
nents of 'Geodesign', would disagree with.
The distinction between the computational
methods developed here, and those pos-
sible within a GIS environment, are further
reﬁned in the second chapter.
proach: that computational design can be brought to bear on landscape
systems by investigating several types of complexity that stymie exist-
ing design practices. I introduce these complexities as challenges in ex-
plicitly representing the effects and operations of landscape systems in
a manner that highlights how they work, not just how they look,36 and
positions modelling as a core part of design enquiry.37 The origin and na-
ture of this challenge will be further defined in subsequent chapters, but
is largely drawn from disciplinary discourse that re-frames landscapes as
dynamic entities and, in turn, promotes design techniques that employ
this perspective to create design outcomes that are similarly dynamic in
their effects and operations.38 However, said techniques are often lim-
ited by several forms of complexity that stem from the systems’ nature as
highly temporal as they can evolve dramatically over time; highly scalar
as they operate across, and affect, both large and small areas of landscapes;
and highly topological as they interact with many related systems.39 , 40
Finally, in defining when in the design process this complexity is encoun-
tered, I focus on the early stages of the design process. This is due to sev-
eral factors:
1. A recognition that many of the benefits of computational methods
are felt most acutely at this stage. This typically derives from the
ability to ‘front-load’ design goals using computation and so reduce
the labour required to make wide-ranging changes to design crite-
ria.41
2. The earlier stages of the design process often have a greater capac-
ity to benefit from specialist knowledge (as employed through com-
putational techniques) that can help validate key design decisions
using performance-driven perspectives.42
3. The challenges found in the later stages of the design process are of-
ten tied to issues of documentation and rationalisation. The reso-
lution of these issues can more easily draw from existing computa-
tional design methods and from related approaches such as Build-
ing Information Modelling43 (BIM) that are outside the scope of
concern here. In a similar manner, the use of Geographic Informa-
tion Systems (GIS) is similarly excluded as I focus on design devel-
opment at a sub-territorial scale, rather than performing site sur-
vey or analysis tasks in an isolated manner.44
4. This focus on the early stages of the design process through a
performance-driven lens largely excludes the need to visually rep-
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resent the qualitative aspects of a landscape in detail, such as the
appearance of vegetation or terrain. Doing so in a convincing or ac-
curate manner is difficult,45 and a technical challenge largely dis-
tinct to considerations of design performance.
In sum, the purview of this research identifies a problem within landscape
practice — the forms of complexity found when considering the perfor-
mance of natural systems — and poses a hypothesis — that computation
can help with the quantifiable aspects of these complexities. This then
generates the overriding aim of the research: to explore how computa-
tional methods can be best employed to address this issue. In doing so it
distinguishes itself from existing computational design research through
the design domain explored, and from existing landscape architectural re-
search through the specific design methods employed.
1.2. Context
This research draws from a number of disciplines, but its context and contri-
bution is primarily landscape architectural. Within this discipline, it focuses
on discursive and technical contributions to the emerging practice of computa-
tional landscape architecture.
In adopting programming as a means to produce design outcomes and de-
sign knowledge, my work draws heavily from the field of computational
design. This area is cross-disciplinary,46 but draws heavily from archi-
tectural design and its long-running exploration of how to use compu-
tational techniques within design and production.47 My research draws
from existing knowledge in this field and aims to contribute a range of
distinct practices that help explore how its methods can adapt to the tasks
unique to designing landscapes. However, the ultimate contribution of
the research is to assist in the design of landscapes and so this research
project is primarily a landscape architectural one. That said, landscape
architecture itself is a broad discipline, and the research occupies several
niches within its wider field.
Firstly, it generally follows a school of practice and thought within con-
temporary landscape practice48 often termed landscape urbanism. This
moniker is often defined as an approach to designing urban areas with a
perspective that privileges the medium of landscape. Beyond this broader
notion, the theories and practices of landscape urbanism have done much
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to advance concepts that emphasise the dynamic complexities of land-
scape systems and leverage these as analytic and generative methods in
the design process. It is generally seen as a vanguard in introducing more
systems-focused approaches to designing landscapes and its frameworks
remain an implicit influence in contemporary practice. Landscape ur-
banist thought thus closely aligns with my focus on identifying how to
model the performance of natural systems in the context of landscape ar-
chitectural design. At several points in this thesis, I also draw from cri-
tiques of this framework — particularly those of Australian theorists —
to explore how computational techniques might improve upon systems-
focused design strategies.
Furthermore, the use of computational design methods within landscape
architectural practice is also closely associated with landscape urbanism
as a school of thought, and was given particular focus in the pedagogy and
practice of the Architectural Association’s Landscape Urbanist program.
While this body of work initially contrasted with a more US-based school
of thought that develop design strategies that were largely agnostic to ad-
vanced digital techniques, the distinction has eroded in recent practice.
At the same time, contemporary landscape architecture has seen the use
of computational methods — and design technology more broadly — be-
come more widely recognised and promulgated outside the frame of land-
scape urbanism. These areas of interest include new approaches to site
survey, embedded environmental sensing, open-access data mash-ups,
landscape information modelling, an increased emphasis on digital fab-
rication, and the use of advanced analytic or simulative modelling meth-
ods.
In relation to these emerging practices I position this research as a prac-
tice of ‘computational landscape architecture’; drawing analogies to areas
such as ‘generative art’, the ‘digital humanities’, or ‘algorithmic architec-
ture’ that each denote the use of computational methods as a mode of in-
vestigation within an established discipline. I position my research here
given its aim explicitly focuses on computational methods as the key ob-
ject of investigation, rather than seeing them play a supporting role for
other specific endeavours, such as improving grading. As such I see com-
putational landscape architecture as a methodological category defined
by design processes that are underpinned by computational techniques
and the consideration of how these techniques can be better developed or
applied.
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has the capability to implement that design
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as an ability to draw a particular grid struc-
ture across a diverse range of contexts.
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1.3. Approach
This researchuses aprocess of reflective tool-makingas theprincipal instrument
of enquiry. It tests how computational techniques can embody established dis-
ciplinary concepts to better address the challenges ofmodelling natural systems
in the design process.
The computational methods developed in this research draw from, and
contribute to, landscape architectural discourse. I consider their devel-
opment as a design process in its own right that produces disciplinary
knowledge embodied in tools by working between technique, applica-
tion, and theory in a similar manner to the design of actual landscapes.
The choice to foreground tool-making as a research instrument stems
from the properties of computational techniques that render them more
context-agnostic than conventional design activity.49 This approach also
serves as a response to many of the problems that the research identifies
as located in the use of computational design at a technical or conceptual
level, rather than in any specific application. The broader aim of this re-
search to investigate how to model natural systems is thus pursued by di-
rectly considering the context-agnostic use of computational techniques
alongside the context-agnostic issues encountered when doing so.
In this manner, the research employs a hybrid approach that works be-
tween ‘research-through-design’ and ‘research-for-design frameworks’.50
It uses theories or test scenarios to prompt the development of a tech-
nique (which in this context could be termed as a script or a particular
series of algorithmic rules) as an act of design that responds to a gen-
eral problem situated in a specific site and brief. However, each tech-
nique is also consciously developed and tested as a tool within a toolkit
that can test approaches to this problem across distinct contexts. This al-
lows for the effects of an individual tool/technique to be assessed across a
diverse range of (through-design) scenarios that then allows for general-
isable (for-design) knowledge to develop from those test cases. I present
the development and application of tools as midpoints in each chapter,
such that they investigate a disciplinary issue introduced beforehand and
set up a subsequent reflection on the wider relevance of the specific inves-
tigations.
The cycle between contextual and generalisable design activity is po-
sitioned as a process of self-directed research that draws from evalua-
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tive models developed in theories of reflective practice and cybernetics.
This process proceeds in both directions: a specific design problem may
prompt the development of a particular technique, which is then devel-
oped and assessed further according to a related disciplinary concept. Al-
ternately, a disciplinary concept may spur the development of a related
technique which is then developed and assessed through a number of spe-
cific design problems. The sum of this process is a reflection on the tasks
of tool-making that address the aim of the research. It does not do so in
terms of any specific computational technique that can model a given
natural system. Instead, it details how computational techniques, in gen-
eral, can be better developed for the task of modelling natural systems in
landscape architecture.
1.4. Outline
This thesis comprises seven chapters: three that introduce the context and ap-
proach of the research, three that investigate its proposition, and one that re-
flects upon its results.
In the following chapter, I introduce the context of the research. I begin by
detailing the general role of computation in contemporary design prac-
tice and discuss its impact in comparison to conventional design tech-
niques — such as drawing or explicit modelling — that do not automate
the representation of design intent. In the second part of this chapter,
I address how computational methods can be used in a landscape archi-
tectural context through a review of precedent projects grouped by the
types of computational technique they employ and a discussion of how
those techniques affect the design process. In doing so, I establish the dis-
ciplinary context in which this research places its design practice, what
distinguishes it from prior practice in this context, and what conceptual
frameworks underpin my approach.
Throughout the third chapter, I outline the methodology of my research.
Initially, I introduce this as a process alternating between research-
for-design and research-through-design before discussing how design
knowledge is generated through these cycles. This foregrounds the use
of tool-making as a research instrument and illustrates how it can con-
tribute to landscape architecture as a discipline.
The fourth chapter explores how computational design environments
represent landscape information. Here I focus on the data structures that
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underpin computational approaches and discuss these with reference to
computer-aided design technologies and disciplinary discourse relating
to landscape representation. I demonstrate how to reconcile these ten-
sions through two tools that instrumentalise the notions of field condi-
tions and topology as techniques. Each is designed to better cater to the
nature of landscape conditions by augmenting standard geometric ap-
proaches to data encapsulation.
In the fifth chapter, I test how to model natural systems phenomena
in a spatially explicit manner. This task is discussed with reference to
the role of ecology within landscape architectural design, the relation-
ship between philosophical and scientific notions of ecological systems,
and a consideration of computational design models as complex systems
in their own right. I introduce a number of tools through two testing
grounds: a design for a landscape at the scale of an urban block and a de-
sign for a landscape spread across an industrial suburb and waterfront.
These allow me to identify distinctly landscape architectural strategies
for systems modelling that shift the focus of computational design explo-
ration towards feedback and tendency rather than convergence.
Across the sixth chapter, I examine how computational design techniques
offer a distinct means to make time an explicit and operational condi-
tion within the design process. This enquiry is discussed with reference to
existing landscape architectural discourse regarding emergence and uses
these theories to gauge how computational techniques can reflect these
notions. In doing so I develop modelling strategies that employ distinct
notions of projection and iteration that better match how landscape sys-
tems exhibit emergent properties and how these inform design goals.
In the concluding chapter, I highlight key findings that cut across the re-
search. These concern how to model aformal landscape conditions in a
computational design environment; how to frame the role of encapsu-
lation and indeterminacy when modelling natural systems; and how to
employ emergent computational methods to model natural processes. I
also discuss the broader limitations, implications, significance, and fu-
ture potential of this research.
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2. The Natures of Computation
The first chapter outlined the aim of this research: to improve the
early stages of the landscape architectural design process by developing
performance-driven models of landscape systems. The task of creating
and employing these models within a digital medium is closely tied to the
interdisciplinary field of computational design.
In this chapter, I introduce computational design by outlining its origins
and key features. I then detail how computational design methods have
been used to design landscapes. From this discussion, I establish a com-
munity of practice in which my work is situated, from which it identifies
unresolved problems, and to which it defines the significance and orig-
inality of its results. In doing so, I clarify my research aim and research
problem by identifying their origins within a specific set of contemporary
design practices and detail what specific issues they seek to address.
The broader context of computational design is established by highlight-
ing how it affects the design process as compared to other forms of repre-
sentation and design development. I then introduce the different forms
of discourse and practice surrounding computational design in landscape
architecture through a series of broad types that each focus on a dis-
tinct application of computational methods. These types are used to in-
troduce specific disciplinary opportunities and constraints presented by
each method and to clarify which of those my research does or does not
investigate. This culminates in a focused discussion of the set of practices
I identify as the focus of this research and the specific strategies I employ
to address their limitations.
2.1. Computational Design & Computational Thinking
I use computational design and related monikers such as computational
methodor computational techniquewhen discussing the design approaches
that this thesis investigates and employs. As a preliminary definition,
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computational design describes when design intent is expressed through
computational procedures — i.e. through programming. However, this
terminology is just one within an extensive lineage. Since the 1960s, digi-
tal design processes may have been pursuing evolutionary architectures,
digital morphogenesis, emergent design, algorithmic design, generative
design, topological design, ‘blobitecture’, or parametric design.
Each of these terms is a different seed sown by the various pioneers of dig-
ital design research. Their differences reflect a varied history that spans
across disciplines and decades. Some terms, such as generative design at-
tempt to become all-encompassing labels for a broad set of design prac-
tices.1 Others, such as evolutionary architecture, emphasise a seemingly
short-lived spike in interest for working with very particular technolo-
gies and concepts.2 Many, like parametric design, have ambiguous perime-
ters3 that are capable of conveying either mathematical minutiae or pros-
elyting principles depending on context. Common to all is that they were
ultimately enabled by the introduction of digital technologies to design
practice. Beyond this genesis, more specific taxonomies within this group
are difficult to draw as many of the terms have gone in and out of fashion,
or present ambiguities as to whether they refer to particular design tech-
nologies, a particular approach to the design process, or a particular type
of designed outcome.4
For the purposes of this chapter, and this document as a whole, I’ve set-
tled on ‘computational design’ as the term of choice for describing the way
in which a particular set of technologies alter several key aspects of the
design process. This choice is partly due to that term’s present popular-
ity in the design disciplines5 and the common use of the ‘computational’
nomenclature to describe analogous shifts in how other fields practice,
such as computational photography, computational ecology, computa-
tional typography, or the computational humanities. That said, the char-
acteristics of computational design I outline later in this chapter sum-
marise its major impacts and implications in architectural and landscape
architectural practice, but do not necessarily describe the wider phenom-
ena present across different disciplines.
To more precisely define the concept of ‘computational design’, it is
worth exploring the notion of ‘computational thinking’ that is popular
in technology-focused education and the cross-disciplinary use of pro-
gramming.6 The term was first coined in 1980 by Seymour Papert (then
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co-founder of the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory) in his bookMind-
storms: Children, Computers, and Powerful Ideas.7 Building upon construc-
tivist theories of education, Papert’s own notions of constructionism fo-
cus on how project-based learning creates and tests mental models of the
world8 and gives particular emphasis to how computers could aid this
process. Later, in 2006, Jeanette Wing (then Vice President of Microsoft
research) popularised9 the term as “reformulating a seemingly difficult
problem into one we know how to solve, perhaps by reduction, embed-
ding, transformation, or simulation”.10 In the preface to Computational
DesignThinking, editors Achim Menges and Sean Ahlquist explicitly tie the
two uses of the term together with the aim of detailing not just the tech-
nical implementation of computational design methods but the “mode of
computational design thinking”11 that draws from concepts in a diverse
range of fields to guidewhyandhowcomputation can be used to aid design
exploration. These concepts, such as systems theory, cybernetics, devel-
opment biology, and the philosophy of mathematics echo many of those
used to define computational thinking as they detail aspects, such as pro-
cedural logic or relational quantification, that algorithmic approaches ex-
cel at exploring.
The notion of ‘computational design’ I use here is the product of a par-
ticular set of technical capabilities and the process by which they are ap-
plied within the design process. I employ the terms ‘computational meth-
ods’ or ‘computational techniques’ to refer to these particular technical
capabilities12 and their implementation or application through the me-
chanics of parametric geometries, evolutionary algorithms, etc. Thus, the
use of ‘computational design’ in the context of this research, describes a
design process that has employed computational methods or techniques
and in doing so has required the designer to develop their design intent
using computational thinking. This definition could be considered ap-
proximately equivalent to the terms ‘generative design’13 or ‘design com-
puting’14 and as a subset of the wider fields of computer-aided design or
digital design.
2.2. The Character of Computational Design
In the early 1970s, Nicholas Negroponte speculated on how computers
could evolve architectural practice by outlining three distinct possibil-
ities. First, that “current procedures can be automated, thus speeding
up and reducing the cost of existing practices”.15 Second, that “existing
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methods can be altered to fit within the specifications and constitution
of a machine, where only those issues are considered that are supposedly
machine-compatible”.16 Third, that “the design process, considered as
evolutionary, can be presented to a machine, also considered evolution-
ary, and a mutual training, resilience, and growth can be developed”.17
The first two18 of these possibilities broadly echo the ‘computerised’
and ‘computational’ modes of computer-aided design outlined by Kostas
Terzidis in 2006:
While computation is the procedure of calculating, i.e. determining some-
thing by mathematical or logical methods, computerization is the act of
entering, processing, or storing information in a computer or a computer
system. Computerization is about automation, mechanization, digitiza-
tion, and conversion. Generally, it involves the digitization of entities or
processes that are preconceived, predetermined, and well defined. In con-
trast, computation is about the exploration of indeterminate, vague, un-
clear, and often ill-defined processes; because of its exploratory nature,
computation aims at emulating or extending the human intellect.19
Terzidis described these two paradigms at a time when the computa-
tional mode was becoming more widespread within architectural design
practice. Its emergence offered a distinct set of opportunities and chal-
lenges as compared to the predominant mode of digital design: that of
computer-aided design (CAD).20 Software such as AutoCAD had entered
mainstream design practice over the course of the 90s, primarily as a
means to digitise the processes of drafting used for documentation pro-
duction.21 , 22 Drawing tools and techniques became icon palettes, menu
items, and typed commands: LINE, CIRCLE, MOVE, ROTATE.23 This auto-
mated, in the simplest sense, the many procedures of paper-based draft-
ing such that they became faster to execute, more precise, and easier to
rework or reproduce.
Early CAD software thus fulfilled the first of Negroponte’s possibilities —
that of automating procedures — because it enabled computers to recreate
pre-existing methods of drafting and modelling in a more efficient man-
ner. In doing so, they acted as tools — following Terzidis’ terms — for com-
puting but not for computation. First, because their value was primarily
in digitising a previously analogue process (drafting) and, secondly, be-
cause their medium (a digital canvas) acts as a record and representation
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of design intent but does not often actively assist in determining that in-
tent in a manner separate to the direct control of the user. Many of the
benefits attributed to CAD during its wider adoption explicitly echo this
characterisation, highlighting that the software accelerated drafting and
in doing so “provided the architect with more time to spend on the cre-
ative stages of the design process”.24
While CAD was seen as enhancing some parts of the design process, its
drafting-centric characteristics could also be seen as restricting design
expression. Some of these limitations related to the aesthetics of digital
drawing — a cursor is easily seen as a blunt tool when compared to the nu-
ances of pressure and motion found when making marks upon a page.25
More relevant to the distinction between computational and comput-
erised methods are CAD’s limitations in representing geometry and how
these can influence the expression of design intent. By mimicking con-
ventional drawing techniques as constrained geometric operations, early
CAD software could constrain design development when certain design
features were not able to be expressed by those pre-specified methods.
For instance, representing arbitrary shapes became difficult as they may
not conform to the geometric primitives or procedures provided by the
software. William Mitchell, writing about Gehry Partners’ projects in the
1990s, characterised the forms of CAD common to architecture as “greatly
enhancing the efficiency of the traditional drafting practices”26 but that
this meant “these systems further marginalised alternative practices”27
such as the design of less rectilinear geometries. As noted by Mitchell,
architects “tend to draw what they can build, and build what they can
draw”28 so constraints and tendencies within the media used to depict a
design exert a normative force on design expression. In the case of early
mainstream CAD, this often resulted in it favouring conventional formal
paradigms.29 , 30
In some cases, these limitations derived from specific technical details
that were ameliorated as CAD software evolved and developed better
methods to describe and manipulate geometry.31 A notable example of
this is Gehry Partners’ adoption of software employed in aerospace engi-
neering to design, document, and analysed complex curved surfaces.32 , 33
However, many limitations also stemmed from the broader mode of de-
sign development rather than from any specific capabilities. CAD soft-
ware relies on a WYSIWYG or ‘what you see is what you get’ paradigm
where designers draw on a virtual canvas and design development pro-
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Figure 2.2: Morphing operations acting upon
grids in the work of Peter Eisenman.
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ceeds by iteratively manipulating 2D or 3D geometries using pre-defined
methods.34
The mechanics of this process differ from those found in analogue draw-
ing in numerous ways, such as the disjunct between the previously-
embodied practices of sight and action — where “the computer separates
the two with the eye occupying a disembodied place on the screen, and the
hand manipulating a pointing device”.35 However, CAD still largely main-
tains and reproduces the general epistemology of architectural drawing.
As described by Wood, architectural drawing is not only regulated by
“codes, conventions, techniques, and prescriptions”36 but in order to com-
municate architectural qualities, drawings must reference those very reg-
ulations — systems such as those “of elevations, plans, sections, and per-
spectives”37 — as they develop. When drawing, the “hand obeys the im-
mediacy of a freed mind, but is never accorded an influence of its own –
it remains an instrument. The hand is defined as a tool of drawing just as
the drawing is made a tool of architecture”.38
Shifting the locus of drawing from hand to screen meant adopting a more
neutral tool; one lacking a physical embodiment of expressive bodily ac-
tion and the direct interplay between seeing and marking a page.39 How-
ever, to sever the hand from the canvas presents new opportunities at
the same time as it imposes new limitations. The neutrality of the com-
puter as a drawing tool is what offers distinct methods that break from
traditional modes precisely because disconnecting the task of visual de-
piction from the movement of the hand reduces the labour or complexity
of other forms of design. The early potential of these new forms of design
are noted by Peter Eisenman when describing the influence of computers
on his design process:
Mywork is ultimately about conceptualizing othermethods. That iswhy I
started working with computers, because all we can do as humans is draw
axes and places. The computer conceptualizes and draws differently. I
rely more and more on computers because through them we can produce
things we could never produce twenty years ago. For example, morphing
is a vectoral operation. An axis is a neutral vector that has no direction,
magnitude, or intensity. Computers can analyze vectors in a way that a
human could not.40
Such a morphing operation — perhaps a SCALE1D41 in CAD terms — is typ-
ically difficult to perform through analogue drawing; if just because of
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the labour required to rework a drawing and the complexities involved
in mentally translating geometries into a non-uniform projection. How-
ever, when performed as a command in CAD software, the computer han-
dles the tasks of applying vector math to Cartesian coordinates. At the
same time, it allows the user to easily direct the key parameters of the
command, such as the magnitude and direction of the transformation.
Geometric transformations such as these represent a (small) shift to-
wards the kinds of digital design methods which, following Negroponte’s
paradigms, are altered to fit within the ‘constitution of a machine’ be-
cause they substitute what would otherwise be piecemeal manual re-
drawing operations into a single higher-order function. Similarly, fol-
lowing Terzidis’ terms, many complex CAD operations do not ask a user
to enter, process or store the desired changes directly (as explicitly-drawn
geometry) but rather operate using abstracted actions (e.g. determining a
scaling vector) that better lend themselves to the exploration of an inde-
terminate process.42
While a simple transformation like SCALE1D is a well-established and un-
remarkable capability of most common CAD software, I’ve introduced it
to illustrate some of what determines the spectrum between comput-
erised and computational modes. A morphing operation does not stray
far towards the computational end of this gamut. However, it still con-
trasts with traditional modes of representation because it automatically
performs most of the necessary of drawing actions instead of requiring
the user to enact them directly upon a canvas. This illustrates the broad
nature of computational design methods as employing actions that work
on the computer’s terms rather than by emulating traditional modes
of drawing or model-making.43 In bypassing these modes, computation
ameliorates many of their limitations and allows designers to leverage
the computer’s capacity to automate laborious tasks that would otherwise
discourage designers from employing complex manual procedures.44
This capacity to perform design operations as executable rules is what al-
lows computers to begin to automate tasks within the design process and
thus fit the ‘machine-compatible’ criteria that Negroponte discussed as
the second potential of computers in the design process. Further, it is
the key enabler of the processes that Terzidis characterises as ‘indetermi-
nate, vague, unclear, and often ill-defined’. The exact manner in which
these methods are not fixed, specific, evident, and explicit is, however,
somewhat dependent on the specific design action and intent. To focus on
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just the task of form-making: the indeterminacy of computational meth-
ods could accrue because their calculations enact geometric, mathemati-
cal, or logical procedures that are too difficult for a person to imagine in-
tuitively or resolve in detail.45 Alternatively, the indeterminacy of these
methods could be located in their results if they produce certain types of
complexity — such as free-form 3D curvilinearity or smoothly-sequenced
animation — that break with the established norms of architectural rep-
resentation that rely on “generalized concepts or idealised forms”.46 This
break creates ambiguous representations that “resist their viewers’ inter-
pretation: they are forms in and of themselves rather than microcosms
of a grander vision”.47 To return to Eisenman’s characterisation of digital
design procedures, he speaks of how both forms of indeterminacy can act
in tandem as digital methods enact unknowable logics and create unpre-
dictable results:
Once the environment becomes affective, inscribed within another logic
or an ur-logic, one which is no longer translatable into the vision of the
mind, then reason becomes detached from vision…This begins to produce
an environment that ‘looks back’ – that is, the environment seems to have
an order that we can perceive, even though it does not seem tomean any-
thing.48
While these characterisations of computational design procedures pri-
marily stem from the early experiments of architects — such as those of
Eisenman, Lynn, and Denari — they hint at an enduring distinction in the
broader nature of computational design that is most emblematic when
its results or processes are not preconceived, predetermined, and well de-
fined.
This distinction reflects a more fundamental difference in the role of rep-
resentation within the design process that goes beyond just the type of
specific technique or action (CIRCLE; SCALE1D) used in a particular pro-
gram. Instead, the distinction that causes this enduring difference is
found in the manner in which media are used to develop design intent.
Whether sprung from the palimpsests of sketching or the conventions of
drafting, representational artefacts operate as eidetic proxies for the de-
signer’s imagination. When drawing or model-making we rarefy intent
into image and so create a testing ground to measure ideas against the
realities of form and function.49 Computational modes shift this. They
require the designer to describe and develop their intent in algorithmic
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rather than eidetic terms: as a set of instructions for the computer to exe-
cute rather than as a set of direct manipulations upon a model that mimic
the visual features of the design. To design using computational meth-
ods means that any resulting skeuomorphic representations are an after-
effect of the algorithm’s execution.50 This directly contrasts with tradi-
tional methods of analogue or digital design wherein representation is
the key site of design exploration because it presents a mimetic artefact
for iterative manipulation.
To translate design intent into algorithmic procedures presents a num-
ber of challenges. Most notably, it forces design intent to be explicitly
encoded and so forces many assumptions to be well-understood ahead of
time.51 , 52 Using computational methods to explore design options typi-
cally involves quantifying those options in some manner so that they can
be enacted algorithmically. This then requires the designer to assign spe-
cific values, such as numeric measurements, to key design parameters.
When drawing, or using traditional 3D modelling, these values — e.g. the
dimensions of a swale element — typically develop implicitly, rather than
explicitly, in the early stages of the design process as side-effects of the vi-
sual representations being directly drawn or modelled. Moreover, design-
ing using algorithmic processes typically means tying several procedures
together so that the different elements of a design will relate or respond
to each other as a cohesive whole. Doing so then requires that the de-
signer make those relationships exact, rather than ambiguous or implicit.
For instance, if the dimensions of the swale are tailored to match the per-
meability or surface area of the immediate landscape, an algorithmic de-
scription of that relationship requires making a causative logic explicit.
Are the features of the immediate landscape the underpinning variable
that the design of the swale adapts to? Or does causation flow in the op-
posite direction, whereby the dimensions of the swale determine the fea-
tures of the landscape? With either option, there is a further need to spec-
ify this relationship unequivocally as a formula that specifies how an in-
crease or decrease in one variable affects the other.
Once design intent is encoded in algorithmic procedures, computational
processing can execute the requisite steps rapidly. This allows for com-
plex geometric results to be formulated and depicted at speeds that ex-
ceed human ability. Such haste allows for more rapid design iteration as
the underpinning procedures can easily generate new outcomes without
the need to manually rework and reconcile geometric representations.53
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This can ameliorate some of the problems found in having to explicitly de-
fine design features early on in the design process — if key variables and
relationships are defined within a wider algorithmic procedure they can
then be easily altered to generate new outputs. To return to the earlier ex-
ample: while defining an exact mathematical relationship between swale
length and landscape surface may not be desirable at first, any assump-
tions about this relationship could be easily adjusted and the procedure
re-enacted to produce new results for consideration.
While Terzidis and Negroponte’s paradigms are valuable in identifying
the distinct nature of computation, they speak less about how it affects
the expression and assessment of design intent. Here the notion of the
diagram can be a useful aid in characterising what is distinct about the
use of computational design procedures. Diagrammatic modes of draw-
ing develop design intent in primarily conceptual (rather than formal)
terms. They act as visual representations but do not adhere to the draw-
ing modes that expect form to be represented with fidelity or according
to conventions. As such, they are “an abstract means of thinking about
organisation”54 — an ascalar and aformal design space that is conceptual-
organisational rather than pictorial-eidetic.55 A design space that con-
structs “not a thing in itself, but a description of potential relationships
among elements”.56
Like diagrams, the procedures of computation do not resemble what they
produce. Their use within the design process requires enacting diagram-
matic processes by creating abstract notations and organising their in-
terrelationships.57 , 58 Yet, unlike a traditional diagrammatic mode, com-
putational equivalents offer an opportunity for conceptual intent to de-
velop alongside a visual resolution and representation of that intent as
precisely-depicted form.59 This enables a stereo vision where intent-
procedure juxtaposes against computed-result,60 and allows the designer
to assess specific representations and specific actions simultaneously, but
separately.61 While digital or traditional modes of drafting couple action
and representation, computational design methods allow for each aspect
to exist as a separate concern within the design process. This disconnect
is then what enables designers to fully leverage the power of algorithmic
procedures because the task of representing form does not require the
user to explicitly create form using mimetic methods.
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2.3. The Computational Landscape
In 2013, when this research began, there were few projects and publica-
tions that discussed the use of advanced digital techniques within land-
scape architectural design. Published in the year prior, Digital Landscape
Architecture Now, was one of the few exceptions.62 The book detailed a
wide range of digital design practices spanning rendering, animation,
datascaping, geospatial analysis, photogrammetry, environmental sens-
ing, and all manner of fabrication techniques. In doing so, it presented
the work of thirty-nine practices, seventeen of which were discussed as
having used computational design tools or methods. Only six of the sev-
enteen could be broadly classified as landscape-focused practices, such as
Gross Max, rather than as building-focused practices, such as Zaha Ha-
did Architects. This expansive and varied grouping of design disciplines
and methods reflected the — at the time — broad and emergent nature of
digital technologies within landscape architecture and the discourse sur-
rounding them.
Five years later, the nature of this discourse has changed. A stronger sense
of discipline-specificity is evident in newer publications and practices
that explicitly discuss the use of digital design technologies from a land-
scape architectural perspective. Documented in these new publications
are a range of emerging thematics that unite shared interests in particu-
lar techniques and theories while discussing both in a manner that goes
beyond just documenting their applications in a particular project. While
this broader field of digital landscape architecture encompasses numer-
ous overlapping interests, a recent set of publications have explicitly ad-
dressed the use of computational design methods.
The Simulating Natures symposium, held in early 2015, examined the “de-
velopment of computationally-enabled modelling and simulation” with
the first session exploring hydrodynamic modelling; the second explor-
ing the analysis and simulation of living systems; and the third explor-
ing real-time and tangible interfaces for environmental data. Many of the
techniques and themes at the symposium are expanded upon in the fol-
lowing sources.
The Responsive Landscapes book, published in early 2016, describes the use
of parallelised and iterative feedback systems — ‘responsive technologies’
— to design landscapes. These feedback systems are initially discussed in
terms of how landscape architects employ representational systems and
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physical models to understand landscape systems. Later, a catalogue of
projects and interviews are grouped by a particular strategy — such as
the “removal and reconfiguration of information through physical and
temporal displacement”63 — that detail how responsive technologies can
guide the design process or its outcomes.
The Landscape Architecture and Digital Technologies book, also published
in early 2016, provides a cross-section of contemporary modes of prac-
tice enabled by digital tools. Computational methods are discussed in
the first chapter as means to generate topographic surfaces; in the second
chapter as a means to develop design features that respond to terrestrial
characteristics; and in the third chapter as a means to evaluate the perfor-
mance of design features against climatic, hydrodynamic, and other sys-
tems. Each chapter features case studies that detail which computational
design methods were employed within a project and reflects upon their
value as compared to conventional methods.
The Digital Landscapes volume of Kerb and the Simulation volume of LA+
were both published later in 2016 and each feature articles that highlight
the role of computational design techniques in specific landscape archi-
tectural projects, or in relation to landscape architectural theory. Exam-
ples of the former discuss a number of projects that explore specific com-
putational methods as a means to better to design for complex phenom-
ena such as dunal landforms, wetlands systems, and sea-level mitigation,
while other articles elaborate upon the latter through guiding concepts
such as topology, cybernetics, emergence, and ‘synthetic time’. In con-
trast, the LA+ issue considers simulation as both an expansive method-
ology and a more narrowly-applied instrument. It documents both per-
spectives across projects that simulate urban growth dynamics and cli-
matic conditions alongside hydrological models that investigate flood-
ing, sedimentation, and erosion.
The Dynamic Patterns book, published in mid-2017, foregrounds patterns
as diagrams of process and how their topological, behavioural, or orna-
mental capacities are recognisable in landscape phenomena and designed
landscapes. The use and capabilities of computational methods are often
highlighted as a means of developing patterns by allowing them to be un-
derstood as “relational and dynamic ways of organizing”64 and more easily
adapted to different purposes than their ‘source’. Patterns are also used as
a frame to discuss concepts common to computational discourse — such
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as emergence, morphogenesis, and simulation — in the context of land-
scape architectural design and through specific design projects.
The above sources explicitly or implicitly discuss the use of computa-
tional design techniques for modelling natural systems, but typically dis-
cuss this approach through case studies or as part of a broader shifts in
practice. For instance, sections of Responsive Landscapes, Landscape Ar-
chitecture and Digital Technologies, Dynamic Patterns or the Kerb and LA+
volumes detail how a particular type of system was modelled as part of
the design process and present its results. In contrast, Responsive Land-
scapes or Dynamic Patterns develop specific frameworks that characterises
the applied value and use of computational design, alongside other tech-
niques, in landscape architectural terms. My research looks to differen-
tiate itself by sitting in the middle of these two different levels of focus.
To do so, it considers how to model natural systems across a broad class
of project types while also examining broader theories in relation to that
task.
This position foregrounds discussions of computational technique and
modelling strategy and sees each area as crucial to both the specific appli-
cations of computational design and its broader impact upon how land-
scape architects engage with natural systems. This follows from the aim
and medium of the research: the generalisable nature of computational
tools offers both a challenge and opportunity that is necessarily explored
through the mechanics of those tools, but not sufficiently demonstrated
in either singular projects or the broader framing of their use. While
design studies and conceptual frameworks are important to that task,
they gain additional relevance when considered alongside the capabili-
ties of contemporary computational methods in this context. This per-
spective also allows for more comparative discussions of the practices de-
veloped in computational design and software engineering that consider
the more general use of computation and are thus highly relevant to the
broader problem identified. Of the sources above, Responsive Landscapes
most closely matches this perspective in parts, such as when it compares
how methods of abstraction can apply within systems models and com-
putational systems.65 Throughout the research, I look to extend these dis-
cussions by identifying techniques and strategies that are developed from
the design of specific computational tools, the capabilities of common
computational design environments, and the specific task of modelling
natural systems.
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p. 21.
In the following section, I clarify the intended distinction between this
research and extant practices by detailing a range of projects that use
computational design techniques to design landscapes and have done so
in a manner that has affected some fundamental aspects of the ensuing
design. I group and introduce each of the projects in terms of the pre-
dominant computational technique or approach used in design develop-
ment, as opposed to organising them according to a broader theme drawn
from the project’s goals or type. This serves to highlight the different ap-
proaches that my own work does or does not employ, the challenges posed
by each technique, and the opportunities that relate to my stated research
problem.
2.4. Parametric Modelling
Of all the ideas to emerge from the past decades of computational design
research and practice, parametric design or parametric modelling is per-
haps the most prominent in practice and discourse.66 Yet, its definition is
often imprecise and multiple.67 In discussing Robert Woodbury’sElements
of ParametricDesign, Daniel Davis identifies that even within a fundamen-
tal text on the use of parametric models in architectural design there are
ambiguously broad definitions of its subject. Descriptions such as “para-
metric modeling introduces fundamental change: ‘marks’, that is, parts
of the design, relate and change together in a coordinated way”68 could
also apply to characteristics that are present in traditional modes of de-
sign and other prominent modes of digital modelling, such as Building
Information Modelling.69
We can arrange the various semantic intents of how the term ‘paramet-
ric’ is employed along something of a sliding scale: from the overarching
strategies and manifestos of parametric design or parametricisim down to
the more implementation-focused parametric model or parametric equa-
tion. This is a loose hierarchy, but one that broadly moves from normative
descriptions of the actual or desired effects of a parametric model to the
more rigorous details of its implementation.
Parametric in mathematics denotes a “set of equations that express a set of
quantities as explicit functions70 of a number of independent variables,
known as ‘parameters’ ”.71 In design terms, the typical effect resulting
from such equations is that there are concrete numeric relationships be-
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tween particular geometric, or other quantifiable elements, that are “ex-
plicitly stating how outcomes derive from a set of parameters”.72
Parametric modelling is the technique that puts these effects to use as a
methodology for investigating a design feature through the process of
developing a model. Also known as constraint modelling,73 it refers to
a methodology that (in the context of the design process) develops a di-
rected graph of relationships between design features.74 These relation-
ships define features in terms of each other and in terms of key variables
— or parameters — that express design decisions in the rules that define
the model. This then renders those rules as “explicit, auditable, editable
and re-executable”.75
Parametric design or parametric thinking focuses on the qualitative aspects
of how this methodology affects the design process. Working with a para-
metric model encourages design strategies that emphasise the correla-
tions and relationships between design elements76 , 77 and that create flex-
ible forms of representation which allow for design features to be easily
modified.78 However, these features are not specific to the use of paramet-
ric models. As described earlier, the use of computational design in gen-
eral also employs quantifiable correlations (as implemented by digital al-
gorithms) to creates representations with elements of indeterminacy.79
Parametricisim represents a series of value judgements that favour the use
of broadly-parametrically-based methodologies for the production of de-
sign features that are an unmistakable product of these methods. This
definition encourages, or at least encapsulates, methods of form-finding
or simulation, such as agent-based modelling,80 that fall outside of strict
definitions of parametric modelling. Further, it advocates for the use of
these techniques as not just useful to some aspects of design, but also as
a means to reflect and address the complexity of the contemporary world
by introducing more differentiated forms and functions in the built en-
vironment.81 Such an idea is well-publicised by Patrick Schumacher, the
current principal of Zaha Hadid Architects, but less widely pursued as a
deliberate ‘style’ that encompasses a range of ideals to enact across all
manner of design decisions.
In architectural practice, and their origins in mechanical design,82 para-
metric techniques are primarily used for geometric development or for
tightening the links between performance criteria and the geometric out-
comes that create or affect those functions. As such, some of the most vis-
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Figure 2.4: The image used to directly
control the paving 'ﬁeld' of the Keio
University Roof by using a grid to sample the
degree to which each point on the image
was black, grey, or white. Gilles, Intermediate
Natures, p. 150.
85. Ibid., p. 175.
ible impacts of computational design techniques on the design of land-
scapes is in the formal treatment of ‘hard’ surfaces, such as street furni-
ture, paving elements, pavilions, and other items that can be geometri-
cally defined and manufactured specifically for a particular project. As
manufactured and constructed artefacts, these elements can draw from
the design and fabrication techniques popularised for creating archi-
tectural forms and that leverage parametric techniques.83 For example,
Michel Desvigne’s Keio University Roof project employs a ‘field’ technique
whereby the radii of a parametrically-defined grid of circles grow in re-
sponse to an image that has been ‘mapped’ on to the space. These aper-
tures then become voids within the paving grid (figure 2.5) that are filled
with either vegetation or solid cylinders that function as seats.84 The re-
sulting aesthetic is one of a smoothly differentiated surface:
One slips into this space, drifting along on the feelings aroused by the wa-
ter and the light, playing on the same logic. There is no clear separation
here (nor was there in Noguchi’s garden) between voids and solids. This
composition plays with successive planes and textures of variable densi-
ties. The evenpunctuationof the groundgives cadence to these variations.
This is a small structure that organizes textures, porosities, densities, and
transparencies—the material and the complex spaces, just as in a natural
landscape.85
The project’s goals are a productive contradiction: a desire for a roof gar-
den — a tightly bounded and sculptured landscape — that at the same time
displays the variety in vegetation and spatial enclosure common to a tra-
ditional Japanese garden. While the parametric field sets up the tiling
pattern that determines where plants can be located, discussions of the
project do not suggest that other aspects of the planting design also em-
ployed parametric techniques. The limited quantity of plant species and
the small scale of the space meant that such methods were likely un-
necessary, if not counter-productive, to the need for nuanced levels of
direct control over how the tree rows define spatial volumes and sight
lines within the rooftop. However, this does raise the question of how
these design criteria, or others, could become directly intertwined with
the logic of the hardscape through parameterisation if the complexity of
the project demanded it.
A number of projects use similar parametric geometries at greater scales
to explore, if not answer, these questions. Often these techniques take
shape as tiling strategies or path configurations that feature branching,
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Figure 2.5: The diﬀerent types of granite slab in detail and the resulting design. ibid., p. 172.
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Figure 2.6: From above the garden reveals a pattern of punctures that shift across the course of the roof. Michel Desvigne Paysagiste, Keio
University.
86. Hansen, “From Hand to Land: Trac-
ing Procedural Artifacts in the Built Land-
scape”.
87. Flahery and Winstanley, Exclusive Inter-
view: Plasma Studio on Xi'an International
Horticultural Expo.
flowing, twisting, folding, or fracturing geometries. Such forms echo
architectural applications of surface panelling and manipulation tech-
niques but apply them to the ground plane — as façades turned to be-
come fields. These formal typologies are what Andrea Hansen terms the
“procedural artefacts” of digital design technologies — recognisable pat-
terns that reflect their enabling tools or methodologies.86 In Plasma Stu-
dio and Groundlab’s design for the Flowing Gardens project, the fractured
nature of the landscape’s surface is both an aesthetic choice and proce-
dural trace: triangulated patterns reflect the mesh-based methods of ge-
ometric representation underpinning the design, as well as a desire to
produce forms that reflect a highly dynamic and differentiated landscape
condition. Similarly, the ‘field’ aesthetic identified in the previous project
acts as both a signifier of parametrically-defined geometry and the de-
signer’s desire to create an amorphous atmosphere full of subtle formal
shifts.
Looking to the functional intent of Flowing Gardens, the landscape is a
large-scale revitalisation project that replaces a desolate and polluted in-
dustrial landscape. Its plan is organised through branching meshes (fig-
ure 2.7) that propose a unification of pedestrian and water circulation into
a “biomorphic rhizomatic distribution system”.87 The logic of this unified
system is difficult to discern in the final proposal. This is in part due to the
brief’s dramatic underestimation of visitor numbers and the designer’s
difficulty in developing the proposal after having won the competition:
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Figure 2.7: The Gardens deploy a triangulated
mesh logic to organise circulation and
vegetation areas. Plasma Studio, featured in
Fulcher, Plasma Studio Completes Xi'an Expo
Centre
88. De Muynck and de Muynck, The Xi'an
Trident.
89. Flahery and Winstanley, Exclusive Inter-
view: Plasma Studio on Xi'an International
Horticultural Expo.
As a competition entry we handed in a sketch,” says Holger Kehne, ”be-
cause we did not havemuch time. It wasmore a vision, a collage with bits
of information. As we were not satisfied with our proposal, it surprised us
to hear we had won. We believed it was a great opportunity to start over
again. But we had to stick to what we had initially proposed.88
Although the design’s fractured and branching forms may only function
as a hydrological network in a limited manner, it is worth considering
how the triangulated formwork would (as initially intended) act as a log-
ical response to the identified goal of producing a “hydrological recycling
system where water run-off is collected and cleaned naturally before be-
ing used for irrigation or discharged into the lake”.89 Such a faceted form
is relatively straightforward to deploy in terms of its geometry — likely
a series of points linked with a Delaunay triangulation — but the place-
ment of those controlling points has a heavy influence on performance of
the design. This raises a question: given the use of parametric geometries
to conduct highly complicated forms in a landscape context, to what ex-
tent can they provide information about — or begin to optimise towards
— functional criteria?
The 2006 competition entry for the Busan Cinema Complex by James Cor-
ner Field Operations and TEN Arquitectos demonstrates a more simple,
but more explicit, parametric link between surface development strate-
gies and particular performance goals. Here a rectangular grid distributes
a series of tiles across a surface, with the size and rotation of each element
controlled using spatially-dependent criteria as per figure 2.9. The result
is a graduated field where tiles are smallest and most offset from their
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Figure 2.8: The adaptive paving strategy covers
most of the site area. James Corner Field
Operations, featured in Hansen, “From Hand to
Land: Tracing Procedural Artifacts in the Built
Landscape”
90. Hansen, “From Hand to Land: Trac-
ing Procedural Artifacts in the Built Land-
scape”.
91. Ibid.
Figure 2.9: In plan, the diﬀerential rotation
of each of the ﬁles is controlled to create
smooth shifts across the landscape. A
perspective more clearly reveals how the
parametric model deﬁnes a relationship
between the topography of the surface and
the scaling/rotation of the paving grid.
James Corner Field Operations, featured in
ibid.
92. Snøhetta, The Max IV Laboratory Land-
scape Design by Snøhetta to Open Summer
2016, p. 1.
93. Ibid., p. 2.
original horizontal orientation where the surface is highest. Presumably,
a series of scripted rules control these relationships, with each point in
the grid sampling the topography’s current vertical height dynamically.
This creates a design logic where the larger mounds contain subterranean
bladders for storing run-off and/or stormwater,90 although the increased
permeability at the peaks seems unrelated to the task of collecting run-
off for the bladders. Instead, they seem to merely provide a means for the
tiles to “subtly reveal [their] position”.91
The tight tie between landform and tiling strategy suggests an approach
that can establish a direct and intuitive link between a primary design
driver — the landform — and a secondary design feature — tiling — that can
be optimised according to a given landscape condition. This approach dif-
fers from the two earlier examples where surface development proceeded
by transposing a pattern or developing a free-form mesh. Instead, surface
development in the Busan Cinema Complex precedes the automatic appli-
cation of the parametric relationships to create geometry, which can, in
turn, inform the underlying surface development. That is to say the field-
like tiling strategy, once developed, would respond to iterations in the un-
derlying landform and create a feedback loop that could inform both the
‘base’ geometry of the topography and the tiling strategy itself as the de-
sign develops.
Snøhetta’s design for the Max Lab IV landscape demonstrates a more ex-
plicit and multidimensional tie between design criteria and parametric
geometries. This is evident in both the logic employed in the design pro-
cess and in how the project has been publicly discussed. A major concern
in designing this new scientific facility was that external vibrations from
a nearby highway would disrupt the measurements from sensitive labo-
ratory instruments.92 The site’s pre-existing topography — a flat slope —
heightened this concern as the large planar surface exacerbated the vi-
brations.93 A key goal of the design was thus to maximise the landscape’s
surface area through a series of undulating mounds (figures 2.9-2.12) that
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Figure 2.10: The design of the distinctive topography used a series of geometric projections to oﬀset and rotate tangents from the ring-shape of
the main building. Snøhetta, The Max IV Laboratory Landscape Design by Snøhetta to Open Summer 2016, p. 2.
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tecture and Digital Technologies, p. 36.
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scatter vibrations and provide ancillary benefits such as acting to “man-
age the water run-off and mass balance on site”:94
3D-modelling proved crucial for several reasons. The design layout was
established by extracting the nature of vibrations into rational values in-
serted in a generic model … In plan, intersecting tangents radiating from
themajor storage ring form the first basis of thewave pattern. These align
with the positions of potential future laboratories, and the starting points
were defined by 10 to 40m vibration wavelengths and a 4.5m amplitude.
… Our digital model enabled continuous testing of the pattern’s effect on
mitigating the ground vibrations.95
The designers used several parametric models over the course of design
development. In the main definition used to develop the base landform,
the adjacent vibrations were implemented as a parameterised constraint
that was honed over many iterations in conjunction with an engineer-
ing team.96 Once set, this constraint allowed the design team to assess
and fine-tune the dampening effects of the topography. The designers
could then analyse and evaluate the results of each iteration of the form
against secondary design criteria that were also heavily dependent on the
underlying landform. This analysis occurred in separate definitions that
could simulate wind conditions, inform tree planting, visualise a maxi-
mum slope gradient, or measure stormwater drainage and retention.97 It’s
worth noting that, as will be revisited later, using separate models to mea-
sure each performance criteria does mean that the designer must intuit
the trade-offs between performance criteria, whereas a cross-functional
definition would have opened up the possibility of a design mode that
depicted these trade-offs in a more explicitly quantified and more easily
navigated manner.
In this project parametric geometries drive the key feature of the design
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Figure 2.11: A rolling series of troughs and
peaks act to dampen vibrations from the
adjacent roads; appearing as a rippled spiral of
topographic form that surrounds the main
building. Snøhetta, The Max IV Laboratory
Landscape Design by Snøhetta to Open Summer
2016, p. 1-2.
98. There is some uncertainty as to how
well a parametric model, in a CAD context,
could test the magnitude of vibrations—the
extensive consultation with engineering
suggests it was not as simple as specifying
a singular parameter; more likely that the
deﬁnition's parameters correlated with, but
could not precisely model, sonic vibration.
Hence the need to iteratively tweak and
test the underlying model's performance,
rather than create a deﬁnition that could
present an optimal outcome from the get-
go.
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— its topography — according to quantitative performance assessments.98
As compared to the previous project, the design process for the MAX Lab
IV landscape presents a clearer (or perhaps just more clearly articulated)
example of how computational approaches can improve landscape archi-
tectural design development. It makes a case for computational tools as a
necessary means to achieve precision when testing and evaluating a com-
plex landscape design against a complex design goal. The need for such
precision at such scale in the Max Lab IV landscape partly stemmed from
the demands of its unique brief. However, similar stipulations are more
often found in smaller scales where fabrication challenges drive the adop-
tion of digital modelling. As Walliss and Rahmann note: “…too often land-
scape architecture design projects are written with minimal reference to
materiality and construction, thereby masking many moments of inno-
vation and technological advancement … the graphic representation of
design projects, overwhelmingly emphasise the conceptual or the evoca-
tive final renders over design processes and construction details”.99
Gustafson Porter + Bowman’s Diana Princess of Wales Memorial provides
an early counter-example to this trend. It employed extensive and exact
surface modelling to produce documentation for fabricators and to re-
fine the design using specific performance criteria.100 This workflow in-
volved translating geometry from a 3D surface model (figure 2.14) into
specialised formats for the CNC machines of the stonemasons, while also
creating a scale model in hard foam to test how the surface’s form and tex-
ture interacted with the water’s flow.101
As a result, the project is an example of how engaging with complex ge-
ometries can deliver high-quality results in landscape architecture. How-
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Figure 2.12: The design creates a sinuous ring of continuous ﬂow, with distinct patterns of water movement controlled by diﬀerences in surface
pattern. Bowman, Landform, p. 5.
Figure 2.13: Each segment of the ring features a distinct surface morphology. ibid., p. 20.
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ever, in most cases, the domain knowledge relevant to this challenge
was largely developed in the practices of architecture, industrial design,
and other fields. To the extent this research investigates computational
practices that are specific to landscape design, techniques for developing
and documenting ‘hard’ materials102 are relatively well-served by existing
knowledge or would lead to knowledge that is more widely applicable be-
yond just landscape architectural practice. That said, there are a number
of aspects to landscape architectural design that do benefit from adapting
domain knowledge in other fields in the form of particular digital design
knowledge. In many cases, landscape architectural adaptations of said
knowledge either re-purpose, or re-apply, those techniques in a unique
manner that is less well-explored in existing practices of computational
design.
2.5. Fluid Dynamics Modelling
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) describes a branch of simulations
that employ certain mathematic models103 of fluid flows to analyse in-
teractions between liquids or gases in a defined boundary. Within the
AEC industries, they are commonly used as analytic tools to understand
how buildings perform in a wide variety of domains such as wind load-
ing, thermal comfort, energy use, and acoustics.104 In doing so, CFD sim-
ulations can displace physical modelling methods, such as wind tunnels.
Whereas physical models typically lead to more accurate results, the cost
of their operation and construction means that CFD software often of-
fers a more flexible solution,105 although potentially at the cost of having
lesser accuracy.106
There are a number of non-linear behaviours in fluid phenomena — most
notably turbulence — that can lead to dramatically divergent results if not
properly simulated.107 As such, running CFD simulations with a high de-
gree of predictive power requires expertise in creating a model108 and the
need for this expertise means that these modelling methods are often the
domain of specialist consultancies. Moreover performing the actual sim-
ulations is often time-consuming, with run-times that can often stretch
into weeks for high-fidelity calculations.109 , 110 As a result, they are typ-
ically used only to verify performance in the latter stages of the design
process because the extensive duration of each simulation limits the abil-
ity of designers to quickly iterate upon earlier results and explore a wide
range of possible options.111
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Figure 2.14: Rendered perspective showing the
microclimatic conditions generated by various
design elements. Philippe Rahm architectes,
Jade Eco Park.
112. Also known as Taichung Gateway
Park during the design competition and
Taichung Central Park post-construction.
113. Rahm and Garcia, “Future Landscapes
of Spatial Details”, pp. 83–84.
As with parametric methods, the use of CFD simulations in landscape ar-
chitecture can offer a relatively distinct design domain in both the kind
of phenomena simulated and in the process of simulation itself. While
a certain type of simulation, such as testing wind-loading, may have es-
tablished approaches that were developed in architectural or urban de-
sign settings, landscape architects often investigate these phenomena in
contexts with significant differences, such as a focus on horizontal, rather
than vertical, boundary conditions across a topographic ground-plane or
the presence of distributed and diminutive design elements (say shelter
structures or trees) rather than the larger and more uniform mass of a
building. These differences create significant modelling challenges as the
uncontrolled and open context of a landscape is less able to be ‘boxed’
into more limited (but still representative) model at a lower resolution or
within specific areas of interest. However, for many classes of landscape
features whose performance depends on fluid phenomena, CFD tools of-
fer a means to validate otherwise opaque phenomena using simulations,
rather than relying on intuition or simple models that extrapolate com-
plex behaviours through general principles rather than their actual me-
chanics.
The Jade Eco Park112 is three times the size of Parc de la Villette and deals
with its scale through an ambitious field-driven strategy where program
is distributed across a series of diverse micro-climates.113 A collaboration
between Philippe Rahm Architectes, Mosbach Paysagistes and Ricky Liu
& Associates, the design aims to produce a series of 11 ‘Climatic Lands’.
Within the Lands, “temperature, humidity and air pollution were inten-
sively modified” by manipulating natural features (vegetation, topogra-
phy, water) and introducing devices (figure 2.15) for conductive cooling,
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misting, dehumidification, and air-filtration.114 Each Land acts as a cli-
matic intervention to enhance a particular program (i.e. cool spaces for
leisure or dry spaces for sports) while their deployment across the entire
site offers a “continuous cross-mixings of factors”115 and generates “mul-
tiple field conditions punctuated by intensities and singularities of differ-
ence, variety and variation in the distributions of factors”116 as depicted
in figures 2.16-2.17. Given the diversity of the desired atmospheric con-
ditions, computational fluid dynamics tools (ANSYS Fluent in this case)
were key to both stages of the design: as the starting point for under-
standing the atmospheric conditions on site and for assessing the pro-
posed intervention’s effects on shade, humidity, and similar conditions
that define local micro-climates.117 Such atmospheric manipulation is a
primary interest118 of one of the design’s architects — Philippe Rahm — but
also supported landscape architect Catherine Mosbach’s interest in topo-
graphic manipulation.119
The effects of the CFD analysis are most clear in the designs for the folly-
like structures spread across the park that use mechanical or passive sys-
tems to directly manipulate micro-climatic conditions. There are, how-
ever, fewer details regarding how exactly Mosbach’s design interests and
areas of responsibility made use of these tools. Many natural or ter-
restrial features within the design are also cited as complicated, such as
the vast differences in the “coefficient of surface run-off”120 or the “de-
tailed planting regimes, featuring plants with particular performative at-
tributes”.121 Details of the approaches used within the design process to
manage these kinds of complexities are scant. It was mentioned that the
CFD analysis was used to help calibrate the planting palette and density
to help create the desired thermal conditions.122 However, published dis-
cussions of the project do not detail what advantages this offered over
an intuitive or first-principles approach to assessing how planting af-
fects micro-climates, or how the simulation accounted for the challenges
present in modelling the highly porous and complex features of massed
vegetation.123
While it is understandable that CFD strategies are beneficial to under-
standing the atmospheric conditions of the park, the lithospheric condi-
tions of the ground that characterise Mosbach’s practice are no less com-
plex or performative.124 As with the Max Lab IV, the design strategy made
heavy use of topographic manipulation to influence how the landscape
performed:
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Figure 2.15: The park's plan organises these micro-climates across the site in relation to adjacent urban areas and the desired programs.
Philippe Rahm Architectes from Forgemind ArchiMedia, Forgemind Webuse 0008.
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Figure 2.16: Visualisation of CFD analysis simulating south-western and northern winds and the resulting inﬂuence on how the design's climatic
'lands' and devices respond to humidity and temperature. Philippe Rahm Architectes from Forgemind ArchiMedia, Forgemind Webuse 0008.
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The topography unfolds and transforms as a series of creases, hollows and
bumps structuring spaces, views, circulation and most importantly cap-
turing rainfall and overland flow to encourage in infiltration and the
recharging of the groundwater. These surface folds, influenced by param-
eters of drainage, soil porosity and the biological performance of vege-
tation, orchestrate the spatial and ecological organisation of the topo-
graphic surface.125
Unlike in the Max Lab IV, it is harder to discern in the discussion or docu-
mentation of the JadeEcoParkhow these ‘parameters’ directly affected the
design, or what design decisions beyond landform also took these param-
eters into account. Such phenomena could directly define design features
through parametric modelling, or through an iterative process that uses
the CFD analytics to identify effective initial design strategies and vali-
date their performance. That these approaches appear not to have been
used is not to suggest a deficiency — parameterisation need not be explicit
to be relevant — but it highlights how the simulation of complex phenom-
ena, while valuable as a tool for survey and validation, also presents the
opportunity to employ that data as part of design generation. Doing so
would be more difficult to enact, as the underlying causative phenomena
of climatic conditions are more opaque as compared to more grounded
and less ‘unbounded’ phenomena. For instance, the mechanics and con-
text of water flow (primarily grade and gravity) are relatively self-evident
in a given surface and so can be incorporated into the logic of how land-
form is generated. Tying the results of analysis to design generation en-
ables computation to help the design process deal with complexity in not
just identifying a problem, but in developing a response.
The Testing the Waters research project by PEG helps demonstrate how
some aspects of this opportunity can be pursued and what challenges this
presents. A design study for the riparian edges of the Delaware River, it
demonstrates the application of CFD simulations to a different domain:
the phenomena of water flow. This was used to support the broader aim
of transforming the river’s ‘armoured’ edges “from a transportation util-
ity into an ecological and recreational resource”126 through a series of re-
developed sites that seek to create public space and tidal wetlands. These
new ‘living edges’ were difficult to resolve, as the viability of the wetlands
is heavily dependent on the interactions between the topographic char-
acteristics of the banks and their interactions with water flow. The com-
plexity of these phenomena, both in this particular proposal and across a
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Figure 2.17: CFD analysis of the existing river edges in axonometric visualising the angle and energy characteristics of water ﬂow; followed by a
series of plans outlining the riparian areas identiﬁed as best able to support tidal wetlands. PEG, “Dynamic Delaware”, p. 55.
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Figure 2.18: CFD analysis being re-applied to the model with altered edge conditions in order to test how alternations to the proﬁle, depth, and
material aﬀect ﬂow conditions. ibid., p. 55.
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range of other hydrological contexts, have “greatly limited landscape ar-
chitects’ abilities to effectively imagine strategies for working with the
dynamics of our urban waterways”.127
That complexity was addressed here through the use of CFD software
(Aquaveo SRH-2D) to document the suitability characteristics of the wa-
terway’s edges and to validate the performance of design prototypes.128
The results of these simulations (figures 2.18-2.19) allowed PEG to visu-
alise different hydrological characteristics, such as the angle or energy of
water flows, and to investigate related effects, such as oxygenation, salin-
ity, and turbidity. The sum of these data was then used to determine the
best sites for each wetland type, and to test different design iterations to
understand how their grading and ecological characteristics would per-
form and affect the wider river system. Crucially this analysis was highly
temporal (given the dynamic nature of flow) and so enabled the design-
ers to go beyond landscape architecture’s “over-reliance on illustrating
change, rather than working with it”.129 As the designers state, this pro-
vided a means to “engage and guide complex physical processes which
typically lay outside of our immediate apprehension”.130
Reflecting on this process, PEG noted a number of challenges in employ-
ing computational tools to create models that could “directly inform de-
sign formation and organization”.131 First, the degrees of precision that
tools such as CFD modelling software can produce are highly sensitive to
the quality of the data provided; a factor that required the designers to
perform additional topographic and bathymetric surveys using a modi-
fied bait boat to create a sufficiently detailed initial model.132 Second, the
CFD software required a ‘round-tripping’ process whereby the initial or
altered landscape data needed to be exported from the design model, im-
ported into Aquaveo, and the results then re-imported back into the de-
sign model for visualisation and to evaluate the design impact.133 Such a
workflow was challenging as interoperating between the different stages
required the designers to “actively make the tools necessary to under-
stand the data”,134 and to customise its formatting and organisation as re-
quired to interface with each of the software packages.
Both Testing the Waters and the Jade Eco Park are introduced as a means of
helping to characterise the types of computational techniques employed
in subsequent chapters, and to document why I do not attempt to model
landscape phenomena using fluid mechanics. As highlighted in both case
studies, employing CFD techniques depends upon having high-fidelity
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site data and high levels of expertise in constructing and operating the
simulations used. While both of these hurdles could have been overcome,
there is a further challenge posed by CFD tools’ need for both specialised
software and large amounts of computational power. Both factors are rel-
atively anathema to the task of early-stage design development, where
analytic feedback and iteration need to be rapid and tightly-integrated
so that the model can easily examine causal relationships between the
performance of different design features. There are many pathways to
improving the ability of CFD to generate early design feedback, such as
creating more robust ‘performance sketching tools’ that can cover a com-
prehensive range of scenarios or creating more salient visualisations that
better convey underlying principles.135 However, those avenues focus on
techniques very specific to the CFD tools employed and domain knowl-
edge of the phenomena investigated. Either pathway departs from the
broader remit of this research into how computational methods can be
used to model the general characteristics of natural systems in order to
aid landscape architectural design across a broad range of scenarios.
2.6. Analogue Computation
Digital computation makes use of some of the most basic natural laws:
that of binary logic. It employs these procedures at scale, breaking down
complex operations into ever more simple abstractions that are eventu-
ally enacted as a series of electronic on or off states.
Other ways to calculate exist. Analogue methods of computation employ
real-world phenomena to ‘solve’ complex calculations by creating phys-
Figure 2.19: The Mississippi Basin model,
developed at a 1:100 vertical scale and 1:2000
horizontal scale to simulate the eﬀects of new
infrastructures for controlling weather and
ﬂooding eﬀects. US Army Corps of Engineers,
featured in Cheramie, “The Scale of Nature:
Modeling the Mississippi River”.
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ical models that can test a particular physical process. For instance, a
wind-tunnel is essentially a wind computer: a device that evaluates air-
flow phenomena by recreating its actual effects (albeit at a smaller scale)
in a controlled environment. These kinds of analogue computation can
provide a more accurate or rapid means of testing a range of complex
phenomena for which accessible numeric models (and thus digital sim-
ulations) do not exist or require extensive expertise and resources to em-
ploy.
The use of physical models to evaluate the performance of landscapes has
a long history. Test gardens have long been used to develop gardening and
agricultural techniques or to evaluate introduced species.136 Similarly,
the US Army Corps of Engineers built a series of scaled hydraulic models
(e.g. figure 2.20) over the course of the 20th century. These were used to in-
vestigate how to best implement flood control measures in a manner that
could account for hydrological conditions across all of the chosen study
area.137 In the latter case, models of Chesapeake Bay (1:1000 horizontal-
scale) and the Mississippi River Basin (1:2000 horizontal-scale) operated
by introducing defined quantities of water at various points along the
model that simulated tributary inflows and rainwater. The flow rates and
quantities of the river channel could then be measured and compared
against changes (enacted at scale in the physical model itself) to features
such levees, reservoirs, dams, and dikes.138 By using these miniature land-
scapes as test-beds, the engineers could simulate these complex config-
urations of landscape conditions in a manner that still reflected the be-
haviour of the overall hydraulic system.
This form of modelling — where real landscape materials test real land-
scape phenomena — has been increasingly adopted in a design context as
new software and hardware platforms provide an accessible, cheap, and
quick means to gather data from simulations of physical processes.139 For
example, laser-based scanning or photogrammetry techniques can con-
tinuously capture changes in topographic data (as represented in a scaled
clay or sand model) while actuators precisely control the release of wa-
ter or wind (to test hydrological or aeolian effects). These means of cap-
ture address a key challenge when operating within an analogue mode:
recording the results of the physical ‘algorithm’. Given that most phe-
nomena tested using analogue computation enact a physical behaviour
over time, such fluid flow or structural settling, the results of this pro-
cess need to be recorded in order to compare their results with future it-
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Figure 2.21: The model tests hydrological
ﬂows against a variety of diﬀerent
morphological interventions. Llabres and
Rico, “Proxi Modelling: A Tacit Approach to
Territorial Praxis”, p. 60.
Figure 2.22: Digital capture of the model's
water ﬂows over time depict the water's
trajectory and volume. ibid., p. 60.
144. Ibid.
145. Ibid., p. 57.
erations of the model. In a digital environment, such data is a necessary
output of an algorithmic process. However, because physical models en-
act physical processes directly a subsequent translation from analogue to
digital is necessary to derive quantitative data from the experiment. Thus,
the role of sensing technologies as a key enabler of ‘hybrid’ approaches to
modelling that see physical media work in conjunction with digital data
processing to offer a relatively accessible means to simulate phenom-
ena.140 This is particularly true of geomorphological or flow-based phys-
ical processes whose complexity meant that accurate simulations were
inaccessible in the context of design practices that lack significant engi-
neering resources and expertise.
Enriqueta Llabres and Eduardo Rico’s work at the Bartlett identifies a lin-
eage of material computation in design practices, with Frei Otto’s work
in particular demonstrating a considered means of “extracting logics of
distribution and form derived from the careful study of material be-
haviour”.141 Within Otto’s work, they focus on the models that drew from
large-scale organisational patterns observed in real landscapes that were
then reproduced through physical tests that employ self-organising ma-
terial phenomena. For example, one of these investigations used float-
ing magnets to identify a minimal-energy state of equilibrium within a
network while maintaining connectivity between key nodes.142 Although
most of Otto’s experiments were highly dynamic — the magnets and nee-
dles would push and pull before settling into a steady state — they came
to a final equilibrium or ‘frozen blueprint’ that represents an optimised
outcome.143 Even as the models were dynamic in their ‘solving’ process,
the production of a static result becomes problematic if modelling time-
based phenomena where a steady-state outcome is rare.
Taking Otto’s experiments as a point of departure, Llabres and Rico look
to develop ‘proxi models’ that better approximate how landscapes trans-
form over time due to natural phenomena and their interactions with
designed interventions.144 One example looks at a Canadian landscape
through the hydrological and geomorphological effects of mineral extrac-
tion. Here the mining process has dammed and diverted rivers to capture
water for industrial use, which in turn created new ‘trailing pods’ and pat-
terns of sedimentation. These disrupted flows became a starting point
for imagining interventions that better re-naturalise industrial outputs;
a process complicated by the dynamic formations found in the existing
watercourses and in the creation of new ones.145 To help investigate this
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substrates present on site inform simulations
that examine new potential water ﬂows over
time. Llabres and Rico, “Proxi Modelling: A Tacit
Approach to Territorial Praxis”, p. 59.
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dynamic process, physical models were used in conjunction with digital
sensing systems (figures 2.22-2.23) to simulate the process of delta forma-
tion occurring due to sediment infiltration in slow-moving water bod-
ies:
In the physical model generated for the project, water and sediments are
dropped from the corner of a tank (assumed upstream) which allows wa-
ter to flow from the other corner. As the process goes on, layers of sedi-
ment will expand away from the corner (Figure 7), generating sedimen-
tation fans and channels that accumulate in layers … Experiments are
then carried out to evaluate as well as instigate potential interventions
and modifications to the main river branches, in this case through the in-
troduction of obstacles to the flow at the point where the first channels
begin to emerge.146
Laser scanning and chromatic filtering were employed to record the re-
sults of these tests in a 3D model that could then identify patterns in
the direction and distance of water flows.147 This allowed the designers to
change the physical model and then assess the implications in the digi-
tal model; creating a better understanding of how changing the physical
features of the landscape affects its sedimentary dynamics.148
Bradley Cantrell and Justine Holzman work in a similar mode. They
identify their work as producing tools that engage “in a process of feed-
back” and create “a conversation between two actors” that allow land-
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introduced into the model. Justine Holzman,
Bradley Cantrell, and David Merlin, from
Holzman, Sediment Machine.
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scape architects to better understand a given environment.149 Such ‘re-
sponsive technologies’ are emphasised as not just providing a more ef-
fective means of examining simulated phenomena, but also as enabling
a distinct mode of design. This new mode results from a number of char-
acteristics. First, these tools are designed to enable real-time manipula-
tions and analytics of the simulated landscape process.150 This then allows
designers to engage “landscape processes through an evolved learning —
a constructed landscape that is neither pre-determined nor bounded but
requires our engagement”.151 Second, these models often consciously em-
brace concurrency as an approach to building holistic simulations, with
parallel analogue and digital models interacting to create relational be-
haviours rather than creating an all-encompassing model that operates
solely within either media.152 Finally, they emphasise the exploratory
and indeterminate nature of designing using hybridised feedback mech-
anisms where the goal is to develop “fuzzy outcomes that operate within
a range”153 rather than identifying a single optimal state.
The Sedimachine designed in conjunction with David Merlin demon-
strates this approach as a means to simulate sedimentation diversion
strategies within Southern Louisiana.154 The physical portion of the
model is comprised of a one by two metre box set a 2% incline and de-
signed to recreate different types of sedimentary processes using water
inlets and a combination of walnut shells and fine sand.155 To collect and
analyse data from the physical simulation, a combination of an infra-red
projector and metal-oxide semiconductor sensor measured the depth of
the topography and fed this data through to a digital model. Further it-
erations of this strategy, such as the Cyborg Ecologies model, build upon
this approach with additional digital analytics and greater sensing capac-
ities, such as ultrasonic sensors to better measure spot elevations and ca-
pacitive sensors to measure flow movement and sediment saturation.156
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Figure 2.24: Sequence showing digital analytics overlaid onto data captured from the physical models. The overlay appears to be measuring
areas of ﬂow with high intensity of turbulence or churn. Justine Holzman, Bradley Cantrell, and David Merlin, from Holzman, Sediment Machine.
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Unlike the Sedimachine, these projects are explicitly site-agnostic and in-
stead operate as adaptable stages for exploring landscape dynamics in
real-time.157
The ‘proxi models’ of Llabres and Rico and the ‘responsive technologies’
of Cantrell and Holzman described here both focus on fluid phenomena
and materiality. This is likely due to the difficulty of enacting digital sim-
ulations of these behaviours, and the even greater difficulty of enacting
such simulations in real-time.158 Set against these challenges, a hybrid
analogue/digital system can allow the design process to become more
intuitive as the tactile and immediate feedback available in a physical
model better reveals causative relationships between complex non-linear
phenomena whose interactions may otherwise exceed the designer’s un-
derstanding.159 Preliminary usability studies of such hybrid modelling
strategies for designing landscapes have identified similar effects, such
as that of Ishii et al which found that their hybrid model increased the
number of exploratory design iterations and imparted greater confidence
in design choices.160 Similarly, the study of Harmon et al found that both
novice and expert CAD users were able to create and refine their hy-
brid models more rapidly as compared to purely analogue or digital ap-
proaches; perhaps because the setup allowed participants to offload the
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Figure 2.25: The Cyborg Ecologies model, built as a general purpose test-bed for simulating a variety of hydrodynamic conditions. Bradley
Cantrell, Prentiss Darden, and Justine Holzman, from Alsaﬀar, Cyborg Ecologies.
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cognitive task of sculpting landform to embodied action and the task of
parsing water flow to the digital system.161
However, there can be difficulties in ‘miniaturising’ such phenomena as
the dynamics reproduced in the model need to mirror their behaviour in
the wider landscape162 , 163 and the sensing techniques need to capture suf-
ficient detail to ensure that the digital data is a comprehensive record of
the physical model.164 While analogue simulations are often run with the
intent of exploring patterns in dynamic phenomena, rather than testing
a specific result, the complex nature of said phenomena is such they may
be highly sensitive to scalar differences or produce effects in the model
that are too subtle for sensors to capture. Thus, even if exploring gen-
eral dynamics rather than a site-specific test of a phenomena, there is a
potential for counter-productive interpretations of analogue behaviours
because the cause and effect relationships displayed in the model don’t
reflect how the phenomena operate at a 1:1 scale.
There are also limits to what phenomena can be or need be simulated us-
ing physical modelling. While digital simulations can arbitrarily control
the flow of time, physical models are restricted in how much they can
rescale or compress the durations they examine. For example, biologi-
cal phenomena could be ‘simulated’ through live experiments that can be
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measured and tested for design purposes (such as evaluating the phytore-
mediative potential of a given species) but for these results to drive de-
sign iterations, rather than merely validate a design proposal, there needs
to be a conversational dialogue where new results can be quickly gener-
ated to gauge new design features. This becomes difficult when exam-
ining phenomena for which the passage of time cannot be accelerated,
such as when examining a species’ growth rate given particular shading
or soil conditions.165 In a similar manner, many of these hybrid models
might have high setup costs in terms of the materials and sensors used to
produce the model in the first place, or in the time needed to ‘reset’ the
model between different iterations.166 , 167 Digital simulations can reset to
a blank slate instantly, but the reliance of physical modelling on depict-
ing real change means that the different components of the model need
to be reshuffled168 in order to rerun the simulation with an identical set
of baseline conditions.
While analogue simulations are often placed in contrast to digital sim-
ulation, the degree of difference in how they operate within the design
process is dependent on the phenomena modelled. The ability of phys-
ical models to rapidly incorporate physical feedback can allow them to
act as more than “just a projective tool purely emanating from the de-
signer”.169 Yet this is also the case for many digital modes of computation
— it is this very capability for dynamism that often characterises their
use, as described earlier in this chapter. Where this dynamism becomes
limited in a digital mode is when the irreducible complexity of the mod-
elled phenomena requires computationally taxing procedures that limit
the ability of simulations to provide rapid feedback. Without the ability to
quickly test and evaluate the performance of decisions, the model offers
designers fewer opportunities to iteratively build an understanding of the
simulated behaviour that consciously informs, rather than just validates,
their design intent. However, the use of physical media does mean that
the parameters and logic of an analogue computation must be physically-
defined and so become lesser or greater sunk costs due to the equipment
or labour required. In contrast, the use of digital methods — if they can
effectively portray that phenomena — offer a comparatively more flexi-
ble and rapid means of modelling because parameters (such as water flow
rates or topographic form) and the broader ‘rules’ of the simulation (such
as enacting sediment deposition) derive from digital code which can be
more easily modified.
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That the previously-discussed models focus on the physical recreation of
hydrological dynamics demonstrates analogue computation as one of the
best — if not only — methods for modelling many classes of phenomena
which can be easily observed in real-time and where digital methods are
slow, inaccurate, or inaccessible. When investigating many other aspects
of landscapes that are not based in fluid mechanics, the simulated phe-
nomena may be unsuitable for physical modelling — perhaps due to issues
in re-scaling the spatial or temporal effects or because it is a less conve-
nient method if digital models can produce equivalent results.
The use of analogue computational methods was not directly explored
within this research. While they offer a powerful means to model partic-
ular classes of landscape phenomena, the reliance upon physical media
makes it challenging to model the interactions between a diverse range of
different landscape phenomena when not all of these phenomena can be
effectively rescaled and thus become active in the physical model. While
digital simulations also have difficulties in modelling certain phenom-
ena, the general challenges in their use within the design process share
common features. In contrast, many of the challenges in employing ana-
logue computation are closely tied to the interfaces, such as sensing hard-
ware, that bridge analogue and digital modes. While interesting, these
problems are far afield from those outlined in my research problem and
aim. That said, as with computational fluid dynamics, a better under-
standing of how to develop and deploy digital models of landscape sys-
tems can aid the ‘hybrid’ modelling strategies discussed here as they can
extend the capabilities of the digital-half of a hybrid model. A greater ca-
pacity to simulate digital models of landscape systems can act in a com-
plementary manner to analogue modes of computation, with advances in
either mode better clarifying the relative strengths of each method.
2.7. GIS and Geodesign
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are frameworks for storing and
analysing spatial information. Their origins trace back to several projects
carried out over the course of the 1960s — many of which included land-
scape architects170 — and to the mapping framework of Ian McHarg.171
While the current uses of GIS span across many disciplines, they are con-
centrated in fields that need to document and understand data at large
territorial scales, such as in urban and regional planning, environmental
resource management, or organising transportation logistics. Here the
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strength of GIS is to provide a single repository that can unite diverse sets
of spatial data and in doing so allow users control over how to manage,
manipulate, cross-reference, and analyse this information.
Within the design disciplines of the built environment, GIS is often used
as an initial source of site information and analysis as many local author-
ities maintain cadastral and other spatial data within GIS databases.172
This role is further reinforced by the software’s focus on large-scale map-
ping which makes it better-placed at the beginning of the design pro-
cess where a site’s broader contexts are most considered. Most user-
facing GIS software packages provide powerful means to extract and anal-
yse that contextual data in a manner that can provide insight into the
correlations between diverse sets of spatial conditions such as topogra-
phy, tree stock, property values, ecological classifiers, and so on. How-
ever, the use of GIS as a medium for design development and exploration,
even in landscape architecture is relatively limited.173 , 174 As a tool used
primarily at urban and geographic scales, its interface and data struc-
tures cater to two-dimensional modes of visualisation and analysis.175 , 176
While features such as topography and built volumes can be depicted 3-
dimensionally, there are few tools to create spatial features at a human
scale.177 , 178 Further, the focus on cartographic representation and data-
management has resulted in a limited ability to explore how the under-
pinning data can change in a fluid and idiosyncratic manner as is typical
in the initial stages of the design process.179 , 180
As a response to these real or perceived limitations, ESRI, a major GIS soft-
ware vendor has recently proposed a methodology and set of software ca-
pabilities grouped under the banner of ‘Geodesign’: the process of “de-
sign in geographic space”.181 The term draws heavily from Seinitz’s Frame-
work for Landscape Planning that outlines a broad methodology for un-
derstanding and altering landscapes. Yet it is unclear whether the shift
from the ‘planning’ moniker to ‘design’ (along with the software features
developed as part of this emphasis) will see a corresponding uptake in the
use of GIS tools across a wider range of design scales.182 Moreover, even
the conceptual framework of Geodesign appears to portray a “highly ob-
jective and linear method”183 wherein “design is conceived as problem-
solving weighted towards certainty and absolutes rather than experimen-
tation, speculation and testing”.184
Nicholas de Monchaux’s Local Code demonstrates the more typical role of
GIS software in landscape architectural design as a source of initial data
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Figure 2.26: Image from the Local Code competition submission showing the multifaceted analytic approach that then feeds through to inform a
range of generated designs across several distinct site layouts and contexts. Nicholas de Monchaux and collaborators, published at WPA,
Finalists Local Code: Real Estates.
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Figure 2.27: Each of the sites identiﬁed was
overlaid with procedurally generated
designs based on the underlying and
adjacent landscape conditions.
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and analysis that can then inform subsequent design activity undertaken
in other types of design software. The project draws from the method-
ology developed by Gordon Matta-Clark in his Fake Estates project which
identified fifteen marginalised lots in New York that could be appropri-
ated as community facilities.185 Local Code uses a similar starting point,
with geospatial analysis and datasets identifying 1625 vacant lots in San
Francisco.186 Such lots are often ‘unaccepted’ streets that a municipality
owns but are not actively maintained and often untraversable.187 Taken
collectively, Local Code investigates how such a large and distributed col-
lection of small sites can nevertheless act to address city-wide issues if
each is designed to address the specific conditions they are proximate
to.
The mapping process starts by using data from a geospatial database to
identify the unused lots and correlate this site data with other informa-
tion such as property prices, street trees, crime rates, and hydrological in-
frastructure.188 This combined dataset was then analysed in ArcGIS to bet-
ter understand the local conditions present within each of the lots using
established analytics for drainage, insolation, and other factors.189 This
combination of urban-scale data and local-scale analysis (figure 2.7) was
then transferred into a parametric model to inform a subsequent pro-
cess of design development that produced a prototype design optimised
to address each site’s context. This parametric system operates primarily
through small topographic manipulations that distribute hardscape and
softscape surfaces, vegetation, and stormwater infrastructure across each
site. These interventions are designed to precisely mediate “air quality,
drainage, and energy loads”190 with predicted results provided by a sec-
ondary model that quantifies the funding opportunities available at each
location and the potential cost-savings offered by the new interventions
as compared to traditional infrastructures.191
While the proposals address pressing local needs, such as poor stormwater
drainage and the urban heat island effect, the broader methodology (since
applied to other cities) aims to also provoke a more thorough considera-
tion of geospatial technologies within design practice.192 Monchaux high-
lights that even though data-driven architectural design often makes use
of environmental data and analysis (such as solar conditions) the use of
cartographic data to inform design is under-appreciated.193 While many
projects employ cartographic data as a starting point, what distinguishes
the methodology of Local Code from others is that this data is used to di-
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rectly inform and generate design features at a small scale rather than just
provide an initial set of broad contextual analysis.
This shift from a GIS platform to a parametric modelling platform over
the course of design generation highlights a number of issues and oppor-
tunities. As introduced earlier, the move into 3D modelling is driven by
a necessity to overcome the limitations of GIS in resolving smaller-scale
design features and analysing their impacts at a human scale. Transfer-
ring data from GIS to a CAD model is a common workflow, with many
tools available to aid the process. However, there appear to be fewer op-
tions and less demand for transferring data in the other direction and thus
use GIS methods to test design proposals developed in other software. At
the same time, many of the methods of analysis that were previously most
accessible in GIS software are now more readily available within 3D mod-
elling environments, with parametric tools in particular able to imple-
ment many of the analytic methods that were built-in to software such as
ArcGIS or accessible through its scripting capabilities.
If the promise of Geodesign is that of a single design environment that
spans across scales and that accommodates both analysis and genera-
tion,194 projects such as a Local Code highlight that existing GIS soft-
ware, as-is, may not fulfil that promise particularly effectively across all
scales.195 However, if Geodesign is considered more broadly as a method-
ology where data-driven approaches span, link, and interleave design
analysis and design generation then software platforms outside of GIS
offer a means to fulfil this goal, particularly when working at the scalar
ranges more typical of landscape architectural projects. This is part of the
underlying motivation that led this research to focus on working within
design environments that are, at their core, 3D modellers rather than GIS
systems. At present, there seems to be greater potential to incorporate
‘large scale’ methods of landscape analysis into those platforms than to do
the opposite: incorporate methods for creating and visualising smaller-
scale changes to landscape form into GIS platforms. While many of the
underpinning data used in subsequent chapters originated from geospa-
tial tools, they did so as an initial export into a 3D model. This meant that
analytic and generative design logics could be developed within one plat-
form and so allow for greater ties between the two as opposed to ‘round-
tripping’ between distinct platforms in a manner that slows design itera-
tion and prevents automated feedback loops.
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2.8. Generative Modelling
Many of the precedents discussed above have made use of ecological crite-
ria to inform their design process, with several explicitly including these
factors in modelling techniques that quantify how well design features
perform. The examples discussed here under the banner of ‘generative
modelling’ are — unlike previous examples — not defined by specific tech-
nical methods or designed outcomes, but by the distinct manner in which
a design model was developed and employed within the design process.
Each employs computational methods to develop models for individual
design criteria, such as form or vegetation, but more importantly begins
to create interrelationships between these different aspects. This more
relational manner of modelling means that the effects of each aspect are
not considered alone, but instead as parts of a more cohesive system that
allows for cross-functional assessment. In previous examples, the vari-
ous models were typically assessed in relation to form as a common con-
text. Form either provided the key input to the model, such as topogra-
phy defining slope or built volume defining atmospheric boundaries, or a
means to capture the output of the model, such as the erosion of landform
or a tiling pattern covering a surface. While the examples discussed here
do derive from or influence form, they also feature intermediary steps
that include other criteria, such as vegetation, as a key consideration in
the model itself rather than as a side-effect of form.
This tighter and more systemic inclusion of a range of different design cri-
teria enables more tightly-integrated or rapid cycles between analytic and
generative models of modelling. An isolated model, of say surface water
run-off, could analyse the impact of changes to a given landform and thus
enable designers to ‘check-in’ on how the overall design performs accord-
ing to hydrological criteria as needed. However, an integrated model of
run-off could begin to either generate new landforms according to the re-
sults of its own analysis as part of an optimisation process; bypassing the
need for the designer to directly manipulate the key input of the model
in order to assess options. In a similar manner, that same model could be
integrated so that it passes on the results of its analysis as key inputs to
other models, such as if the results of run-off analytics directly informed
the pattern of planting to be denser in areas with high degrees of soil satu-
ration. In doing so, these models begin to consider multiple performance
criteria as part of a single process rather than as a set of considerations act-
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Figure 2.28: An irregular triangular grid spreads
across the garden, organising the planting
typologies and path network. C. Ferrater and
B. Ferrater, Synchronizing Geometry, p. 42.
196. Preziosi, Carlos Ferrater: Works and
Projects, p. 117.
197. WikiArquitectura, Botanical Garden of
Barcelona.
ing in parallel. The extent of quantification and interrelation within this
mode of modelling typically sees each become an ongoing task within the
design process, rather than as discrete steps performed just to generate
the key features of an initial concept or as a final stage of verification and
analysis.
This more continuous cycle of modelling then enables a more relational
mode of design development. As the model begins to incorporate and in-
terrelate a greater number of design criteria it then becomes able to ex-
trapolate upon those features in a more extensive manner as there is less
need for the designer to ‘step in’ in order to assess the results of the anal-
ysis and create changes in response. Instead, the exact project-specific re-
lationships between individual analytic models (such as surface run-off)
or feature models (such as a planting scheme) are written into the broader
model as smaller models dovetail together to create a more expansive set
of procedures that encode the core logic of a design. This constitutes a
shift where the more fundamental logic of the design concept becomes
explicit in the computation methods themselves, rather than implicit in
how computational methods are employed and operated by the designer.
The greater capacity of the model then allows it to better consider effects
across a wider set of scales, over distinct temporal periods, across more
complex causal chains, or with a greater degree of precision.
TheBotanic Gardens of Barcelona show an early example of how a sophisti-
cated model of natural systems can help generate, test, and provide feed-
back upon the complex design criteria, such as grading and planting, that
define the key features of a landscape. Designed in 1989, the gardens were
the product of a collaboration between Bet Figueras (landscape architect),
Carles Ferrater and Josep Lluís Canosa (architects), Joan Pedrola (biologist)
and Artur Bossy (horticulturist).196 , 197 Located on a steep site in Barcelona,
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Figure 2.29: Images produced by the computer
program developed to assign species typologies
across each of the grid's facets. C. Ferrater and
B. Ferrater, Synchronizing Geometry, p. 19
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199. C. Ferrater and B. Ferrater, Synchroniz-
ing Geometry, p. 19.
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the design proposed an irregular triangular grid that spread across the
site. The grid structure was in part developed to avoid the need for ma-
jor earthworks, as the triangular geometry could closely follow the exist-
ing topography by keeping two of each triangle’s vertices at the same ele-
vation but allowing the third to shift vertically to match the pre-existing
slope.198 The resulting grading, paths, and retaining walls (figure 2.9) cre-
ate a highly expressive and architectonic landscape that render the circu-
lation experience as that of a faceted network199 with paths splitting and
converging to connect the planar surfaces.
While the formalism of the triangulation is striking, the underlying de-
sign intent is directly tied to the project’s key program: to showcase
botanical collections drawn from a range of regions whose approximately
Mediterranean climates match that of Catalonia. To aid this goal the
structure of the grid provides a further function: each facet creates a
unique (but internally uniform) set of characteristics according to differ-
ences in slope, solar orientation, and irrigation integration.200 The diver-
sity of conditions present across the grid then informs the planting de-
sign by pairing species from each geographic region to the corresponding
conditions on each facet that best mimic the “ideal growing conditions in
the plants’ native setting”.201 The tessellated mosaic thus creates a locally-
coherent but globally-diverse distribution of vegetation clusters across
the landscape that would develop specific adjacencies to “allow visitors to
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compare the various species and note the remarkable phenomena of con-
vergence”202 while enabling a diversity of planted form and texture that
can “mitigate the excessive virtuality”203 of the facets.
Software developed for a small personal computer guided the process of
matching the vegetation of each region to the grid by calculating the envi-
ronmental characteristics of every triangular plane (figures 2.31-2.32) and
automatically selecting the species that best fit each facet’s profile.204 By
outsourcing this otherwise strenuous task of topographic analysis and
species allocation to an automated process, the designer could “obtain
what we believed to be the most important factor: control of the forms
of the future landscape”205 because the tool allowed for faster and more
precise feedback loops between the different grid configurations that de-
fined the distributions of plant species. At the same time, the software
helped enable inter-disciplinary dialogue by making the relationship be-
tween key landscape features and the biological or horticultural implica-
tions of those features explicit — something that had been “impossible in
the early days of the project”.206
While the power of computer hardware has increased exponentially since
1989, the digital model developed for the Gardens illustrates that “the
complex questions regarding the design of the garden”207 don’t neces-
sitate large amounts of complexity in terms of computational rules or
power. The natural systems that define the ‘micro-ecology’ of each of the
planted facets are innumerably complex in their exactitude, but for the
purposes of designing viable distributions of vegetation, the model only
needed to include a relatively small number of salient parameters, met-
rics, and rules. The software was then able to provide clear feedback on
how each design iteration performed because it had such an explicit set
of procedures (the spatial grid and planting palette) with clearly-defined
relationships between the formal and ecological systems that define the
landscape.
Using modern computer-aided design platforms, it is relatively easy to
recreate the approximate mechanics of the model used in the design of the
Barcelona Botanic Gardens. Yet, the project is still a seemingly-rare exam-
ple of how computational methods can directly generate distinctly land-
scape architectural design features in a holistic manner. As the similarly-
faceted forms of the Flowing Gardensproject illustrate, the formal epiphe-
nomenon of digital modelling are easily identified and are often stated
as having been shaped (indirectly) by landscape conditions and logics.208
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Figure 2.30: The conﬁguration of each of the facet's vertices creates a number of distinct planting conditions correspond to the conditions of
various geographic areas represented in the garden's vegetation. C. Ferrater and B. Ferrater, Synchronizing Geometry, p. 21.
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Figure 2.31: The conscious clustering of facets with similar characteristics creates adjacencies within the plan that juxtapose the diﬀerent
geographic regions and vegetation types within each of those regions. ibid., p. 21.
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Figure 2.32: Numerous test cases and iterations
were performed to gauge how dune movement
took place under various diﬀerent conditions.
Kakali and Kotenko, “Aeolian Sand Odyssey”,
p. 67-68.
However, direct computationally-enabled ties between landscape forms
and landscape logics — that is to say a generative process that mediates
between the two — remain rare. Many techniques exist for analysing the
different aspects of a landscape in isolation, such as determining surface
water flows or solar gain over a given topographic surface. Yet, the on-
going novelty of the Barcelona Botanic Gardens is the demonstration of a
more holistic model that could incorporate the design of landscape form,
the analysis of that form, and a relational mode of planting design into a
cohesive set of procedures that could help generate (rather than just val-
idate) a design.
While the model developed for theBarcelonaBotanicGardens responded to
manual changes in topographic form, many newer cases of using compu-
tational design in landscape architecture develop methods to automat-
ically generate the underpinning landform that then drives the key pa-
rameters of the model. Aeolian Sand Odyssey provides an example of this
method. The project was developed as the thesis of a pair of students in
the Architecture Association’s Landscape Urbanism program. Produced
in 2014, that year’s brief saw students develop projects that focus on an
analysis of European landscapes at the territorial scale and feature many
projects that use simulations of landscape processes. That remit took
form in this project as an investigation into the aeolian processes of dune
formation present across a sand peninsular, roughly 100 kilometres in
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Figure 2.33: Larger structures are tested for their ability obstruct and reform dune drift at key points. ibid., p. 97-98.
209. Kakali and Kotenko, “Aeolian Sand
Odyssey”, p. 102.
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Odyssey”, p. 11.
211. Kakali and Kotenko, “Aeolian Sand
Odyssey”, p. 107.
length, that lies between the Baltic Sea and a freshwater lagoon.209 As a
point of departure, the project sought to challenge the European Union’s
landscape preservation policies that seemed to focus more on arresting
dune movement and maintaining existing pictorial qualities.210 Instead,
Anastasia Kotenko and Niki Kakali sought to work within the existing so-
ciocultural context of the site and integrate dune management into the
operations of existing site programs such as tourism.211
A key part of their design process was to build the capacity to simulate the
formation and evolution of dune systems. To do so, a cellular-automata
model, based on the work of Brad Werner, was employed. The model’s key
components establish a wind direction, wind velocity, grain size, grain va-
riety, and a framework for representing dune topographies as a 3D grid
of cells. These cells — the ‘automata’ — follow a series of rules to enact
dunal drift, first by determining if each cell faces against the wind’s pre-
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Figure 2.34: Strategies for intervening into particular dune types using vegetation and small structures. Kakali and Kotenko, “Aeolian Sand
Odyssey”, p. 105-106.
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Figure 2.35: A cellular automata based
model of dune movement was employed to
model dune drift. ibid., p. 61.
214. Ibid., p. 133.
vailing direction and then by moving according to the slope of the dune’s
edges.212 This tool was then put to task, along with site data, to help iden-
tify two strategies for altering the dune’s long-term trajectory, as per fig-
ure 2.34. First was a strategy that would tactically deploy vegetation and
small ‘soft’ structures on existing slopes of approximately 30 degrees such
that they would accumulate sediments and stabilise at around 18° degrees
over a six to nine-year time period.213 Second was a strategy of deploy-
ing more substantial obstacles perpendicular to the drift path (figure 2.35)
which would cause cresting around the obstacle; splaying and slowing the
dune’s spread.
While the initial landform of each model might draw from the present
state of the landscape, the temporal nature of the cellular automata
model provides a means to simulate its potential future states. Impor-
tantly, this simulation could also incorporate designed features (i.e. the
intervention strategies) into the model itself; creating a means to test
the efficacy of different design responses. This in effect flips the na-
ture of the design process as compared to the Barcelona Botanic Gardens.
Rather than having the underpinning condition (landform) be manually
specified and the resulting (planting) design automatically generated, the
methods deployed in Aeolian Sand Odyssey have the underpinning condi-
tion (dunal drift) automatically generated while the resulting design in-
terventions are manually-specified. In the former case, the analysis pre-
cedes the design response (it determines the distribution of vegetation)
while in the latter case the analysis is the result of the interplay between
the simulated-phenomena and simulated-intervention over time. Thus,
even though the results might be an “approximate forecast”,214 the model
acts as a sandbox that enables the designers to build up an understand-
ing of dune phenomena according to a complex set of site conditions and
responses.
The design for the landscape surrounding Sony’s Osaki office building in
Tokyo echoes the methods developed for the Barcelona Botanic Gardens
while demonstrating how modern computational design platforms can
extend upon them. At the same time, it presents a design process dis-
tinct to both Aeolian Sand Odyssey and the Barcelona Botanic Gardens in
that it employs computational rules to tie together all stages of design
development spanning from design generation, analysis, and simulation
rather than having the designer manually-specify key design features at
any of those stages. To do this a ‘Seed Scattering System’ was developed by
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Figure 2.36: A model of plant growth was used
to project the expected plant morphology over
time. Takenaka and Okabe, “Development of
the Seed Scattering System for Computational
Landscape Design”, p. 430.
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ANS studio in collaboration with Nikken Sekkei to drive the design using
a constraints-based parametric model that aimed to create a naturalistic
distribution of plants within the given area. They thus sought to develop a
distribution of plants that would replicate the end-results of the localised
growth and succession processes that occur in forests.
The model performed a number of steps to generate a possible design.
Broadly speaking, the first phase was to identify how environmental con-
ditions, such as soil composition, building shading, and wind sheltering,
affected different portions of the site. After this step came the formal
logic of the design, whereby the designer could adjust parameters that
controlled the different configurations of planting and tiling patterns in
response to the previously-established environmental conditions. Fi-
nally, the system would take all of these into account to create a planting
plan that loosely followed the previously-established layout patterns, but
that would select species and optimise their placement according to the
future growth states of the plants and the future effects each would have
on the site. These effects were modelled in terms of aesthetic criteria (cre-
ating forest-like canopy and sub-canopy clusters) and performance crite-
ria (such as creating particular shading effects and minimising the inter-
ference of root systems with the paving).215
By developing the bulk of the design within a parameterised system, the
automatically-generated planting plans allowed the designers to not just
“manipulate geometries or compositions of tree groupings but rather to
design the fundamental rules that underlie them”.216 This presented ex-
plicit, rather than implicit, trade-offs between performance-driven and
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Figure 2.37: The design logic was able to reformulate the tiling and vegetation distributions according to desired entry paths. ibid., p. 432.
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aesthetic-driven design criteria as the model both visualised the appear-
ance of the planting plan and provided feedback on how it affected the
site conditions. These trade-offs could then be explored by changing the
weighted parameters of the model. This also allowed for the modification
of core design choices to be easily accommodated throughout the design
process as the model could regenerate in response to changes in key pa-
rameters. Such a capability proved valuable in altering the core layout at
a late stage of the design process in order to fulfil a new directive to create
more prominent entrances into the garden.217
The sophisticated and holistic nature of this design model meant that
most core design decisions could be encapsulated within its rules and pa-
rameters. That said, this level of holism would have been more challeng-
ing if the design had to incorporate a larger set of different design criteria
and features. The distribution of paving and vegetation are not simple de-
sign domains by any means, but given that those two aspects were closely-
related their design criteria could be encapsulated neatly in a weighted
model — particularly when both the initial and final site conditions were
largely flat. The use of such a holistic modelling strategy becomes much
more difficult when design criteria encompass wider ranges of criteria.
In these cases, the use of manually-specified formal representations be-
come incredibly valuable intermediaries between the different aspects of
the overall model. For instance, such a hybrid modelling strategy might
see multiple models acting in conjunction with geometric intermediates
(say a specifically-configured topographic surface) that store the results
of each procedure or negotiate between multiple procedures that model
different criteria.
In a similar manner, the holistic nature of the modelling strategy would
likely limit the ability of this particular model to be applied in other
contexts. Highly developed models often become overly tied to project-
specific criteria as their logics make explicit or implicit assumptions
about the initial set of goals and constraints it was developed for. To trans-
plant that model into a new context then requires identifying and excis-
ing the assumptions that no longer hold. Further, that this particular
model does not seem to be implemented in a common CAD environment
means it is likely to require a large degree of expertise to adapt and deploy
within other projects. As with the Barcelona Botanic Gardens, creating a
more holistic tie between computational modes of analysis and genera-
tion remains rare because of challenges both in modelling specific aspects
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of a landscape system and in determining the interactions between those
models. For example, the environmental analytics used by the Seed Scat-
tering System to measuring shading are well-known and widely-available
within computer-aided design, while the methods used to visualise plant
growth over time using a generative model had to be adapted from the
work of mathematicians and biologists who have developed these tech-
niques as part of niche interests such as ‘algorithmic botany’.218 The sub-
sequent integration of these environmental analytic, visualisation meth-
ods, and other techniques into a holistic set of computational rules capa-
ble of generating viable planting designs is itself a process that requires
large amounts of expertise and effort given it is a task unique to the de-
sign of landscapes that has few precedents in other fields.
2.9. Discussion
The typologies and projects introduced throughout this chapter aim to
build a broad picture of the ‘community of practice’ that this research sit-
uates itself within: that of landscape architects who employ computa-
tional methods to help understand how landscapes, and our designs upon
them, perform in a spatially explicit context.
Common to each of these projects, and to the use of computational meth-
ods more broadly, is a focus on the use of quantitative data encapsulated
within a model to drive either analysis or exploration in the design pro-
cess. The computational practices introduced as part of the GIS, CFD, and
Analogue typologies here show how this data can derive from a range of
distinct sources, such as geospatial databases; a particular class of digi-
tal simulations; or the interaction between physical and digital models.
Each offers a distinct and valid response to this aim of this research — to
use computational design methods to model the performance of natural
systems — but does so using approaches that are complementary to, but
excluded from, the approaches I develop through design experiments in
the following chapters.
Instead, my approach explores a more narrow and distinct domain: the
use of digital techniques for modelling systems implemented in the
forms of programming available within common computational design
platforms. This focus aligns with the broader research problem, as work-
ing within an integrated digital environment makes it easier to develop
models with tight feedback loops and fast iteration — aspects that would
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be interrupted by the need to incorporate data from sensors or specialised
simulation software. Further, while my focus on a common computa-
tional design platform does limit the scope of phenomena that can be
modelled effectively, it vastly expands the ability for models to integrate
and leverage the existing suite of computational design available within
standard software packages.
The Parametric Modelling and Generative Modelling sections expand
upon the approach I specifically employ as compared to the broader mi-
lieu of computational methods and technologies. The former section
identifies a number of projects that use parametric methods to develop
topographic form in a manner that largely emulates how these tech-
niques are deployed within architectural design to model formal ele-
ments. It then identifies a limitation in this practice: that its use of
computational methods largely excludes complex landscape features that
cannot be readily treated as standard geometric elements, such as the
growth of vegetation or dunal shifts. The final typology, Generative Mod-
elling, discusses precedents that address these limitations by exploring
some aspect of the temporal, scalar, and topological complexities that de-
fine natural systems and use this investigation to help develop a design
concept. In doing so, each project demonstrates how a tight feedback loop
between computational modes of design-analysis and design-generation
allow for greater levels of complexity than would be possible if working
with traditional methods.
At the same time, the highly-bespoke nature of the models developed in
each of these projects demonstrates the value of this research in explicitly
addressing the how criteria of ‘how landscape architects can employ com-
putational design techniques to model the performance of complex nat-
ural systems in the early stages of the design process’. That these projects
are relatively rare and involve highly bespoke models further clarifies the
problem identified in the introductory chapter: that accounting for the
unique complexities of natural systems within the design process is chal-
lenging. In contrast, accounting only for complexity in geometric form
has an established set of practices evident in modelling strategies, soft-
ware capabilities, and the understanding of how to use both to develop a
design. These practices result in modelling strategies that are much more
accessible due to an emphasis on integrated and modular tools that can
be assembled iteratively wherein the tools both affect, and are affected by,
architectural information expressed primarily through geometry.
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Absent a similar set of strategies and practices, the landscape architec-
tural use of computational methods seem caught between appropriat-
ing standard computational methods (which have limits in how well they
can model the specific complexities of landscapes) or expending signifi-
cant time and expertise to develop complex models on a per-project ba-
sis. This research posits that there is a middle-ground that can draw from
both approaches using two tactics. First, by looking at common computa-
tional methods and identifying approaches that could be more effectively
adapted to model landscape systems while still maintaining their flexi-
bility and approachability. Second, by looking at the more complex and
bespoke approaches to modelling landscape systems that could be made
more flexible and approachable while still maintaining their efficacy.
Closing this gap is premised on the ability of computational methods to
instrumentalise design knowledge (in this case an understanding of land-
scape architectural design) in a manner that is repeatable across different
design activities. In the subsequent chapter, this proposition is charac-
terised further in order to clarify how it functions as a process of design
research. Thereafter, each of the subsequent chapters will document the
approach taken to improve this practice by focusing on problems in how
computational design media represent the material effects of landscape
systems; how they model the agency of ecological systems; and how they
can be used to design the emergent characteristics of landscape system.
2.10. Summary
This chapter introduced computational design and unpacked its effects
on the design process. It subsequently outlined the range of roles that
computation can play within landscape architectural design and identi-
fied which of these roles relate to modelling the performance of natural
systems. Within this domain, it identified some of the specific potentials
and constraints within current practices that subsequent chapters inves-
tigate.
To do so, the first section of this chapter discussed how computational de-
sign methods represent design intent in a distinct manner, and how this
distinction qualitatively affects how designers understand and develop
certain forms of complexity. This quality derives from a diagrammatic
separation between the formation of design intent and the direct manip-
ulation of formal representation. That split enables a highly dynamic, yet
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highly precise, mode of working because it delegates the complexities of
geometric resolution and other quantitative tasks to computational pro-
cesses.
The latter sections outlined several broad typologies of how computa-
tional methods have been employed to help design landscapes. The first,
parametric modelling, illustrated how the existing use of computational
design methods in landscape practice often focuses on modelling form
rather than aspects, such as vegetation or hydrology, that are prominent
in a landscape context. Subsequent typologies, such as GIS, analogue
computation, and CFD analysis, are introduced to clarify that their use
involves hybridised or staged modelling strategies that are less amenable
to the goal of creating holistic models of interrelated (natural) systems
and directly integrating those models into early-stage design develop-
ment. Finally, the generative modelling section, and ensuing discussion,
detail the opportunities found in work that relates closely to the research
aim. This highlighted that even in projects which model complex natu-
ral systems directly in the design process, they often do so in highly be-
spoke and tightly-integrated in a manner that makes their use onerous
and thus rare. These characteristics contrast with the aforementioned
form-focused techniques which are more flexible and modular — and thus
more easily integrated into design practice.
It is this contrast that latter substantive chapters seek to address. How-
ever, the next chapter will first outline exactly how I’ve approached ex-
ploring this problem by detailing my research methodology and methods.
This discussion will focus on how computational design methods — seen
through the lens of tool-making — can operate as a process of directed de-
sign research that works outside, across, and within individual design sce-
narios as part of a wider process for testing theory. These theories draw
knowledge from both landscape architecture and computational design
in order to develop and test new approaches to modelling natural systems
as part of designing landscapes.
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3. Design Research and Design
Tooling
The previous chapter outlined the types of design practice that this re-
search draws from. These consist of two fields: computational design,
a discipline-agnostic method that reorients the operations of the design
process to leverage computational processing, and ‘computational land-
scape architecture,’ which employs this method in a landscape architec-
tural context. I then discussed a range of precedents in the latter field;
identifying the task of modelling landscape systems as the specific area
where this research seeks to improve upon present practices. Finally, I
elaborated upon limitations in this area — primarily the inflexibility and
bespoke nature of existing modelling strategies — that subsequent chap-
ters seek to address.
This chapter outlines how I will address these limitations as a process of
directed and considered research. To do so, I first describe the nature of
design as a body of knowledge in a general sense. I then discuss how this
body can be augmented by using the outcomes of the design process as a
research instrument. This then enables me to position my research within
a larger methodological framework.
To outline this position, I first introduce the nature of research within
design disciplines and identify how the intent and procedures of my ap-
proach relate to different models of design research and reflective prac-
tice. In doing so I draw primarily from the work of Schön,1 Downton,2 and
Cross.3 Following that, I introduce my central research method — compu-
tational tool-making — and explain how it operates as a design process
that produces generalisable knowledge, drawing foremost from the work
of Glanville4 and Fischer.5 This provides a means to relate some of the
unique features of computational tool development back to the broader
discussion of design research methodologies, while justifying its viability
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as a means to investigate the aims of this research and detailing the exact
manner in which I carried out this process.
3.1. Research Methodology
This project, as with others in the design disciplines, aims to contribute
to a broader body of design knowledge. However, this process of design-
knowledge-production operates in a distinct manner to many other fields
of academic enquiry, particularly when it employs the act of design as a
key means of investigation.6 , 7 Exactly how such a process of design re-
search operates is, of course, itself a site of debate and research — even
within a specifically landscape architectural context.8 , 9
While this research employs a broadly reflective-practice-based method,
it does so using a continuous project-agnostic design process as the pri-
mary mode of investigation. Here, the design process is directed towards
the creation of computational tools. This method is positioned as a means
of producing knowledge that is embodied in the act of design and exam-
ined by reflecting upon the design process. It is thus necessary to first re-
late the specific aspects of my research approach to broader methodologi-
cal discussions about how the design process can produce knowledge and
how tool-making can operate as a design process. I then detail how I set
up, executed, evaluated, and reported my specific approach with reference
to these frameworks.
Design Activity and Design Knowledge
To characterise design research first involves briefly describing what dis-
tinguishes how design produces knowledge as compared to other forms
of enquiry.
The first of these distinctions is that the results of the design process do
not make universal claims. Unlike in scientific or philosophical fields,
the theories that comprise design knowledge do not reveal falsehoods or
truths about the absolute nature of the world. Following Downton, “we
understand design outcomes to be assessable on a better/worse contin-
uum, not the true/false one that science aspires to”.10 This is largely due
to the way that design activity is evaluated. For example, we can assess a
design for a park according to many metrics, such as how it satisfies visi-
tor’s desires or provides infrastructural functions. These evaluations can
employ subjective or objective metrics, but neither leads to a claim that
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this particular design is a model that is applicable, in its entirety, to all
other parks. The lack of a universal outcome or means of assessment fol-
lows from the typical nature of design problems as ‘wicked’ in that they
rely on subjective judgement for their formation and resolution11 and so
the relevant criteria for both stages are highly contextual in their selec-
tion and application.
Second, design activity produces results that are not necessarily repeat-
able. Even if different designers are given an identical brief for designing
a park, they will produce different results because their individual design
process incorporates knowledge that cannot be transferred to others with
complete fidelity nor re-enacted with complete continuity.12 This is due
to the primary role of the designer in the aforementioned formation and
resolution of a complex process of problem-solving, wherein their actions
are generally solipsistic, inductive, and non-linear.13 , 14 As Downton fur-
ther argues, this opacity requires a shift in the characterisation of method
within design research, as “the reason for employing a method in a sci-
ence is to obtain the same outcome if the conditions are held identical
and more significantly, to be informed as to what caused a different out-
come if a condition was varied but the same method was, or appeared to
be, followed”.15 When, as in the design process, different results emerge
despite a consistent method16 this necessitates an expanded conception
of method that sees it as providing guidance without strictly determin-
ing outcomes. Or, in Cross’ terms, “method may be vital to the practice
of science (where it validates the results) but not to the practice of design
(where results do not have to be repeatable, and in most cases must not be
repeated, or copied)”.17
That said, the degree to which replication occurs in the scientific method
is perhaps overstated and has more in common with the design process
than is typically acknowledged. To the extent that scientific experiments
attempt to prove or disprove general rules, the way in which they do so
is — per Glanville18 — somewhat particular to the experiment, the exper-
imenter, and often subject to repetition and revision. Despite this, de-
sign typically differs in both the magnitude and aims of this determin-
ism: a design activity which always produces a single identical outcome
is neither desirable, or possible, because the same design process would
not be entirely applicable across different contexts. For instance, even if
the exact steps used to design the previously-mentioned park were able
to be perfectly replicated, the sequencing of that particular design pro-
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cess was itself a response to irreproducible contextual conditions such as a
project’s site, budget, or goals. This accords with Cross’ characterisation of
design as a co-evolution of a problem’s formulation alongside the search
for its solution, whereby a rich interchange between each aspect drives an
iterative approach that successively refines a result.19
In sum, several features of design pose a challenge if considered against
the norms of research common to other fields. If design doesn’t produce
falsifiable results and if said results are not typically reproducible or gen-
eralisable, what is it that defines and produces design knowledge?
Design Knowledge and Design Research
Before defining how the design disciplines produce a body of knowledge,
it is worth first outlining the manner in which research produces knowl-
edge in general. To return to Glanville, knowledge is the accumulation of
theory and research the act of consciously producing theory.20 Theory is
here defined in a broad sense that encompasses the research processes of
all disciplines as its role is to develop “generalising concepts”21 according
to two distinct processes.
The first, theory from experiment, is most readily identified within the sci-
entific method where the role of the experiment is to create observations
that reveal (or do not reveal) a particular pattern.22 Such patterns, or the-
ories, allow us to cognise the behaviour of phenomena beyond singular
observations and thus predict future behaviours of that same phenom-
ena or others with similar characteristics.23 While scientific experiments
produce a particular type of observation — reproducible, empiric, and uni-
versal — the production of theory encompasses other modes of observa-
tion that seek different classes of pattern. For example, a close reading of
a text might find patterns in the dialogue of certain characters or a sur-
vey might find patterns in how a government policy impacts individual
economic choices.
The second process, theory from theory, turns the act of observation upon
theory itself. Here, the generalising concepts of different theories are
themselves observed and subject to a process of pattern identification.
This process is self-referential and circular. Following Glanville, it acts
through “continuous modification and unification”24 and works towards
“the inclusion of more and more in a coherent whole”25 by identifying
contradiction, correlation, consequence, and coherence in patterns and
patterns-of-patterns.26 In doing so, theory builds upon theory. This is
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perhaps most evident in activities such as critical analysis, where a cer-
tain theory — such as an observation about a source-text — may lead to a
broader generalisation about how society understood a historic event if
the same observation is consistent with related texts and theories of how
texts portrayed said event. Similar in method, if not material, are the the-
ories of mathematics that build upon layers and layers of underpinning
theory to identify ever-more complex patterns ultimately derived from
simple observations or axioms such as counting or measuring.27
With the process of research broadly defined as the act of deliberately pro-
ducing theory through pattern-identification, we can return to the spe-
cific problems outlined earlier: that the design process itself does not
typically lead to reproducible and generalisable patterns when observed
in isolation. Therefore, it has a limited capacity to produce generalis-
ing theories. This is not to say that typical design practice does not em-
ploy or generate knowledge, but that it does not, on its own, “extract re-
liable knowledge … and make knowledge available to others in re-usable
form”.28 Instead, it requires a secondary process: a mode of observation
that — following Glanville’s framework — extracts and communicates
generalisable patterns from the specific design activity.29 Or in Cross’
terms, for design to be research requires a qualifying process of some “re-
flection by the practitioner on the work, and the communication of some
re-usable results from that reflection”.30
Prominent strategies for these secondary processes typically focus on par-
ticular modes of enquiry for identifying patterns within the design pro-
cess or designed outcomes. Downton outlines three modes that broadly
describe the major distinctions in design research practice: for design,
about design, and through design.31 I’ve described this prominent tripar-
tite here using Downton’s phrasing although he credits their origin to
Christopher Frayling32 who, in turn, cites them as deriving from Herbert
Read.33 The trio of terms are also somewhat synonymous34 with the clin-
ical, basic, and applied research strategies that Buchan identifies as com-
mon across disciplines and institutions.35
While the ultimate contribution of this thesis derives from the for design
mode, it incorporates the through designmode as a testing ground and em-
ploys an atypical approach to linking the two. As such it is worth briefly
clarifying the role of each mode before discussing them in relation to my
own research process.
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Research For Design
Research for design “is carried out during the overall design process to
support designing”.36 It aims to enable future design activity by produc-
ing, testing, and improving theories that relay insight into common sce-
narios within the design process. This typically occurs when a designer
consciously chooses to investigate a set of design conditions that occur
regularly across a range of projects,37 or to investigate the heuristics used
in the design process and thus develop better approaches to evaluate and
manage their execution.38 Within Glanville’s framework, this is in effect a
narrowing of observation: it identifies a specific aspect of, or task within,
the design process rather than considering it as a whole. At the same
time it is an expansion of observation as it considers generalisable fea-
tures across different design processes alongside a more narrow enquiry
focused on particulars, such as material performance, the sustainability
of building systems, a concept derived from philosophy, examples of sim-
ilar projects, a mathematical formula for a complex shape, data derived
from post-occupancy evaluations, and so on.39
Research About Design
Research about design aims to produce encompassing theories of what
design should be, what designers do, and the relationships between de-
sign activity and its context. It is an “an effort to draw out some ideas
that are useful and interesting to thinking about design”40 that is “formed
from inquiries of an epistemological nature: what is design, what is it
about, what is it for, and why do we have it?”41 Theories of what design
should be include discourse surrounding design research or projects, such
as the design methods movement and its conception of a design pro-
cess defined by steps and heuristics that impart positivist principles.42 , 43
Theories of what designers do could include studies of studio-based de-
sign education or the way in which designers collaborate through ges-
ture.44 , 45 Theories of design-context relationships could involve detail-
ing the emergence of modernism as a movement in relation to particu-
lar building technologies or how the political economy of a city affects
the design of its skyscrapers.46 These would typically follow the process of
building theory-from-theory outlined by Glanville; extrapolating from
theories for designor from research methods that don’t observe the design
process as an end in itself.
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Research Through Design
Research through design aims to produce specific theories embodied and
applied within the practice of design itself.47 It holds that “the most de-
signerly way of knowing comes into being in designing”48 as that pro-
cess manifests what “has been learnt previously from looking, listening
and examining”49 within the current design investigation and its specific
context. Here the focus is on considering a particular design process and
evaluating it in relation to specific goals or procedures. By focusing the
aims of the design process upon a specific set of design conditions its re-
sults can be more revealing of applied design practices than if employing
second-order observations. Doing so can involve acts of praxis that reflect
upon how the outcomes of design draw from “explicitly formed theoreti-
cal positions”50 or “unexamined implicit positions”51 where the outcomes
of the design process (evident in either built works or representation) ex-
hibit the knowledge involved in their formation.52
Following Downton’s definition of research as “investigation [or] inquiry
into things”53 the distinction between design activity and research activ-
ity collapses within the design process.54 Each aspect intertwines to pro-
duce and test knowledge. However, this perspective does not seem suffi-
cient if following Cross or Glanville, as their definitions of research (and of
knowledge as the product of research) mandate not just a process of reflec-
tion by the designer, but that the outcomes of this process are explicitly
communicated as generally-applicable theories rather than as knowledge
applicable only to an immediate scenario.55 This contrasts with Down-
ton’s understanding of research as a phenomena that can develop within
solipsistic settings. Nevertheless, Downton emphasises the critical im-
portance of going beyond such settings by stating that the enquiry, or
research, constituted within designed outcomes and the design process
only becomes collective knowledge when it is “interrogated to reveal the
knowing involved in their making”56 and the results “evaluated, autho-
rised, and transmitted”57 in order to “place something in a larger narra-
tive”.58 The original designer can enact such a process by communicating
their self-reflection, as can a secondary source who interprets the out-
comes of the original design process by examining its results. By either
means the results — through generalisation — typically become instru-
mental as research for design because they serve to improve how designers
approach future design tasks of a similar nature.59
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Design Research and Designing Tools
The core contribution of this research ultimately derives from a research
for design methodology. I intend to produce theories that help design-
ers understand the performance of natural systems using computational
methods as part of the landscape architectural design process. In doing
so, I aim to help enable a specific type of design activity, rather than de-
fine normative theories of landscape architectural design or demonstrate
best practice through theories evident in the outcomes of a given design
process.
To advance this aim, I employ a continuous process of tool-making as the
primary means of developing theories that can test and inform this area of
design practice. I consider this process as a design process. However, it ex-
ists across or outside of any given landscape architectural design scenario
or task. Instead, I use the capabilities of computational methods, embod-
ied in a set of iteratively-developed tools, as a meta-heuristic that is de-
ployed and observed in relation to specific landscape architectural design
processes (through design). At the same time, the development and assess-
ment of these tools is related to the broader theories of landscape archi-
tecture and computational design, such as particular design techniques,
guiding concepts, or technical implementations (for design). As such, the
research process of reflection and pattern-finding that mediates between
the through- and for- design modes takes place across two levels. First, as
a consideration of how a tool affects the design of a particular landscape
and, second, as a consideration of how the design of a toolkit can support
the design of landscapes in general.
In this way, I conceive of design research as produced in the manner de-
fined by Glanville or Cross, but use two of Downton’s frames in order to
better characterise the capacity of computational tool-making to create
a close dialogue between the for and through modes of knowledge pro-
duction that occur during design. This capacity stems from the ability
of digitally-defined tools to represent encoded knowledge while directly
guiding their applications across distinct scenarios. They constitute a
process of “designing for design”60 with tools acting as “drivers as well as
products of our doing”.61
The mechanics of this hybridised form of design are most evident when
seen through Glanville’s conception of the design process as a continuous
self-referential activity because this frame becomes highly explicit when
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refining the design of a digital tool. Further, the benefits of this design
approach are best highlighted by Fischer’s application of second-order cy-
bernetics to characterise the task of digital design tool development as a
complementary dialogue between the situated knowledge of the designer
and the encoded knowledge of the tool. Finally, in foregrounding the pro-
cess of tool design, I can also directly draw from a range of computational
design discourse that describes how digital tools are developed so as to
best enable design activity in practice.
To elaborate: the typical conception of a design tool is that it performs a
known or predictable action according to a known or predictable mech-
anism. A polyline command in a computer-aided design program, or a
drawing compass, both have a vast range of expressive capability. How-
ever, the capability of each tool is expressed in proportion to its applica-
tion, whereby a complex or considerable composition of drawn arcs is the
end result of a designer having employed that tool extensively and skil-
fully. Similarly, the relationship between the mechanics of the tool and
the outcomes of its use are typically clear — a collection of arcs or polylines
are easily identified as such. As described in the previous chapter, com-
putational methods break this tie between action and result because they
employ the automated methods of computation to execute the otherwise
manually-specified tasks of drawing or calculation. This potential is of-
ten actualised in the creation of quantitatively complex results which, in
turn, qualitatively affect the apparent velocity and indeterminism of the
design process from the perspective of the designer.
The expressive range of a computational method thus derives from both
the initial conditions that feed into its algorithms and in the exact compo-
sition of those algorithms.62 This is why the mechanics of computational
tools can offer users a distinct form of agency than most classes of pre-
existing design tools. Importantly, and unlike non-computational tools,
the operation or function of a computational method is modifiable if the
designer is able to alter the composition of its underpinning algorithms.63
This enables the two forms of agency: the execution of the tool’s capacities
and the alteration of the tool’s capabilities. Taken together, these impart
a novel dualism akin to “turning a tee-square into a french curve while
it is being used”.64 The ensuing expressive range, or ‘design space’, of the
design process extrudes into a new dimension that incorporates not just
the outcomes of particular design choices but also the design decisions
made in defining the computational methods used.65 Each aspect forms a
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mutually-entwined pair of design processes — two objectiles66 — that are
co-dependent and co-evolving.
Computational design thus erodes many of the distinctions between the
users and makers of tools;67 between tool and technique;68 and between
what constitutes a design tool and what constitutes a design choice or
task. Each becomes a circular and bi-directional relationship as the situ-
ational needs of the designer inform how a given computational method
can adapt to suit their purpose. At the same time, the possibilities of
the computational method itself informs the situational execution of
that designer’s design process.69 The task versus tool distinction thus be-
comes a spectrum between computational methods whose capabilities
are narrowly-applicable as compared to those that can be more broadly
applied — either because they can accept a wider variety of contextual in-
puts or because their mechanisms have a more flexible structure. For in-
stance, the composition of an algorithm for dividing a surface form into
panels could be highly-general because it is able to divide up a wide range
of geometric types or produce a wide range of panel types, or it could by
highly-constrained and task-specific because it is only able to closely pack
a set number and type of circular modules onto a flat plane. To complicate
things further, the degree to which a computational method’s outputs are
applicable across tasks is dependent not just on its current capabilities,
but also upon the flexibility of its algorithmic composition. For example,
methods that produce a wide variety of results given different parame-
ters may nevertheless be more difficult to adapt to a new context than if
creating a new tool from scratch, adapting a tool with more constrained
outputs, or combining several pre-existing tools.
This capacity for flexibility is one that is core to this particular research
project. This is not just because I employ computational methods in gen-
eral, but because I’ve identified flexibility and adaptation as key limit-
ing factors to the existing practices of computational landscape architec-
ture. As such the conscious design of computational methods as a pro-
cess of iterative tool development (or tooling) allows for two means of ex-
amination: the testing of how to model specific types of natural systems
within a specific design process and the more critical question of testing
how to model natural systems within the design process in general. As I
will demonstrate in subsequent chapters, the latter area of enquiry is able
to draw from the theories of computer science and software engineering
that describe how to approach the problem of flexibility and reuse — such
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Figure 3.1: Model of how tool development can cycle between research 'for' and 'through' design frameworks in a manner that mediates
between speciﬁc design tasks and broader design knowledge. Philip Belesky.
as the layering of abstraction or the separation of concerns — while the
more specific former enquiry is able to test how these concepts are imple-
mented and perform within the actual area of practice investigated.
Designing Tools and Design Theory
I conceive of each enquiry — general and specific — as operating through
two distinct modes. The consideration of the toolkit and process of tool-
ing against the broader and theory-specific goal of improving the mod-
elling of natural systems is a research process that spans across many as-
pects of computational design and landscape architecture. It is thus seen
as a process of testing and evaluating generalising theories from these
broader disciplines and contributing back to them. For instance, a gen-
eral line of enquiry throughout the research considered how to best model
vegetation in a manner that allowed designers to examine how plants af-
fect, and are affected, by the systems governing their contexts, such as
those of soil and hydrological dynamics. Broader theories of landscape ar-
chitecture, such as concepts of the ‘urban surface’ or ‘entropic novelty’, are
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valuable aids in directing this inquiry as they provide implicit discipline-
specific goals for how computational methods can be used, such as al-
lowing designers to examine aspects of a landscape as a set of quanti-
fied cross-functional effects or as simulated successional processes. Sim-
ilarly, the translation of landscape architectural theories into computa-
tional methods requires drawing from theories developed within compu-
tational design, such as how to structure design methods to enact emer-
gent effects or how to structure geometric data in a manner that enables
flexible reuse across projects. The testing ground of such an investigation
might be a series of tools designed to improve specific aspects of the plant-
ing design ‘workflow’ according to the goals of these source-theories —
perhaps by creating a tool that enables quantifying functions such as phy-
toremediative effects, or a tool that visualises dynamics, such as die-off or
growth, over time.
By using broader theories to inform tool development this research en-
acts the ‘theory from theory’ mode described by Glanville. In my case,
the process of comparing and evaluating distinct theories is largely found
in the juxtaposition of theories derived from the two different source-
disciplines which define the domain of the research. For instance, if com-
paring theories of landscape architecture and computational design, each
shares an interest in ‘dynamics’ — understood in the broadest sense — but
each express that notion in a distinct manner. However, there is a produc-
tive similarity, or pattern, between these notions:
• Computational design has developed many theories regarding how
to design dynamic systems embodied within design tools using dif-
ferent computational methods.
• Landscape architecture has developed many theories of how to de-
sign dynamic systems embodied within actual landscapes using
different design techniques.
Bringing each theory together in order to inform tooling involves assess-
ing their tensions and correlations; prompting the process of pattern-
identification within a theoretical milieu that Glanville speaks of. To give
a more specific example: there are many landscape architectural theo-
ries that consider how to design while understanding plants as a material
that affect their environment. There are also many computational design
theories that examine how to optimise material performance in the de-
sign process. When developing tools for modelling vegetation, each area
of theory is relevant because the problem domain is explicitly focused on
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Figure 3.2: Speciﬁc example of the research methodology with regard to the tool development cycle as informed by landscape architectural and
computational design discourse and as tested through a particular design project and the techniques it prompted. Philip Belesky.
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their union — the tool is employing computational means towards land-
scape architecture ends and so its success is beholden to both disciplines.
These tensions and correlations between different disciplinary theories
present opportunities to test how landscape architects can employ com-
putational design techniques to model the performance of complex nat-
ural systems. Throughout my research, the genesis of these investiga-
tions occurred from either end: sometimes I identify a particular com-
putational design method as having strong potential to instrumentalise a
landscape architectural theory, while sometimes the prompt will play out
in the reverse order and the theory will instead spur a search for a compat-
ible computational method.
Designing Tools and Designing Landscapes
The consideration of a tool against the narrow and design-specific goal of
modelling a natural system is a research process set up to test these par-
ticular tools and assess their value according to the same source-theories
in a different context. Rather than only evaluate theories against each
other, this mode allows me to test them through a landscape architec-
tural design task as a means of deriving theory from experiment in the
manner described by Glanville.70 Here I see the design process of the tools,
and their applicability to the task at hand, as a circular ‘conversation’ be-
tween each territory, following a reflective practice methodology that un-
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derpins or correlates with the work of Cross,71 Glanville,72 as well as the
through design mode of Downton73 discussed previously.
Following Schön, such a reflective methodology recognises that the epis-
temic positions of technical rationality are poor frames for observing the
development of knowledge within the applied practices of many disci-
plines.74 Such practices involve — like the earlier discussion of design
problems as ‘wicked’ — following a procedure towards a goal in which
the procedure and goals are not taken as given, but rather constructed
through that very practice.75 These problems “must be constructed from
the materials of problematic situations which are puzzling, troubling,
and uncertain”.76 Predefined systematic procedures are ill-equipped to
tackle this problem-construction process because they assume that the
end-point is “fixed and clear”77 such that actions have a clearly-directed
instrumentality. Instead, practitioners typically proceed through an it-
erative process of reflection in action that juxtaposes their knowledge
against the situation at hand78 and surfaces their tacit understandings of
the domain acquired through experience.79 Such iterations may involve a
dialogue with other practitioners80 and may occur from moment to mo-
ment or stretch across the lifetime of a project depending on “the pace of
activity and the situational boundaries that are characteristic of the prac-
tice”.81 At the same time, the task of reflection may be continuous and im-
manent to the current action or may be consciously framed and distanced
from it, while still being performed within, and in relation to, the unfold-
ing contextual goal.82
As described by Schön, and later Downton, the design process itself is a
prime example of a reflective practice where knowledge is best tested in-
side that process rather than external to it.83 As this research involves both
the design of tools and designing-with-tools, much of the knowledge I
have tested or developed came from within the design process and is thus
best observed through a framework that directly recognises this means
of knowledge production. Further, Fischer highlights that the specific
context of developing computational design tools is well-suited to a pro-
cess of testing and reflecting-through-action performed as part of design
practice. He first identifies this empirically, by considering the organi-
sational structures of leading architectural offices wherein digital tool-
making is primarily performed as part of developing a design project; pro-
duced either by the project’s designers or by specialists who work with
said designers directly.84 Here, tools are developed through an applied
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practice which iteratively engages with the reality of their use as a key
means of production, not just as quality assurance. Such a process is rare
in the wider world of software production. Most programs, such as an
online store-front or a media player, are programmed in advance of their
launch to users and developed in a context divorced from the conditions
of their end-use.85 In contrast, Fischer identifies continuous contextual
engagement as a necessary criterion for producing successful digital de-
sign tools in both the case studies he performs86 and in other studies of
architectural practices.87
This necessity flows from the intertwined nature of how design tools and
design itself operate that I described previously. Fischer elaborates upon
this by stating the design of tools is best understood as a self-referential
activity whereby “the ability to design precedes the ability to reflect upon
and to invent tools for designing”.88 Here “designing is both a condition
as well as an objective of this enquiry”89 — a phenomenon that limits the
ability of formal or empiric methods to assess the process because its key
procedures are internal to the person acting as both tool-designer and
tool-user. This simultaneity enacts as a circular dialogue where “one con-
versation is aiming for the as-yet unknown, while the other conversa-
tion is happening in the system in which the designer is with the means
(i.e. tools) by which he or she aims to reach the as-yet unknown”.90 As a
result, the designers of digital design tools need to participate in the de-
sign process to ensure that each conversation informs the other and their
respective limitations are negotiated. Without this dialogue, the reflec-
tive process becomes bisected as the design of a tool cannot be explicitly
directed towards supporting decisions made in the design process.91
In sum, the methodology of this research sees the act of developing com-
putational tools as a design process that offers a means of triangulation.
It approaches the task of testing how to employ computational design
techniques to model the performance of complex natural systems in the
early stages of the design process through two distinct, but interleaved,
processes of theory-building that come together in the ongoing task of
tooling. The first process, a for design or theory from theory mode, exam-
ines disciplinary concepts that then inform the implementation and aims
of a tool while providing a means to evaluate and generalise its impact.
The second process, a through design or theory from experiment mode, pro-
vides a means to test a tool within an applied context — a process that
is essential to developing digital design tools because it provides results
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which can then inform the evaluations of the previous mode. Taken to-
gether, the two processes seek to draw the specific into the general by
using the toolkit to test theory at different levels and to produce gener-
alisable knowledge, or research, that is nevertheless informed by non-
generalisable scenarios. In this way, I accord with the epistemic positions
of Downton and Fischer that recognise the value of knowledge generated
from within the design process. However, I also enact the positions of
Glanville and Cross that knowledge, in order to serve as research, needs
to engage with theory in a manner external to the design process itself.
This hybrid strategy was developed in response to the subject and
medium of investigation. My research involves working between the the-
ories of two areas of design (computational design and landscape archi-
tecture) for which their union is an emerging practice. This requires a
strong connection to the general theories of each field in order to iden-
tify how they are best synthesised. Further, because many of the identi-
fied problems within this area relate to flexibility and other problems that
span across individual design processes, the ability to cycle between gen-
eral theory and specific experiment allows me to tackle these concerns in
manner that is neither overly involved in specific design scenarios (and
thus not generalisable) nor derived only from design theories (and thus
not verified through practice). Finally, because my investigation concerns
the design of computational tools, I need to ensure that I test specific de-
sign processes and contexts in order to best explore and demonstrate the
potential of tooling.
3.2. Research Methods & Research Design
Having outlined the broader position of how this project understands and
employs design research, the next section details the specific manner in
which the procedure played out. This will be described on four fronts: the
type of tools that were produced; the kinds of design scenarios used; how
the interaction between scenario and tool was evaluated; and the descrip-
tion of the research in this document.
Tool Production
Computational methods have thus been discussed in a very general sense.
This was an attempt to describe their characteristics in a manner that
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95. Rhino.Geometry.Circle(new
Rhino.Geometry.Point3d(0, 0, 0), 1250)
96. Arc.Create(XYZ.Zero, 1250, 0.0, 2.0 *
Math.PI, XYZ.BasisX, XYZ.BasisY)
is common across different software implementations and design con-
texts. While my research uses a wide range of computational methods
it does so within a particular software context: that of Grasshopper, a
parametric modelling environment, which is itself a program that runs
within the Rhinoceros 3D modelling application. The toolkit I devel-
oped operates within Grasshopper and provides additional functionality
within that environment. In addition to the toolkit, a number of more
ephemeral Grasshopper models, Rhinoceros models, scripts, and other
resources were produced. The subsequent chapter will detail how this en-
vironment operates as part of a more comprehensive discussion regard-
ing how design intent is represented through computational techniques
as compared to traditional forms of representation.
This choice in software environment and application struc-
ture is primarily driven by the stability and extensibility of the
Rhinoceros/Grasshopper environment that meant it is flexible and thus
able to support both a range of different scenarios and tool-development
procedures.92 , 93 That said, it is worth noting that while the operative logic
of each tool is coupled to the Rhinoceros/Grasshopper environment, it
is not inextricably tied to it.94 In the case of a simple planting design
tool, a certain portion of code might be responsible for extrapolating
from the data contained in a planting palette to produce an estimate of
a canopy radius at a particular point time. That portion of code would
essentially proceed using the ‘standard’ features of a programming
language that are present regardless of context. However, producing a
geometric representation of that canopy within a model would require
using an environment-specific feature — in this case the RhinoCommon
API — that exposes the relevant Rhinoceros functionality to represent
the calculation’s results. Said canopy, if understood as a circle located
at the origin of the model with a radius of 1250mm, would be created
in Rhinoceros using a command95 specific to its API. If working within
Revit the equivalent96 command would be different. The underpinning
logic is roughly equivalent in each case — create a circle — even though
each environment requires a different programmatic expression of that
underpinning intent.
Similarly, the use of the terms ‘tool’ and ‘toolkit’ in this chapter has been
deliberately generic because of the previously-mentioned ambiguous
boundaries between tool and technique within a computational context.
While much of the research process here involved ‘normal’ Grasshopper
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use (i.e. assembling standard components to create a parametric model)
the creation and testing of new components was seen as the primary act
of tool-making.97 That said, it is worth recognising that the earlier analy-
sis of tool use and tool development applies equally to Grasshopper def-
initions or not just individual components. The distinction between the
two is an artificial boundary drawn by the user interface of Grasshopper
rather than any fundamental difference in operation or implementation.
A Grasshopper definition (considered as a collection of components) is
conceptually an ‘algorithm’ or ‘tool’ just as much as an individual com-
ponent is. Modifying the logic of a parametric model to create a new def-
inition thus involves employing computational methods just as much as
modifying the logic of an individual component does. As such, my pro-
cess of testing tools also engages with this wider notion of tooling.
For the purposes of this research, the term ‘tool’ is used to refer to an
encapsulated set of functions available within the Grasshopper environ-
ment; that is to say it typically refers to an individual Grasshopper com-
ponent that can be easily employed across individual Grasshopper def-
initions. As a result, the functional scope of each of my tools is often
relatively small: there is no single planting design tool but rather a dis-
crete set of components that each assist different tasks within planting
design by working in tandem with other planting-specific tools, the wider
toolkit, and standard Grasshopper functionality. For example, a single
tool may define a numeric model of species attributes; another might al-
locate plants in a spatial extent; another might visualise plants volumet-
rically or project their growth over time. Subsequent chapters will further
detail the motivation for this artificially narrow understanding of what
constitutes a tool in relation to concerns surrounding task-division, in-
teroperability, and flexibility that are core to several of the problems iden-
tified by this research.
Design Scenarios
While I’ve positioned tool development as the primary design activity in-
vestigated, the application of tools to the design of landscapes is the key
task that underpins that process. These situated design activities, or sce-
narios, provide a means to test tools in a grounded context. They thus act
as experiments designed to test the toolkit, and the broader agenda, across
a number of contexts — e.g. different types of natural systems, different
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scales of landscape, different design briefs — and so each design scenario
was selected to provide this diversity within the bounds of the research’s
focus. This selection process was guided by a number of factors.
The most prominent criteria was that the scenarios had some aspects that
were directly related to the aim of the research because their sites and
brief would involve, or benefit from, modelling the natural systems that
were present, altered, or introduced. Moreover, the nature of those sys-
tems needed to be amenable to the approach of the research, whereby
their particular complexities and role within the landscape could usefully
be approached using computational methods. This typically meant that
the behaviour of the system was relatively easily quantified and that the
resulting model would have some value in the design process.
In practice, the choice of design scenario was often pursued opportunis-
tically. As such, many projects stem from competition briefs, partial col-
laborations, or revisiting sites from older works. This followed as each
individual scenario was less critical than having a range that could col-
lectively offer the opportunity to refine functionality, test flexibility, and
provide a diverse set of conditions that would help prompt unexpected
uses. For instance, several scenarios were selected because the site, and
design brief, called for a particular consideration of hydrological criteria,
such as flooding mitigation or stormwater remediation. Those aims, in
most cases, allowed for a defined set of tools that analyse water flow and
infiltration to be used for distinct design purposes as well as deployed in
distinct sites that posed different considerations in terms of their scale,
predominant program, and other contextual factors.
Within each scenario, the design process was focused foremost on the di-
rect aims and methods of this research. This typically entailed testing
only the early stages of the design process, wherein the viability of the key
design concept was evaluated in a speculative and constrained manner
that meant the design was not holistically resolved. That said, the use of
the tools did typically allow the design investigations to approach higher
levels of detail, but that detail was confined to the effects of the system in-
vestigated rather than the resolving the broader design concept outside of
those effects. Developing the system model as part of the design process
typically proceeded in conjunction with whatever other computational,
or non-computational, methods were needed to define core features of
the design, such as developing landform or demarcating areas for plant-
ing.
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This focus on specific portions of the design process and specific aspects
of designed landscapes stems partly from the domain of the research and
partly from the particular research process employed. The use of com-
putational methods in design practice is typically piecemeal; deployed as
needed to tackle a particular problem, or to explore a particular aspect of
the design, while other areas proceed using techniques that may or not be
functionally or formally tied to computational methods. While the early
stages of the design process may often employ a range of computational
methods to define key features quickly, the particular kinds of natural-
systems-focused methods developed here represent a subset of those key
features rather than an approach that can guide every design decision in
a landscape architectural context.
The time spent developing each design scenario was typically uncon-
strained, and most projects were reworked and revisited over the course
of the research as the toolkit evolved and could be applied in a new or
improved manner. In this document, I’ve collapsed this iterative process
into a single retrospective reflection that highlights the key findings of
each scenario in relation to the broader enquiry to which they were rel-
evant. In doing so, I typically introduce the scenario’s site, brief, and de-
sign process alongside the use and development of particular tools. How-
ever, many scenarios were omitted as their findings were duplicative or
tangential to the broader enquiry of each chapter. In some cases, the
functionality of a tool is discussed without reference to a particular de-
sign scenario in order to foreground the process of tool development it-
self. In other cases, tools that were introduced in previous discussions
are reprised in later discussions when relevant to a subsequent enquiry
or scenario.
Tool Evaluation
As described earlier, the research through design mode I follow is seen
as a circular self-reflective process. However, as compared to operating
within a more generally-focused design practice, the process of reflection
is directed — at smaller or wider timespans — towards the goals of each
particular design scenario and the manner in which it fits into the broader
enquiry.
Because these goals varied depending upon the particular investigation,
there were no set criteria used to direct the process of reflecting upon
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the use of a tool within the design process. Instead, those evaluative cri-
teria were constructed on a situational basis and formed in relation to
wider theories drawn from landscape architectural or computational de-
sign theories. For instance, the subsequent chapter discusses the notion
of a ‘field condition’ and characterises its implicit or explicit qualities,
such as producing representations that are fluid, intricate, and connec-
tive. These qualities are then discussed with regard to theories drawn
from computational design — such as the ‘datascape’ — and in relation to
more technical considerations drawn from software engineering or the
study of computer-aided design, such as the differences between volu-
metric geometries or the mechanics of data interpolation. The criteria
used to evaluate the use of the tool in this context would then consider
how those concerns relate to one another, such as in an evaluation of how
closely the ‘field’ tool visualises particular landscape conditions in a more
revealing manner or enables a computational design process to more ef-
fectively represent those conditions quantitatively. These concerns are
then tested and evaluated across distinct scenarios, such as when mod-
elling surface permeability at different levels of scale or hardscape cov-
erage. The ensuing discussion of this tool would then make the connec-
tions between these theoretical and technical criteria explicit by reflect-
ing upon how the development process considered and evaluated each.
In contrast to this more theory-based form reflection, the design pro-
cess of the tools themselves involved making numerous choices that were
deeply enmeshed in technical concerns.98 However, the basis and execu-
tion of this reflective process were generally not reported upon. While it-
erative design tasks, such as structuring code in a cogent manner or im-
proving the efficiency of an algorithm, were often crucial to tool develop-
ment, such concerns were usually not critical to the broader enquiry of
the research. That said, specific implementation details for the tools are
discussed when they are directly relevant to the wider theoretical aims;
typically because they had a direct effect on the function of the tool or on
a wider concern such as flexibility.
The process of testing tools across different design scenarios was often
deployed in a collaborative or educative setting, such as when teaching
a design studio, running a workshop, or contributing to a design compe-
tition entry. However, those collaborations were not extensive and the
outcomes are not explicitly discussed here. This does represent a limi-
tation in the broader value of the toolkit — greater amounts of feedback
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from users would have lead to more robust tools in terms of their ap-
plied use in landscape architectural design. However, this consideration
of user-testing would involve a methodology more common to studies
of human-computer interaction and design ethnography. Such a pro-
cess, and its results, are distinct to the aims of this research because they
constitute a break from the act of tool development that unites the roles
of tool-making and tool-use as a holistic design process and reflective
practice. That is to say, focusing just on tool-use without considering
tool-design in tandem would limit the ability to develop a set of broader
strategies or theories because those outcomes are most evident in the de-
sign of the toolkit, rather than in the applied value of an individual tool.
As a result, pursuing this research within a design-based methodology
meant that the use and development of tools could be more strongly di-
rected, discussed, and evaluated with reference to the wider aims of the
research.99
Research Documentation
I cycled between the research for and research throughmodes at various lev-
els of speed and distance over the course of this research. At times these
cycles were tightly coupled, with broader theories researched and devel-
oped at the same time as tools were designed or tested in an applied con-
text. At other points, the switch in mode took longer as relationships be-
tween the two were only evident in retrospect, or after more intensive
time spent invested in a single mode. Moreover, there were typically sev-
eral concurrent lines of enquiry occurring in each mode, with a number
of theories, tools, and scenarios at play simultaneously. This process re-
flects the integrative nature of computational methods and the task of
systems modelling, whereby advances in the design of a tool often raised
new opportunities across all previous instances of its use. For example,
the ability to classify surface-water flows in terms of their common chan-
nels was initially developed in the context of territorial-scale catchment
modelling but then tested at a much smaller scale to classify drainage
run-off according to which materials it crossed.
In producing this thesis I’ve disentangled these lines of enquiry into a lin-
ear narrative whereby each subsequent chapter discusses three broad the-
matics: aformal representations, relational systems, and emergent pro-
cesses. These themes describe different concerns within broad areas of
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landscape architectural and computational design theory, while intro-
ducing more specific theories and specific tools or design scenarios as rel-
evant. This produces a clear and direct narrative that better demonstrates
the findings of the research by explicitly introducing their broad context,
their particular aims and results, and conclusions that link the two. In
doing so, I privilege the for design mode as the primary means of generat-
ing a research contribution by structuring my findings according to gen-
eral classes of landscape architectural theory rather than according to the
tools or projects themselves. As such, I only introduce tools and projects
in as much detail as needed to identify how they relate to broader theo-
retical issues.
This process of editing excluded much of the tooling and testing process
that did not cleanly fit into the final choice of thematics, or that became
redundant given the capacity of other work to illustrate the thematic nar-
ratives more effectively. However, the toolkit as a whole represents a sub-
stantive record of the research undertaken given it directly records the on-
going pursuit of its method and aims. This record, however, is one that is
best evidenced in the first-hand use of the tools and authoritatively rep-
resented in their source code. Neither aspect can be meaningfully pre-
sented within this thesis, so I have instead broadly documented the use of
the tools through text and image alongside brief descriptions of program-
ming technique when it had clear implications to the theory or scenario
otherwise under discussion. There is, however, an appendix that docu-
ments the range of tools produced over the course of the work and so pro-
vides a way to explicitly describe their functionality and use without dis-
tracting from the more directed enquiry of each chapter.
The static nature of the thesis also meant that it is difficult to convey the
use of the tools within the iterative nature of the design process and in
terms of the dynamic nature of what the tools produce. As described in
the prior chapter, the operation and results of computational methods are
highly variable and this variability resists representation in the form of
singular images or even in sequential images that portray a linear, rather
than multi-dimensional, space of iteration and possibility. I’ve neverthe-
less tried to describe these effects when they are especially or unexpected
relevant, but hope that the reader is either familiar with the qualities of
such a design process, or are willing to extrapolate from the descriptions
of computational design methods in the previous chapter.
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3.3. Summary
In this chapter I have described a particular model of how design research
is produced: that knowledge accumulates as theory and that theory can
develop from theory in a self-referential manner or by generalising from
designed outcomes. Within this framework, digital tool-making is posi-
tioned as a design process that encodes, transfers, and tests theories in re-
lation to two territories: broader disciplinary knowledge and the specific
forms of knowledge gained when reflecting upon the intertwined acts of
tool-making, tool-use, and landscape architectural design. This process
forms a continuous self-referential cycle that employs the research for
design mode to develop the ultimate research contribution — theories of
how to design tools for modelling natural natural systems — while recog-
nising that the research through designmode is necessary to develop these
theories by deriving generalisations from how tools affect specific design
processes and designed outcomes.
Operating within, or across, a research for or a research through mode is a
common approach to design research. Less common is the use of digital-
tool-making as the focus of each process and as a means to mediate be-
tween them. This model derives from the broader domain of the research
itself as it capitalises upon the ability of computational methods to act as
context-agnostic tools — a capacity that allows them to be continuously-
designed and continuously-deployed across a range of design scenarios.
The design of the tools thus acts as the core and ongoing locus of reflection
that is prompted by the design of individual landscapes, but not limited to
only examining those designs in isolation. This model also derives from
the broader aim of the research, whereby many of the challenges identi-
fied in modelling natural systems are absent from any given design sce-
nario but are instead located — and thus should be tested — by consider-
ing the general nature of this task across a range of applied contexts and
in relation to broader disciplinary knowledge.
In the subsequent chapter, I detail the first application of this research
methodology and method. I do so by responding to an identified gap be-
tween the representation of design information in parametric modelling
tools and the representation of design information in contemporary the-
ories of landscapes as defined by unique forms of complexity. A series of
tools examines both issues by developing methods tailored to represent-
ing geometric and contextual data in a manner that better reflects the dis-
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cipline’s conception of landscape conditions and so enables this concep-
tion to become more active in a computational design context.
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1. Connolly, “What Is at Hand?”, pp. 70–71.
2. Menges and Ahlquist, “Introduction to
Computational Design Thinking”, p. 11.
4. Landskip, Landschaft,
Landscript
In the previous chapter, I introduced tool development as a process of de-
sign research and detailed how I employ this process to investigate the use
of computational design methods to model natural systems. This chap-
ter focuses on one particular issue within this broader enquiry: the ten-
sion between the role of digital representations as both displaying infor-
mation to designers and quantifying design intent to computers. This
distinction is particularly important when modelling several types of
landscape conditions that often underpin systems-centred design strate-
gies.
I introduce this issue as landscape architecture, more than many other
spatial design disciplines, relies on the instrumentality of representation
to engage with the complexities of site.1 This is particularly evident in
the early stages of design development and when engaging with land-
scape systems. Within computational design practices, representation
plays a similarly crucial but distinct role in the form of data — the digi-
tal quantification of project-specific information. The structure and con-
tent of this data heavily affects the use of computational design meth-
ods given it is the direct interface that enables otherwise abstract algo-
rithmic procedures to act within a given design context.2 Techniques to
better align these distinct roles can improve how landscape architects en-
gage with computation by removing the trade-off between discipline-
focused representations that enable landscape architectural design ap-
proaches and computation-focused representations that enable algorith-
mic design procedures.
This chapter first describes the manner in which computational design
environments perform specialised design tasks as compared to forms of
computer-aided design (CAD) that employ a manually-controlled and
drafting-centric process of design development. Following from this,
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7. Such as the need to develop more tan-
gible digital interfaces for sketching as per
Barbarash, “Representation Stigma”, p. 479.
8. A platform catering to 3D-printing might
use voxel-based geometries to better de-
pict spatial variations in material properties
while BIM software relies on associating
geometry with highly structured metadata
that contains the information needed to
produce documentation drawings, quantity
take-oﬀs, or construction timelines.
9. For instance, AutoCAD ships in nine in-
dustry 'ﬂavours', such as Architecture, Me-
chanical, Civil, and Electrical, that cater to
speciﬁc design and engineering disciplines
or sub-disciplines. In contrast, analogue
media are typically less limited because
they have less prescribed means of rep-
resentation and documentation; allowing
for ﬂexibility in methodology and repre-
sentational technique as per Kullmann,
“Hyper-Realism and Loose-Reality”, p. 26.
I introduce how computational design environments enable designers
to perform specialised tasks and how the interaction between model-
focused and code-focused representations underpins this process. I then
discuss limitations encountered when representing certain landscape
conditions in standard 3D modelling environments and how these affect
the use of computational design methods. Thereafter, I identify a means
to address this issue through two tools that provide augmented forms of
digital representations for use in a computational design context. Each
tool draws from a specific and prominent theory of landscape architec-
tural representation — the notions of ‘field conditions’ and ‘topology’ —
to enable computational approaches that reflect these disciplinary con-
cepts.
4.1. Disciplinary Codes
Digital design methods have evolved at a distance to disciplinary tech-
nique and at a rapid pace. They offer designers extremely variable levels
of control that both propel and constrain design expression in equal mea-
sure.3 However, their effects are often criticised. For instance, writing in
the New York Times, Michael Graves characterises the procedural nature
of CAD software as constraining the non-linear exploration of the design
process and unable to capture the same level of design intent as drawing,
stating “that visceral connection, that thought process, cannot be repli-
cated by a computer”.4 In a similar manner, a recent survey of previous
studies investigating the effects of CAD found that it could create a “false
confidence in results with fast automation of complex tasks, leading to a
poorly understood design”5 and that a “premature fixation on a single de-
sign thought is most often observed when computers are used”.6 Many of
these critiques stem from the distanced and disembodied nature of digi-
tal drawing, or the codified nature of CAD operations.
While these critiques focus on more foundational issues outside of the
scope of this research,7 they can also reflect or respond to decisions made
by the developers of specific CAD software. These decisions typically have
a functional purpose in that they allow different programs to cater to dis-
tinct applications by making divergent trade-offs in what tasks they each
accommodate.8 However, rather than merely offering trade-offs in how
well a given program can perform an activity common across disciplines,9
the same set of trade-offs can have disciplinary implications when they
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present affordances of differing value and interest to different design dis-
ciplines. For instance, geographic information systems (GIS) provide a
framework for mapping and analysing information in a manner that is
utile to many disciplines, but differs in how extensively that framework
caters to all of a given discipline’s needs. The spatial tasks performed by
urban-planners might fit within the scales and geometries that GIS pro-
vides, but landscape architectural modes of mapping often have a wider
scalar range that extends into lower levels of spatial detail that GIS may
not accommodate. As a result, landscape architects might employ alter-
native software alongside GIS if the scope of their mapping process also
needs to consider phenomena that are only apparent at smaller scales or
in complex three-dimensional form. Navigating the question of ‘which
program is the best fit for this task?’ is an integral part of digital design
practice given the range of general and specialised CAD software that ex-
ists to better accommodate the needs of particular disciplines or partic-
ular design tasks. This entails a common — although challenging — fo-
cus on interoperability workflows that enable design development to oc-
cur across disparate software as part of design collaboration and develop-
ment.10
As outlined in the second chapter, the adoption of computational design
strategies was driven, in part, by the need to escape many of the implicit
and explicit constraints found in drafting-centric modes of CAD use. This
line of flight derives from the ability to write code: a process that the-
oretically affords the resulting computational procedures extreme flexi-
bility in how they define and represent design features.11 , 12 This flexibility
then enables the process of task-specialisation to occur in the use of a sin-
gle computational design platform rather than across a range of different
software packages.13 In the same way that the software engineers of ‘Au-
toCAD Map 3D’ created a set of functions for processing shapefiles from
GIS systems, a computational design platform can provide the means for
designers to, in effect, act as software engineers, and develop a similar set
of functions themselves to employ as part of a wider set of computational
procedures within the design process.
Despite the broader narrative of flexibility empowered by code, there are
nevertheless limitations and tendencies within the practice of compu-
tational design. While a given computational procedure has, in effect,
free reign to process and create data in any manner it wishes, the need
to display its results within a ‘host’ environment means that the proce-
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dure must ultimately do so on the host’s terms.14 As such, fundamental
decisions in the software architecture of that underpinning platform —
e.g. Rhinoceros (in the case of Grasshopper or Rhinoscript) or Revit (in the
case of Dynamo or the RevitPythonShell) impose limitations or tenden-
cies upon the use of computational procedures given the ‘host’ platform
is required to ultimately capture the outcomes of a given procedure. Thus,
the underpinning software of a given computational design environment
exerts a strong influence on how easy it is to develop particular types of
design features because of fundamental decisions made in how it stores,
creates, and displays geometric data.15 For instance, Rhinoceros and Re-
vit have distinct differences in how they represent different geometries,16
and so any design procedure that outputs a curve would need to construct
a program-specific representation in order to include it as an output in the
model.
The task-specific limitations of computational design environments are
commonly recognised in roughly the same manner as in other modes of
CAD use; although the severity of these limits is typically minimised by
the greater flexibility offered by computational in general. For instance,
a consideration between CATIA17 or Grasshopper may favour the former
when producing complex detailing or fabrication documentation and the
latter for the rapid prototyping or analysis of form.18 However, it is less
common to recognise the (design) discipline-specific limitations of com-
putational environments as compared to traditional CAD environments.
This is perhaps due to the wider narrative of computational design modes
as highly flexible or perhaps because their use is less widespread across
particular design disciplines.19 Either way, this lack of recognition can be-
come problematic as the typical workaround of employing specialist CAD
software undermines a key benefit of working in a computational mode:
the ability to integrate disparate sets of data and tasks into a procedurally-
linked design logic. Needing to export data from a computational envi-
ronment into irrigation design software, develop that data, and then re-
import it, may or may not be an inefficient process.20 But, more crucial is
that this creates a divide between what information a computational pro-
cedure approach can directly consider. If the design of irrigation systems
occurs within a separate environment, then it cannot be part of a more
holistic set of procedures able to make trade-offs between form, perfor-
mance, and other concerns across a range of different features.
This cross-functional integration is key to many of the tasks involved in
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developing models of natural systems, given those systems are them-
selves defined by the interrelationships spread across distinct environ-
mental phenomena and conditions,21 as demonstrated in many of the
precedents highlighted in the second chapter. Hence a key opportunity
pursued by this research is to develop computational approaches for par-
ticular design tasks that are otherwise typically performed in specialist
software or in analogue media. Doing so provides not just a convenience
by making that task available within a piece of CAD software, but more
importantly, offers the opportunity to then perform that design task in
a computational mode. For example, the Land F/X extension to Auto-
CAD provides a means to make planting design more efficient and capable
within that environment. However, it does so within the broader frame-
work of a drafting-centred mode of design development wherein man-
ually placed geometry represents or records the broader decisions made
in planting design. Providing similar capabilities within a computational
mode allows designers to approach the task of planting design itself — in
part or in whole — as a series of computational procedures. As a result, cer-
tain design decisions could become easier to develop, such as automating
the selection of species through spatial proximity or defining plant loca-
tions through a geometric pattern.
To adapt design tasks in this manner is often subject to a number of chal-
lenges. Most notably, developing the underpinning tools and techniques
to implement a given task as part of a computational design process re-
quires a careful negotiation of the capabilities of the host environment. In
the aforementioned example, a typical 3D modelling environment used
to design the built environment may not be able to handle the geomet-
ric complexity involved in modelling a large number of plants at a high
degree of realism in real-time. In a similar manner, that same program
may not offer the means to record and capture data that specifically con-
cerns vegetation and so require designers to instead use simple geome-
tries as proxies for characteristics, such as root spread or canopy height,
that are not able to be explicitly captured as defined data or behaviour in
the model. However, each of these examples demonstrates a very differ-
ent type of constraint: at times they are strict limitations that derive from
the architecture of the software — that designers are unable to modify —
while in other cases they are omissions that designers can rectify by work-
ing within the pre-existing capabilities of the software. In this case, the
limitations found in the latter example are less binding than in the for-
mer as user-developed scripts could augment a given model with extra
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metadata about plant species. Meanwhile, in the former example, users
can do little to change the underlying geometric engine or standard ren-
dering pipeline of the modelling software to display significantly greater
levels of complexity.
Creating new capabilities in this manner requires that the correspond-
ing tools are designed with a careful consideration of the affordances they
offer users. Following Naur, the key concern of programming is to build
theories of “the way that matters at hand may be supported by the execu-
tion of a program”.22 Resolving this challenge is often a deeply disciplinary
activity as it involves understanding how designers approach a given de-
sign domain and how this approach can be translated into discrete tasks
that computational procedures can enact. Further, once translated, those
procedures need to also be structured such that they are able to produce a
set of design outcomes that are both technically-valid (i.e. calculated suc-
cessfully) and conceptually-valid (i.e. meaningful when understood in re-
lation to the design task).23 To continue with the previous example, plant-
ing design incorporates a number of distinct, but connected, design deci-
sions that encompass both geometric and non-geometric considerations.
While the geometry-centric considerations can make use of pre-existing
functionality, such as the ability to define the spatial location of a plant
through the use of point-coordinates, the latter non-geometric consider-
ations require new functionality that exposes their mechanics for users to
control. This could take the form of a data structure that defines a plant-
ing palette or an algorithm for measuring the suitability of a given species
to particular types of soil conditions. Defining such functionality, in turn,
necessitates that the underpinning computational procedures have a ba-
sic understanding of how users navigate these considerations as the func-
tionality they expose needs to offer them sufficient agency to express and
test whatever design intent is driving the planting design process.
This process of tailoring tool to task is often approached on an ad-hoc ba-
sis within a given design scenario. This sees users create a series of be-
spoke procedures tailored to the particular design decisions they need
to make or explore within that project. However, as introduced in the
second chapter, this approach means that those specific procedures then
have limited applicability across future projects where the expected de-
sign outcomes or design process differs. In contrast, a toolkit approach
provides a means to develop a standardised and interoperable set of pro-
cedures for approaching these tasks in a more general, and thus more flex-
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ible manner.24 For example, the Kangaroo toolkit offers opportunities to
simulate the physical performance of structures in Grasshopper by pro-
viding algorithmic descriptions of physics-based phenomena that are not
provided by Rhinoceros. More importantly, it allows users to not just
model those phenomena, but to begin to apply them to test design fea-
tures defined by the standard geometric types available in Grasshopper.25
In doing so, it demonstrates how to add additional disciplinary capabili-
ties to a computational platform through a toolkit of computational pro-
cedures that are deliberately structured to describe a design domain on
its own terms and in doing so enable this domain to interoperate with the
standard set of available tools.
I employ this toolkit approach throughout this research as a means to
investigate specific limitations and opportunities found in the inter-
section of landscape architectural and computational design strategies.
Demonstrating the efficacy of this approach first requires an introduction
to how computational platforms — specifically a primarily-parametric
modelling environment — develop design intent and how other toolk-
its, such as Kangaroo, operate within this context. This discussion closely
relates to the broader concern of this chapter: that representing land-
scapes using surface and mesh geometries in computational platforms
privileges the depiction of landscapes as form. This, in turn, leads them
to be designed as such when there are not similarly utile representations
of the conditions that characterise landscapes as dynamic, systemic and
aformal.
4.2. Data Flow & Data Flux
Visual programming environments typically render the flow of informa-
tion literally. Wires weave across their interfaces and trace the passage
of data through computational procedures. Grasshopper has those wires
begin and end at rounded rectangles — termed ‘components’ — that each
perform an algorithmic action upon the data provided by the input-wires
before transmitting its results through to the output-wires. These out-
puts, in turn, become inputs for the next component and its own algorith-
mic action. As Grasshopper files — or ‘definitions’ — develop they add ad-
ditional components and draw additional connections in order to create
longer procedural chains that channel data across a given linear or paral-
lel sequence of actions.
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Figure 4.1: Simple Grasshopper deﬁnition to
construct a hypothetical column. Philip
Belesky.
26. Rhinoceros deﬁnes these through
an application programming interface
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to other programs, such as Grasshop-
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programs can use that functionality to
control Rhinoceros—e.g. instructing it to
draw a Sphere—or to encode data—e.g. a
Surface geometry—in the same manner as
Rhinoceros does.
A given component typically performs a minor action whose purpose is
only apparent as part of a wider assembly that develops and enacts a par-
ticular design intent. The outputs of a Point component may become the
inputs for a Circle component that in turn link to an Extrusion com-
ponent, as illustrated in figure 4.1. This process could define, in sum, the
location and form of a column by way of a geometric transformation that
turns point to pipe. Assembling components in this manner is typically
slower than manually drawing simple geometries within the 3D model,
but, once created, the definition then allows for a rapid exploration of
design variations because altering the value of a parameter (e.g. chang-
ing circle’s radius) automatically recalculates the dependent geometry.
In contrast, making a similar change manually would require a user to
define and extrude a new circle from scratch. This capacity compounds
as the parametric model grows — if a grid of points defines the columns
which defines the roof which defines the façade, then designers can alter
any one of those steps without needing to rework the subsequent down-
stream steps.
While Grasshopper’s interface presents components as visual symbols, a
textual programming language underpins the functionality of each com-
ponent and describes its effects as a sequence of procedures needed to
produce outputs from a given set of inputs. This code will access func-
tionality made available by Rhinoceros in most cases. For example, draw-
ing a circle or creating an extrusion are both geometric operations defined
in Rhinoceros26 and both are operations that Grasshopper makes avail-
able to users in the form of a specific component. In simple cases, such
as constructing a point, a single function from Rhinoceros is represented
as a component, while in more complex examples, such as constructing a
Voronoi tessellation, a range of Rhinoceros functions work in conjunction
with additional logic that controls their sequencing and performs any in-
termediary steps necessary. As a result, the use of components offers a
user-friendly way to create procedures because they do not require an un-
derstanding of textual programming or of Rhinoceros’ inner workings.
Even for designers that do understand those domains, the use of visual
programming often offers a more rapid means of defining a given proce-
dure because components provide pre-defined functionality that would
otherwise need to be assembled piecemeal through code.
The mechanics of how visual programming environments operate as
computer-executable programs and as user-controllable tools create sev-
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Figure 4.2: Using standard Grasshopper
components (left block) as compared to using a
script component (right block) to produce the
same result. Philip Belesky.
27. Aish, “First Build Your Tools”, p. 45.
28. Ibid., p. 47.
eral levels of representation each acting at a slight remove:
1. The user-facing interface of components and wires that orchestrate
the ‘control flow’ of a Grasshopper definition in terms of which pro-
cedures occur in which order.
2. The user-defined data that is input, transferred, and output,
throughout the sequence of components defined in the visual in-
terface. Sometimes users define input data within the interface it-
self, such as through a small slider element that manually-specifies
a number. Alternately, they may define it with reference to the spe-
cific elements of the 3D model in Rhinoceros, such as the location
of a point. If the data outputs are geometric then the responsible
components typically overlay this information in the Rhinoceros
model.
3. The underpinning sequence of instructions that the computer exe-
cutes to pass the defined data through the definition’s control flow.
The exact mechanics of this execution has its own hierarchy of rep-
resentation that automatically translates (or has previously trans-
lated) from human-created code (which defines the functionality
of each component) down to machinic instructions and ultimately
electrical signals within the processor.
While Grasshopper is foremost a visual programming environment, more
complicated design tasks can use the textual programming tools it offers
and thus shift to working at the third level of representation described
above. Often the limitations of the visual programming interface prompt
this shift, such as the lack of traditional iteration or recursion within a
data-flow environment.27 Alternately, textual programming can be an ap-
pealing means to more easily define new functions. If users cannot create
a particular algorithm using some combination of standard components
then the ability to write code provides a means to define it from scratch.28
Finally, textual programming can also help tackle organisational prob-
lems within a definition, as complex designs can require large quantities
of connections and components that create visual clutter and make the
functional procedures of the definition difficult to discern — particularly
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Figure 4.3: A diﬃcult to discern deﬁnition.
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to designers who were not involved in creating it in the first place.29 , 30 In
those cases, a textually-defined set of procedures can replace scores of in-
dividual components and their connections. Doing so neatly ‘wraps’ that
functionality into a single component (figure 4.2) and thus makes it easier
to visually discern the overall intent of a definition by obscuring its more
mundane mechanics.
In computation design, and in many other programming contexts, this
practice of writing relatively small blocks of code to achieve a particu-
lar function is typically called scripting.31 What strictly delineates script-
ing from other forms of programming is difficult to discern and subject
to ongoing debate within software engineering.32 However, definitions
that describe the primary purpose of a script as ‘connecting functional-
ity’ most closely match their use in this context: their code is typically
developed within Grasshopper; only run within Grasshopper; and acts as
a ‘glue’ that ties together pre-existing Grasshopper functionality towards
a larger purpose.33
Grasshopper also offers a ‘plugin’ system where users can add employ tex-
tual programming to define a collection of new components in approx-
imately the same manner as creating a series of scripts. At a technical
level, there is little difference between how users develop, or computers
execute, a component defined by a script as compared to a component de-
fined by a plugin. Instead, the key differentiator is that a scripted com-
ponent is always editable in-situ as users can reveal and redefine its code.
In contrast, plugin components are immutable; users cannot edit their
textual code. Similar to the standard set of Grasshopper components, the
components provided by plugins are universally available in any defini-
tion. In contrast, duplicating or transferring a scripted component cre-
ates a unique copy of it that can then be edited independently.
These differences in use create differences in application. The immutabil-
ity of a plugin’s components means that the pre-defined actions they per-
form need to accommodate different types of data if they are to operate ef-
fectively across distinct contexts. In contrast, the mutability of a scripted
component’s actions means that users can deploy and alter its source code
on an ad-hoc basis in relation to a specific task. As such, there is essen-
tially a trade-off between two types of flexibility. First isflexibility through
abstraction, whereby plugin-provided components provide a fixed action
that is applicable across different contexts. Second is flexibility through
adaptation, whereby script-defined components provide a customisable
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Figure 4.4: The diﬀerent data types and
structures that are produced and transferred
within a simple deﬁnition. Philip Belesky.
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action that can adapt, by way of editing, to a given context.34 For the pur-
poses of this research, the distinction between a script and a plugin com-
ponent was largely meaningless as the act of creating a plugin, as opposed
to just using it, involves actively editing its code in the same manner as a
script. However, the form of flexibility that plugins aim to produce is a
crucial design goal for the tools developed as part of this research. This
follows because providing a new, but generalised, set of functionality po-
tentially addresses the issue identified in the second chapter regarding
bespoke or architecturally-derived modelling practices. Moreover, hav-
ing a common set of tools available across projects underpins the process
of iterative design and reflection outlined in the third chapter by provid-
ing a consistent means to test particular theories and techniques across a
broader set of contexts.
Creating flexibility through structured abstraction is also a key practice
within other computational design environments and in programming
more broadly.35 , 36 The flexibility of code is a direct consideration of its
ongoing value as it tracks how easily that code can be adapted or reused
multiple times within a single program or in other programs. While writ-
ing general-purpose code is in most cases desirable, the actual task of do-
ing so is often challenging and large parts of software engineering prac-
tice, theory, and tooling exist to guide programmers towards this out-
come.37 These guides are, of course, themselves general as the challenges
and trade-offs found in creating flexibility are directly derived from the
immediate context of what each piece of code does.
In this case, the component-based structure of Grasshopper’s visual pro-
gramming environment lends itself well to an established approach to
abstraction: the use of encapsulation to define modular pieces of code.38
This is essentially a structuring process, whereby code is subdivided and
redistributed from larger portions into smaller distinct blocks that each
perform a defined portion of the original overall procedure. By distribut-
ing functionality in this manner, each piece of code is often more reusable
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because its functional subset is cohesive and thus easier to understand or
re-purpose in other contexts.39 But this approach has its challenges. Cre-
ating larger quantities of smaller functions requires carefully orchestrat-
ing the links between each module to define a broader function from a
kit of parts. This necessitates greater foresight as compared to creating a
monolithic block of code that lacks a complex internal structure. When
working with Grasshopper’s visual programming interface, this trade-
off between distributed and centralised functionality is often highlighted
when encountering large collections of components that present a com-
plex imbroglio of interconnections whose ultimate purpose is difficult to
discern.
Grasshopper’s presentation of input and output values as defined nodes
attached to individual components also clearly illustrates another key
consideration in modularisation: the configuration of ‘interfaces’. Inher-
ent to the task of modularising a portion of code is understanding what
data it produces and what data it accepts as, if separated into a module,
the quantity and nature of each defines the module’s role within a larger
assembly.40 Modules that depend too strongly on receiving specific types
of data from other modules are ‘highly-coupled’ in that their implicit or
explicit interdependence reduces their flexibility outside of that relation-
ship.41 Inputs need to strike a balance between accepting a diverse range
of options that enable reuse while also restricting this acceptance to en-
sure that it can produce a valid result from any given input. Outputs fol-
low similar considerations as they are typically used as inputs for other
modules. Components whose outputs produce data that few other com-
ponents can use as inputs are relatively inflexible as they limit the forward
transfer of data and thus the overall control flow of the definition.
These are just a few principles that underpin approaches to modularity
within the broader practice of programming. However, they highlight
the issue raised earlier regarding the twin role of representation within a
computational design context. Visual programming environments make
this duality clear as the definition’s graph acts as an explicit intermedi-
ary between the display of information in a 3D model and the computa-
tional procedures that alter this model. Unlike programming environ-
ments that directly translate from code to model, Grasshopper intermedi-
ates this process by depicting the types of data created and the topology of
how distinct computational procedures connect to create a broader series
of actions, as per figure 4.4. This reveals that Grasshopper data has a strict
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structural typology: what passes through the graph are either a standard
set of data-types, such as numbers or text, or Rhinoceros’s data types, such
as the Point, Line, or Surface geometries.42 There is usually a degree of
flexibility available, as very general operations, likeMove, accept broad in-
put types (Geometry) that encompass almost any type of spatial data. In a
similar manner, types that are approximately equivalent can be coerced,
such as when transforming from a numeric and textual representations
of “11”. However, by and large, only a narrow range of data types will be
able to interface with a given input type.
The choice to employ a clear and limited set of data types is a direct re-
sult of concerns related to modularity,43 as the value of each type derives
from its ability to interface with other components. Having fewer types
provides greater opportunities to assemble connections within a defini-
tion because it is more likely that a component will accept a given type
and because users are more likely to understand the nature of commonly-
used types. Those types derive from the core competency of Rhinoceros —
3D surface modelling — and so the lingua franca of a Grasshopper defini-
tion stems from a discrete set of geometric archetypes that describe core
concerns within this domain. The presence of this language leads com-
ponents (even those derived from user-created-code) to speak in familiar
terms else they are relegated to the trailing edge of the control flow and
unable to play the role of interlocutor within sequential logic of the defi-
nition.
This is not an inherently problematic or unique issue. Theories regard-
ing the role and nature of data types are a fundamental part of computer
science and different programming environments feature a range of type
structures and mechanics that cater to different uses.44 However, partic-
ularly in a parametric modelling context, the role and limitations of data
types explain some of the discipline-specific limitations that I noted ear-
lier. Unless the kind of representations common to a discipline are able
to be expressed using a standard set of pre-existing geometric data struc-
tures they cannot play an equal role in navigating the interfaces that de-
fine the control flow which defines the primary expression of design in-
tent in a computational mode.
At a broader level, this limitation is unremarkable. Tools like Grasshopper
or Dynamo are not intended to accommodate all manner of specialised
representations, such as those found in music or electrical engineering.
While, in a spatial design context, most tasks can be expressed purely
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through standard data types, a small but occasionally significant set can-
not. At the same time, a computational design methodology reduces
the opportunities to use parallel media or tools that can perform those
tasks. Thus many common kinds of computational design environments
reduce the agency of disciplines that employ modes of representation
which strongly relate to — but are not reducible to — geometric form.
4.3. Below the Surface
The use of modelling in design rarely aims for full scenographic realism,
particularly in the early stages of the design process. Instead, as in ana-
logue media, the form of a design model acts as a deliberate approxima-
tion of reality whose fidelity is contingent upon the purposes of the de-
sign process at that time. As Woodbury notes, there is a distinction be-
tween ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ digital representations where the former in-
stantiates all the properties relevant to design decisions while the latter
functions as “a reminder, hint, or framer of new insight”.45 When deal-
ing with weak representations, the limits of the model are, nominally,46
matched by the designer’s agency over it as the depicted configuration
of digital form is partly understood through a parallel process of men-
tal reflection and consideration that allows the designer to understand
a wider set of concerns than what the model captures.47 This process of
mental projection might be eidetic in purpose; effectively up-scaling a
model into the mimetic experience of inhabiting the space its abstracted
form only loosely suggests. Alternately the projection might serve as a
means to understand consequences that the model suggests, but cannot
as readily test, within the limits of a 3D modelling environment.
To briefly return to some of the mechanics outlined in the second chapter:
as computation shifts the designer’s agency away from the direct and iter-
ative manipulation of a 3D model it reduces the opportunity for their own
mental models to consider the ramifications of individual design actions
in sequence. Instead, the act of consideration typically becomes available
or useful only at the end-state of a given computational procedure; as a
post-rationalisation rather than as a continuous process enacted itera-
tively throughout design action. This then requires the consideration of
design intent to be pre-rationalised into said computational procedures
and expressed in terms of data and procedures whose actual execution is
then automated.48 While this act can be empowering, the need to express
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design intent as computational procedures acts as a sieve: design crite-
ria that are not “both formalizable and computationally tractable”49 have
no ability to direct a computational procedure. A computer cannot help
design what it cannot see.
This concession of agency is unremarkable when testing most subjective
forms of design criteria. The inner logic or mechanics of a computational
procedure are typically only implicitly relevant to criteria such as aesthet-
ics — what matters is the final computed result given this is the outcome
the designer is aiming to examine. In such cases, there is no major loss
of control if judgement is moved to examining the epiphenomena of a
computational process rather than its interior operations. As described
earlier, such an abdication of aesthetic control during design generation
is often seen as a benefit given it can enable complex forms to be pro-
duced quickly.50 While it is possible to employ some of the criteria that
may underpin subjective judgement within computational procedures,
this tends to rely on simplified criteria51 — such as symmetry or the golden
ratio — that rarely capture the full scope of concerns.
Being able to describe a design criteria in computational terms is, how-
ever, a necessary but not sufficient condition to be able to use it in an ap-
plied context. A further requirement, particularly in the case of a highly
modularised environment like Grasshopper, is the ability to construct a
representation of that criteria which can be communicated between dif-
ferent computational procedures.52 This concern rarely raises its head as
the standard range of representations used by computational procedures
match the standard range of representations employed by most kinds of
design tasks that within 3D modelling environments. To the extent those
representations are seen as limited, it is typically according to qualitative
criteria. This limit is then offset by the inability of computational proce-
dures to consider those qualitative criteria. As a result, any limitations ap-
ply in the same manner to both computational or non-computational de-
sign processes because, in both cases, the designer is the locus of post-hoc
reflection upon the aesthetic implications of any procedure. However, if
those representations are limited according to quantitative criteria it be-
comes a double-blind: computational processes cannot employ those cri-
teria to generate the design at the same time as the designer has abdicated
their ability to enact design action using their own mental models to aug-
ment the limitations of the digital model.
Thus, while representations of landscapes in digital models are easily
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found lacking according to qualitative criteria, their shortcomings in
terms ofquantitative criteria become more severe when employing a com-
putational design process that lacks the ability to represent those crite-
ria. This explains many of the “procedural artefacts”53 identified in the
parametrically-designed landscape precedents — there are no easily avail-
able means to model landscape form except through those particular ge-
ometries. This constraint also explains why the precedents discussed un-
der the ‘generative modelling’ section of the second chapter were not pro-
duced in standard computational design environments. Those standard
environments lack a means to reliably transmit certain types of landscape
data outside of reductive geometric types and so bind every stage of the
design process up until the point where each computational procedure
no longer needs to pass data to future procedures. As such, they can only
employ a range of criteria through thepost-hoc analysis of geometric form
rather than using those criteria in a generative capacity alongside geomet-
ric form. For instance, in the Max Lab IV project, the criteria used as pa-
rameters to generate the landform were all quantifiable within the con-
straints of pure geometry, such as surface area maximisation or the am-
plitude needed to dampen vibrations. Other criteria regarding hydrology
(e.g. water collection) or vegetation (e.g. windbreaks) are deployed after a
given surface was developed for evaluation. Those criteria can then val-
idate or analyse the performance of a given surface iteration, but do not
play a causal role in the formation of the surface itself as their require-
ments are not embedded in its geometric logic.
In the context of most modelling tools used in spatial design, such as
Rhinoceros or Revit, the underpinning geometries used to model land-
scapes would typically take the form of a polygonal mesh or NURBS sur-
face. Each type offers a number of distinct trade-offs in exactly how they
represent form and allow it to be edited, but, when considered as repre-
sentations of landscapes in a more holistic sense, they share a number of
limits. Many of these limits are also common in standard analogue means
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of representation — a contour plan or simple section overlook as much,
if not more, information than digital models. However, as introduced
earlier, working within a computational mode means that those limits
more strictly constrain the potential of the design process. This follows
because alternative modes of representation (such as using free-form col-
lage or more expressive modes of drawing to explore texture) are generally
not available in a digital model. Moreover, the solipsistic nature of com-
putational procedures means that there are also fewer opportunities for
designers to project a more complex mental representation onto a draw-
ing or model because it is created through automated action rather than
a manual process of iteration.
The first broad limitation of standard methods of modelling landscapes
in a CAD environment is that they represent landscape form without any
suggestion of materiality. The homogeneous appearance of landscapes
depicted as surfaces or meshes means they are differentiated primar-
ily through form; suggesting a fungibility of non-topographic landscape
conditions.54 As a result, landscapes appear inert except for their capabil-
ity to shape space through landform rather than through a more holistic
range of concerns,55 such as perceptual aesthetic or the minute qualities
of materials. Both concerns can be allayed with techniques such as tex-
ture mapping, but doing so is exceedingly difficult to apply at scale and in
a manner that replicates the true future condition in detail.56
Second, many landscapes feature varieties and combinations of forms
that are difficult to depict using NURBS or mesh primitives, such as the
fine details of a ground surface or a rock. Because NURBS primitives rely
on different methods for transforming a gridded sheet they are limited
in their ability to represent complex combinations and discontinuities of
objects.57 In a similar manner, the fundamentally triangulated nature of
a polygon mesh means that they appear as faceted and escape this only
through a process of further and further subdivision that is taxing to con-
struct and edit.58 As a result, landscape form often needs to be abstracted
to fit within the constraints of these geometries, or portrayed as a looser
assemblage of primitives assembled that present a more complex set of
geometries to operate upon. In particular, delimiting landscape form in
this way creates threshold transitions between discrete geometric types
that limit the ability to depict continuous and diffuse conditions, such as
ground conditions where most strata are somewhat porous.
The use of these geometries also makes non-smooth changes in topo-
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graphic conditions, such an erosive action undercutting a stream bank,
difficult to represent as the predominant representations either create a
gentle form of curvature where the inflexion points between curvatures
are smoothed, or a segmented form where polygonal planes create sharp
intersections without any depiction of curvature. One of the benefits of
NURBS curves is that, in theory, they can create single representations
that encompass both of these curvature types. In practice these hybrids
are often difficult to construct and create complexities that restrict fur-
ther editing.59 As a result, the need to choose between different geometric
means or to negotiate a complex collage of both methods creates a degree
of compromise when choosing model landscapes where formal fidelity is
traded against ease of creation and editing.60
Finally, the volumetric and heterogeneous characteristics of landscape
materials are missing. Surfaces are depicted as hollow; their interior por-
trayed as uniform or void. For constructed elements this is rarely of con-
sequence: a brick can be modelled as an enclosed box because its mass
has relatively uniform material properties. Landscape form has more nu-
anced and less inert attributes — a soil’s saturation, acidity level, strata
and compaction are all conditions that are non-uniform in their spatial
extents.61 The difficulty in spatially representing this information is then
a strong limit to considering it within a computational design process.
This is not to suggest that such information is always necessary, or that
the goal of a model is to be a comprehensive, rather than tactical, recon-
struction of reality, but that this information can be situationally useful,
particularly in a computational design context, and is currently difficult
to represent and thus consider within that process.62
Landscape architecture is not alone in desiring a design process that
moves beyond form-driven modelling. The emergence of building infor-
mation modelling (BIM) is in part driven by a desire to better structure
building data such that it incorporates information that goes beyond pure
geometry.63 This is achieved largely through a shift from modelling build-
ing features purely as form to modelling building features using well-
defined data structures that incorporate various metadata to capture con-
textual conditions alongside formal representations. Under this mod-
elling paradigm, the series of rectangles that may constitute a brick wall
are now a holistic entity: a Wall element that is capable of storing and de-
termining information such as its cost, load-bearing capacity, construc-
tion sequence or acoustic impact. This metadata can aid collaboration as
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all of the information relevant to different disciplines can be contained
in a single model.64 Typically it also enables more efficient documenta-
tion production and construction coordination, as the attached metadata
ties together geometric form and coordinate systems with other relevant
information such as materiality, disciplinary responsibility, phasing, and
the like.65
The predefined elements that BIM software employs are all strongly
structured sets of data. A Door, Wall, Beam, or Duct element are all es-
sentially single-purpose tools; flexible to the extent that they can accom-
modate how that item may be designed in some non-standard ways, but
not such that they typically have value in representing other functional
elements. This fixed form of representation drives much of BIM’s value
but also means it does not readily accommodate atypical design features
that cannot be modelled using standard building elements.66 In a land-
scape context, some of these issues could be ameliorated through im-
proved tooling;67 however there are broader challenges with the mod-
elling paradigm of BIM that pose a more resolute challenge. In particu-
lar, landscape form is a poor candidate for this kind of component-based
modularisation given the concerns raised earlier regarding its heteroge-
neous nature at both a surface and volumetric level.68 To modularise a de-
sign model in terms of a component-based hierarchy suits constructed el-
ements that are themselves physically modular — or at least posses clear
geometric bounds — and are assembled within a clear hierarchy. While
particular classes of features within a landscape may be amenable to this
approach, the broader landscape itself is not — any Landscape element
would cover such a broad array of design concerns that the benefits of
modularisation become a hindrance outside of constrained use cases such
as the existing Toposurface type in Revit.
In the work discussed throughout the remaining part of this chapter,
I employ a hybrid approach that operates within the limits of both
geometry-focused and type-focused modelling paradigms. This recog-
nises that landscape architectural design development requires new op-
tions for modelling aformal conditions and that this metadata requires a
degree of consistent structure. But, at the same time, I attempt to keep
these structures flexible and extensible, rather than creating strict types
that make initial design development easier but restrict future use. I do
so by applying the principles of modularity as a means to separate con-
cerns regarding the type of graphic representation employed — as op-
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posed to a separation founded upon primitive or geometric data types
(as in Grasshopper) or founded upon defined typologies of designed el-
ements (as in BIM).
These trade-offs, and their implications, are explored below using two
broad strategies. Each address a different deficiency in how landscape in-
formation is represented in a computational context, and does so by using
a particular disciplinary concept to guide the development of a broader
strategy for understanding landscape conditions. This strategy is then
tested by developing a series of tools for representing landscape informa-
tion in a manner that augments existing mesh and surface-based meth-
ods.
4.4. Programming the Field
The first of these new strategies is a series of components for creating,
structuring, and visualising a ‘field condition’. This notion came to promi-
nence in both architecture and landscape architecture over the course of
the ‘digital turn’ and the emergence of landscape urbanism throughout
the 90s and early 2000s.69 Stan Allen, writing in From Object to Field, de-
fines a field condition as:
…any formal or spatialmatrix capable of unifying diverse elements while
respecting the identity of each. Field configurations are loosely bounded
aggregates characterised by porosity and local interconnectivity. The in-
ternal regulations of the parts are decisive; overall shape and extent are
highly fluid. Field conditions are bottom-up phenomena: defined not by
overarching geometrical schemas but by intricate local connection70
Unlike the hierarchical patterns of classicism, or the minimal montages
of modernism, the field condition as a compositional strategy rejects hi-
erarchical orders and imposed patterns in favour of an ability to “respond
fluidly and sensitively to local difference while maintaining overall sta-
bility”.71 Allen identifies this condition in a number of both designed and
emergent phenomena: in the Cordoba Mosque, in Corbusier’s Venice
Hospital design, in Renzo Piano’s tectonics, in Barry Le Va’s sculpture,
in the flocking of birds, in the warped Jeffersonian grids of Midwestern
towns, and in the poly-centric spread of Tokyo.72
The description of urban phenomena, particularly growth, as a field con-
dition are one of the key legacies of this concept within landscape ar-
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chitecture, wherein the distinctions between architectural and landscape
conditions collapse when considered as instances of a unified process of
continuous differentiation.73 Considering sites in this manner was an
empowering response to new urban challenges. It suggested a move away
from spatial and geometric ordering and towards an organisational ap-
proach that registers the complexity and performance of landscape sys-
tems.74 Further, and more relevant to this discussion, is how the concept
helped re-evaluate figure-ground relationships in mapping. Considered
as a field, the figure is understood “not as a demarcated object but as an
effect emerging from the field itself — as moments of intensity, as peaks
or valleys”.75 This approach has lead to strategies that seek to employ the
field condition as a generative or analytic device, primarily in plan, and
evident in a number of graphic techniques:76
• The appropriation of the grid as a structure for generating novelty,
rather than enforcing order, by allowing it to transform and trans-
figure in relationship to the spatial systems embedded in a site.
• The use of gradiented visual representations that depict site condi-
tions along a heat-map colour spectrum that is then overlaid and
spread across a spatial extent in a diffuse manner.
• The use of a visual pattern whose geometric shape shifts subtly in
response to spatial conditions; such as using a grid of circles whose
radii expand or contract over the course of a site in response to par-
ticular points of interest, e.g. figure 4.7.
• The use of vector diagrams to measure site information; often
paired with variable-length or coloured arrows to display site infor-
mation that has both a spatial direction (e.g. the movement of air)
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as well as a given magnitude, e.g. figure 4.8.
• The use of datascape techniques that seek to render site informa-
tion as 3-dimensional form onto their context; such as superimpos-
ing a series of cylinders across suburb centres wherein their height
demarcates different residential densities.
The graphic symbols employed in each case attempt to — as much as is
possible within a primarily graphic medium — shift away from clearly de-
limited geometries and towards a more distributed and diffuse aesthetic.
This parallels a distinction often discussed in relation to field conditions:
that of intensive conditions and extensive conditions. In the original
(thermodynamics) sense, a material’s extensive properties are directly to
quantity whereas its intensive properties are unaffected by changes in
quantity. For instance, a uniform object’s intensive properties, such as
temperate or density, would not change if it were divided in two — but
its extensive properties (e.g. mass or volume) would.77 DeLanda defines
the “mobile and productive” differences of intensive conditions as result-
ing in extensive measures, such as when the dynamics of lithospheric lava
movements ultimately produce changes in landform that are (compara-
tively) more stable and fixed.78 This creates a kind of map/territory dis-
tinction, whereby traditional forms of mapping document extensive con-
ditions and thus fail to represent the underlying processes responsible for
generating those very conditions.79
Complicating this distinction is a classification of representation itself
as acting along an intensive-extensive spectrum. Reiser and Umemoto
characterise design strategies and graphic techniques as emblematic of
each pole, whereby the highly-codified systems of documentation and
drawing — such as plans, sections, and elevations — act as self-limiting
techniques for “domesticating matter within metric space”80 as their ge-
ometric rigour and common conventions produce order and thus facili-
tate clear communication. In contrast, the lack of constraints found in a
sketch or diagram provide methods for intensive exploration whose ex-
pressions can be then be translated and evaluated against the constraints
of codified techniques.81 , 82
As in analogue media, geometry in digital models acts as a regulator of
intensive material conditions by delimiting their properties into defined
limits of time, scale, and space.83 Digital models of the kind found in CAD
software are much more extensive in their codification as they are assem-
blages of geometric data organised according to highly structured and in-
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flexible properties defined by their data types. However, an interplay be-
tween intensive and extensive modes of exploration are often seen as de-
sirable within the design process. For example, working between a plan
and a physical model sees the differences in mode create a reciprocity
where the “creative tendency of intensive fields and the codifying ten-
dency of extensive fields do not merely work in succession”.84 While para-
metric modelling methods would be considered as extensive, if not more
so, than CAD-based drafting in terms of their codification, the manner in
which they are used can enable a generative intensity as previously-fixed
geometric properties become destabilised and dynamic.
This broad goal of being able to easily segue between intensive and ex-
tensive representations of material properties is what prompted this first
‘field’ component and its aim to address some of the limitation found in
using mesh or NURBS geometries to represent landscape conditions. It
does so in the specific context of mapping conditions in plan and by fol-
lowing the concept of field condition as a representation of intensive con-
ditions. Whereas many techniques exist for creating field-like visual rep-
resentations using parametric modelling, they often presuppose a dataset
that itself is already intensive or use extensive measures to create ab-
stract intensive relationships that do not represent ‘real’ spatial condi-
tions.85 This tool differs in that it attempts to develop a consistent method
for translating existing extensive geometric information into an inten-
sive form that can be codified and used as a form of interchangeable data
within a parametric system. In doing so, it allows that field to become a
tool for either extensive or intensive modes of representation. This fol-
lows because it can be expressed in extensive and defined measures that
then enable quantitative correlations to be made, while also enabling in-
tensive measures86 that better reflect the underlying landscape condition
qualitatively.
Tooling Process
The question of how to represent a field within a parametric modelling
environment has two underlying issues: how the underpinning informa-
tion should be represented to the user, as a visualisation, and how this un-
derpinning information should be represented to the modelling environ-
ment, as data. As data, a field is essentially an overlay atop 2D or 3D space
that adds an extra measure — a set of XYZ coordinates with at least one
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subsequent value measuring some other criteria. Unlike a point grid or a
polygon, the resolution of this data is not fixed or limited. Instead, the re-
sulting state space is gradiented and able to report its measure at any level
of resolution.
For the two-dimensional conditions that this component measures, the
resulting ‘field’ can actually be relatively easily represented as a NURBS
surface; that is to say as a non-volumetric sheet in Cartesian space with
smoothed transitions across it. This approach essentially re-purposes the
surface’s vertical axis as a store of non-spatial data, whereby theXY coordi-
nates determine spatial location (in plan) while the Z co-ordinate’s num-
ber represents whatever data is being translated, such as temperature,
flow velocity, or soil compaction. Using a surface in this way allows for
the fields to be easily stored, created, and transmitted within Grasshopper
as the surface-output can interoperate with existing methods for depict-
ing and modifying surfaces. It also re-purposes the natural smoothing of
NURBS geometries as a means of creating gradated transitions between
the spatial data that constructs the topography of the surface.
Although this technique essentially recreates an existing geometric type,
the methods for creating and visualising this field in this manner were a
significant capability developed for this particular case. While there are
some similarities to existing datascape methods, it differs in two aspects.
First, the surface — as a measure of landscape condition — is treated pri-
marily as a representation of data and any resulting visualisation or trans-
lation to form is a subsequent step. This allows each individual surface-
field to be codified in the same manner, rather than having their visual
appearance tied and tailored to a particular visual display on an ad-hoc
basis. Second, this consistency also means that the pseudo-surfaces have
value as a shared medium of exchange because their common structure
allows them to be interrelated and easily integrated into other parts of the
parametric model. Finally, having visualisation be a subsequent step that
acts on a known data structure allows for those visualisations to be more
highly tailored and more easily controlled as compared to a component
that explicitly ties together the role of visualisation and data transfer.
A distinct component was created to handle the process of translating
a landscape condition into a field-surface. Surfaces are normally pro-
duced by extrapolating between objects in three dimensions, such as loft-
ing between a curve above another curve, or performing a sweeping op-
eration around a central rail curve and a revolution guide. This would
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Figure 4.9: Steps involved in translating a set of spatial data deﬁned by overlapping regions into a 'ﬁeld' surface type and the methods available
for its visualisation. Philip Belesky.
not work here because the data that defines the surface is informational
rather than formal. Instead, a series of procedures were created to handle
how to process a range of inputs — primarily bounded two-dimensional
shapes — into a gradiented measure that are located with reference to ex-
isting XY coordinates. As an example, a series of polygons might repre-
sent groups of different planting types or densities which this component
would then analyse in terms of their proximity and area. From this analy-
sis it would establish a measure of type or density and then form a surface
overlay whose height represents the continuous interpolated measure of
that type or density, as per figure 4.9.
The result of this transformation is the ability to take highly extensive
representations of intensive conditions and re-represent them in a form
that enables intensive visualisations and measures that better reflect in-
tensive properties. In doing so, it addresses a number of problems with
bounded geometric types whose shape denotes a strict spatial limit in-
stead of a gradual threshold between conditions that traces where in space
they shift from being mostly-of-one-type to mostly-of-another. Each
boundary masks a broader tipping point between types and implies ho-
mogeneity within their bounds whereas the true condition is likely to fol-
low a varied spectrum — both within, and between, each condition.
A process of interpolation is used to fill in the gaps between known val-
ues and thus shift a strict difference into a matter of degree. This pro-
vides new information by better representing threshold transitions and
provides estimates for the intensity of a condition in-between and within
a giving bound. However, this interpolation should not be understood as
a perfect representation but as a useful one. In the case of a soil condi-
tion it may show a smoother transition between types, although the ex-
act nature of that transition is assumed, not derived from the underpin-
ning data — some transitions may be slower/faster or be more or less uni-
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Figure 4.10: Diagram of 'extensive' vs
'intensive' diﬀerence. Reiser, Atlas of Novel
Tectonics, p. 73.
form. It also displays a level of uniformity within the region that is un-
likely to exist. In the case of the river samples, the transitions are assumed
to be linear changes, which rely on each sample being properly represen-
tative of its immediate area, and that assume the intermediary values fol-
low a uniform shift rather than having their own distinct peaks/troughs
or rates of change. These limits are problematic if the resulting repre-
sentations are taken as verified measures. However, the nature of any
site survey is to accept a degree of inaccuracy and coarseness in what is
measured. These issues can be ameliorated by gathering data at an ever-
smaller scale, but gaps will always remain and site surveys have their own
constraints. Interpolation is to an extent inevitable and a useful counter-
point to how bounded geometric representations have the opposite prob-
lem — of defining idealised bounds that mask tapering differences.
Producing a field condition using the interpolation methods in this com-
ponent enables both the designer, and any computational procedures
that employ this data, to identify a particular moment of intensity for a
given condition at a spatial location. Unlike geometrically-bounded rep-
resentations, where a point is either inside or outside of a particular con-
dition, the process of translation and interpolation enables this check to
become one of magnitude rather than just a distinction between true or
false. For the designer, this means that a more complete picture of a con-
dition can be constructed. For example, the interpolated information of
a river condition could be visualised in-place over the river’s course and
thus be more clearly understood as a continuous condition. For soil con-
ditions, different sizes and types of transition could be more easily iden-
tified between otherwise sharply-defined regions. In both cases, the pre-
sentation of information as gradiented and extensive — as a field — is an
important prompt in considering the condition in a manner that better
reflects its true nature.
Having a consistent method for capturing and storing this information as
a field also enables additional computational design techniques to anal-
yse and optimise against this condition. In most cases, doing so is much
more approachable and effective than measuring against bounded shapes
and regions because they are harder to measure and their homogeneity
leads to results that are overly general and do not account for threshold
transitions. By instead storing the differences between different spatial
conditions, this data can inform subsequent analysis and optimisation, as
will be demonstrated in an applied context throughout later chapters.
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Figure 4.11: Transformations of a surface in
its U and V directions to model diﬀerent
primitives. Paquette, “Nurbs Surfaces”,
p. 202.
4.5. Same Topography; New Topology
The concept of topology came to prominence in contemporary discourse
over the course of the 1990s and has had diverse origins and impacts.
Its origins are as a branch of mathematics where, as applied to geome-
try, it investigates the properties of forms that are unaffected by changes
to shape — that is to say particular relationships and characteristics that
are unchanged despite spatial transformation.87 For example, squares and
rectangles, or circles and ellipses, are topological equivalents as each can
be stretched or scaled but will maintain certain integral characteristics —
such as the number of edges or vertices — to their counterpart.88 As such
topology is often characterised as a non-Euclidean branch of geometry
because spatial deformations in metric XYZ space are irrelevant to the re-
lationships it describes. That said, once depicted as geometric forms in
Cartesian space these objects again become decidedly Euclidean.89
In both the mathematic and architectural explorations of topology, the
depictions of topological relationships are often represented by compli-
cated and curvilinear forms.90 While each discipline uses a similar for-
mal language the object of study is slightly different. In mathematics,
the form is a means of illustrating the underlying topological property,
whereas in architecture the form is typically itself the property of interest.
The overlap in terminology derives from NURBS surfaces being topologi-
cal in the sense that they can convey a wide range of forms using a small
number of spatially invariant properties that guide the broad form of a
surface by defining how it wraps around a parameter space.91 These are
each essentially a distinct set of transformations upon a gridded sheet,
such as:
• Not wrapping around the parameter space; i.e. a Plane
• Wrapping around the parameter space only in the U or the V direc-
tion; i.e. a cylinder
• Wrapping around the parameter space in both theU andVdirection;
i.e. a torus
For example, when modelled as a NURBS-surface, a sphere and a cylinder
are homomorphic in topological terms: a sphere is described as a cylin-
der that is wrapped such that the top and bottom ends appear closed,
even though the true top and bottom poles are still ‘open’ in a topologi-
cal sense. As such, the topology of a NURBS surface is key to controlling
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and analysing its form; particularly in the context of spatial design tasks
that require a means to create distinct forms while maintaining a degree
of coherence fit for documentation and construction.92
Slightly distinct to this use of topology to describe the design applications
of NURBS surfaces is a further notion that emerged over the 90s. This
use is more emblematic of a broader notion of topology — again rooted
in mathematics — but largely developed within post-structuralist philos-
ophy before being again introduced into design discourse. Here, the no-
tion of topology acts in a more diagrammatic sense: as a way of describ-
ing relationships, interdependencies, and connectivity, such as between a
site and proposed program.93 For Girot, this is formulated as a mindset of
topological thinking that highlights local phenomena over instrumental
means and systems reductionism.94 Doing so is seen as re-emphasising
the poetics of landscapes in cultural and aesthetic terms by focusing on
what conditions are continuous, despite change, and thus more revealing
of ‘fields of action’ across that unite a broad range of landscape concerns
and disciplines.95
Finally, the notion of topology is a guiding force in understanding and
describing the task of parametric modelling as a process of constructing
computational procedures in relation to one another. The collection of
associative geometries and cascading operations in a parametric model
are invariant if considered as an arrangement on a canvas, even though
the parameters that feed them produce distinct data at different points
within the graph. Many of the challenges of refactoring and rebuilding
parametric models, as described earlier, are characterised as challenges
in designing the topology of the model;96 of ‘untangling’ a schema so that
relationships between nodes are prescient and pliable enough that design
intent can be easily fulfilled.97
Tooling Process
The notion of topology I’ve explored here is closer to that of the mathe-
matic definition in that it examines invariant (spatial) relationships.98 In
particular, it looks at relationships of connection and continuity between
discrete spatial characteristics by analysing and re-representing them as
a graph or network. By divorcing these relationships from strict metric
space, it allows them to act as a secondary representation that facilitates
both an intuitive and computational understanding of this connectivity
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Figure 4.13: Steps involved in translating a set of interconnected geometries into a graph data structured which can then be visualised
independently or with reference to the spatial data. Philip Belesky.
Figure 4.12: Topological analysis is often
applied to the network deﬁned by street
grids, such as to identify the shortest paths
(teal) between speciﬁc points of interest
(pink). Philip Belesky.
99. The beneﬁt of recalculating all these
connections is that it also oﬀers a chance
to augment or work around implicit con-
nections that may be imprecisely or in-
consistently represented within geometry,
such as when the centre-lines or starting
points of a road do not meet exactly. This
oﬀers the chance to go through and recal-
culate all these connections; ensuring any
junctions enforce a clean split.
given that large scalar extents, inexact adjacencies, or complex junctions
are often difficult to understand in a complex geometric model.
These connections between elements can typically be inferred from spa-
tial or formal conditions, but the exact nature of a network of connec-
tions is often difficult to assess or represent when depicted in the geomet-
ric methods common to CAD environments. For example, a single piece
of geometry cannot represent multiple sets of connections because it is
limited to documenting connections between points in a linear sequence.
A series of lines or surfaces could be placed tangential to each other to
model a forking path or a branching river, but the need to use multiple ge-
ometries means that this network cannot be easily considered as a single
geometric entity. This makes it difficult to understand the properties of
the wider network — such as evaluating way-finding or quantifying water
flows — that depend on being able to calculate a condition across the en-
tire network. Instead of just using spatial geometries to represent these,
they can instead be depicted as a graph-based data structure that repre-
sents a series of nodes and the explicit connections between them. This
provides a useful counterpoint to that of the field condition discussed ear-
lier — whereas a field is a spatially explicit store of implicit values, a topo-
logical network is a spatially implicit store of explicit values.
I developed a tool to translate between geometric types in metric space
and a topologically-structured set of the same spatial information. This
component takes a number of curve or line geometries as inputs, as well as
an optional ‘tolerance’ factor that determines how close two curves need
to be (if not already intersecting or overlapping) in order to be considered
as connected.99 The component then parses all the connections between
each particular curve and builds a series of tiered lists that structure these
connections as a graph.100 A second optional parameter defines a piece
of geometry as a ‘starting point’ which acts as the starting point for the
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100. For example, if curve A connects to
curves B, and C, which then each subse-
quently connect to curves D and E respec-
tively, they form a branching series of
nested lists: [A,[B,[D,],C[E,]]] . This is
essentially a directed representation of the
graph. Each level of list measures the de-
gree of connectivity from the original start-
ing point; i.e. E is at the 3rd level, thus 2
degrees away from A, and within each level
a measure of the quantity of connectivity—
A has 2 connections because the next level
of the list contains 2 elements (B and C).
In cases where there are no connections
between diﬀerent curves (i.e. two isolated
river systems) the top level list would have
multiple elements.
101. In the example discussed above set-
ting curve B as the starting point would
result in the branching list above to instead
become [B,[A,C,D,[E,]] .
resulting connectivity hierarchy. That is to say that it forces a particular
piece of geometry to become the first node that the rest of the connections
are then recalculated against.101
The resulting data follows Grasshopper’s existing ‘data tree’ structure
for representing hierarchical lists of information. This allows exist-
ing Grasshopper methods to calculate the number of elements within
a branch or to isolate and manipulate specific branches. However, this
information is difficult to visualise and understand in its ‘raw’ branch
form. As a result, a second component was developed to translate the
structure of this information back into a diagrammatic form that is more
easily visualised and can be cross-referenced against geometric metadata
to represent landscape conditions in this topological form. This compo-
nent parses the list structure into a series of branching lines that are then
drawn as curves to be visualised within the Rhinoceros model. Crucially,
the characteristics of these-diagram lines (length, line-weight, colour, la-
bels) can be cross-referenced to data derived from the initial geometry or
associated metadata. For example, examining a road or river system in
this way not only displays the overall character of the network, where less-
or more- connected segments can be identified, but also allows those seg-
ments to be classified, such as by using width to represent traffic capacity
or flow volume.
Beyond visual representations, this structure also enables forms of com-
putational analysis that depend on these connective properties. To reuse
the earlier examples, traffic capacity or water flow volumes across a net-
work could be estimated based on measures (or estimates) from a single
point and then a series of rules applied at each level of connectivity — i.e. if
a river or road splits in two, classify the next level of the branches as hav-
ing half the water or traffic flow as the current branch. Because the un-
derpinning information is still drawn from geometry in Grasshopper or
Rhinoceros, modifications to the spatial connections or landscape condi-
tions in the model itself are then updated in the parametrically-derived
representation.
As with the field, this style of branching diagram is a common represen-
tational technique. However, it is not typically produced in a manner that
preserves a consistent structure that can be built upon as part of a flexible
computational design process. This allows many of the design goals that
discussions of topology emphasise — connectivity, interrelationships —
to be understood in relation to spatial considerations explicitly: both in
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Figure 4.14: Bottom row shows gradient ﬁelds of the diﬀerent measures that constitute the Stream Condition Index across the Goulburn Valley
catchment in Victoria, Australia. Bottom row shows a gradient ﬁeld of the overall Stream Condition Index across the catchment, and that index
visualised per-waterway over time. Philip Belesky.
terms of the visualisation the component makes available and the man-
ner in which it structures existing data so as to make topological proper-
ties able to be considered by the wider parametric system.
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Figure 4.15: Stream condition index as compared to ﬂow volume (left) and over time (right) mapped from the per-waterway data using the
topology component with the origin set as the north-most river ﬂowing into the catchment. Philip Belesky.
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4.6. Discussion
I have proceeded through two domains that at present have only been
considered as loosely correlated in the context of landscape architec-
tural design: the space of representation operating in computational de-
sign environments and the space of representation constructed by the
discipline-specific theories of landscape architecture. These modelling
spaces often enable representations of landscape conditions, and land-
scape architectural design strategies, that marginalise much of what
makes the discipline and its medium distinct. In the simple sense, this
derives from the abstraction of extensive space and standard geometries;
modes much better suited to architectural purposes where spatial condi-
tions are much more constructed than given.
Critiques of the aesthetics of digital modelling typically focus on their
shortcomings from the perspective of the designer who is actively per-
ceiving and manipulating the model. In this case, the perception of those
shortcomings also highlights a means of ameliorating them — that the
designer themselves can, through mental projection or a multimedia ap-
proach, imagine and impart the qualities lacking in the digital model.
More crucial in a computational context are shortcomings in quantitative
representations, a factor I’ve highlighted in discussing ‘intensive’ land-
scape characteristics and how those can be portrayed in this same repre-
sentational space.
I’ve explored this junction primarily through the notions of the ‘field con-
dition’ and ‘topology’. Both concepts are emblematic of a larger problem
in how the space of landscape architectural representation is constructed,
particularly in the theory and practice of landscape urbanism. Critiques
thereof highlight a tendency towards an instrumentality of representa-
tion that is structured to enable certain classes of design action rather
than engaging with landscape conditions themselves — despite the the-
orisation of those representational techniques as nominally appearing to
affirm the power of these conditions. Connolly identifies the “big plan”
as emblematic of this: a synoptic tool that “multiplies the potential con-
nectivity of a project available to the designer”102 and facilitates the ambi-
tions of designers towards grappling with the greater scopes, scales, and
complexities of the urban environment. The lineage of this technique
finds its genesis at La Villette and has since gestated into a practice (most
recognisable in landscape urbanism) for organising the design of a land-
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scape by way of diagrammatic graphic techniques applied in plan. How-
ever, these techniques operate and proceed through spaces of represen-
tation that are themselves abstract, homogeneous, and often deliberately
structured as such to enable this approach.103 While the nature of abstrac-
tion in representation is itself a positive and productive notion, it is noted
by Connolly as needing to be balanced against the need to affirm this
productivity in relation to the actual conditions of space rather than al-
lowed to operate as a self-referential means to enable particular design
ends.104
The abstract and extensive space of digital modelling is one where these
‘distanced’ methods are the default mode of representation rather than
frames that are consciously constructed.105 Here the ‘partitioning’ of
space by way of geometric extensivity 106 is greatly exacerbated when the
modelling environment itself cannot easily incorporate landscape con-
ditions that are unable to be extensively documented as purely geomet-
ric data. Whereas analogue modes of representation have a rich history
of developing notational schemas to document such phenomena, a cor-
responding practice in digital modelling is less developed107 and more re-
stricted by the environment’s focus on the rigorous depiction of geom-
etry. Depicting landscape conditions as homogeneous and continuous
surfaces is precisely what enables them to be seen as inert conditions to be
marginalised, rather than as something with their own distinct capacities
and agencies.
Whether in the big plan or the digital model, what Connolly identifies
as lacking is the actualisation of a landscape’s differences. To actualise
in this way is to engage with existing organisational forces as something
with an active agency; of the “whole array of differentiations, structur-
ings, spacings and distributions — as well as the infinity of analogue ten-
dencies, continuums, asymmetries and gradations (the landscape is all
gradation and tendency) that make up the landscape”.108 The desire to
engage with this continuum, and its self-organisational capacity, is be-
hind a number of representational techniques and frames; most notably
Corner’s conception of mapping as a process of directing attention to-
wards the self-organisational effects that operate in the grounded mid-
dle which affects landscape change and character. This is discussed in
terms of a tracing/mapping contrast that approximately follows an ac-
tual/virtual distinction where the former is descriptive of current condi-
tions while the latter seeks to understand the hidden forces that drive the
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past, present, and future of these conditions.109 In this way it is an attempt
to reorient the instrumentality of mapping towards the underlying agen-
cies of landscapes themselves. That is to say there is an awareness of map-
ping and synoptic overviews as tools whose methods tend towards impos-
ing upon ‘life of the ground’ but can also be re-oriented as a means to en-
gage with them.110 Or, following Davis’ terms, it is possible to shift away
from representational modes where “the production of space is not an act
of formation, but rather one of colonisation” towards those that rely “on
the idea that space is a volume that things move around in, rather than
something that is produced by the objects themselves”.111
The desire of this form of mapping to engage with such self-
organisational affects still relies on visual notations that are themselves a
heavy filter on the character of self-organisation. To visualise the hidden
is to help perceive it, but is not tantamount to understanding its affective
capacity in and of itself.112 Most commonly these visual representa-
tions take the form of mapping trajectories or relationships between
conditions, but do not document the capacity of factors themselves to
change. It is this capacity for higher-order change that emerges from the
‘continuous variation’ of intensive phenomena whose heterogeneity is
intertwined with the discrete changes that affect the world.113 The two
tools I’ve developed are attempts to work towards this middle, but only
as iterative improvements upon existing graphic techniques. The kind
of intensive middle is not describable through this form of extensive
visual representation, even if the affectual qualities of that representa-
tion themselves somewhat align with more epistemic conceptions of
‘continuous variation’ and ‘greater connectivity’.114
I raise this limitation in order to position the techniques developed
throughout the subsequent chapter in relation to this general discus-
sion of how landscape architectural representation interacts with differ-
ent epistemic conceptions of landscape phenomena. In particular, Con-
nolly calls for new forms of representation that affirm landscape poten-
tial according to a number of criteria. First is that each form of repre-
sentation follows a form of abstraction that is selectively “referential to a
relevant dimension of a particular self-organisational affect in the land-
scape”.115 Further, representations should act in a self-referential manner
by cross-referencing other forms of representation to “facilitate commu-
nication across dimensions and between affects”116 while maintaining in-
ternal consistency. These references must all, in turn, be directed towards
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a connectivity to a ground or body — the middle that “integrate[s] the
world in openness in a manner that the synoptic can’t make out”.117
While Connolly’s descriptions are likely referring to redeveloping and
redeploying traditional forms of landscape representation, the disjunct
that computational design enforces — diagrammatic in representing de-
sign intent, but malleable in representing design resolution — makes it a
prime candidate for also fulfilling these criteria in at least some circum-
stances. The desire for connections between representational constructs
and the ability to alter the affects of representations by speculating on
their effects might be better served by working in a medium where visual
representation is a second-order effect of an underlying logic that is itself
relational; or at least more able to resolve those relations rapidly if they
are expressible through geometric or otherwise quantifiable criteria.
This desire for more relational forms of landscape representation is ex-
plicitly linked to the capabilities of computation by Davis in his proposi-
tion to develop a ‘non-idealist’ or ‘robust’ notion of instrumentality. This
notion is argued as better exploring the gap between landscape architec-
tural design intent and the unfolding reality of landscape dynamics us-
ing, in part, computational techniques that draw on the models devel-
oped within engineering and the sciences.118 He sees this call as contin-
uing an imperative of Corner’s that “while there has been no shortage of
new ideas and theories in design and planning, there has been little ad-
vancement and invention of those specific tools and techniques that are
so crucial for the effective construal and construction of new worlds”.119
The tools and theories introduced in the chapter have explored ap-
proaches to what, in a computational context, often limits this goal: that
many conditions are marginalised or omitted when landscapes are mod-
elled purely through the extensive modes of geometric representation
that are standard in most CAD environments. Ameliorating this opens
up the possibility for forms of visualisation and analysis that offer a dis-
tinct praxis to theories of landscape architectural representation. How-
ever, providing the ability to capture and transmit more diverse types of
landscape information also helps enable this second-order goal of pur-
suing instruments that “initiate new lines of action”120 in modelling the
tectonics of landscapes. In the next chapter, I shift to exploring tools
that investigate this broader aim of understanding landscape systems not
just through their effects, but in terms of the dynamic forces that drive
them.
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4.7. Summary
In this chapter I’ve elaborated upon the role of representation in com-
putational design by outlining the distinct manner in which it operates
as data. Further, I’ve highlighted how limitations in data structure and
data transfer more directly influence the execution of the design process
as compared to their influence in explicit forms of modelling. Such limits
often run contrary to the broader narrative of computational approaches
as especially flexible. While it is common to understand the instrumen-
tality of particular digital design software in executing discipline-specific
techniques, the malleability of computational design methods is charac-
terised as implicitly discipline-agnostic and as affording designers agency
to work as they wish. This characterisation overlooks the broader applied
practice of computational design where key pieces of enabling software,
such as Grasshopper, exert implicit control over the expression of design
intent. In this case, I’ve focused on how the use of geometric data struc-
tures — particularly those typically used to model landform — as the lo-
cus of data transfer within a parametric model hinders computational
approaches to particular systems-centric landscape architectural design
techniques that seek to represent landscape conditions in a deliberately
aformal manner.
I employed two theories to explore this issue. Each was used to develop
two tools that test how to provide forms of representation that enable
computational design methods to generate and employ particular land-
scape conditions that are not well-accommodated when modelled us-
ing standard geometric types. The first provides a technique for creating
field conditions: a spatially explicit store of implicit values that provides a
means of representing ‘intensive’ conditions that are difficult to model as
bounded geometries. The second provides a technique for creating topo-
logical networks: a spatially implicit store of explicit conditions that pro-
vides a means of representing connections between conditions that are
not dependent on an exact spatial configuration or scale. I then discussed
how each approach reflects a capacity for computational approaches to
examine complex relational conditions that may provide a means to ad-
dress criticisms of the synoptic tendencies of landscape architectural rep-
resentation more broadly.
Each tool derives from, and is designed to interoperate with, the stan-
dard geometric data types available within Grasshopper. This provides
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a means to alleviate many of the concerns raised earlier regarding the
mechanics of data transfer and data types within a parametric system,
whereby a smaller set of types allows for more modular code that in
turn expands the functional scope and flexibility of the wider paramet-
ric schema. To do so, I created representations that, mechanically, act like
existing types (and so do not overly violate modularity) even though the
functional purpose of each type is appropriated to a different end. This
approach does necessitate dedicated components for the otherwise tied
tasks of creating and visualising these new types. However, because those
tasks natural occupy the start and end of a given control flow, the data it-
self can still function equally well within that wider sequence of proce-
dures.
This chapter’s focus on the broader role of representation within com-
putational design underpins many of the issues and techniques explored
in subsequent chapters. While those chapters will also explore a com-
parison of representational techniques between landscape architecture
and computational design, their focus shifts away from modelling spa-
tial conditions and towards modelling specific tectonic and relational as-
pects of landscape systems. In the next chapter this is explored by exam-
ining how landscape architects understand ecological systems within the
design process, and how computational approaches can reflect this per-
spective while altering its outcomes. I then test this approach by develop-
ing tools that focus on the aspects of hydrological and vegetation systems
that are considered in landscape architectural design.
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5. The Agency of Modelling
Over the past several decades two factors have loomed large over the con-
temporary landscape architectural project: ecology and program. Both
are portrayed as highly dynamic and came to prominence alongside ‘di-
agrammatic’ design techniques that were well-placed to explore these
qualities within the design process.1 Yet, diagrams allow for abstraction
at the cost of spatial resolution. They are often the enabling means to the
synoptic ends that is the big plan and other modes of distanced instru-
mentality that were introduced in the previous chapter.
While present landscape architectural discourse emphasises that we un-
derstand the performance of many landscape phenomena as dynamic, it
offers little guidance on how to resolve their implications at ground level
while simultaneously exploring their broader mechanics. That is, if the
highest function of ecology is to understand consequences, then there
is a need to work through not just the character of natural systems but
also their ramifications. As such there is a gap in how natural systems
are instrumentalised in the design process, as highlighted in the critiques
of Ware,2 Somol,3 Raxworthy,4 and Berrizbeitia.5 Computational design
could offer a situational alternative to this trade-off between precision
or abstraction and thus an opportunity to improve the design techniques
used to consider some aspects of natural systems. However, the computa-
tional design canon has few generally-applicable methods for modelling
ecological systems. At the same time, the models developed within the
sciences have distinct purposes that are ill-suited to design exploration.
Effectively bridging the gap between models of generative design systems
and models of natural systems requires a distinct compositional strategy
that balances the freedom of the former with the rigour of the latter while
working between disciplinary concepts and technical constraints.
In this chapter, I look at how this strategy developed by examining the
challenges and opportunities found in modelling ecological systems in
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the early stages of the design process. This proceeds from a characteri-
sation of how landscape architecture understands ecological science and
the corresponding techniques used to employ it generatively within the
design process. Thereafter, I continue the discussion begun in the prior
chapter regarding Connolly and Davis’ critiques of instrumentality and
examine their proposed resolutions through four studies: two regarding
tool development and two regarding tool application. Each study dis-
cusses strategies for managing the interplay between modelling ecolog-
ical behaviours and modelling landscape features in a computational de-
sign environment. The modelling strategy underpinning these test cases
is then discussed as a further instance of modularity that is here reori-
ented to focus on behavioural interactions — rather than data transmis-
sion — as the organising principle.
5.1. A Field in Flux
Ecology is often used as a broad analogy for complex systems in general.
There are ‘ecosystems’ of apps, organisations, and media.6 What other
fields approach as analogy landscape architecture employs as reality — as
a discipline it uniquely sees the ecological perspective as both an analytic
and generative method. While ecologists seek to understand sites as they
are, were, or could be, it is landscape architects that can employ this per-
spective through design.7 Such is the influence of ecology on landscape
architecture that changes within the discourse of ecological science have
prompted changes within landscape architectural discourse as new sci-
entific theories prompt a revision of design methods. Several of these re-
visions are briefly outlined here in order to later compare computational
methods to the approaches developed in this lineage.
The first of these ties is found near the dawn of landscape architecture
as a professional title within the United States and most notably demon-
strated in the practice of Frederick Law Olmsted.8 At this time, ecology
was not established as a distinct field of enquiry, but many of its under-
pinning ideas were at play in the study of forestry.9 For a growing country,
where timber was a key material for construction, the role of a designed
landscape was often one of resource management and investment rather
than just as a picaresque estate or public refuge from the industrial city.10
In this resource-driven model, the recording, tracking, and analysis of a
landscape’s productivity were crucial factors in its design and manage-
ment. As Thoren states, “the design of landscapes and the management
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of natural resources were inextricable”.11
While the term ‘ecosystem’ originates in 1935, the field of ecology it-
self gained both popular and scientific recognition later in the 20th cen-
tury; aided by the growing environmental movement of the late 1960s
in particular.12 Fittingly, it was on the eve of the inaugural Earth Day
that Ian McHarg published Design With Nature, in which he advocated
for ecology as a key tool in landscape planning and landscape architec-
ture.13 McHarg’s ‘ecological approach’ portrayed sites as complex, inter-
connected systems of physical and biotic components.14 Thus, the scalar
range of landscape architecture grew as designers traced the properties
of ecosystems upwards from the smallest sites to the surrounding ter-
ritory.15 This expanded scope of enquiry was a call to enhance the capa-
bilities of the profession: that it should ally itself with the upswell in
environmental activism by adopting the tools of environmental science.
No longer confined to the aesthetics of parks and gardens, an ecological
perspective offered the chance to emancipate the scope and standing of
landscape architects by placing them at the nexus of environmental plan-
ning.16
To landscape architects, it was not enough to just have an awareness of
ecological principles. Those principles needed to become an active force
in understanding and altering landscapes to have value in the design pro-
cess. Here McHarg advocated for a design methodology that placed the
landscape architect as conductor of a multi-disciplinary process.17 They
would lead a group of specialists through the analysis of a site; each given
responsibility for their speciality, be that hydrology, geology, botany, and
so on.18 The results of each survey would then be recorded and mapped to
each form a layer of analysis that was typically drawn on transparent me-
dia, such as tracing film.19 In doing so the knowledge of each discipline be-
came understood spatially and relationally — as slices of data (figure 5.1)
that acted as a thin film of information that could be overlaid to become a
thick layer-cake.20 By changing the order and selection of these layers, the
landscape architect could see sites as a palimpsest of complex and multi-
scalar environmental systems; as an ecological phenomena that enabled a
greater understanding of the functional systems present.
Using transparent overlays as design aids was by no means new.21 Instead,
McHarg’s key contribution lay in popularising an ecological perspective
as the organising framework that could delegate survey to specialist pro-
fessions before collating their results in a consistent manner.22 This last
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stage, the ‘suitability analysis’, could then incorporate the compiled data
to produce analysis that was greater than the sum of its parts. Building up
a seemingly-complete understanding of how an environment operates
then allowed the landscape architect to more easily read that overview
against the specific requirements of their brief.23 Typically this meant
identifying areas according to the viability of a particular program; cre-
ating a map that cast shades of utility across a landscape.24 For example, if
identifying areas for agricultural development, the fertility of soils would
be classified positively and steeper slopes classified negatively. If iden-
tifying areas for settlement, the same process might use aspect or water
table height in a similar manner. In this way, the composite of these pos-
itive and negative maps reveals the most suitable areas in a landscape.
Landscape architectural practice quickly incorporated this technique,25 as
did those disciplines that performed planning and environmental assess-
ment more broadly.26 , 27 The layer cake approach is even cited as a key in-
fluence on the layer paradigm of graphical interfaces introduced in early
computer-aided design (CAD) and geographic information systems (GIS)
and is now common to many other types of design software.28
The shortcomings of this method also set the stage for newer paradigms
in the understanding and representation of ecology within landscape ar-
chitecture. These emerged in response to a number of critiques. First,
the scientific approach that McHarg saw as the saviour of the profes-
sion was increasingly seen as flawed29 as the positivist framework of sur-
vey and analysis forced the design process to assume an overly objective
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framework that either overlooked or marginalised subjective phenom-
ena.30 While McHarg’s maps would detail historic areas, socio-economic
demographics, and scenic values, they did so as singular values along a
positive-negative spectrum. This erased much of what made this infor-
mation initially interesting as the strata of data acted like a Cartesian
sieve that filters out the kinds of complexities found in experience and
culture.31 Moreover, the inflexibility and horizontally-distributed nature
of the technique presumed an equivalence across the surveyed phenom-
ena. Particularly when covering cultural and historical aspects of a site,
this similitude becomes difficult to navigate as it either ignores certain
datasets or establishes a reductive equivalence — hydrological samples
cannot be directly compared to the historical significance of a location;
a river’s flow or purity is at best tangential to its aesthetic or cultural
value.
This marginalisation of the subjective aspects of landscapes also extended
to the judgement, and thus agency, of the designer. McHarg saw his
methodology as deliberately deterministic and inflexible.32 It would span
across the design process — from research to concept — whereby “anyone
would reach the same conclusions” as the “engineer, architect, landscape
architecture, developer, and the client himself were bound by the data and
the method”.33 Such a totalising and universal process excludes the pos-
sibility of synthesizing McHarg’s methods with traditional practices and
removes any individual focus or emphasis that a particular designer may
bring.34 Although titled as “a theory of creative fitting”, his design process
was largely incompatible with creative expression and instead aspired to
become a purely scientific undertaking.35
The second major critique of the layer cake method is in terms of how it
accounts for temporal change. A key contribution of McHarg’s theoretical
project was to understand nature as a process and advance the notion that
“morphology is a superficial expression of the process examined”.36 How-
ever, identifying this perspective in his representational methods is more
difficult as the maps, in most circumstances, only depicted their layers
in a single present state.37 , 38 The need to consider temporal evolution be-
came much clearer after ecological science itself later went through two
major changes in its relationship to time and the effects of urbanism.39
Both heightened critiques of McHarg and set the stage for new narratives
to characterise the role of ecology within landscape practice.40
The first of these changes is in the Clementsian or ‘equilibrium’ paradigm
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of ecological understanding.41 The McHargian conception of ecology was
closely tied to environmental conservation and restoration, which holds
that the presence of humans inevitably disrupts the natural environ-
ment.42 This sees ecology as a tool to help diagnose and restore this bal-
ance:43 that ecosystems maintain an equilibrium where, if free of human
intervention, the complex webs and cycles of biotic and abiotic matter
would all reach a steady state in which each cycle keeps the other in bal-
ance.44 Here, human disruptions are a one-way violation or obstruction
of that stasis. For example, the river’s banks became unstable because hu-
mans eradicated the wolves that hunt the deer that eat the riparian plants
that keep erosion under control.
Ongoing work in ecology, particularly in the 1980s, changed this sta-
bility paradigm that saw ecosystems as settling into an ideal state if
left undisturbed.45Instead, ecosystems were seen as having both steady
and unsteady states irrespective of human intervention. Disruption and
disturbance were increasingly regarded as routine, as were ecosystems
with multiple equilibria and near-constant changes within a particular
state.46 This perspective resulted, in part, from a better understanding
of the boundary conditions between ecosystems, whereby particular re-
gions were less closed and self-regulated as previously thought, and in-
stead were much more affected by changes in surrounding conditions.47 , 48
A greater understanding of complex interactions within an ecosystem
also bolstered this perspective by identifying that elements of chance
allowed small disruptions to have much wider impacts than previously
thought.49
The second of these major changes was the emergence of urban ecology
as a distinct and developed sub-field50 , 51 for studying those same complex
interactions in intensely populated urban environments.52 In doing so it
highlighted the many interactions between human inhabitation and na-
ture while seeing the former phenomenon as an integral actor within the
ecosystem rather than as disruptive force external to it.53 Studies devel-
oped an understanding of how cities enabled interactions amongst liv-
ing organisms and how the habits and resources uniquely available in this
setting shape these interactions.54 As a result, cities became characterised
as hybrid environments that included both natural and human actors in a
manner that generated distinct types of ecological systems.55 , 56 The sep-
aration of the artificial and the natural became less clear as studies high-
lighted how humans affect seemingly isolated ecosystems and how even
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heavily urban environments have complex and highly functional ecosys-
tems.57
These changes in ecological thinking had diverse impacts over the course
of the late 20th and early 21st century. Notably, there was a renewed
focus on urban infrastructure that made use of natural processes, with
many green spaces fulfilling further functions such as treating run-off,
small-scale agriculture, or reducing the urban heat island effect along-
side their more established roles as places of recreation.58 With a focus
on urban infrastructures, and a heightened rate of urban growth and de-
cay, the concerns of landscape architecture grew in scale and complex-
ity.59 Here ecology was both prophet and saviour, offering a framework
that was responsive to diverse conditions where many actors are present
across many scales.60 Importantly, it was not just the scale at which these
changes occurred, but also the state of change that became increasingly
important. The influence of the post-Clementsian paradigm, combined
with the influence of urban ecology, lead landscape architects to approach
the pressures of sustainability, urban growth, and urban resilience as is-
sues that are inextricably tied to each other and to dynamics that play out
over time.61 , 62
At the same time as ecological science became increasingly prominent
in understanding and developing new approaches to the complexities of
landscape systems, broader design theory and discourse was increasingly
concerned with concepts that would evoke or detail similar kinds of com-
plexities in the study of other types of system. Theories of systems, com-
plexity, emergence, and chaos all came to a head; often seen through the
lens of Gilles Deleuze’s philosophy and its use of concepts that drew from
the behaviours of these dynamic phenomena in the sciences.63
In landscape architecture, this came with a renewed emphasis on the dy-
namics of program. Both ecology and program were aformal and dynamic
— capable of being directed but not controlled.64 The increased focus on
the ecological and the programmatic helped promulgate the diagram as
the design method de rigueur;65 particularly within landscape urbanism
and particularly within its early practice and theorisation in the United
States. The diagram’s conceptual fluidity was ideally matched to the dy-
namic complexities of the ecological or the behavioural; and better yet to
their union.66
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5.2. A Diagrammatic Basis
The productivity of the diagram is in the open-ended exploration of or-
ganisational strategies — particularly process-based ones — due to the
manner in which it alters the focus and means of representation.67 As Cz-
erniak argues, these shifts entail a retreat from resolution as the abstract
nature of the diagram resists fixed depictions and traditional orthograph-
ics to instead privilege “frameworks over form”.68 While in many cases di-
agrams are overlaid atop or formed through plans and sections, they do so
in a manner more suggestive of relationships than precise spatial charac-
teristics.69
This poses a challenge given the development of form is a means to both
enable and restrict possibilities as particular programmatic or ecological
uses ultimately require spatial interventions as enablers. However, ac-
cording to Berrizbeitia, “in order for something to be adaptable, it needs to
be precisely designed to be adaptable”.70 In large-scale sites, such as Fresh
Kills, the use of seeding strategies relies on slow changes in landscape pro-
cesses to develop new conditions over time.71 In these cases, many of the
programs suggested are often form-agnostic: schemes imagine visitors as
picnicking or bird watching because these uses require little in the way of
defined form to enable. However, in sites with smaller spatial or tempo-
ral scales more rapid transformations are desirable alongside a balance of
long-term strategies and more immediate constructed changes.
In those cases, and in cases where the ecological or programmatic changes
are more immediate or more intense, there is also a greater reliance on
what form and aesthetics enable: a means of providing basic infrastruc-
tures that define a more engaging space than that of an open field.72 , 73 Ad-
ditionally, as many landscapes are constructed during a single primary
phase of development, there is typically a need for design elements to be
resolved in detail — a process that incurs a rationalisation cost after key
design decisions are finalised. In large scale sites, the implications of this
precision may be negligible, particularly if maintenance strategies can
rely upon on-the-ground agency to account for local conditions. In other
cases, there is a need to resolve diagrammatic gestures towards topogra-
phy, circulation, or vegetation to become defined features that occur at
particular points in space and in time. When this rationalisation occurs,
the productive distance that the diagram enables becomes a Rubicon to
cross. While diagrammatic methods can analyse and generate complex
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landscape phenomena to evaluate their operations, the success of a design
depends on evaluating the resulting effects. Here the diagram offers little
support.74
In many cases, this transition away from abstract operations is broached
by aestheticising or formalising the operations of the diagram itself. This
is most obvious when performed through a mimetic translation of the di-
agram into hardscaped or architectonic forms, which offer an immediate
and visible result of the diagrammatic procedure, but which may bear lit-
tle relation to the pre-existing conditions of the landscape.75 , 76 In these
cases, the epiphenomenon of landscape or architectural form is held to be
isomorphic with its organisational logic,77 whereby the shape of a force —
be that the creeping crawl of urban growth, the sinuous flows of water, or
the meanderings circulations of people — is reproduced directly on site.
In a landscape context, this reification often reproduces process as form
rather than seeing form as a product or proponent of process.78 In doing
so, it undercuts the purpose of the diagram: if a design is premised on al-
tering, or enacting, a particular process then its exact resolution is sub-
ject to ongoing reconsideration as the intervening-form and intervened-
phenomena each modify the other over time.79 , 80
This is particularly relevant to performance-driven strategies that are
highly dependent on precise site characteristics. When the diagram
makes only abstract references to site conditions such as topography, veg-
etation, or inhabitation then subsequent analysis is limited to examin-
ing real dynamics but not their real effects. It becomes a “glass wall”81
that imposes a distance between general dynamics and local conditions.
This then empowers the diagram to engage with those wider forces even
though the effects of those forces are, in turn, dependent upon said local
conditions. Processual strategies thus can become a way of avoiding com-
plexity rather than harnessing it through rigorous detail.82 Landscapes,
considered as surfaces become homogeneous planes to fertilise with eco-
logical or programmatic interventions enacted without explicit reference
to existing conditions.83 Sites become instrumental ends to the interven-
tion of the diagram, rather than the diagram becoming instrumental to
the desired intervention.
That tendency is most obvious when the interventions are of a highly for-
mal nature, such as in the early work of the Architectural Association’s
Landscape Urbanist program,84 or in many large-scale masterplans for
emerging global cities. But this form of “distanced authorship”,85 as de-
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noted by Waldheim, is similarly dangerous when privileging ecological-
driven strategies which often shy from developing landscape or urban
form86 with a degree of precision actively informed by the grounded ef-
fects of landscape systems. Here the concession is double: the value of
form in driving ecological performance is unwanted and untested while
the performance of natural systems is not rigorously defined or evaluated.
When deployed analytically, ecology is an account of the effects of natural
systems through a conceptual model.87 When deployed generatively this
perspective flips: the conceptual model is the starting point and its effects
the endpoint. As highlighted by Grose, this involves a process of ‘back-
casting’, or identifying the capacities within a system that can be modi-
fied or instigated to produce a desired outcome.88 Hence why the forms of
representation used to explore ecological concerns are primarily organi-
sational rather formal.
While the diagram is powerful exactly because of the abstraction of or-
ganisational forces, its effects must nevertheless be resolved into spe-
cific detail in order examine “the minutiae of natural systems for which
ecology rose to provide an account”89 as Raxworthy suggests. Similarly,
Bowring and Swaffield argue that “design ‘open-endedness’ is thus condi-
tional and bracketed within known landscape processes, institutional ar-
rangements, design operations, and construction methods”.90 To Mah, it
“works to circumvent the responsibility of the landscape designer to give
material shape and quality to designed environments”.91 Somol notes that
“in its dominant form of process-obsession, contingency indicates an ab-
dication of a pro fessional role rather than a desired end-state condition
that one must proactively work to install”.92
At least part of the difficulty in resolving the index of the diagram to an ef-
fect upon the landscape is that this resolution, if following organisational
cues, becomes laborious. Process-driven strategies seek to produce and
consider a multiplicity of resolutions. They suggest that designers imag-
ine site conditions after construction; after five years; after density; af-
ter sea level rise; after recessions. All these temporal contingencies are
then multiplied by their uncertainties to create a panoply of possible out-
comes.93 Thus, while the aim of adaptive design strategies are to better ac-
commodate and prefigure multiple possible future site conditions, doing
so with precision becomes incredibly taxing if considering the full scalar
and temporal range of landscapes.94
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5.3. Projection & Negotiation
Avoiding the tax of precision is often the cause of diagrammatic design
strategies, but it is not necessarily the effect of them. The diagram offers
a means to precisely model the dynamics of processes even though it does
not offer a means to precisely resolve their effects. In other disciplines,
the task of modelling typically combines both forms of precision:95 a sci-
entific or financial model develops a framework for describing a phenom-
ena’s mechanics, which are then tested and refined through the applica-
tion of data from either real or hypothetical situations. Calculation ties
means to ends as the quantitative relationships in a conceptual model are
refined through observation.96
In contrast, the role of a design model is typically explorative. They en-
able iteration across, and through, different configurations of designed
features to develop an ideal candidate.97 As previously discussed, a key
advantage of using computational methods to develop design models is
that they allow for some fundamental assumptions — such as the height
of a building — to remain in flux throughout the design process and be
continually reassessed in relation to other.98 This, in effect, maintains the
conceptual openness of a diagrammatic mode while reducing the labours
of testing and reworking iterations with precision, particularly in disci-
plines such as architecture where the designed outcome has relatively
fixed formal outcomes. Here the dynamics or diagram of the model re-
flect the logic of the design itself and so develop throughout the design
process to incorporate the contextual decisions that bring the final result
into focus.
The dynamics of the model can also begin to incorporate elements that
enact the real-world behaviour of phenomena and so allow for design
features to be assessed according to their as-built performance. In sim-
ple cases, incorporating these behaviours can offer a means of validation,
where they provide analytic feedback that then prompts the designer to
alter the parameters and configuration that define key design features.99
Alternately, their use can follow a more generative mode, going beyond
what Hensel and Menges term “simple one-way causality”,100 to instead
integrate behavioural dynamics into the elements of the model that de-
fine design features such that the two become co-extensive and the for-
mer directly influences the material, formal, and tectonic features of the
latter.
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Similar performance-oriented strategies were explored in a landscape ar-
chitectural context throughout the second chapter. Functioning in an an-
alytic mode, projects like the Max Lab IV demonstrate how the behaviour
of water flow can test the performance of landform while others, like the
Jade Eco Park, showed how analytic methods could provide insights into
contextual climatic conditions. Working in a more generative mode, the
Barcelona Botanic Gardens and the Seed Scattering System demonstrated
how an analysis of terrain characteristics and urban form could (respec-
tively) be used to derive a complex planting plan and circulation system.
Across either mode, the use of performance-oriented design strategies is
challenging in a landscape architectural context,101 , 102 particularly when
focusing on the task of building relations between natural systems’ be-
haviours and other design features.
This follows from the nature of landscape systems, particularly natu-
ral systems, as open systems and thus complex systems.103 Their ‘open-
ness’, by definition, derives from an exchange between system and con-
text that is reciprocal104 and thus requires models to provide a fuller ac-
count of each in order to understand their interactions. While buildings
also posses open properties, analytic methods within architecture typi-
cally focus on closed systems (such as structural systems) or on environ-
mental analyses that are bounded in terms of a room’s walls or a build-
ing’s envelope.105 As Hensel states, ”architectures are almost invariably
perceived and designed as discrete objects.106
Modelling open systems poses a number of distinct challenges but also a
distinct set of opportunities to the diagrammatic modes used to under-
stand and employ those same systems within the design process. Thus,
a key challenge in modelling natural systems is that they are unbounded
not just in space but in time.107 A standard 3D model of a landscape sees it
fixed in form and state, but by portraying precision the model implicitly
portrays certainty. This mode is then in tension with the designed out-
come, given the discipline’s emphasis on uncertainty and variability that
were outlined previously and which typically derive from the properties
of open systems. Computational methods provide a means of destabilis-
ing this fixed surety by re-orienting their capacity for variation to model
not just design options, but the variation found in the temporal evolu-
tion and contingent mechanics of landscape systems. Time can, in ef-
fect, become a parameter like any other in the model. This use of “syn-
thetic time”108 or “compressed rendering”109 then provides a means to ap-
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proach landscape systems in a diagrammatic mode alongside a means to
precisely resolve the implications of this perspective.
The implications of this method are, however, subject to high degrees
of uncertainty.110 As natural systems’ complexity is neither discrete in
space or time, the process of modelling involves distinct challenges as
compared to performance-driven models that assess or produce a more
bounded result. Following Carlisle, modelling offers a ‘new lens’ to “ap-
proach complex systems through an understanding of their essential be-
haviour and the relationships upon which performance is achieved”111
but its predictive capacity is challenged by “nested feedback loops, time
delays and non-linear relationships between seemingly disconnected
system elements”.112 This is a problem oblique to that of the general uncer-
tainty or indeterminacy found in purely diagrammatic modes as here the
model explicit captures the designer’s assumptions in its mechanics and
so provides a means to test them.113 A model’s unexpected results may re-
veal a flawed understanding of the phenomena modelled and prompt a re-
consideration of those assumptions.114 To explore the range of outcomes
possible in a model is thus the most valuable form of feedback available to
improve our understanding of it and the assumptions that underpin it.115
Following Cantrell and Holzman, this form of testing and development
involves “conscious methods of abstraction”116 and “combinatory projec-
tion”117 in order to distil salient behaviour from the mechanics of a model.
Resolving the model is thus an exercise in navigating a conditional form
of openness where the projective capacity of a model creates the means of
enquiry between design and site.118
The potential for computation to produce unexpected results is a large
part of its appeal. It offers not just a way to reduce the labour of rep-
resentation, but also a means to increase the resolution of representa-
tion beyond that which the designer can cognitively manage.119 Kwin-
ter argues that this then provides a means to “engage aspects of nature
whose logic and pattern had previously remained ungraspable because
they were lodged at too great a remove from the modalities of human
sense and intuition”.120 However, there is a distinction between the gen-
eration of unexpected design options using computational methods and
the generation of unexpected design behaviours. When creating the for-
mer, the designer acts as arbiter; they explore different results against
the goals of their design that are not able to be fully quantified within
the mechanics of the model. When creating the latter, the generated re-
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sults have a nominal tie to the behaviour of real phenomena. An unex-
pected result could be either an incorrect result, whereby the model’s dy-
namics are flawed, or an unanticipated result, whereby the designer’s un-
derstanding of the behaviour is flawed. This ambiguity creates cascading
uncertainties in cases, such as natural systems, where there key elements
of a design model introduce new features (the design) or create new rela-
tionships between behaviours (e.g. water flow and erosion) that are highly
contextual.121
As such, models of natural system behaviours in the design process are
best seen as projective, rather than simulative. They offer greater clarity
in resolving the precise effects of those systems, but in doing so they act
as mirrors that reflect our own assumptions of how natural systems op-
erate. Individual components within the model may feature empirically-
validated mechanics but, the model’s milieu is built atop the connections
and interactions between those components in a manner that is more
than the sum of parts. These systemic properties are the ones that tie to-
gether individual components and in doing so create leaps of extrapola-
tion which introduce uncertainty. However, those same systemic prop-
erties are the ones that offer the greatest opportunities to the design a
medium whose dynamics span spatial and temporal scales.
Modelling Behaviours
While the projective mode of design models that incorporate natural sys-
tems distinguishes them from those of the sciences, there is still value in
the use of scientific models as a means of representing and understand-
ing the behaviour of the individual entities that define landscape systems.
As with the discussion of representing landform in the previous chap-
ter, creating tools that employ these models is always an act of appropria-
tion. Tools can transplant scientific knowledge and, in placing it within a
design context, transform it according to designerly techniques and pur-
poses.
Questions of fidelity or reproducibility are a common concern when mod-
elling natural phenomena, although their importance is perhaps over-
stated in a design context. Here, the kinds of ecological models that result
are likely oversimplified;122 however the task of producing a model is al-
ways one of critical abstraction, where salient features are identified and
developed. This abstraction requires ignoring less relevant parameters,
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or generalising particular conditions, such that focus can be given to the
most relevant attributes — those that “elicit their fundamental perfor-
mance” according to Cantrell and Holzman.123 No model is meant to de-
pict reality in its entirety, and with increasing fidelity typically comes an
increasing complexity that becomes unwieldy. Similarly, because of the
interrelated nature of ecological systems, flaws or omissions in one part of
the model may cascade and produce second-order effects that propagate
through the rest of the model.124
That said, the intent here is not to necessarily provide a verifiable ecologi-
cal model, but to instead develop representations that best develop design
intent. To optimise a model at the level of the ecological system is unlikely
to ever be achievable with reliability in a design context.125 However, the
task of constructing said model from a kit of parts enables a natural iso-
lation and separation of concerns between particular phenomena. This
abstraction then allows for individual behaviours to be examined in iso-
lation and their interactions constructed tactically — one might be able to
be somewhat confident in the general rate of growth of a planted area ac-
cording to specific soil and shading conditions such that varying these pa-
rameters yields valuable feedback on a design. What should not necessar-
ily be a given is that those initial parameters and the resulting growth can
be predicted in tandem across extensive time periods in detail; instead the
focus should be at points where some of those elements are controlled di-
rectly (i.e. at construction) or in understanding the possible range of out-
comes given a reasonably sure set of parameters.
While the range of scientific fields and research relevant to natural sys-
tems seems vast, few are oriented towards spatially explicit modelling
and fewer still at the scales relevant to most landscape projects. Within
urban ecology, landscape ecology, or environmental engineering, there
are models that describe behaviours in ways that work at relatively small
populations and occasionally at the level of individual entities.126 Partic-
ularly in ecology, the scale of enquiry is such that it covers vast regions,
and often does so in abstracted terms that deal with species populations,
energy flows within a system, or progressions over time; focusing more
on “theoretical” than “applied” problems in the discipline, as per DeAnge-
lis and Yurek’s outline.127 In all but the largest landscapes, many of these
models may be of little use, given the limited capacities of the designers
to affect these broader systems across their full range.
However, there is a range of scientific research that provide lower levels
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of spatial detail by modelling individual, or relatively discrete, phenom-
ena within a wider landscape. Models developed for phenomena such as
groundwater drainage, erosive action, or remediation are of particular in-
terest if they can be isolated as distinct events within a spatial limit. This
allows them to then be transplanted from a generalised model and intro-
duced into diverse design contexts. For example, there may be models
of sedimentation or the heat island effect that are applied at the scale of
a coast or city respectively, but derive from data or behaviours that can
be documented at a local level.128 As a result, knowledge drawn from the
kinds of professions are often employed as consultants to landscape ar-
chitectural projects should be of particular interest.129 Environmental en-
gineers, or landscape ecologists, have methods of measurement and as-
sessment that are described in both numeric and spatial terms and are
used to support design decisions post-hoc in the status quo. These same
methods can be translated into models that themselves can be used to
generate design decisions prior to consultation. For example, models of
flooding impact that can test or validate a design for a waterfront could
be introduced earlier to the design process, as either a validation strategy
or a performance goal to guide development, as per the study of Grobman
et al.130
Although digital models and their representations in CAD software are,
by their nature, highly explicit in geometric terms, the standards of accu-
racy expected should not be artificially raised to match the highest stan-
dards of accuracy possible in digital media. That is to say, the loose dis-
tributions of species or collages previously drawn were already impre-
cise and based on an intuitive, but untested, understanding of the phe-
nomena. It just so happened that they proceed in media where there are
fewer norms around the depiction of phenomena with precision, e.g. the
sketched circles or blurred collages that depict plants. When enacted
through a digital model, the results have at least the same degree of uncer-
tainty, but their (typical) depiction lacks the aesthetic markers that signal
this uncertainty. Instead, designers need to come to approach and under-
stand this uncertainty by interacting with the model itself and seek feed-
back derived from the range of possible depictions a model affords rather
than any immediate depiction.131
Second, in many cases, models can easily draw from established knowl-
edge to produce results that are more accurate than previous assump-
tions. Again the expectation should not necessarily be to seek complete
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trunk height = maximum of 2500mm or
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1.5mm * days since planting
certainty, but rather to gain greater levels of confidence. While designs are
relatively unique (project-specific) formations, models of landscape sys-
tems can in many cases be highly generalised and thus adapted to differ-
ent design scenarios. A basic model of plant growth132 still likely has value
over making such assumptions intuitively — if just for relieving the need
for mental imaging at scale. A simple model can always become more
resolute by specifying further geometric parameters, degrees of random-
ness, or species specificity. Importantly, if the parameters of influence in
a model are agnostic to the immediate design context, the same model can
be reused across different design projects as a shared resource and so al-
low the labours of precision to lessen over the course of practice. This pro-
cess of reuse enacts the tooling practice outlined earlier, wherein broader
models that enact design a holistic design logic are assembled and accel-
erated through sub-models that constitute particular designed phenom-
ena or techniques.
Modelling Relationships
Accumulating an array of models for the landscape systems present
within a designed site is just the beginning of the process. The second,
perhaps more challenging process, is in re-integrating these individual
components into a wider model that interfaces with design intent. This is
a task akin to producing ecological models in the first place — a model of
a particular ecosystem is the sum of its parts, where the particular parts
identified and their particular arrangement reflects the object of study.
In the case of a landscape project, this configuration is only partly given
through site. Its other aspects derive from the designed intervention and
its own particular features and goals. This poses a number of key chal-
lenges to existing computational design environments. Models created
in these environments, such as Grasshopper, are typically built up as col-
lections of geometric actions and entities that are strung together to cre-
ate particular forms. Using the same framework to assemble depictions of
natural systems and their relationships to spatial conditions poses many
challenges as it requires relating models of natural phenomena to their
geometric effects. At this point it is worth returning to the specifics of
how tooling supports this process.
The crux of this challenge is that there is a double connectivity to the use
of systems models within a design context: the dynamics of the model
itself need to be connected to real phenomena as well as to represen-
tations of design intent. Grading changes, plant distributions, or other
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interventions onto a site are all informed by the existing systems while
also reshaping them. This requires a degree of connectivity that means
each model can alternately act as inputs or outputs in a wider models de-
spite those exact relationships not being known ahead of time. In mod-
els drawn from ecological science, or in many advanced applications of
simulations within a landscape context, the structure of the model itself
is all-encompassing; treated as a holistic entity with few inputs and out-
puts to manage all stages of the simulation or analysis. The complexity
and uniqueness of each landscape system lends itself to this form of de-
velopment, particularly when scientific levels of fidelity are an end-goal
as each contextual quirk is then incorporated into the more general rules
of the model. As discussed in the previous chapters, the subsequent result
is inflexibility as models become too entwined — or ‘over-fitted’ — to their
initial application and then break when transferred to a new context.
In software engineering, the approaches to tackle this problem are well-
known in principle: the reuse and reapplication of code is enhanced
through structuring strategies whereby a larger function is broken down
into distinct components that have clear responsibilities reflected in de-
fined inputs, outputs, and functionality.133 Parametric modelling tools
like Grasshopper themselves follow this pattern in terms of how for-
mal relationships are established, most notably by employing geomet-
ric primitives as the primary means of exchange and discrete transfor-
mations as the means of development. What is less clear is how to im-
plement this principle in the context of landscape systems modelling.
If anything, landscape systems are highly resistant to this approach, as
they are phenomena that are deeply interrelated in a manner that natu-
rally leads to the code and rules that model their behaviour to reflect this
high degree of interrelationship and thus lack flexibility. This heightens
the risks highlighted earlier: if models of landscape system become black
boxes whose internal assumptions and actions are not malleable, it pro-
motes essentialist ideas of natural systems as deterministic and reduc-
tively optimise-able because designers lack agency in manipulating the
underpinning rules of the models representing that phenomena.
How precisely particular natural phenomena can relate to each other is
key to the viability of developing general-purpose models of natural sys-
tems. In pursuing modular approaches, as discussed in the previous chap-
ter, the temptation is to describe highly specific means of representing a
particular phenomenon. For example, during planting design, the data
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that represents a particular plant species might use an object-oriented
description of a particular plant, which stores both the current state of
that plant (such as its current location, height, species, and other per-
formance characteristics) as well as all the behaviours that define how it
might grow, how it affects soil, how it provides shading, etc. But such an
all-encompassing model is often anathema to the task of rapidly assem-
bling design features.134 That model would have high setup costs as large
amounts of data are necessary to provide a realistic picture of a particu-
lar species at a particular time and in a particular space. Instead, the dif-
ferent behaviours of that model should be as distributed as possible, and
the data required to produce the representation should require as little
input as possible. Such a modular approach mirrors the additive man-
ner in which geometric form is developed within computational design
tools, whereby the salient design features are developed piecemeal over
the course of the design process. Doing so spurs design development as
it reduces the upfront costs of deploying a particular model but also al-
lows that particular model to better interact with the wider design model
across the span of the design process.
That this approach to modularity is desirable is not a revelation to the
wider tasks of computational design — it is de-facto best practice for or-
ganising complex geometric development135 even if implementing this
approach requires contextual adaptation. Yet, it is a distinct departure for
the broader task of modelling landscape systems and one that constitutes
a critical shift in how this task is approached. This is because it repre-
sents a much higher degree of flexibility and power in how these systems
can be approached: a kit of parts approach both allows for more rapid as-
sembly and customisation of models to a given design task alongside a
greater likelihood of being able to integrate with existing computational
methods. Importantly, the modular approach better reflects landscape
architecture’s own aspirations for how to approach the task of design in
conjunction with landscape systems. Large, complex, and single-purpose
models embody the kinds of determinism and instrumentality that the
discipline itself rejects. More modular assemblies make connectivity and
relationality within landscape systems more approachable as a part of the
design process.
The approach taken in the components discussed here is to structure this
modularity around the smallest set of actions that produce a material or
formal effect in the landscape. That is to say the structuring principle is
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that models of landscape systems are themselves comprised of a number
of assumptions or rules that determine actions, and that in a design con-
text those actions have some degree of dependency upon spatial condi-
tions and alter them in some manner. These dependencies and their ef-
fects become natural points of entry and exit into a system as a matter of
convenience, but also as a means to enable flexibility and interoperabil-
ity. For example, an analysis that intends to help determine areas suit-
able for planting depends on terrain conditions as an input while creat-
ing a field-like data type as its output. At the same time, models of plant
growth depend on a spatial location and species information, while creat-
ing a representation of a plant attributes, at that particular point in time,
as its output. Finally, an evaluation of vegetation’s effects upon a land-
scape condition would depend on the current state of that condition, the
change to that condition each plant makes, and the distribution and age
of each particular plant.136
Taken as a whole, this compositional strategy employs a combination of
an initial analysis to outline a condition, an extrapolation of what could
change the condition, and then a projection that evaluates these effects.
Each stage presents a distinct landscape logic focused on the effects of cer-
tain phenomena (soil conditions, plant growth, phytoremediation) with-
out making any assumptions about the actual design intent or choices.
For example, the question of how to distribute plants within the given
area is an intermediate step between the analysis and simulation; one
that only needs to place particular origin points within a space and as-
sign them a particular species. Because this task is reducible to order-
ing coordinates and species lists it can be accomplished in innumerable
ways given pre-existing means for manipulating geometry and abstract
data: by manually placing the points and matching them to species; by
creating a parametric pattern for distributing both; by deterministically
linked the analysis data to species selection; or by creating an automated
feedback loop between choices in planting distribution and the resulting
remediative effects. In a similar manner, the gap between the different
models is what allows for their extension by incorporating further design
logic or higher-fidelity models. The representation of plant growth could
be augmented with analyses of shading or drainage phenomena that fur-
ther adjust projected growth rates according to more local conditions.
Similarly, the initial distribution of species could be tweaked according
to desired visual patterns or pathways through the site area that are de-
rived from explicit or parametric forms. The role of geometry within this
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structure is to act more as a signifier than as a mimetic representation.
That is to say, it relies on the simplest possible levels of precision and
depiction necessary to document the given phenomena or design intent
occasionally augmented by custom representations (fields or topologies)
when more detailed models of landscape conditions are required. These
general principles evolved across the ongoing process of tool develop-
ment in this research, and are illustrated below regarding two particular
domains within the tool development: vegetation systems and hydrolog-
ical systems.
Modules and Vegetation
Planting plans are often exercises in arranging circles. Some circles are
smaller or larger, brighter or duller, more rounded or more frayed. At
other times, regions or patches are used as exact positions are unneces-
sary. Removing the metadata that are the symbols, colours, and labels,
the process starts and ends with an implicit or explicit representation of
a particular species’ dimensions at maturity: a disc. Here, as in many
other cases of landscape architectural design, the predominant represen-
tational media poorly reflect their subject matter.137 , 138 Typical represen-
tations of vegetation are either not spatially explicit, or rely on fixed and
idealised averages that do not reflect the general nature, or the actual real-
ity, of what will ensue.139 A plan, once planted, will reach the mature state
it depicts after years if not decades. This mature state itself is a further ab-
straction, as each plant’s dimensions vary according to the localised con-
ditions that propel or constrain individual growth — an “endless state of
formation” as Elkin argues.140
Many options exist for visualising planting design with a high degree of
fidelity.141 Often they draw from vast databases that can establish correct
metadata, such as the average mature heights and root radii, while also
providing 3D models that resemble the particular species. These are typ-
ically deployed after the concept design stage, given that they are diffi-
cult to implement and modify. This makes them ill-suited to broad de-
sign exploration,142 but useful for evaluating aesthetics in detail.143 How-
ever, this restricts those earlier stages to the most abstracted versions of
a planting plan, where circles or regions are drawn and arranged. It thus
constricts the design potential for vegetated elements in a design, both
in terms of their broad visual character, and in terms of any performance
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Figure 5.2: Simple deﬁnition that uses standard Grasshopper components to allocate plant locations within speciﬁc areas while avoiding
pathways (orange) before using the planting tools to control the species mix within a palette (purple) and visualising the growth of individual
plants (teal) over time. Philip Belesky.
Figure 5.3: Species attributes table within Excel.
Philip Belesky.
144. Belesky et al., “A Field in Flux”, p. 200. metrics available.144 It is also one of the most notably-evolving elements
of a landscape design, where plant growth heavily affects the aesthetics of
a space, and so must be planned across different time periods if the space
is to be successful before each plant reaches maturity.
As described previously, the task of creating tools for planting design in
this thesis was approached in terms of modelling the design concerns rel-
ative to the relevant design task, rather than as a means of directly mod-
elling the designed phenomena. This approach was developed across a
number of tooling iterations that each examine how to best split up the
task. In the final iteration (figure 5.2), the first step is to represent plant
data at the level of species. That is to say the planting palette of a particu-
lar project is developed as an independent artefact that lists the possible
options that may be used within the project and that can then be added or
edited in reference to a particular design intent. Rather than proceeding
directly to spatial arrangement, this step exists as a precursor that enables
the palette to be easily modified and expanded as the project goes on. To
do so, it uses an external spreadsheet as its primary input; namely a CSV
file (figure 5.3) with a table of information that is then read by Grasshop-
per. Each row contains a number of ‘core’ and optional parameters for
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Figure 5.4: Diﬀerent planting patterns with allocated species and growth projections across ﬁve-year intervals proceeding left-to-right. Philip
Belesky.
each species that are needed to (later) produce a minimum-viable depic-
tion of typical species geometry.
This spreadsheet also provides extensibility as arbitrary values can be
added according to particular design intents, such as a value represent-
ing phytoremediation potential or wind-breaking potential. It is sup-
plemented by a component that contains predefined values for generic
forms of planting, such as ‘grass’ or ‘shrub’ that enable rapid design it-
eration without the need to develop in-depth planting characteristics.
Similarly, a component is provided for constructing one-off species rep-
resentations in Grasshopper using its interface, such as when defining
canopy radii and the like through numeric or textual parameters. Regard-
less of which component is used to represent species attributes, the result
is a simple textual representation of the species list where characteristics
use a simple key:value format. This allows the list of species to interact
with standard list management tools for adding, removing, or combining
species.
The next step is related to how plants are distributed across space. This
process can proceed using a number of different methods — as per fig-
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ure 5.4 — given the varying relationships between spatial condition and
species attributes that drive different patterns of distribution. At its most
simple, the distributor can take a given series of spatial points, devel-
oped in Rhinoceros or in Grasshopper, where pre-existing tools allow for
common patterns such as gridded or radial arrangements, as well as more
complex options, such as where planter elements are defined elsewhere in
the design and planting locations depend directly on these geometries.
This approach also leverages Grasshopper’s list management tools in con-
junction with the predefined species list to assign particular species to
points. The order of the species list creates a repeating pattern that can
then be applied to the points. For example, if there are only two species
then the resulting distribution would alternate between each, creating for
a chequerboard-like pattern if distributed across a grid structure. Manip-
ulations of the list order, such as duplicating a given species or repeat-
ing and randomising the list, can be used to more closely mimic com-
mon planting patterns. This approach is useful when the criteria for plant
placement is both highly controlled and highly generalisable in geomet-
ric terms. With more advanced methods a feedback loop needs to be es-
tablished, where both the choice in species and the choice of spatial point
are considered in tandem.
This more optimative process can act at either the level of individual
plants or at the level of the palette. In the former case, a fitness criterion
can be tied to a particular point such that the decision of what to plant,
or whether to plant, is gauged by matching between the suitability of the
space and species. Alternately, this process can flow in reverse, where a
given quantity or proportion of species are specified for a broader area
and spatial locations are determined — rather than given — by the need
to locate a given quantity of plants. In either case, the fitness function
determining the best fit between the palette and the placement mediates
between attributes assigned to the list of species in Grasshopper and the
derived spatial characteristics. For instance, a water tolerance value for a
species could be matched against a spatial gradient representing soil satu-
ration whereby the fitness criteria attempts to find an alignment between
each value. Alternately a series of bounded Polylines could represent
different soil types that are matched to a species’ preferences or represent
an available root ball area that is checked against the likely mature state
of a species.
Within this area the distribution methods can be:
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• Spiralled circle-packing, whereby a single species is randomly
placed at the centre of the shape. Adjacent species are then placed
next to it in an outwards-spiralling pattern to produce a densely
packed pattern. Unlike the randomised method of circle packing,
spiralling relies on measuring tangents from previous species that
can be quickly calculated. The decision of which species to place
where is driven by a weighted random distribution, such that the
placed plants broadly reflect the desired distribution.
• Randomised circle packing, where arbitrary spatial points are cho-
sen, and a species distributed there. However, each time a point
is selected it first checks if that species’ spacing radius will overlap
with an existing plant, and abandons the placement if so. This pro-
duces a tightly-packed and naturalistic planting pattern, but can be
computationally taxing as the system needs to be able to exhaus-
tively search amongst all placed species before determining that the
area cannot support any more plants.
• Gradiented planting, where a spatial range is established from the
inner to outer boundaries of a specified spatial region. This gradi-
ent can then be matched to any of the given species keys and can
then, for example, create planting patterns that place taller, or more
shade-tolerant, species at the centre of a space.
Both methods are non-deterministic in their distributions, although a
specified random seed can be given (as with all Grasshopper-derived ran-
domness) to allow designers to reproduce random outcomes. Again, the
outcomes of the component are kept as simple as possible: a list of points
matched to a list of species attributes, which allows for intermediary steps
to tweak and cull the data before proceeding to the next specified step: the
simulation of growth. Here, each of the particular plants is able to have its
attributes projected into a future state. This serves primarily to translate
the given plants into geometric form, although also provides the ability
to test given performance characteristics at a particular point in time or
over a given time period.
This process of projection is an exercise in controlled variation. A random
seed is provided to the component that enables the specific attributes of
each plant to vary in a manner that is both repeatable and controllable.
For each particular attribute, a linear extrapolation is performed between
a rate of change multiplied at a given time, fitted according to the min-
imum and maximum values along with some random variation. These
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Figure 5.5: An of L-system based representation
that documents plant growth through the
progressive development of a branching
geometry that can approximately match
diﬀerent types of planted form. Philip Belesky.
145. These formulas in turn depend on
a particular grammar system deﬁned by
whatever is 'drawing' their results. For
instance, Lmay denote drawing a line, (
and ) starting or ﬁnishing a branch, and
- or + performing a rotation. A simple
formula might then specify L+(LX)-(LX)
to create a single line that then splits into
two branches aligned at opposite angles.
This formula would then be evaluated a
speciﬁed number of times to repeat the
branching process recursively where the
new initial-line begins at the end of each
branching-line.
146. Belesky et al., “A Field in Flux”, p. 199.
values, particularly for plant characteristics such as dimensions, are rela-
tively easy to construct: if typical measurements at maturity are known,
alongside the time taken to reach maturity, then the rates of growth (on
an annualised basis) are simple calculations. A similar approach can be
used to model phenomena, such as phytoremediation or soil stabilisation
factors, where values for average growth rates can create simple perfor-
mance models that account for time.
This growth option then has a number of options for how to output this
data for visualisation. A simple circle based format creates traditional
discs for visualisation at the appropriate heights, such as for trunks, roots,
and canopies. While offered as flat linework, many existing Grasshopper
tools can be used to give them volume, such as depicting canopy circles
as spheres to test shading or displaying trunk circles as cylinders to check
visual occlusion.
A simple L-systems based approach is also available to provide slightly
more complex depictions. The L-system employs a formula that describes
a series of branching rules that produce split-path geometries to crudely
represent planted form.145 Each species can define an L-system textually
that can roughly represent their particular shape by way scaling, stretch-
ing, and cropping the linework to fit the given attributes. The branching
execution of L-systems then provides a means to grow these represen-
tations according to the specified time parameter and in doing so model
the different life stages of a given species, e.g. figure 5.5. Each individual
species is unlikely to grow exactly as represented; however the value is
in the aggregate tendencies the linework illustrates — acting as either a
means of examining the aesthetics of a planted area over time or corre-
lating the linework into more solid shapes to examine shading or visual
occlusion.146
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This particular configuration of tools went through many iterations to
refine how the components were distributed into distinct components
whereby the division of responsibility between components, and the
means of transmission between them, was a highly considered structure.
At one end was the monolithic singular component that could be easily
placed and could produce a range of outcomes quickly. However, it also
required a large number of parameters be specified before it could pro-
duce results and had limited flexibility in how it carried out key tasks.
At the other end was a more distributed series of around half a dozen
small components, which offered utmost flexibility and highly incre-
mental design development. However, the larger quantity of components
made definitions more onerous to construct and the process of assem-
bly less intuitive because it was difficult to understand which compo-
nents could interact with others. The middle path, described using de-
fined palette/placement/presentation stages, provides components that
encapsulate a number of distinct tasks cleanly. In doing so it provides
flexibility at key moments before and after each task whereby a minimum
of data needs to be produced in order to affect crucial design decisions.
Hence, the use of multiple placement components that are interoperable
in terms of their outputs (a list of points and species) but also designed
to accept a variety of input geometries and the different types of design
intent they represent. The tools can thus accommodate a rapid and lim-
ited model of planting design that places and visualises a palette in a di-
rect manner, while also accommodating more automated forms of design
that use complex logics means to determine the required basic inputs.
Modules and Hydrology
Water, like air, is complicated to model. As described previously, spe-
cialised software exists for simulating fluid behaviours; albeit ones that
require operational expertise and have difficulty interfacing with a highly
iterative design process. However, many hydrologic phenomena need
not require these levels of accuracy to provide salient information in the
design process. For instance a basic calculation of how topography af-
fects drainage is not novel or complex — at its most basic it involves
a basic implementation of a ‘gradient descent’ algorithm. Within the
Rhinoceros/Grasshopper environment there are many examples of this
technique used to analyse runoff147 although it typically requires scripted
components to implement given Grasshopper’s lack of inbuilt support for
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Figure 5.6: The gradient descent method
begins with a given point on a surface (blue
square) then determines the 'downhill'
direction by calculating the angle
perpendicular to the surface's normal at
that point (pink arrow). It then moves a set
distance in that direction (white dots) and
then re-samples the surface; repeating the
process until it reaches an area where the is
no further downhill direction. Philip Belesky.
148. This repeats until a path crosses the
edge of the surface or mesh, or until the
algorithm determines that the path has
reached a point without a viable further
downhill path. This latter calculation aims
to identify 'wells' where water might col-
lect and pool rather than continue to ﬂow
downhill. However, if such a well is very
minute this behaviour may trigger even
though a steep slope may be nearby.
Further, because the ﬂow paths proceed
through a series of jumps between points
(rather than continuously sampling the sur-
face) the process of being caught in a well
is largely random.
recursion. Although a common technique, similar models of surface wa-
ter flow are typically limited to acting as a self-contained analysis, rather
than as the starting point of further understanding extant or designed hy-
drological systems.
I’ve explored this potential across several fronts. The first is in the basic
flow path method. These work by establishing a series of ‘drop points’ on a
surface or mesh that become the starting locations of a hypothetical flow
path. From there, each point samples the surface or mesh to determine its
slope, which then becomes a directing vector. Each point is moved along
this vector using a pre-specified distance, forming a line. The end of this
line then becomes the starting point for the ongoing process; creating a
recursive sequence (figure 5.6) where flow paths assemble themselves as
a polyline that grows through this series of jumps.148
The process provides degrees of flexibility. By accepting any given set of
points (rather than enforcing a spatial grid) it offers the ability to work
across a number of contexts, from situations where the designer may want
to simulate a uniform distribution (e.g. rain) to a particular point-source,
such as a series of discharge pipes. This component also produces poly-
lines as its output, from which the beginnings, ends, and individual paths
can be readily extracted and used to inform subsequent analysis. For ex-
ample, the collection of points can be used to identify different catch-
ment areas by classifying and identifying the entire collection of flow-
paths based upon which paths finish/drain into the same source area, as
per figure 5.7. The effect is that, particularly with uniform distributions,
the original land can be relatively efficiently classified as catchment ar-
eas and thus begin to provide additional information atop the original site
data.
The second capability is in calculating how much of the water drains in
terms of its infiltration, not just its movement. This can be used to deter-
mine how much water volume may be lost over the course of the path, or
how changes in surface permeability affect water collection and absorp-
tion within a space. The standard methods for groundwater flow mod-
elling assumes a kind of impervious homogeneity across the landscape
surface. As a result, the flow paths reflect more an analysis of topogra-
phy than a broader hydrological condition. A given flow path can be any
length as long as it continues downhill, whereas in practice there is al-
ways a loss of water as it traverses the landscape. This component instead
cross-references a landscape condition of porosity, represented using the
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Figure 5.7: The initial surface ﬂow path analysis is applied (top) which is then used to classify paths with a shared terminus (middle) which is then
used to create a catchment-like series of boundaries (bottom) that are coloured according to the origin-points of the grouped ﬂow paths. While
shown here at a territorial scale, the same logics are equally applicable to landform of any size. Philip Belesky.
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Figure 5.8: The initial surface water analysis is applied (centre) and used to estimate pooling eﬀects (top) along with relative inﬁltration (bottom)
by cross-referencing the paths with a ﬁeld indicating soil permeability (left) and the topography (right). Philip Belesky.
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Figure 5.9: Street14 project site. Philip
Belesky.
field component, against the different points that each ‘drop’ takes along
its flow-path. Each path is specified as containing a certain quantity of
water which will then ‘leak’ to a given degree over the course of its path.
The quantity of infiltrated water is recorded at each point and available for
representation through various means, as depicted in figure 5.8.
Integration
The components discussed above are not particularly advanced instances
of parametric modelling, or examples that encompass a meaningful sub-
set of the entire set of tools developed. The broad capabilities of each —
simulating water flow via gradient descent, or parameterising the growth
of plants — are not novel either. However, there is significant scope to ex-
tend their capabilities beyond the functionality discussed above, mean-
ing that they are both examples of a kind of ‘linchpin’ techniques that can
form the basis for developing or integrating more comprehensive models
of how landscape phenomena operate within a design context.
As with the field and topology examples discussed in the previous chapter,
the principal concern here is not found in any individual component or its
performance, but rather in the task of designing the interfaces between
various components so that they are flexible and able to be easily adapted
to a given context. To demonstrate this, I’ll shift to discussing two de-
sign projects that demonstrate how this process can occur throughout the
early stages of the design process according to two quite different briefs.
First is a small-scale hybrid landscape/architecture proposal in an urban
environment and, second, is a large-scale landscape planning proposal in
a rural environment.
5.4. Street 14
The Street 14 Ideas Competition was part of a semi-regular competition se-
ries run by the Australian Institute of Landscape Architects in conjunc-
tion with a local government in Melbourne. In 2014, the brief focused
on a particular urban block, Moorabbin Junction, located near a train sta-
tion in a south-eastern suburb of Melbourne. The competition specified a
need to reconfigure the block to accommodate a new North-South street
connection, a greater built density, and a more appealing series of public
spaces alongside many of the existing buildings and parking capacities.
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New landscape features, programs, and building masses were considered,
while the design of specific architectural features such as façades or in-
ternal configurations were not. The entry for this competition presented
here was initially developed as part of The Office of Urban Transforma-
tions Research (OUTR) — a design research laboratory and practice within
RMIT University — although I’ve modified the strategies and images from
what was submitted for the competition entry.
The initial stages of the design process focused on how to negotiate the
brief’s requirements for a large increase in parking and retail capacity
alongside the desire for public amenity. Speculative massing studies re-
vealed that even when covering the unoccupied site area with two floors
worth of parking and retail, the programmatic volume barely met the re-
quirements (figure 5.10) of the brief while leaving no remaining space for
the new street or public spaces. As a result, the design impetus was largely
driven by examining how to distribute the built program vertically while
creating appealing and traversable circulation spaces to link the various
access points and public spaces present. Alongside the necessary program
and massing configurations, a key task in design development was to cre-
ate a landscape surface that could span across these different levels while
also functioning as a public space and architectural element. This posed
a number of challenges:
1. Circulation for cars, pedestrians, and cyclists would proceed across
a number of overlapping levels and routes, and so create a diverse
network that needed to be considered in terms of how it links de-
sired access points while ensuring that the vertical grades were
compliant with accessibility and parking regulations.
2. The vertical nature of the surface poses a number of challenges
from both an architectural and landscape architectural perspective.
Planting it would require a complex consideration of soil volumes
and structural loads. Drainage issues would become more severe
across a highly articulated surface. Surface panellisation and sup-
port structures would need to function as both a vertical pavement
and horizontal tiling as the surface functions as both a traversable
plane and façade wrapping.
3. The complex vertical layering and the nature of the Australian sum-
mer meant a careful consideration of sunlight was needed to ensure
that lower-levels are appropriately lit while upper-levels provide
shading relief.
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Figure 5.10: Axonometric of program layers and the proposed circulation routes. Philip Belesky.
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Design development proceeded by exploring various configurations of
the surface alongside massing options. To assess the viability of the var-
ious options, a number of supporting analytic methods were develop-
ing using a combination of tools alongside standard computational tech-
niques. These focused on assessing the traversability of the surface, first
by using defined exit/entry points to the site or buildings divided up by
the type of access (car, pedestrian, cyclist). A shortest path analysis was
then run to identify the connections between each of these access points
and points of intersection, as well as to identify areas of space not crucial
to circulation. The results of this shortest path analysis were passed to
the topology component described earlier, allowing a network diagram to
be presented that quickly represents connectivity across the overall sur-
face. The surface was connected to a slope analysis method to visualise
the various grades present across it. The results of this were then added
to the topology visualisation which could then identify if any of the core
paths linking programs had segments that were inaccessible due to their
grade. Finally, solar incidence analysis was run to identify which portions
of the surface would be shaded by the proposed building masses during
the summer temperature extremes and over the course of the year.
The analysis provided by these methods supported rapid iteration on the
broad configuration of the surface and massing until they achieved a rel-
ative balance between the various design objectives. The second stage of
design development then looked at how to differentiate the surface itself
as a combined landscape/architectural feature that would act as an ex-
tension of the urban area and develop key programs. This proceeded by
identifying a number of key thoroughfares and patches within the sur-
face where it was flat and could support open programs for lawn or din-
ing areas. The remaining surface area would be differentiated and popu-
lated with a number of distinct tiles for planting, street furniture, shade
structures, and water collection alongside the generic tiles used as paving.
The intent here was to create a water capture and irrigation system that
could retain rainwater on site while also offering infrastructure for recy-
cling and treating grey water from the site’s commercial uses. These cap-
ture and storage points would then feed through to the planted tiles which
would soften the landscape and provide a kind of camouflage to the many
blank façades present on the site’s retained buildings.
The strategy for distributing these different types of tiles merged a num-
ber of manual and optimisation-driven methods. First, the flow com-
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ponents were used to identify surface water drainage across the surface
and identified various channels within the form where water would con-
centrate. Identifying these allowed the surface form to be tweaked to
create more channels and to direct their flow volumes deliberately. The
quantity of water volume expected along each channel was then used
to identify where the various water collection and storage points would
be distributed. Then, the horizontal or vertical planting tiles were dis-
tributed using the planting components such that their vegetation could
be gravity-fed (i.e. ‘downhill’) from these storage points, as per figure 5.11.
Finally, other programmatic tile options, such as street furniture or larger
trees, were manually specified on the surface.
At this point the tiling pattern was developed through a broad grid-based
subdivision of the surface without any geometric detail in terms of the
size, structure, or contents of each tile. To resolve this a number of ana-
lytic techniques were used determine how best to size and populate each
planted tile by considering a number of factors:
• The estimated water load that would be ‘feeding’ into each tile based
on the bladder elements to which it was proximate. The resulting
planting palette would then reflect the expected level of soil satura-
tion from these flows over an annual period. The topology of these
irrigation connections was developed using the topology compo-
nent and cross-referenced against the surface
• The level of shading that each tile would experience of the course of
the year, which would in turn affect the choice in species selection
• The location of each tile on the surface’s supporting structure,
in terms of its orientation and height. Broadly, the more well-
supported areas of the structure would have larger planting tiles
and species with larger root balls and mature volumes, whereas the
planting tiles wrapping built volumes would have areas and species
that were more light-weight.
This was all coordinated using the field component to create a multi-
layered suitability map of the surface that could identify broad zones
amenable to different species. Each planter could then sample the sur-
face at their location and match the gradient against a species list, as per
figure 5.12.
The exact parameters of this model were tuned in conjunction with pro-
jections of plant growth using an L-systems based approach to identify
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Figure 5.11: Images of the surface panellisation, topography, and ties between surface water ﬂows and the placement of vegetation. Philip
Belesky.
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Figure 5.12: Panel detail with breakdown of individual hydrological conditions and the planting schemes derived from them. Philip Belesky.
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broad characteristics in terms of volumes and colours. This was used to
hone the appearance of both the surface’s tectonics and patterning along-
side the appearance of the planted material over time. Additional rules
were added to develop both and ensure a highly variegated camouflage-
like pattern across the surface.
Evaluation
This project looks at the opportunities for better combining established
methods for parametrically-developing architectonic features and newer
parametric methods for developing landscape features. The development
of a relatively detailed façade panelling system is not itself novel, but do-
ing so according to landscape analysis and in conjunction with landscape
details is less common.
However, the highly architectural context and the largely tabula-rasa ap-
proach to developing key design features is part of what has enabled this
degree of precision and certainty in developing the landscape elements.
While temporal phenomena, such as crowd and hydrological circulation
are used as key parameters, they are bounded and more easily approached
by the high degree of determinism provided by the new surface that drives
the design, and the relatively small scale at which it operates.
That is to say this is a useful test case for a highly-constrained design
environment where the use of parameterised landscape features can be
rapidly deployed and demonstrate clear value over and above what is pos-
sible from traditional optimisation and development techniques. While
each technique is relatively basic, the degree to which they are used
in combination demonstrates how using parametric methods that link
landscape architectural design concerns can be deployed in a manner that
is as (relatively) easy as when modelling architectural concerns — presum-
ing those methods are pre-existing and able to be easily adapted to the site
context. The novelty of doing so is not perhaps in an expansion of what
is possible, but in a more radical efficiency whereby these concerns can
be deployed more quickly, and crucial analysis can be more easily front-
loaded to the initial stages of the design process where viability is still un-
known. Yet this ease is at least in part linked to the underpinning design
drivers being relatively architectural geometries — a hardscape — rather
than the more unique types of complexities found in large scale landscape
projects. It is these concerns that are instead tested in the next project.
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5.5. Seaview Park
Seaview is suburb in Wellington, New Zealand, comprised of a mix of in-
dustrial and residential uses. At present it contains approximately half of
the industrial floor area available within Wellington, with petrochemical
storage and processing occupying the largest plots. A waterfront forms
the Western boundary of the suburb, while the Waiwhetu River spans
from the North-East to South-West. Both water bodies have been heav-
ily affected by the past century of industrial use and infrastructure, with
the shoreline and riparian areas in particular seeing high levels of erosion
and pollutant contamination.
A stretch of the river near the shoreline was channelled in 2012 as a means
to reduce the impact of flooding. This has been largely effective at its
stated goal, however at the same time it has exacerbated many of the pre-
existing problems in the adjacent banks and aquatic habitat: “the major-
ity of the estuary now has steep intertidal margins which greatly limit the
area where salt marsh is able to grow … as a consequence of the narrowed
flow channel, flow velocities are relatively high and the planted margins
have been subject to erosion that has washed away many plants, under-
cut banks, and eroded sediments”.149 As part of the channelling portions
of the banks and the river’s surface were dredged and capped to remove in-
dustrial pollution, but recent erosion has exposed some of the remaining
contaminants.150
This site formed the basis of my Master of Landscape Architecture the-
sis, wherein I proposed an ecological planting scheme for the riparian
margins that used parametric methods to tailor species selection to lo-
calised hydrological and terrestrial analysis. A second, less developed, de-
sign proposal was developed for removing the channelised portion of the
river and instead routeing it through an adjacent plot of land to create a
new public space. In that project, this second proposal was largely used to
prototype the ability of parametric methods to rapidly scale up to larger
site areas, but most design features were not resolved.
For this research, I’ve reworked this proposal as a test case for a the more
refined and flexible set of tools developing during this research that could
better assist with the complexities involved in developing the proposal.
The context here is deliberately distinct to that of the Street 14 project in
scale and type; the redeveloped area would be much larger and its integra-
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Figure 5.13: Proposed Seaview parkland
showing vegetation's projected evolution
across ﬁve-year increments. Philip Belesky.
tion is generally driven by more typical landscape architectural concerns
rather than accommodating built form and program.
The key driver of design development was in understanding how to redi-
rect the river’s course. Developing the new channels, and integrating
them into the design proposal, requires extensive analysis of the proposed
modification to the sites topography to assess:
• The existing volumes of water present in the river, and whether the
new channels can appropriately support the same volumes in terms
of an average and the significantly elevated volumes that occur dur-
ing flood events.
• An understanding of the likely velocity and directions of water
flows, as extrapolated from the sectional area of the new channel,
so that the water doesn’t become overly rapid and recreate existing
erosion issues in its new configuration.
• An assessment of the salinity gradient along the existing and new
river channels in order to determine appropriate wetland planting
palettes.
• Estimating and improving the resilience of the new landscape to
flooding events — both in terms of preventing regressions in flood
risk from removing the channelling, and to ensure the new land-
scape is able to direct the effects of flooding away from key infras-
tructures and programs on site (both proposed and pre-existing).
The modifications to the river’s path proceeds in three relatively distinct
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portions, each with distinct challenges. The first pathway supplants most
of the channelled volume by redirecting and expanding the flows into a
wide plain that uses much of the cut/fill volumes to create a distributed
series of raised islands that then become the basis for a wetland that
evokes the pre-settlement condition of the river’s mouth. Here a para-
metric model controls the distribution of the raised islands by quantify-
ing the overall soil volumes available from elsewhere on the site against
the required volumes needed to establish the islands. Alongside this, a
repeating grid of section cuts were established over the course of the new
wetlands area that would estimate the river levels given the altered bank
topographies by calculating the sectional area of the existing river course,
and then keeping that area value constant over the newer (much more
shallow) topography of the wetland. By raising the river level of the exist-
ing channel, the model could also then project the effects of rainfall onto
the wetland area, which was used to create a field condition measuring the
average amount of days a year that a given piece of terrain would expect to
be submerged. This field would then be used to partly inform determine
the distribution of species to be planted along each of the islands, as per
figure 5.13.
While the geometry of the new channels was measured to try and keep the
volume of water constant, changes to their sectional area would also affect
the velocity of the water, with smaller areas creating faster flows, and vice
versa. The viability of the new island strategy is highly dependent on un-
derstanding these velocities, and the broad direction of the water flows, to
ensure that erosion would not wash away the new topography over time,
and to design additional hardscape or planted strategies to ameliorate this
risk. A model for these effects was developed by first creating a number of
lines in plan that follow the rivers path down its course and around the
new island areas. These lines are then divided according the previously-
defined sectional cuts to understand the river profiles (figure 5.14) at each
point and calculate the likely change in velocity along each segment. In
plan this was used to analyse the identifying particular channels with
high velocities and a direct flow path that would likely have more severe
erosive effects. As a result, the morphology of these islands was tweaked
to draw from this model, and to present a teardrop shape that provides a
more streamlined shape to the predominant flow direction that could be
further augmented with recycled material from the previous site to pro-
vide a bulwark against erosion.
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Figure 5.14: Testing diﬀerent channel geometries against expected water levels and evaluating their hydrodynamics. Philip Belesky.
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The river flow becomes more strongly directed as it moves through the
bulk of the public space and becomes a more sculptural element that in-
tegrates with key features of the design; most notably forming a series
of pool-like elements in the interiors of the re-purposed chemical stor-
age towers. Water flows were also examined here in section to ensure vol-
umes were viable and the channel sizes large enough to support ecosys-
tem services. During this process the analysis of level changes became
much more precise to better assess how the park’s features could help
contain flood volumes and provide drainage for the park itself. In par-
ticular, drainage patterns were developed using the flow path compo-
nents, in conjunction with an additional component that measures ab-
sorption given surface permeability to ensure (as much as possible) a di-
rect drainage of rainwater into the river channels.
In the final stage of the proposal, located along the shoreline area, the wa-
ter channels would proceed down a number of stepped terraces. Work-
ing in conjunction with tidal action, these steps created a distinct series
of intertidal zones for specific plant species and habitat areas. Here the
flow volumes were used to identify the depths of each terrace to ensure
a consistent depth to support the new flow area, alongside the tidal com-
ponents estimate of different coastal water heights according to daily and
seasonal shifts in water height. The two could then work in conjunction
to estimate the salinity gradient along each of the steps and inform the
planting palette appropriately.
Finally, a number of parametric planting palettes were developed and de-
ployed across the site. In most cases these were optimised to the par-
ticular conditions described earlier, along with manually controlled at-
tractor points and defined proportions to create particular aesthetic ef-
fects in their groupings. Through most of the public area, geometric
patterns were used for placement, while a customised distribution pat-
tern was developed for the islands that distributed species according to
their needed effects on soil stability; primarily distributing these bulwark
species along the edges transverse to the flow direction.
Evaluation
Unlike the Street 14 project, the primary drivers of this proposal were ma-
nipulations to the topographic and hydrological features of a site — con-
ditions that operate at a larger scale and with greater temporal variation
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than an urban surface within a city block. Both projects rely on analytic
tools to validate key design features, but at Seaview the scope and uncer-
tainty inherent to the primary landscape features requires a markedly dif-
ferent to how these factors are understood in terms of their precision.
While landscape surfaces can be modelled like those of hardscapes — as
surface or mesh geometries within a 3D model — the tools deployed here
focus on addressing many of the downsides of this reductive method
that were raised in the prior chapter. The flexibility of surface and mesh
manipulation allow for quick iterations upon topographic form, and for
better visualisations than contours, but do little to portray the compo-
sition of that terrain at in the present or future. This was ameliorated
here through implicit surface characteristics, in combination with extant
site data, to attempt to triangulate these broader conditions. For exam-
ple, levels of surface saturation and soil composition can be inferred by
both cross-referencing existing site data and through simulation tools
that incorporate contextual knowledge of the landscape itself, such as by
measuring proximity to water bodies, groundwater flows, and the terrain
grade. Again, these are inferences, not guarantees; a notion highlighted
by the fact that their relationships and parameters are themselves ex-
posed when working within a model — designers must themselves de-
termine to what degree factors correlate; e.g. to what extent hydrologi-
cal proximity influences soil saturation as determined by intuition, site
observation, or collaborating consultants. When working in other media
such knowledge is accounted for intuitively or in non-spatial terms, such
as a spreadsheet. By rendering it explicit within a parametric system it
can be both quantified and negotiated in a way that supports further de-
sign activity and allows for the implications of that knowledge to be itself
interrogated.
This augmentation of basic geometric primitives becomes more valuable
when it is done as a way of negotiating between landscape conditions, as
opposed to just providing additional information about each particular
condition. In this case, it served as a means to better negotiate between
the hydrological and terrestrial elements of the proposal, whereby a vi-
able re-routing of the river meant correlating how each affects the other.
In particular, understanding the proposed river’s new path involves gen-
erating an understand of its flow and velocity alongside their effects on
the surrounding littoral area. This required correlating the geometries of
the water body, and that of the surrounding area, in order to display more
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local data about how the future river would function in terms of flow di-
rections, volumes, and velocities.
Performing this analysis is not just a task in creating an interplay between
geometric data and estimated effect, but also in creating representations
that cater to the key considerations of the wider design goal. In this case,
the major topographic manipulations were made by altering base geome-
tries, but the success of these changes relied upon the analytic methods
that could provide feedback on each iteration. This feedback itself needed
to then be located back on to the landform of the proposed design itself in
order to highlight where adjustments should be made. In this case this
meant programmatically generating a representative series of sections
through the river and bank to display the estimated water volumes and
their levels within the bank areas.
In a similar manner, the flow paths and representations of their deflec-
tion into or around the banks/islands was shown in plan overlays as that
information was calculated (and best displayed) in a planar fashion. For
each data a full volumetric representation is possible, but likely could not
be accurately calculated without a computational fluid dynamics model
that would be laborious to set up and rerun while also being harder to in-
terpret. That is to say, the potential for precision when using parametric
methods in a landscape context is itself dependent not just on the calcu-
lations themselves being exacting, but on being represented in a manner
that twines two concerns: established disciplinary representations for
investigating landscape phenomena and visual representations that re-
flect the manner in which the calculations themselves operate and trans-
form.
While the above methods are discussed in general terms, their effects in
practice are useful not only in isolation, but as interlinked tools for val-
idating design features. In this case the flow-on effects are literal: the
three stages of the rerouted river all depend on the previous one’s volumes
(in particular) in order to achieve a particular design goal, and so modifi-
cations the earlier stages need to propagate forward to display influence
on the later ones. In a similar manner, the areas surrounding the water
bodies can be considered as a distinct design goal — as amenable and per-
formant public space — but their effects too can be tied to the river sys-
tem as both an input (primarily via drainage and erosion-mitigation ef-
fects) and as an output (primarily as flood mitigating features). The re-
sult here is useful in determining the many small design decisions that
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define each; with species selection and topographic manipulation able
to be evaluated not just at a local level, but in terms of its effects on ad-
jacent design features. In this way the configuration of tools within the
project itself offers not just an extra degree of efficiency at each step, but
a design system tied to the salient natural systems in a manner that por-
trays their actual characteristics through dynamic mechanics. The ana-
logue diagram of this process would abstractly map the understood or de-
sired relationships between different landscape phenomena. However,
rendering those relationships explicitly and precisely through computa-
tional means provides feedback on how they may actually perform. This,
in turn, allows that system to be represented in a more meaningful man-
ner where — unlike a purely diagrammatic mode — particular hydrologi-
cal features can be understood in terms of their broader dynamics while
also testing their exact effects.
5.6. Discussion
The logics of the traditional diagram are rendered through visual nota-
tion: in arrows and fills and hatches and labels that describe an under-
pinning logic. The logics of computation are more exacting. While the
intent of each method may be the same, the act of translation is a much
greater labour, particularly for models of natural systems. We may draw a
diagram for a successional planting strategy that takes the form of a plan
with typical sections, each showing patterns of vegetation deployment
and indicative collages of likely growth stages; arrows and labels describ-
ing the logic of distributed and the intended transitions between effects.
But to translate this to a computational model involves not just making
the logics of distribution geometrically explicit, rather than intuitive or
haphazard, but also requires that the logics of the biotic phenomena (such
as plant growth) become similarly explicit.
The previous chapter discussed how the explicit nature of geometric con-
structs within digital modelling environments affects the representa-
tions of landscapes in disciplinary terms. In this chapter, the investi-
gation points towards a different ends. Rather than augmenting digital
models of landscape information through analysis, the intent here is to
marshal these models into design action: to create relationships between
discrete representations that build up a broader system — in both the dig-
ital and natural sense — that can begin to exceed the sum of its parts. This,
in turn, imbues agency into those computational methods by translating
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the discipline’s knowledge of how natural systems work into their me-
chanics.
I’ve positioned this task as an alternative to the diagrammatic design
techniques that remain the predominant means of interrogating the
composition of a landscape system in its own terms: as relations, flows,
thresholds, and effects. When investigating these qualities using compu-
tational methods we gain what the diagram lacks — quantitative precision
— but this transformation requires understanding material behaviours
and systems dynamics. Following the previous chapter’s discussions of
how unyielding geometric precision affects the representation of land-
scape information, the behavioural precision of computational models
of landscape systems should be located within the landscape architec-
ture’s pre-existing notions of how design activity is enabled — both in
terms of how landscape architects approach the design process situation-
ally and by drawing on wider theories of design practice. Taken at face
value it is easy to slip into viewing the use of computational models of
landscape systems using external frames; most notably the framing of
simulation that imparts the goals of sciences or engineering. While these
lenses may be useful for improving the accuracy and capability of these
models in part, they offer little guidance in locating their value as com-
pared to established landscape architectural methods for understanding
the behaviour of open systems.
Instead, I’ve suggested the role of natural systems modelling better fits
within projective modes that see the role of the model as internal to the
design process rather than acting as an external validator. The desire of
the design process to model the effects of landscape systems in (a) rela-
tively fine spatial terms and (b) as interrelated, rather than discrete, make
guarantees of accuracy incompatible with a scientific standard; at least
without extensive resources and expertise. This, in turn, foregrounds the
uncertainty inherent to the model within a perspective that is itself spec-
ulative and experimental given its focus on designing a future state for
which there is no means of validation. This uncertainty, however, takes
a distinct form as compared to that of a diagrammatic mode: it is precise
and quantitative in its resolution even as it stems from the same concern
with broader dynamics. In doing so it conveys a different means of instru-
mentalising the tectonics of landscapes, as introduced in the prior chap-
ter’s discussion of Davis’ and Connolly’s calls for distinct forms of land-
scape representation.
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Connolly characterises the process of constructing landscape architec-
tural representations as balancing between colonisation and appropria-
tion — that there is a gap between what is given by a landscape in all its
complex realities and the process of abstraction inherent to representa-
tion.151 To cross this gap is a “horror” that is necessarily constitutive of
landscape architecture as a discipline.152 Although our representations
relate to features of the world, they must do so at a distance in order to
enable design activity by creating a space for new relationships outside
of what already exists. This distance can become a gulf where the “or-
ders of the representation”153 take primacy over connections to the condi-
tions of site — a tendency exacerbated in the many forms of digital mod-
elling whose representational structures restricts “all understandings of
interrelated-ness to visual-formal relations in the design composition”.154
Instead, Connolly suggests we should look to a representation space that
enables the interrogation of relationships that:
…should be able to deal with all those connections and relations within
and between the various ’forces, vectors, myths, orders, closer and wider
relations, energies, synergies, ecologies, social-cultural-political energies,
geographies and processes that are variously ever-present, invisible and
visible, and centrally determining for any particular project.155
This kind of interrogation is oriented towards making these aspects of
connectivity more manageable, more precise, and seeing the “specific way
that each dimension links, activates each other, and brings each other into
being”.156 In doing so the space of representation becomes more attuned
to interrogating the way that design action itself creates these relation-
ships as an act of discovery within the design process and that — through
the accumulation of decisions about relationships — creates the decisions
that constitute the design process:157
It refers to how each decision, in its small way relates to some very par-
ticular and abstracted-out dimensions or aspect of a site or design; such
that clear criteria for that act are understood and the means employed
to explore that act are very appropriate to that act. This means conceiv-
ing of design as a series of fluidly related small acts, with each one being
attentive to a productivity relevant to it.158
As Connolly warns, it is hazardous to compare this notion of connectivity
to that of the ecosystem, either as a reality or as a metaphor for interre-
lations. In outlining this notion I do not intend to suggest the same level
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of affinity between his connectivity and the operations of computational
design methods. The forms of connectivity he speaks of are much wider
and more encompassing that than ability of computational procedures
to effortlessly examine calculate the relationships between phenomena
when rendered in quantitative terms.159 Yet, while computational meth-
ods shouldn’t be confused as the panacea for making the design process
more connective, its potential for doing so in particular circumstances is
significant and represents a shift — in some aspects — towards this wider
ideal. If the principle of ecology is highly instructive, and strongly recog-
nised in landscape practice, yet the “the exploration of such interrelated-
ness has been and is still relatively limited”,160 then the space of represen-
tation enabled by computational design should be of heightened interest
as a means to advance how we regard natural systems in the design pro-
cess.
Doing so, when read against Connolly’s notion of connectivity, brings to
bear the lens through which we should regard the models of landscape
systems as a distinctly landscape architectural activity: it is a task that
provides a means to interrogating their virtual forces through models
that reflect back our own understanding of landscape systems in the de-
sign process. That despite working with models drawn from, or mostly
used in, science the computational procedures tested here are more mod-
els of designed phenomena not as models of real phenomena. That is to
say, when working in a digital modelling environment the design space
it presents appears as an idealised “neutral space of Cartesian coordi-
nates”.161 In this space the design process incorporates a virtual context
and virtual forces that shape geometric representations towards options
that explore the problems identified by the designer.162 Yet the means by
which these virtual forces apply are structured by the medium of repre-
sentation — there is an interdependency between the possibilities of the
representation and the “designer’s perceptual and cognitive abilities”.163
Different computational methods shape this interdependency in a differ-
ent manner: the “animate architectures” of Greg Lynn do so through the
use of force and motion to direct form;164 parametric methods do so with
the ease through which they can “determine and reconfigure geometrical
relationships”.165
This ability to direct design action in quantitative terms can address some
of the shortfalls that have been identified in established approaches in
landscape architectural design technique. The diagrammatic methods of
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post-Villette practice “offer very productive and novel possibilities for the
exploration of formal-functional and compositional relations”166 whose
abstraction enables a space of representation in which design action can
freely explore the relationships of landscape systems. But this degree of
abstraction, and the freedom it affords, operates at a synoptic level which
enables design to then colonise sites “in a manner that privileges plan
compositional relations”167 but loses its power at a smaller scale when the
actions they enable become distanced from — and thus impose upon —
the local realities of site. In contrast, the precision offered by computa-
tional methods can close this gap as scalar differences become irrelevant
due to the ability to calculate the results of broader relationships at a local
level. In doing so, the agency of that grounded context itself can become
active in the broader relationships drawn; or at least be used to validate
and develop the connective logic because their implications can be mea-
sured against the realities of the local.
Doing so is a process of instrumentation. It renders site conditions
and systems phenomena as tools and means for enabling design action.
While instrumentality is often used pejoratively in characterising design
methodologies, this is often a critique better levelled at the aims of that
design process or deficiencies within the instruments itself. Instrumen-
tality developed in a manner that is responsive to a site can, or should,
be understood as a means to direct wider knowledge to the design task at
hand. As a means to “attain a grounded belief”168 that is rooted in con-
text as per Davis. If these instruments rely on implicit or intuitive knowl-
edge, as they typically do in existing design methodologies, they then be-
come a barrier to actively developing design intent. Our instruments are
often shaped by both the site itself, and our knowledge of the system in
question, but the interaction between those factors is understood intu-
itively. But, when working with computational rules, those assumptions
become grounded. They gain an agency to push back against our assump-
tions; to sharpen or contradict our own intuition by resolving its impli-
cations.169
Working with computational means makes this liminal space — the gap
between design intent and reality — something that becomes a tangible
artefact as the means of mediation between idea and execution become
explicit. This becomes a valuable aid when working with such complex
phenomena because it allows the relationships between what is given and
what is imagined to be actively constructed.170 It offers a means to bridge
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between appropriate uses of instrumentality — where they reveal, rather
than impose, conditions upon site and a design mode that retains the di-
agrammatic ability to investigate the virtual forces that shape systems —
the ecologics or “logics of transformation”171 that characterise landscape
systems.
To return to the much earlier discussion of McHargian methods of design,
the parallels between his method and the broader task of modelling eco-
logical systems should be clear. Both are attempts to quantify our under-
standing of landscape phenomena and to design based upon a relation-
ship between each phenomena as data. Yet, if “what we observe is not
nature itself, but nature exposed to our method of questioning”172 it is
worth outlining how computational methods approach this task in a dif-
ferent manner; lest they be reflexively characterised as an evolution of the
layer cake methods and its tendencies. The task of analysis itself is highly
limited if following a McHargian method given the tie between the jux-
taposition of data layers and the implicit or explicit weighting of differ-
ent criteria according to suitability. The fixation with a single method — a
‘forward problem’173 — for drawing relationships between landscape con-
ditions is inflexible and totalising, particularly when viewed in terms of
having established not just a drawn composition but a method for corre-
lating data. Such simple correlations, of summing or averaging values, are
certainly appropriate at times, but the utility of enacting analysis through
computational methods is that the means of correlation are flexible and
are malleable to the intent of the designer rather than to the dictate of a
method.
While the way in which correlations are drawn using computational pro-
cedures may enact many of the positivist frames of McHargian meth-
ods, they foreground technique as the site of design enquiry — not its
end point. Rather than having an explicit, universal, and deterministic
method for optimising, the open-ended nature of computational meth-
ods allows for “recursive inquiry through repetitive action”174 or “itera-
tions of possibilities”175 that mediate between the investigation of the de-
signer and the quantifications of an environment. For any act of quantify-
ing or instrumentalising landscape systems to be effective within a design
context, there needs to be methods for engaging with the terms of those
systems in order to understand and employ them within the design pro-
cess. This is the role the computational models offers: not just a means
to design precise spatial effects but also to design the precise mechanics
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that underpin them. Unlike scientific models, McHargian practices, or di-
agrammatic techniques, the twining of these two levels of precision is al-
ways consciously constructed. In their dialogue there is no bridge for the
gap between the representation and reality of landscapes — only a new set
of trade-offs.
5.7. Summary
In this chapter I’ve examined how computational techniques can work
between the generative and analytic approaches that instrumentalise
natural systems within the landscape architectural design process. Con-
temporary design theory and practice typically sees these systems in eco-
logical terms — highlighting their dynamic scalar and temporal features
— and approaches them in a diagrammatic mode that is well-placed to
represent and manipulate these qualities in a general manner. To put
computational techniques to the same task poses a number of opportuni-
ties and challenges that require the modelling process itself is understood
like its target: as projective, indeterminate, and uncertain. However, this
perspective contrasts with established modelling strategies for assessing
the performance of more discrete systems, and with the use of analytic
methods to generate design options that are discrete once resolved. As a
response, I tested a number of strategies in the design of individual tools
and the affordances each offers in building up relational models of sys-
temic behaviours.
In considering individual tools I’ve highlighted how computational
methods provide a means of giving certain aspects of natural systems
greater agency within the design process. This follows from a pairing of
the diagram’s dynamic qualities with more resolute outcomes. This com-
bination offers an unusually precise means of understand the relational
and temporal effects of behaviours such as plant growth or water flow. In
doing so I’ve also introduced the limitations of this method, whereby even
models drawn from science and engineering create compounding uncer-
tainties when interrelated to create models of natural systems in a design
context. This limits the use of those models as a means of simulation. As
a response, I’ve framed their use as projective in that their indetermina-
cies are revealing of a designer’s own understanding of natural systems
and thus offer the distinct opportunity to refine its implications through
spatially explicit effects.
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I then discussed what modelling strategies can best support this projec-
tive role by highlighting how earlier modularisation strategies need to be
re-oriented such that the interfaces between components are structured
according to the spatially-explicit outcomes of a particular behaviour
within a system. This approach, as explored through two design studies,
allows for extensibility with standard computational methods and rep-
resentational techniques. This practice can, in some circumstances, cir-
cumvent the current trade-off between using diagrammatic strategies to
empower organisational strategies by mitigating the labours of resolv-
ing the details necessary for more grounded assessments of performance.
This can address some extant critiques of contemporary landscape archi-
tectural representation, where organisational strategies are seen as too
abstracted from grounded spatial conditions.
In the subsequent chapter I advance these considerations by testing the
role of similar tools in a more generative and autonomous capacity. In do-
ing so I consider a more extreme mode of uncertainty that extends across
both design process and natural process, whereby iteration and projec-
tion become tied together rather than staged sequentially. The serves as
an investigation into unifying the twin roles of emergence within com-
putational modelling and emergence within landscape architectural the-
ory.
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6. Gardens and Forking Code
Paths
The previous chapter discussed several strategies for developing models
of natural systems using computational methods. In particular, it looked
at the conceptual shift from analytic to generative modes of understand-
ing those systems and how computational design methods can combine
both modes. In doing so, computational methods transform existing dis-
ciplinary techniques, most notably by providing a greater capacity for
projective precision. This capacity then entails a distinct understanding
of models as maintaining a diagrammatic mode of design development
despite the greater fidelity with which they depict scalar and relational ef-
fects. However, this perspective poses a challenge for modular modelling
strategies. The use of structuring principles can mitigate some of these
issues by encapsulating behaviours in limited geometric interfaces that
foreground the designer’s role in defining the speculative relations that
instrumentalise natural systems.
This chapter combines these previous investigations into the representa-
tion and relationality of landscape systems by reconsidering each using
the notion of emergence. Emergence is often discussed in contemporary
landscape architectural theory with reference to the dynamic properties
of natural systems and also plays a critical role in computational design
strategies that seek high degrees of autonomous generativity. Taken to-
gether, these two uses can help guide the design of tools that better model
non-linear effects, as compared to the more directed and explicit form of
modelling developed previously in this thesis. Moreover, emergence is
a concept positioned by several theorists as a counterpoint to the previ-
ously discussed ‘process discourse’ and the design techniques it advocates
for. It thus serves as a useful testing ground to examine the ability of com-
putational tools to address some of these extant critiques and the prac-
tices positioned as counterpoints.
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I begin by introducing the broader notions of emergence developed across
science and philosophy. I then discuss how these contributed to the
term’s debut in the discourses of computational design and landscape ar-
chitecture, while identifying how each field sees a distinct role for emer-
gent phenomena within the design process. Following that, I shift to a
narrower discussion of Raxworthy and Barnett’s use of emergence as a
critical frame to imagine new forms of landscape architectural practice;
both of which emphasise qualities — such as dynamic precision — that
dovetail with discussions in earlier chapters. These criteria are identified
and used to attempt a mode of natural systems modelling that produces
a panoply of parallel possible outputs, rather than a single output to be
refined sequentially. In doing so, it seeks to work between the notions of
emergence drawn from theories of computational design and theories of
landscape architecture by identifying approaches that see the ends of the
latter designed by the means of the former. This serves as a culmination
of my practice of tool development and reflection as it tests a more ex-
treme tie between the dynamic behaviours of computation, natural sys-
tems, and landscape architectural design technique.
6.1. Emerging Narratives
The nature of emergence is much discussed in contemporary theories of
both landscape architecture and computational design. Before looking
at each, it is worth first examining their root. The basic framing under-
pinning this concept draws from work within scientific and philosophical
fields concerned with the character of complexity. Here emergence de-
scribes events that occur in a bottom-up manner, wherein their propen-
sities are not easily described in terms of system-wide behaviours or ten-
dencies. Instead, these features must be approached in terms of the inter-
actions between specific elements within the wider system.1
What delineates the threshold between the behaviours of the parts and
the behaviour of the whole is somewhat dependent on the field of study
and the different theories of emergence that cross between those fields.2
From a review of emergence research, De Wolf and Holvoet propose a
cross-disciplinary definition that characterises emergent systems as ex-
hibiting coherent properties at the macro-level which dynamically arise
from interactions at the micro-level, but are novel from the perspective
of those individual micro-entities.3 Their use of novelty refers to a prin-
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ciple of non-reductionism, whereby the emergent property is not explic-
itly represented — and thus not understandable — in the individual be-
haviours of the constituent entities.4 Coherence is similarly seen as the
logical consistency and correlation amongst individual entities that be-
comes evident through the singular whole that is the emergent prop-
erty, while ‘dynamic’ and ‘interacting’ denote that emergent properties
are always temporal and always dependent on some form of relational ex-
change between individual entities. The classic example of birds flocking
(figure 6.1) is thus characterised as emergent following this definition:
• The flock is dynamic in that it forms and un-forms over time, de-
pending on the density of birds present within an area.
• The flock is interactive in that it is contingent upon the movement
of each bird with respect to its immediate neighbours and the con-
tinual adjustment of those movements.
• The flock is coherent in that its visual pattern is a consistent prop-
erty that can be recognised, or defined, in terms of the approximate
spatial extent of the birds and their density within that extent over
time.
• The flock is novel in that the collective movement of the birds is
not identifiable in the behaviour of individual (or in small groups
of) birds. A critical density is required for the dynamic interactions
between individual birds to begin to cohere and define an outer
limit that is recognisable as a flock. With few birds the quantity
of interactions is too limited and too unconstrained to create the
movement patterns that define a consistent spatial limit and spac-
ing density.
Emergence in Computational Design
Emergence formed a recurring enquiry in the discourse surrounding the
architectural use of computational design that came to the fore over the
early 2000s.5 These enquiries often ran in parallel to those of landscape
architectural discourse; however they can be distinguished by a key dif-
ference in the kinds of properties that each field explores as emergent. In
computational design, the use of emergence typically describes the oper-
ations and results of the design process itself. In doing so, it characterises
the use of particular design techniques that themselves exhibit emergent
properties independent of the direct observation or direct modelling of
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real emergent phenomena in the world. Here, the emergent system is
typically imagined as the design model itself, whereby the interactions
between its constituent functions are given greater agency to define the
gestalt of the model. For example, a design process exploring the struc-
tural tectonics of a bridge could see this task in simple mechanistic terms
(e.g. using force-diagrams applied in section) that are either parametri-
cally or manually controlled. Alternately, a method such as finite ele-
ment analysis could examine the relationship between form and struc-
tural force as an emergent property. That is to say, the distribution of
elements (as iteratively refined by the analysis) are tested as a bottom-
up process, whereby more variegated forms create less linear transfers of
force that are better understood through methods of simulation which
examine local analyses of support and load. In a similar fashion, the crowd
dynamics of people within a building or urban space can be simulated us-
ing agent-based methods that employ similar methodologies to imagine
a range of possible circulation patterns.
This characterisation of the design process as employing emergent pro-
cedures stems from the use of computational design methods that are, to
varying degrees, seen as autonomously generative in their operations —
irrespective of the purpose to which they are put. Such autonomy accrues
when the results of a procedure are not directly prefigured in its composi-
tion, but are instead revealed through its execution. For instance, Coates
writes of an agent-based model:
This is an example of ‘emergence’ – the idea that the program, by operat-
ing continuously in parallel, engenders a higher order observation … our
first example of an algorithmwhich possessed epistemic independence of
themodel (in this case the code of the repel algorithm) from the structural
output running the algorithm. In other words the stable triangular tes-
sellation (the structural output of the program) is not explicitly written
in the rules6
The triangulated lattice, as shown in figure 6.2, is not an outcome that is
directly specified in the model as a series of geometric rules, but is in-
stead an outcome that derives from a lower-order instruction that sees
points seek a least-cost energy equilibrium by iteratively attracting or re-
pelling their neighbours. In this way, the novelty criteria outlined ear-
lier plays a slightly different role as compared to emergent systems ob-
served in real phenomena because it is assessed relative to the system of
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the design model itself. The parts-to-whole relationship is thus reori-
ented to describe the manner in which the designer perceives the design-
representation produced by a given set of computational procedures.7
Representations thus accrue their novelty with regards to how directly
the individual constituent behaviours encoded within the computational
procedures lead to particular outcomes.
Explicitly-directed procedures, such as many classes of parametric rela-
tionships, would typically have a low level of relational novelty. While the
resulting outcomes may be complex, their broad character can be under-
stood as evident in, and derived from, the relationships specified in ad-
vance within the composition of the model or procedure. A parametric
topology, such as a Grasshopper definition, is a fixed map of the inter-
actions between its discrete components. While their individual results
may be unexpected, the manner in which they relate is known in advance
given it is the very means by which the definition is assembled. Further,
the linear execution of the definition’s control flow at least somewhat em-
ulates — in an accelerated fashion — the standard and intuitive techniques
of explicit modelling.8
In contrast, emergent procedures are novel in the sense that their out-
comes are not self-evident in the constitution of their procedures and so
they (from the designer’s perspective) possess a degree of indeterminism
that is less able to be preconceived, but more likely to create novel out-
comes.9 This lack of forecasting typically accrues from structuring the
underpinning procedures through second-order effects that are distinct
from the manner in which the whole is considered. In an architectural
context — e.g. the triangular lattice or bridge mentioned earlier — the
second-order effect is often a behavioural dynamic, such as structural
forces, that would normally be assessed in a prototypical form rather than
act as a means to define that form.10 Employing behavioural rules to gen-
erate, rather than validate, creates a process of bottom-up design devel-
opment using a complex feedback system. Such a process contrasts with
the linear accumulation of geometric rules that define a typical computa-
tional design model.11 This follows because those mechanistic procedures
are less familiar than the geometric procedures, and because the tying
of the two allows for greater levels of iterative action within the model.
While the degree of preconception available to the designer is to an extent
a difference in degree — emergent methods merely create results that are
more difficult to predict — it is also often a difference in kind when seen
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post-hoc.
A typical means of producing such indeterminism is to introduce par-
allel iteration, as even simple rules can be applied many times over to
turn small initial differences into larger ones. This process obscures cau-
sation by scattering its effects across both multiple entities and multi-
ple timelines.12 The resulting design process then covers a large ‘search
space’ of possible solutions that would far exceed what could be modelled
manually or through standard parametric methods.13 The aim of such a
process is typically to determine viable options for a design problem for
which many solutions are possible.14 It thus involves form finding rather
than form making 15 — typically because the most effective option is non-
obvious and thus unable to be prefigured using a model’s higher-order
rules.
Emergence in Landscape Architecture
In a landscape architectural context, the notion of emergence was, at least
initially, popularised as part of the wider discourse surrounding land-
scape urbanism. Here it is closely tied to previously-discussed notions
of process, fields, folds, rhizomes, and other concepts.16 , 17 In this context,
concepts of emergence are often deployed to characterise the vast and in-
terrelated complexities stemming from the temporal evolution of land-
scape phenomena. In particular, they describe conditions that — through
their entanglement with the dynamic — resist easy determinism and fixed
representation, such as the effects of urban, programmatic, and ecological
systems.18 As highlighted in the previous chapter’s discussion of the ‘pro-
cess discourse’, the corresponding change in the character of landscape
phenomena accrues from both theory and from distinct approaches to de-
sign practice. The latter is evident as a shift in the aims of the design pro-
cess, whereby an increased emphasis on landscapes as highly variable me-
dia whose future states are unclear. This then prompts designers to lean
into this uncertainty and create schemes that support the possibilities of
multiple future events rather than to hedge bets and design for a single
fixed state.19
This use of emergence to characterise procedures within the design pro-
cess itself differs from the predominant use of the concept within a land-
scape context where emergent phenomena are typically ‘real’ in the sense
that they are observable processes in a landscape, even if these processes
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Figure 6.3: Variations upon a surface that
were 'evolved' through the use of a genetic
algorithm. Manit Rastogi, featured in Frazer,
An Evolutionary Architecture, p. 95
20. Waldheim, “Indeterminate Emergence”,
p. 16.
21. Ibid.
were set in place through designed interventions. For instance, a genetic
algorithm may be used to evolve different surface configurations as part
of a façade optimisation process; producing an emergent result in the
combinatory selection of successful formal characteristics according to
multiple performance criteria. The resulting façade, at construction, is
itself not an emergent entity. It is the terminus of an emergent process
whose mechanics and results act within the space of representation and
across the duration of the design process. In contrast, many of the prod-
ucts of landscape architectural design exhibit or interact with emergent
behaviours over time. This is most notable across all manner of open
landscape systems that, as discussed in the previous chapter, evolve due
to an ongoing process of feedback between their dynamics and their con-
text.
To complicate things further, there is a third manner in which landscape
architecture deploys emergence: as a way of portraying which features
of a constructed design are the results of — or vary according to — emer-
gent phenomena. That is to say: this is a case of designing-for-emergence
where the resulting landscape design instigates new phenomena whose
outcomes are not deterministic or preconceived. For example, a designer
following this perspective might develop features such as street furni-
ture that can be reconfigured by users, or a planting scheme that imagines
a recurring ‘seeding’ process instead of a fixed distribution. Each inter-
vention is, by design, imagined to be dynamic in its ongoing effects and
form. According to Waldheim, these strategies “distance questions of au-
thorship in favour of an explicit open-endedness and indeterminacy in
the face of future cultural contingencies or larger urban forces”.20 This de-
sign strategy has large overlaps with how landscape phenomena them-
selves are observed, with the distinction being that such emergent design
strategies work closely in conjunction with those phenomena, or extend
that same characterisation of emergent agency to different types of phe-
nomena (such as programme-supporting infrastructure or maintenance
regimes) that were not traditionally conceived of, or designed as, having
the capacity for dynamism.21
This case of designing-for-emergence is distinct from the predominant
computational mode of designing-with-emergence: one focuses on ends
and the other means. The emergent interactions that a designer may seek
to instigate in the landscape could be designed using diagrammatic meth-
ods, or any other technique, that is not itself employing representations
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that have emergent mechanics. Because the emergent effect is something
that will occur in the designed landscape itself, the design process does
not need to approach emergence on isomorphic terms. Instead, it can fo-
cus on developing the interactions between landscape systems that are
the precursors to emergent effects without needing to explicitly enact
them procedurally.
Emergence is thus a consideration at multiple levels: in terms of charac-
terising endemic landscape phenomena; in characterising the effects of
a designed feature or phenomena; and in characterising the mechanics of
design exploration irrespective of the designed outcome. The disjunct be-
tween designing landscape features that aim to exhibit emergence while
using design methods that do not operate according to emergent princi-
ples is similar to the issues outlined in the previous chapter’s critique of
‘diagrammatic’ design techniques. If the processes of design generation
are abstracted from the complexities that define the designed result, they
offer little potential to rigorously examining the performance and exact
expression of a designed feature. These problems multiply for phenom-
ena (whether they are designed-for or pre-existing) that can be charac-
terised as emergent given the larger spans of complexity entailed in en-
acting emergent processes within design representation.
Typical discussions of emergence have played a supporting role within
wider discourse regarding openness and indeterminacy within land-
scape architecture and urbanism; particularly those of Corner,22 , 23
Waldheim,24 , 25 and Czerniak.26 , 27 Here notions of emergence developed
through concerns such as “distanced authorship”28 and the use of dia-
grammatic design strategies to explore dynamic effects, as described in
the previous chapter. These stand alongside discussions of emergence
informed by Deleuzian notions of immanence and virtuality in broader
design practice (e.g. De Landa,29 Kwinter,30 and Massumi31) which high-
light the emergent properties of material systems or the affectual capac-
ities of designed environments. The concept is further tied to a range of
design techniques and projects adjacent to this ‘process discourse’, most
notably in the process-driven schemes submitted for the Fresh Kills32
and Downsview competitions.33 Entries across both competitions are no-
table for foregrounding ecological, material, and social dynamics as inter-
dependent systems by using representational techniques that explicitly
document change over time.34
A number of other landscape architectural theorists have also reconsid-
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ered notions of emergence as a primary, rather than complementary, con-
sideration in process-driven practices of landscape architecture. The two
key sources explored throughout the remainder of this chapter — Raxwor-
thy and Barnett — are both landscape architectural theorists that advance
emergence as a sustained enquiry into forms of landscape practice that go
beyond the term’s typical use within the wider nexus of landscape urban-
ism. The two share many of the underpinning sources from, and affinities
for, the broader process discourse in landscape architecture and the de-
sign practices it promulgates. However, each suggests that these practices
have not been explored to their full potential because emergence is con-
sidered as an abstract behaviour rather than an agency afforded to specific
properties of landscape phenomena. This critique highlights that emer-
gence is used “metaphorically rather than instrumentally”35 and that “the
interest in process has become naturalised, and both its history in design
generation and its agency to activate real processes in the world has be-
come conflated”.36 In positioning emergence as a core to landscape archi-
tecture, they propose a form of design practice that, unlike the ‘projective’
mode raised in the previous chapter, attempts to avoid linear causation
and an artificial distinction between formal and behavioural dynamics.
6.2. Emergent Novelty
In Emergence in Landscape Architecture Barnett argues that, at its simplest,
“emergence is becoming”.37 He continues by stating that theories of emer-
gence investigate how “things and the interactive systems that comprise
all things can change and develop”.38 However, this same introduction
comes with a cautionary note that emergence provides both a descrip-
tive and explanatory lens; that the ‘things’ that are undergoing change
are not themselves emergent or necessarily perform according to emer-
gent mechanics. Instead, emergence is a concept used to understand the
way in which those behaviours actually play out within the world by high-
lighting the means by which behavioural affects bring about changed ef-
fects:39
Emergence theory is a speculative answer to the question how nature,
continually and endlessly, creates novelty: new rhythms, new patterns,
new processes; new species, new behaviors, new responses to new condi-
tions.40
Raxworthy similarly focuses on novelty, arguing that emergence derives
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from a subject perceiving particular aspects of a landscape as novel. From
this perspective, novelty describes not just a general concept of origi-
nality but an “emergent newness” that results from a particular (land-
scape) process.41 These processes are always tied to the relationship be-
tween an observer and a landscape phenomena. Here, the novelty that de-
fines emergence stems from the observer apprehending change occurring
over time and the results of that change being unpredictable, but not nec-
essarily unexpected, in their specificity.42 Raxworthy considers the pro-
cesses of plant growth as key example of this phenomena, where a de-
signer’s engagement with planting design during the design process in-
volves producing a static representation that is then fixed and frozen as
a drawing for construction purposes. Post-construction, this plan begins
its own divergent reality. In contrast to this fixed and idealised state, the
process of maintenance found in gardening engages with the emergent
novelty of living plants as the cause/effect relationship with their envi-
ronment unfolds over time and in a manner that can be highly directed
but is never highly deterministic. In a similar manner, Barnett sees the
emergent properties of systems as:
…the result of their continual interactions within and without, of their
ongoing openness and responsiveness to quite specific, changing condi-
tions … this is justwhat gardening is: the production of difference through
the husbandry of natural processes.43
The enquiry of this chapter focuses on how the notions of emergence
that characterise landscape phenomena can be better designed-for using
the notions of emergence which employ autonomous generativity using
computational design methods. That is to say, the affinity between con-
cepts that propose designing-for-emergence and the methods that enable
designing-with-emergence might allow for shifts in landscape architec-
tural practice that foreground emergent effects. However, there is much
to unpack before proceeding with such an analogy. That the two forms
of emergence drawn from each field are compatible with each other —
particularly in the context of natural systems — is not self-evident be-
yond a loose conceptual affinity. Moreover, Raxworthy’s writing in par-
ticular, locates notions of emergence as a counterpoint to many of the
digital design techniques common to landscape urbanism and compu-
tational design in general. His critique proceeds according to the ability
of those methods to design for novelty, with techniques characterised as
employing ‘layering’ and ‘algorithms’ are held to enact only a simulacrum
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of change, whereas only a third strategy that considers ‘performance’ con-
tains the potential for exhibiting real change.44 On what grounds do each
differ?
The case studies Raxworthy classes under ‘layering’ look at a variety of
projects whose methods can be traced back to deconstructivist design
technique — primarily the juxtapositions of collage — that were most no-
tably introduced to landscape architectural practice through Tschumi’s
entry for the Parc de la Villette competition.45 While that entry used
the juxtaposition of layers as means to generate narrative and cross-
programming,46 a similar compositional strategy continues in contem-
porary landscape practice. This technique is often reoriented towards
ecological orchestration, as demonstrated in Field Operation’s Fresh Kills
competition entry that featured numerous sets of phased drawings.47
More relevant to the enquiry of this chapter are the second of Raxworthy’s
categories: that of ‘algorithms’ as a design strategy. Here the identified
projects mostly focus on the process-based digital methods for generat-
ing form that were common to the early work of the Architectural Asso-
ciation’s Landscape Urbanism program and the wider influence of digi-
tal tools in architectural practice over the late ‘90s and early 2000s. The
distinction that characterises these projects as less able to produce nov-
elty is that despite the “ability to visualise process … the real agency of the
processes is questionable because they simply simulate change”.48 Such
a simulation of change is held to be inadequate as the forms of change
produced either inaccurately model the behavioural mechanics of land-
scape phenomena, or are employed in a manner that bears little relation
to the actual behaviour of the phenomena designed for. The latter case
seems to be the most common area of concern, as exemplified in a dis-
cussion of Jose Parral’s Art Land project,49 , 50 where Raxworthy critiques a
process of ’simulation’ used to drive a compositional strategy for form-
generation.51 Such tactics are noted as sharing an affinity with discussions
of emergence and morphogenesis in architectural theory that similarly
seek to abrogate the control of the designer over the results of the design
process and thus excuse design deficiencies or oversights.52
The final category of process-oriented landscape architecture projects
that Raxworthy identifies are performative because they “choreograph di-
rect action that produces change, rather than simulating it through de-
sign generation”.53 In doing so, they go beyond simulation because many
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of their core design features are staged as playing out on-site and over-
time. They seek to effect an embodied and expanded notion of participa-
tory design that engages with dynamic conditions and creates dynamic
outcomes by drawing together human interventions and the autonomous
responses of landscape phenomena. Such a process is set in contrast to
many similar design methods, which have the same aspirations of dy-
namism, but do so through media within the design process rather than
in the dynamic capacities of an actual landscape.
This form of performance is most readily located in examples designed
with simple elements that invite continuous reconfiguration by those
who visit. However, this limitation is not always in effect. The Tree City
design developed by OMA and Bruce Mau for the Downsview Park com-
petition is described by Raxworthy as a scheme that engages with this
‘real’ capacity for change. The key difference here seems to be that while
the proposal is diagrammatic in terms of its plan, the changes and ac-
tions suggested by these features are supported by detailed and plausible
mechanisms that detail how the effects would be enacted through specific
agricultural techniques.54 This characterisation contrasts with earlier cri-
tiques of the project that describe the scheme as “intensive and performa-
tive”; a “single gesture — ascetic, arid, generic, primitive” that is “uncon-
cerned with the productive registration of time” in contrast to competi-
tor’s propositions that are “technically detailed” or “thick with material
information”.55 Barnett’s discussion of the same project introduces a fur-
ther consideration: that the indeterminacy of the proposed system was
what made it unable to catalyse the social and urban dynamics needed to
actualise its own implementation.56
I highlight this example to try to draw out the distinction between Rax-
worthy’s ‘real change’ (that engages with emergent novelty) and his no-
tions of change that are merely ‘simulated’. In the case of Tree City there
appears to be an element of simulation (i.e. the suggested effects of the
diagram-program) that are prefigured in the proposal, and whose mech-
anisms plausibly engage with the reality of the landscape they were de-
signed for. The distinction here does not seem inherent to the use of
digitally-driven simulation per-se, but in a mismatch in how simulated
phenomena are applied (or rather, not applied) to the design of real phe-
nomena. While the diagrams in Tree City are distinctly analogue in their
representation, their intent is to suggest a plausible program-driven pat-
tern for developing the site, as informed by the diagram’s description of
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Figure 6.4: Plan of the Environment Gallery with labels indicating each mound's ecotone. Mosbach Paysagistes from P. Reed, Groundswell:
Constructing the Contemporary Landscape, p. 87.
new relationship between topography, path-finding, and ecological char-
acteristics. Representations of these patterns could similarly be devised
used simulative methods in a manner that produces the same results: it
is unclear why that detailed understanding of landscape processes is lim-
ited by any particular medium. However, this lack of a principled dis-
tinction poses a challenge to investigating how — or if — a computational
design process could begin to engage with the emergent nature of land-
scapes through simulation, not simulacrum.
These criteria are developed by Raxworthy in a further set of more nar-
row case studies based upon observation that do not survey digital design
processes specifically, but do outline further principles of an emergence-
engaging practice. Each case study describes a distinct feature with a ca-
pacity for change that is inherent to that landscape’s materials and so can
enact processes with the capacity for novelty to emerge over time. How-
ever, in two of those landscapes, this capacity is mostly activated through
human intervention by way of maintenance or reconfiguration strategies.
The third project is distinct in that this emergent capacity was developed
within the confines of a traditional design and delivery process. That is to
say the design process still prefigured construction, rather than becom-
ing an ongoing process that was performed post-construction. As a re-
sult, this case study examines what kinds of design knowledge and rep-
resentational techniques can be used to prefigure emergent events in a
constructed landscape. It also offers a highly-specific case study in the
execution of these techniques in relation to natural systems within con-
temporary practice, whereas Barnett’s case studies are broader and more
focused on public space.
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The project is the Environment Gallery within the Bordeaux Botanical
Gardens, designed by Mosbach Paysagistes. The Gardens as a whole
are designed to represent both the natural features of the surrounding
Aquitaine Basin (the Gallery) and the cultural relationship between the
local population and plants (the Field of Crops). This takes form in the
Gallery as a series of eleven earthen mounds which Raxworthy describes
as having been designed with entropy in mind.57 Each mound is delib-
erately constructed to be non-mimetic — they don’t seek to replicate an
equivalent natural feature of the surrounding landscape.58 Instead, the
soil composition of each mound is highly artificial and exposed so that
the visible profiles and banding of each layer creates a unique “interpreted
landscape”59 (e.g. figures 6.5 and 6.6). This in effect mimics a real (at the
geologic scale) soil profile that has been downscaled and manipulated to
produce a more pronounced striation and texture.60
Catherine Mosbach states that these visual elements are intended to
eventually become less distinctly artificial and pronounced — she is
“waiting for all these ingredients to blend with time, through the action
of rain and erosion, and for everything to take its place at last and enter
into relations with the various elements”.61 As such, the Gallery is less an
exhibition of a particular geological feature in miniature or replica, but
instead an exhibition of geological processes themselves. This stratigra-
phy is displayed through the devolution of a highly-formal design feature
that follows from the processes of erosion subsuming each mound’s con-
structed form and materials into the surrounding area. In doing so, the
edges of each mound slowly blur and become colonised by vegetation,62
as depicted in figure 6.9. In effect there is a down-shifting — in both time
and scale — of the erosive effects that shape the wider region over a ge-
ological time frame into a perceptible phenomena that displays similar
processes of change, but in a manner that can be apprehended at a human
scale and within a human lifetime.63
For such a geologic terrarium to be successful relies on an interplay be-
tween the natural processes present in the general environment and the
design of each particular mound. Here Raxworthy’s interest is in how the
designed features of the mounds — most evident in their detailing — skill-
fully prefigures and regulates these landscape processes by incorporating
knowledge of soil materials, geological processes, and botany. He iden-
tifies these moves in a number of features, starting with the edge coping
and topography of each mound that typically directs water flow to a series
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Figure 6.5: One of the Gallery's mounds
showing the layering of the soil proﬁles.
Raxworthy, Photographs of the Environment
Gallery.
Figure 6.6: Another Gallery mound showing a
distinct soil proﬁle and higher extent. ibid.
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of concentrated ‘channels’ that will eventually collapse the edge coping.
Such erosive flows act differently according to the varieties of substrate,
particle size, and coherence found in the various soil profiles that they
sweep through. The subtractive nature of erosion is then flipped, as the
end point of each channel flare out at the base of the mounds and spread
the eroded soil particles through a process of deposition.64 Co-present
with this erosion/deposition cycle is the spread and growth of vegetation
which creates a countervailing force to the terrestrial processes as their
systems resist and redirect the scouring effects of erosion.65
While these features are described through the ongoing effects of natu-
ral processes post-construction, it is important to highlight that the dy-
namism of these outcomes is highly directed by a consideration of these
emergent effects during the design process. This consideration proceeded
through four primary aspects which Raxworthy identifies as:
1. The topographic form. Each mound was modelled as a series of sec-
tions (possibly in conjunction with digital modelling) to allow for
the movement of surface water, and thus erosion/deposition pro-
cesses, to be estimated across each form.
2. The soil horizon. The elevated and exposed nature of each mound
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inverts the standard mechanisms applying to soil composition
whereby the particulates in the bottom materials move upward due
to hydraulic action while fine particulars from the topping materi-
als follow the seepage of water down the profile. Here this process
flips, as the topsoils that form the highest layer of the mound are
deposited down to its base. The erosion of this top layer exposes
the subsoils below which are then also deposited down to the bot-
tom of the mound, creating a flipped profile whereby the mound
was layered top-bottom while the eroded portions layer bottom-
top. As the boundaries of each mound further erode and collapse
the soil composition becomes increasingly blended and atypical as
the middle and base layers mix.
3. The mound edges. Both the coping around the tops of each mound,
and their ‘facades’ are designed to erode slower than their interior
volume and materials. The intent is for those elements to maintain
the approximate form of each mound over the course of the erosive
process which is achieved through reinforced mesh laid horizon-
tally and stabilising agents, such as cement or lime, that are mixed
into the layers. At the same time, the edge is where the erosive pro-
cess plays out its most dramatic effects, as the coping collapses and
the deposited material forms ‘ramps’ along the soil’s angle of re-
pose. This effect is then heavily affected by choices in where rein-
forcing features are placed within the mound.
4. The distribution of vegetation and its suitability. The topographic
form itself affects and is affected by the plants growing there as veg-
etated areas becoming more resistant to erosion and thus become
elevated above surrounding areas. At the same time, this effect is
dependent on the vegetated type: grasses provide more surface sta-
bility while trees a deeper structural reinforcing but create larger
loads on the mound edges that risk collapse. The spread of vegeta-
tion over time is also itself a dynamic process that draws from the
earlier aspects mentioned, as species spread and colonise the de-
posited areas in relation to the novel soil conditions that are created
by the mixing of soil materials during erosion.
Stepping back from the specifics of this project, what are the general fea-
tures that can be extracted from its design process that elevates its consid-
eration of emergent effects above that of other projects? Later, Raxworthy
describes two principles whose interplay aids a consideration of emergent
effects within the design process,66 and that presumably help differenti-
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Figure 6.8: Mound edge showing the eﬀects of deposition and ensuing colonisation. Raxworthy, Photographs of the Environment Gallery.
Figure 6.9: Channels form from the passage of water across a mound. ibid.
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ate between notions of change derived from simulated phenomena and
notions of changed derived from real phenomena.
The first, tendency is characterised as “a way of thinking about the design
process that recognises that design is a form-making process inherently
tied to a prediction of an end, or later state, but where novelty is encour-
aged to develop over time”.67 This is seen as a balancing act between form
and process, but one that is deterministic at a given level of detail even
as the emergent novelty it prefigures is not known with similar speci-
ficity.68
The second, feedback is characterised as “continuing, real-time involve-
ment in a process … when the output of the process is fed back into an-
other iteration of the process as an input”.69 The stipulation of ‘real-time’
here is crucial; not just as a general consideration of the natural passage of
time, but also as a consideration of real time as an engagement with actual
phenomena over a lived temporal span. To engaging with phenomena in
this way involves not just recreating generalised effects (as a tendency) but
in deploying those effects in a projective manner, whereby agency is given
to the phenomena in question and evaluated through active iteration and
evaluation rather than through prediction. In referring to the earlier clas-
sifications of these strategies, Raxworthy states that:
Extending the earlier critique regarding simulation to these performa-
tive strategies, I argue in this dissertation that, while such simulations
may operate in real time, if they rely on representations to control or limit
change, then they are treating real time as if it was a representation.70
Thus, the way in which time is accounted for treats it as having agency
and/or material ramifications, rather than just as a quantitative metric
applied post-hoc. To apply this to the context of digital simulation, time
might be considered not as a parameter within an otherwise determin-
istic operation, but as effects that then feed back into the operation of
the simulation itself. Rather than a process of extrapolated prediction,
it becomes able to begin to change the tendencies of the design process
in question. However, there is a distinction to be made between Raxwor-
thy’s use of ‘simulation’ and ‘representation’ to describe the characteris-
tics typical to those approaches, but that are not necessarily always en-
demic to them. When highlighting the importance of feedback, he states
that:
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Importantly, feedback is a key differentiation between the approach to
process found within the process discourse and that recommended by this
dissertation. Because the process discourse operates/functions through
(or relies on) representation and simulation, it does not allow for an on-
going feedback role in the process.71
However, this does not outline why the inability to incorporate feedback
within the representation or simulation is a strict limitation on either
mode, rather than just an undeveloped or under-developed approach. As
the discussion of the Environment Gallery outlines, a preconfiguring of
emergent phenomena is possible and valuable within the design process.
This prefiguring is itself, in the broadest possible sense, a process of sim-
ulating and representing emergent change — even if that occurs primar-
ily within a designer’s mental processes rather than being fully captured
through representation. The question then becomes: how could forms of
representation begin to capture that process of prefiguration in a manner
that actively aids in its development, rather than as a trace or epiphenom-
ena of design intent?
6.3. A Highly Scripted Piece
This question was explored by creating the design of the Environment
Gallery using computational methods. This differs from the previous
case studies used to develop and test particular tools.
First, it differs in the scope and intent of the modelling. Rather than look-
ing at a broader class of landscape phenomena, such as vegetation, and
the implementation of modelling methods that can help enable their de-
sign in general, it focuses on a specific precedent and works backwards to
derive the modelling methods that could have been used to design it. In
doing so, it focuses on a single design feature (the mounds) and considers
how to create a holistic model of that feature, rather than looking across
a broader class of projects or design strategies and selecting broader fea-
tures that are amenable to modelling.
Second, it differs in the manner and method of the tooling process. The
overall model of the Environment Gallery developed here incorporates a
number of pre-existing tools, but does not set out to create a new general-
purpose tool given the aforementioned narrowing of focus. Instead, it
employs the previously-discussed tools in a distinct manner, wherein
they are integrated and re-purposed to act in a ‘bottom-up’ manner the
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emphasises iterative and distributed development. This offers a distinct
methodology to prior case studies that operated in a more traditional
parametric mode where models are largely deterministic and cohesive in
their execution.
A consequence of this different mode of tool-use is that the model itself
depends much more on scripting, rather than the creation and assembly
of standard Grasshopper components, in order to orchestrate and enact a
‘bottom-up’ method of design generation. This is due to the greater com-
plexities involved in linking together tools in a more cohesive manner,
and due to the lack of inbuilt support for iteration and recursion in the
visual programming interface of Grasshopper. This, to an extent, does
represent a concession to a more bespoke mode of modelling that was
critiqued in earlier chapters — the model I developed for the Environ-
ment Gallery is not designed for use outside of this particular scenario. It
is, however, not wholly bespoke in that it still employs general-purpose
tools to underpin many aspects of the model. Thus it represents less of a
wholesale departure from the desire to create general-purpose tools, but
instead constitutes an investigation into how they can be extended when
there is sufficient complexity to require it. While this context requires a
higher level of skill and offers less interoperability than using standard
parametric techniques, it still represents a common use case and is thus
of broader interest in examining how a tool-centric approach can allow
this mode of development to incorporate the benefits of both bespoke and
toolkit-based approaches.
Tooling
Like many computational design methods that seek to enact emergence,
the model of the Environment Gallery employs a consistent logic at a local
level that then iteratively interacts with a variable set of contextual con-
ditions and introduced, but directed, randomness. As a result, repeated
iterations of the model have a high capacity for novelty that derives from
the cascade of different random results (even when the initial parameters
are consistent) working in conjunction with small differences in initial
conditions that compound over time.
The initial conditions here are modelled after the key formal features of
each Environment Gallery mound at the time of construction. The most
obvious of these is the overall form of the mound itself, which is modelled
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as a surface derived from a set of lofted horizontal curves. The bounded
volume of the surface is then parametrically subdivided into horizon-
tal layers that are each assigned an erodability factor that represents the
combination of their soil type and the quantity of stabilising materials
mixed in. Beyond these formal criteria, there is also a pre-defined plant-
ing palette that did not specify species, but rather a set of three basic types
(tree, shrub, grass) that reflect a different set of horizontal/vertical sizes
and different root spreads/depths, and thus different stabilisation char-
acteristics.
With those broader rules in place, the emergent procedure that defines
the model is an iterative loop between a simulation of surface water flows
and vegetation growth that each respond to and modify the underpinning
landform. Each loop proceeds as such:
1. The flow tool discussed earlier is applied so that its origin points fall
evenly on the top-most area of the landform, and then flow as usual
towards the lowest points relative to that initial placement.
2. The flow paths are divided into an evenly-spaced set of points,
which then ‘sample’ the soil composition immediately below them
for the presence of plants whose root radii contain that point. This
is then used to enact an erosive effect by creating a vertical depres-
sion in the overall landform, with soils of a lower stability factor ac-
cruing a larger downwards displacement while the presence of roots
dampens this displacement.
3. The end-point of the flow path enacts the opposite process to enact
a depositive effect, in that the landform below that point is raised
upwards. The amount of upwards displacement is derived from the
length of the flow path (i.e. larger amounts of carried sediment) and
registered as being composed of the soil type that was predomi-
nantly present over the course of the flow path.
4. New plants from the specified palette are randomly seeded across
the landform provided the location does not contain an existing
plant and the slope is within the tolerance of the given species.
5. Existing plants are ‘grown’ whereby their root radius is extended by
a given quantity derived from their specified growth rate, but inhib-
ited by the presence of nearby plants.
Each of these steps would then be repeated using the modified landform
and plants established in the earlier iterations. The number of iterations
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is essentially unlimited, but was stopped after fifty iterations as the land-
form and planting at that point roughly resembled the present-day con-
dition of the mounds.
Initial tests saw the landform and soil composition modelled after the as-
constructed state of the eleven galleries. These base states were then al-
tered and the results compared to the original state of the model and the
current state of the mounds. This enabled a process of iterative tweaking
and gauging of results in order to examine how to project the ramifica-
tions of design changes over time.
Separate to this process was a further set of models that investigated us-
ing a population level approach to creating model variations. Rather than
making manual changes to the original landforms, I specified a range of
variations within the parameters that define the landform before then
automating the task of cycling through the different possible matrix of
combinations to produce a much larger quantity of models and thus re-
sults, e.g. figure 6.12. This super-sample of results is designed to contrast
with the prior approach of iteratively and intuitively tweaking the param-
eters to test its effects on the final models. Instead, this task was largely
reversed, with a large number of results generated72 that could be consid-
ered and the original parameters examined. These steps could be further
automated using a multi-criteria optimisation to filter the population of
results according to some quantifiable criteria, such as volumes of plants
or eroded soil. However, this optimisation was not employed as the in-
tent of modelling was not to determine an ideal set of parameters as the
success criteria of the galleries is itself determined by novelty rather than
achieving a strictly pre-determined outcome. Instead, the intent here was
more exploratory: to understand and project forward the different rami-
fications of key design choices.
Evaluation
While the performance of this model is interesting as a means of predict-
ing the qualities of the mounds over time, its success at this task is pri-
marily a pragmatic concern regarding the precise mechanics and tuning
of parameters and actions within the broader script. The broader purpose
of the model was instead to test a mode of design that more fully explores
the qualities described by Barnett as processes “of continual creativity”73
or by Raxworthy as “emergent newness”.74
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Figure 6.12: Various permutations of the Environment Gallery model. Philip Belesky.
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The shift to this mode is found in a different approach to the logic of the
model, whereby the evolution of the landform is derived from a tempo-
ral mechanic that acts at the level of process rather than parameter. In
previous examples, such as the plant modelling tools, temporal states
were extrapolated from a defined relationship between a specified time
and multiplied against the specified growth rate. This creates a form
of backwards-causation; the growth rate is known ahead of time such
that there is no interdependency between any given temporal state of
the plant. Unlike this parametric or linear relationship between time
and change, the model of temporal evolution demonstrated in the case of
these mound-models is only evident in their ongoing changes. Through
successive iteration the flow-erode-deposit-plant cycle defines the key
features of the model itself. Assumptions about how the design itself
changes then become wholly rooted in the mechanics of every component
within the model and in their ongoing iteration — rather than as a global
parameter to be interpreted by each behaviour independently.
Thus, when considered against Raxworthy’s notion of feedback, the design
process offered by this model differs from earlier modes of tool use and
modelling strategy. The model itself, by enacting a process-of-processes
can be seen as producing novelty as successive iterations compound and
exacerbate the differences present in the initial landform and other pa-
rameters. From the perspective of the designer, the affordances the model
offers are similarly non-linear. First, in the sense that the specificmechan-
icsof the procedure become dramatically more important as a design con-
sideration. This is unlike previous case studies where, for instance, hydro-
logical phenomena follow a pre-determined procedure and the key design
task involves considering how to integrate this process to generate or val-
idate a designed feature. Second, the specific parameters of the procedure
become less important as design considerations, as their causative prop-
erties become harder to trace and therefore consciously direct.
This, in many ways, echoes the perspective of Mosbach that the design
process of the Gallery needed to be “extremely precise” to “allow the tem-
poral dimension to fulfil its role in terms of transfiguration and transfor-
mation by interfering in the design by augmenting it without annihilat-
ing”.75 But, at the same time, she saw that process as beginning “with an
assumption of some sort, even though many parameters remain unpre-
dictable” and that this “hypothesis must therefore be as precise as possi-
ble in order to navigate through the timescales of a landscape that is in-
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trinsically undergoing perpetual change”. However, in her case, those as-
sumptions are represented in the design process through the formal pa-
rameters of the mound, such as its soil composition and detailing, that
define the initial constructed state. In the case of this model, those for-
mal parameters are automatically extrapolated to create a range of rep-
resentations that present a ‘population’ of possibilities. It still makes as-
sumptions regarding how those forms will vary over time, but represents
this hypothesis in both the underlying computational procedures of the
model and in the range of representations that enact these mechanics
for each possible combination of formal parameters. The design strategy
then switches from one of convergence (honing parameter combinations)
to one of divergence, whereby broad classes of initial parameters are con-
sidered against broad sets of results.
This dramatically increased ‘search space’, where models are considered
across both parameter and temporal variations, sees the design process
resemble the kind of “continuing, real-time involvement”76 that Raxwor-
thy seeks. Unlike a garden, the notion of time here is not real in the lived
sense; yet it is real in the sense that it has agency within the model that ex-
ceeds the designer’s direct control and prediction. To an extent, it doesn’t
“control or limit change”77 and thus treat “real time as if it was a repre-
sentation”,78 but rather reorients the represented expression of change
as deriving from temporal action. Thus, this form of modelling allows
designers to engage with the agency of landscape systems at a higher
level of complexity that exposes their non-linear and emergent proper-
ties. However, at the same time, it limits their agency as designers by forc-
ing them to confront the full range of possible expressions inherent to the
design.
In a similar fashion, Barnett highlights that Leach describes designing (ar-
chitecture) through morphogenetic processes as a task of “form-finding
rather than form-making”.79 What this characterisation obscures is that,
in a landscape context, the temporal or iterative action of ‘finding’ in this
search process fulfils a double function as both simulation and genera-
tion. In the context of most morphogenetic design features, the iterative
logic that develops form is either analytic or purely generative and pro-
vides a means to produce a fixed outcome for selection as the sole design
outcome. Intermediate states are still worthy of consideration, but only
as alternatives to that final outcome. Importantly, and distinctly, within
a design model of a natural system there is no final outcome because the
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iterative logic itself represents the actual passage of time. Rather than
enacting an iterative procedure as a means to identify a single design
state, the iterative procedure itself is the designed state. There is there-
fore no temporal position that can be identified as more significant than
any other given because the logic of the model describes the ongoing pro-
cesses that ultimately generate the designed feature.
6.4. Discussion
The theoretical discussion and tooling study here sought to investigate a
familiar mode of landscape architectural design: designing with an eye
to the dynamic properties of landscapes and how these can be used to en-
act design intent. This capacity has been discussed in the prior chapter
with regard to how the relationships between dynamic behaviours can
be modelled as digital systems, and with regard to how dynamic condi-
tions can be modelled as typed data interfaces in the chapter before that.
Here the subjects of study were more constrained. Rather than consider
a broader mode of computational design, I’ve looked at the use of tech-
niques that pursue emergent outcomes through indeterminism. Rather
than discussing the broader notion of emergence within landscape archi-
tectural practice, I’ve focused on two specific elaborations of that concept
that distinguish themselves from its broader use. Rather than consider
a range of generic tools across a quick series of case studies, I’ve tested
a more developed form of modelling that recreates an existing project
through a holistic model.
This focus, in many ways, reflects the underlying premise of the inves-
tigation: that practices of indeterminism are at their most radical when
they are specific and grounded — when they are at the limits of their pre-
cision. Accordingly, I’ve tested the limits of the tooling process that has
proceeded throughout this research. These are first located in the use of
computational design methods that are ‘morphogenetic’ or emergence-
seeking. While techniques for enacting these methods are well-known,
their impact upon broader design practice is limited as their abdication
of explicit control restricts their scope to a limited class of design prob-
lem. I termed the use of these methods as designing with emergence given
their purpose is typically to generate novel outcomes within the scope of
the design process. In comparison, writing of the ‘topological turn’ in ar-
chitecture, Massumi notes that:
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Foremost among the problems it produces is the nature of the actual rela-
tion between the built forms that emerge from its process and the process
as it happened. In otherwords, if the idea is to yield to virtuality andbring
it out, where is the virtuality in the final product? Precisely what trace of
it is left in the concrete form it deposits as its residue? What of emergence
is left in the emerged?80
Identifying emergent features in the as-built outcomes of the design pro-
cess is less of a concern in a landscape architectural context.81 The capac-
ity for emergence present in landscapes is seen as a core to understanding
and designing their form and material conditions. The model of emer-
gence common to landscape architectural theory is more territory than
map: its capacity is sought out in the space of representation precisely be-
cause its presence in the world is a given. It is this contrast between means
and ends that sets up the investigation of this chapter, whereby the ability
to enact mechanistic, rather than impressionistic, models of emergence
using computational methods is paired with the capacity of natural sys-
tems within landscape architecture to exhibit those emergent properties
in their actuality. This proposition is set against Raxworthy’s notion of
emergence as it is used in a relatively unique manner — to critique many
of the extant practices of landscape architectural design that nominally
also attempt this union using computational methods. His concepts and
critiques thus provide a benchmark through which to define a more spe-
cific contribution to the ongoing discussion of emergence within land-
scape architecture.
The seeming crux of Raxworthy’s objection is that while the use of com-
putation to model landscape systems can “appear to have an objective
certainty” the use of simulation “can never predict the novelty that oc-
curs in real time in the world”.82 This act of prediction is, however, one
that he affords — in a contingent manner — to the act of the design itself,
whereby considerations of tendency and feedback enable emergence-
focused design strategies. The study developed here makes the case that
the same considerations can be extended to the use of computational
methods, despite their unyielding quantitative mechanics. This distinc-
tion is premised upon a shift in how the task of modelling is approached
where it is seen as a means of scoping tendency and feedback rather than
as a deterministic simulation.
This, at first, seems to present a similar position to that stated in the pre-
vious chapter’s argument for understanding models of natural systems
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in parametric environments as projective. This framing echoes calls, like
that of Cantrell, who see feedback as means for a digital model to “de-
velop fuzzy outcomes that operate within a range where success is not
narrowly defined, but instead connotes novel outcomes that may devi-
ate from a previous hypothesis”.83 However, there is a crucial distinction
in how this feedback accrues when the means of modelling shift towards
mechanisms that themselves exhibit emergent properties autonomously
rather than within the bounds of defined, typically-parametric, methods.
When design generation derives from iteration and recursion, rather than
explicit relationships, emergence effects are not contingent on the de-
signer’s specific perception of the process, but rather become a structural
predisposition that comes from the designer confronting the population
of possibilities presented by the model. This follows from the use of less-
linear causative logics, where computational procedures are more sensi-
tive to initial conditions given the compounding effects of variation.
The ensuing impact is to create a less-linear relationship between the
designer’s control of the model and the results produced, whereby the
parameter-space of the model multiplies exponentially, rather than lin-
early, across the temporal-space of the model that enacts its procedures.
The combination of these two uncertainties forces the determinism of
simulation to instead be seen as an indeterminate tendency by exposing
the arbitrariness of any particular temporal or causative lineage within
the expressive range of what the model produces.
The result is, almost by necessity, a shift to the kind of design mode that
Raxworthy seeks, where tendency and feedback become the drivers of the
design process rather than assertive predictions. Importantly, as Rax-
worthy notes in the case of Mosbach, the shift away from extrapolation
is paradoxically dependent on a highly precise understanding of particu-
lar processes and their formal/material effects in order to engage with the
looseness that generates emergent possibilities. Computation, however,
renders this looseness explicit rather than implicit. Similar to the mod-
els developed previously, this precision is found in the rules that enable
computational procedures to reflect natural behaviours. However, unlike
in earlier models, these methods also extend this precision and autonomy
to the process of procedural iteration that better mirror how natural pro-
cesses unfold in real time, rather than as a series of fixed states. This ex-
tension is significant in that it more directly reflects the key distinctions
set out in both Barnett and Raxworthy’s models of emergence that sets
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them apart — if just in detail — from discussions of emergence in broader
landscape architectural discourse. It also presents a less-typical use of
computational design methods that otherwise typically employ iteration
to generate emergent properties instrumentality as a means of optimisa-
tion or form-making, rather than to model those properties within the
world.
This framing of temporality becomes more akin to the Bergsonian no-
tions of duration, or ‘non-metric’ time, that underpin emergence’s philo-
sophical roots and that both Barnett and Raxworthy highlight as a means
of observing landscapes.84 Here, the experience of living in the world is
one of continual ceaseless movements along different vectors mediated
by our perceptions of change at different levels of qualitative intensity.85
Quantifying time as a metric value divorces it from the real actualisation
of difference — the multiplicitous means of movement that are perceived
through intuition rather than through quantities.86
To position a model derived from digital calculation within this notion
at first seems odd. The affinities derive from the manner in which time
operates across its mechanics and how this is perceived by the modeller.
Here, the use of iterative causation undercuts the ‘degrees of difference’
portrayed by the model in that the degree to which it is quantified in form
is less linear or extrapolative — there is no timeline but only timelines
that erode the ability to perceive linear or reifying correlations between
the extensive properties of the model’s parameters, or results, and the se-
quence that translates the former to the latter. Moreover, the movement
of the model itself is not dependent on an external quantification of time,
but rather an expression of immanent action within the behaviour of the
model.
These movements are both implemented and represented in the model
through extensive means that, taken individually, present degrees of dif-
ference. At the same time they present — to the designer — a qualita-
tive impression of tendency or contingency in the population of possibil-
ities that stem from the model’s actualisation according to different ini-
tial parameters and different stages of iteration. In doing so it both pro-
vides some illustration of tendency through the “multiple scenarios and
embedding multi-purpose contingent elements that allow for the varia-
tion”87 but also feedback through the cumulatively stochastic process of
the model’s execution and the ongoing alteration of its mechanics.
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The modelling method developed for this case study is, however, chal-
lenging on a number of fronts. While the model was developed within the
Rhinoceros/Grasshopper environment employed thus far, it was largely
contained within a small series of scripted components rather than using
the existing tools that were developed as a collection of standard compo-
nents. These scripted blocks relied heavily on the code developed for the
wider toolkit, but employed it within a more traditional programming
environment where the control flow of procedures is defined through
written code rather than a parametric node editor. This shift is primar-
ily due to a structural limitation within the standard parametric envi-
ronments, such as Grasshopper and Dynamo, that obstruct the kinds of
iteration used here.88 In contrast, standard programming environments
make ubiquitous use of iteration, recursion, and complex switches within
the control flow of an application.89 , 90 , 91 In a similar manner, the use of
encapsulation attempts to limit the scope of data and actions within the
structure of code — references to variable properties shared across an en-
tire program are typically seen as patterns to be avoided.
That these standard properties of programming languages are not present
in most common computational design environments poses a challenge
for the use of computational methods within landscape architecture. As
raised in the fourth chapter, this is perhaps not surprising, given the use
of parametric modelling is the de-facto choice of environment precisely
because it is intended to aid the development of form in a linear manner.
Nevertheless, it becomes problematic that its ability to portray the inter-
action between process and form is limited, and that this limitation forces
landscape architects to choose between formal resolution in a relatively
accessible manner and temporal resolution in a less accessible manner.
The strategies discussed in prior chapters concerning modularisation and
encapsulation are useful when working in either a visual or textual pro-
gramming environment. However, they have less relative value when
shifting outside of the visual programming paradigm, as this introduces a
range of new abstractions that need to be understood and employed in or-
der to direct a complex computation procedure. Instead of a simple proce-
dural flowchart of execution, large textual programs employ a more tacti-
cal web of interrelationships that require programming techniques which
are largely absent from the affordances of visual programming environ-
ments.92 Here the value of a given toolkit becomes less important than
understanding those technical structures because they act as necessary
precursors to performing complex design procedures.
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It is counter-intuitive that in leaping further into technical notions of ab-
straction we can find an understanding of landscapes that more closely
mirrors notions of emergence that are strongly premised on the lived ex-
perience of novelty. Or, in other words, it is odd that the gap imposed by
the design techniques of ‘distanced authorship’ can — at extremes — wrap
back around to foreground what specific agency landscape architects have
to design in the face of unyielding change. This capacity is, of course,
heavily bounded in its applicability and feasibility. Here, I’ve only consid-
ered the effects of natural systems in an extremely limited domain. But,
to the extent that the spaces of landscape architectural representation
can prefigure emergent novelty, and to the extent that computationally-
designed representations can enact emergent novelty, a tie between the
two represents a significant capability worthy of further exploration. This
is not to diminish the importance of perceiving emergent novelty, but
rather to affirm and extend it — to pursue it in our experience of being in
landscapes and in our experience of designing them.
6.5. Summary
The aim of this chapter was to investigate how the theories of emergence
developed in landscape architecture mesh with the emergence-seeking
techniques developed in computational design. Both areas are a contin-
uation and heightening of the investigations of the previous chapters,
whereby the broader dynamism of computational procedures and land-
scape systems are given greater autonomy and agency in programming
techniques that generate iterative, distributed, and indeterministic rep-
resentations. Further, theories of emergence have directly informed sev-
eral critiques of existing practices of computational design in landscape
architecture. As a result, those critiques can act as valuable guides to in-
form how my investigation into tooling can improve upon the shortcom-
ings they identify.
This investigation proceeded by first outlining broader notions of emer-
gence within computational design and landscape architectural theory.
Here I identified the distinct manner that each informs the design process
by distinguishing between designing with and for emergent phenomena.
I then outlined Barnett and Raxworthy’s notions of how emergence can be
considered in landscape architecture, and discussed how the design of the
Environment Gallery illustrates that these notions can guide the design
process. The characteristics identified are then used as a benchmark to
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model design decisions for the Gallery in a manner that seeks to unite the
for andwithmodes of emergence by re-purposing the mechanics of earlier
tools to model cross-temporal effects in parallel with cross-functional re-
lationships.
I then discussed how this form of modelling is distinct when considered
against the norms of both computational design and landscape archi-
tectural design. Compared to the former, the mechanics of the gener-
ative procedure are themselves real rather than a means to an end; yet
the mode of simulation is speculative rather than deterministic or op-
timisative. Compared to the latter, the mode of design is at an individ-
ual level predictive and precise, while at the same time undermining each
quality through a multiplicitous expression that enables the designer to
examine tendencies and feedback within the model rather than converg-
ing towards a fixed state. Although it is valuable to see earlier tools be-
ing re-purposed in this process, it also reveals their limits as the logic of
the model directly responsible for emergent effects had to derive largely
from bespoke scripts. This challenge suggests a need for computational
platforms that could foreground these temporal and relational functions
as general-purpose mechanics — as tools — rather than as ad-hoc exten-
sions to the primary modelling paradigm.
The subsequent chapter concludes this research by reconsidering its out-
comes in relation to the field of practice identified in the second chap-
ter. It does so by highlighting how my findings compare to contempo-
rary practices and discussing their implications for the broader evolution
of those practices. It also discusses the limitations of this investigations
and the opportunities for future research that it raises.
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7. Conclusion
I began this dissertation by drawing parallels between the origins of dig-
ital design techniques in architecture and landscape architecture. Those
early experiments are now 50 years past. In tracing those practices from
past to present, discourse often identifies a disparity between each disci-
pline, particularly at the spatially-explicit scales that form the foreground
of landscape architectural design. This “paradoxical contrast”1 identified
by Picon and others is, however, only surprising when digital technique
and disciplinary technique are seen as set apart. Where the evolution of
computation is seen as inevitable — a force external to the core of land-
scape architectural practice rather than a laboured praxis within it. Where
the notion that we can “safely wager that the contrast between the respec-
tive degrees of permeation by computer culture of landscape architecture
and of architecture will fade in the years to come”2 is an assumed given.
This forecast convergence is commonly premised on the “natural kin-
ship”3 between the dynamics of computation and the dynamics of land-
scapes. Less common is exploring the implied consequence: that tying
the two requires landscape architects to understand not just the dynam-
ics of landscapes, but also the dynamics of computation, in-depth. At the
same time as computation poses this challenge, it also provides a form of
practice — tool development — that can distribute design knowledge in an
unusually direct and dispersed fashion. While it is no longer rare to dis-
cuss the use of computational design in landscape architecture,4 this vec-
tor remains uncommon and largely the domain of specialists in practice
and academia working in relative isolation.
A focus on tooling reveals the most critical gap between the architectural
and landscape architectural adoption of computation: how each disci-
pline develops a collective and open body of technical knowledge that al-
lows individual contributions to build atop each other and advance a col-
lective goal.5 Developing this body of knowledge in landscape architec-
ture is a precursor to a robust “digital culture” that would see technical
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knowledge become more embedded in wider practice.6 Landscape archi-
tects have been able to draw from the architectural incarnation of this
practice thus far. However, in doing so, they have adopted many of its
norms and overlooked many of its omissions. These gaps present press-
ing opportunities to rethink and retool computational design methods in
order to embody our own distinct techniques and theories.
The task of adapting computational design to the unique aspects of our
discipline is a broad endeavour that reflects the diversity of landscape
practice. I’ve explored it here as a challenge within a specific context:
modelling natural systems using computational methods that primar-
ily consider quantitative performance characteristics. This is a delimited,
but still vast, area of landscape architectural design. However, it is an
area that is particularly revealing of the strongest potential ties between
how the systems of computation and the systems of landscapes are un-
derstood and employed in the design process. Within this area of practice,
I’ve asked how those models could be made to account for the temporal,
scalar, and topological complexities of natural systems as they are seen in
landscape architectural design.
The framing of this question was intended to identify the limitations and
potentials that cut across this use of computational design in landscape
architecture. In doing so, I portrayed technical craft as part of disciplinary
technique, rather than as confined to a niche role that can serve, but not
shape, the design process. This highlights that many of the challenging
aspects of computation are present across the general use of program-
ming in the design process, rather than in the challenges of any partic-
ular design task. Accordingly, I’ve pursued a research method that em-
ploys a practice of tooling to investigate how both computational de-
sign and landscape architectural design are each transformed in their
union. This follows from considering the design process as embodying
theoretical research as per Downton;7 considering the design of tools as
embodying disciplinary technique as per Fischer;8 and considering tech-
nique as a core constituent of landscape architectural knowledge as per
Connolly.9 This positions tool development as performing both technical
research and design research by embodying, testing, and contributing to
the emerging practices of computational landscape architecture.
The findings of this research are discussed here across four areas that each
introduce a modelling strategy and then reflect upon its implications, sig-
nificance, and limitations as compared to existing discourse and prac-
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tices. At a broad level, each discussion highlights how the structures of
abstraction involved in programming need to be aligned with the struc-
tures of abstraction involved in landscape architectural design. Without
this, the use of computational design techniques will remain limited in
their scope, particularly when used to design natural systems. After these
discussions, I then suggest areas of future research and reflect on the re-
search as a whole.
7.1. Modular Models for Flexible Systems
In introducing the mechanics of computational design I’ve consciously
framed them as a diagrammatic form of design technique: as represen-
tations that do not resemble what they produce. Their means are the ab-
stract interrelationships between algorithms while their ends are repre-
sented in the geometrically explicit models common to computer-aided
design (CAD) programs. The stereo vision that uncouples the representa-
tion of design intent from the execution of design representation is what,
in turn, allows for computation to tackle certain forms of complexity with
precision while also offering greater flexibility in how the design process
proceeds.
By framing computational design as diagrammatic I’ve presented a spe-
cific lens that brings its ties to landscape architectural design into fo-
cus. In doing so, I highlighted the qualitative experience of employing
computation during the design process, rather than just focus on the
qualities evident in its results. This differs from other frameworks, such
as the ‘dynamic patterns’ of M’Closkey and VanDerSys,10 the ‘responsive
landscapes’ of Cantrell and Holzman,11 or the ‘relational multiplicities’ of
Llabres and Rico. It also consciously situates the use of computational
design as a continuation of — rather than a radical break from — the lin-
eage of diagrammatic strategies prominent in contemporary landscape
practice. This, in turn, enables the benefits and limitations of those tech-
niques to become valuable guides in directing the ongoing evolution of
computational landscape architecture because that same diagrammatic
mode is maintained even as its product differs.
As befitting an emerging practice, the use of computational design in
landscape architecture is scattered in a largely undifferentiated man-
ner across the milieu of landscape types, scales, practitioners, tasks,
techniques, and tools that define the wider discipline. In discussing
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these extant practices, I defined a number of typologies according to the
specific form of computational mechanics that underpin each project,
rather than in individual case studies (e.g. Amoroso12 or Cantrell and
Mekies;13); in categories derived from designed features (e.g. Walliss and
Rahmann14); or in thematic collections (e.g. Kerb15; LA+16). This con-
tributed a technique-focused discussion of how computation affects de-
sign development, and was used to draw out the specific methods used by
precedents to model natural systems within the design process.
In discussing this area of practice through technique, I identified a num-
ber of precedents that pursue a mode of modelling that more closely ties
the analytic and generative capacities of computation. These ties are used
to consider how the natural phenomena present in landscapes function as
systems that can be designed for and with. This modelling strategy con-
trast with other cases — most notably the predominant use of paramet-
ric models — that focus on form/landform or use simpler causative log-
ics to design natural phenomena. However, I highlight that these strate-
gies typically result in bespoke and tightly-integrated models when try-
ing to account for the complexity of natural systems. This, in turn, un-
dercuts the potential of computational design to apply across a broader
range of landscape architecture. Bespoke models require more effort and
skill to assemble. They are also often developed in distinct computational
environments and thus cut-off from standard CAD applications and the
computational techniques they provide — such as parametric modelling
— that have an established and valuable capacity to explore the complex-
ities of form.
Thus, at present, there is a stark contrast: the form-focused uses of com-
putational design are flexible and accessible while systems-focused uses
are neither. In highlighting this issue I argued for the role of the toolkit
as a means to test strategies for modelling natural systems that operate
more like the more typical uses of computational design to develop form.
These strategies, such as providing flexibility through encapsulation, de-
rive from standard practices in software engineering that have been posi-
tioned as core to computational design practices more broadly by Wood-
bury17 and Davis.18 However, the implementation of software engineer-
ing principles in computational design is not a discipline-agnostic task.
Computational methods both propel and constrain the abilities of de-
signers and so their efficacy is heavily contingent on how they encode
disciplinary knowledge in their capabilities and use. For computational
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tools to operate in a landscape architectural context, they need to not only
model landscapes but also need to model the landscape architectural de-
sign process. This requires working between knowledge of computation
and knowledge of landscapes; a challenge that is relatively novel within
broader landscape architectural practice.
In tying discussions of technical implementations to broader disciplinary
concerns this research was, in part, limited by the technical challenges
inherent to the environment in which the tools were deployed: the
primarily-parametric and visual-programming-oriented combination of
Rhinoceros and Grasshopper. This pair was chosen for its popularity and
extensibility alongside the relative accessibility of parametric modelling
to design practice in general. However, the strategies tested here draw
from techniques derived from software engineering and landscape archi-
tectural theory which have applications outside that particular environ-
ment. Many approaches would directly translate to information mod-
elling environments, or to design environments that are more heavily de-
pendent on textual programming.
These techniques are also limited in their focus on the early stages of the
design process. This period was chosen as it is where the diagrammatic
design strategies used to consider natural-systems in contemporary prac-
tice are typically developed and where they have had the most impact.
The design studies I’ve used to test tools were thus deliberately limited in
their scope and so only able to explore a portion of broader design practice.
However, I’ve also highlighted that the capacity for specificity that com-
putational methods provide somewhat erodes the dichotomy between
concept-focused and resolution-focused stages in the design process. In
removing this distinction, the consideration of natural systems becomes
more strongly rooted in examining their mechanics given that compu-
tational procedures provide precise representations and consistent me-
chanics regardless of design stage.
7.2. Data Structures as Disciplinary Conditions
The broader narrative of computational design emphasises the flexibility
of its methods and thus the flexibility of their applications. It is common
to note that platforms, such as Rhinoceros or Revit, have task-specific lim-
itations (given the respective focus of each program) while also recog-
nising that their respective computational design tools provide a means
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to overcome those constraints. This liberation is seen as deriving from
scripting practices that allow designers to create defined tools for specific
tasks or to enhance interoperability with other specialist software.
In contrast, I’ve identified that the level of control that computational
design offers is often limited and that these limitations are often unno-
ticed due to disciplinary differences in the design process. This oversight
was highlighted by detailing how landscape architects understand their
medium in ways that do not fit within the existing geometric archetypes,
such as NURBs and meshes, that underpin most CAD applications. Cru-
cially, those same archetypes also underpin the use of computational de-
sign techniques as they form the primary means by which data is trans-
ferred between computational procedures. This is less of an issue in other
disciplines where standard types of data and geometry can play the role
of interlocutor within a model without major compromises. However, it
constrains the ability of certain forms of landscape architectural knowl-
edge to become active within the computational design process. By rais-
ing this issue I challenge the role of tool-making as providing tactical
functions, such as those described in an architectural context by Davis
and Peters,19 or Mackey and Roudsari.20
These limitations are also particularly important when considering nat-
ural systems. Such systems are defined by tight interrelationships that
combine generative and analytic modes of modelling. This integration
then makes interoperating with specialist software much more diffi-
cult because it would involve carving out portions of the model that are
treated as distinct from a wider computational logic that transfers and
receives information according to standard data types. While this is not a
strict limitation, it does raise a counterpoint to calls, such as that of Davis,
for landscape architecture to embrace a wider range of different digital
design environments.21 Instead, I suggest that as much as is practicable,
those newer forms of representation should be defined within a single
computational environment if modelling a cross-functional landscape
features that are considered across both generative and analytic modes.
Defining these forms of representation is difficult as they must play a
twin role where they function as both human-facing representations
of particular design intent and machine-facing representations of de-
sign data. Navigating this contrast requires working between knowledge
drawn from software engineering and landscape architecture; a task I’ve
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introduced through the design of two tools. The field component, follow-
ing the notion of a field condition, provides a means of capturing some
forms of intensive landscape conditions in a spatially explicit manner.
Similarly, the topology component provides a means of capturing rela-
tional conditions across a landscape in a spatially implicit manner. Both
were refined to create a modular encapsulation of landscape data that re-
flects disciplinary concepts while maximising their interoperability with
standard computational techniques.
Creating computational expressions of these disciplinary concepts also
highlights the novel potential of computational methods to offer land-
scape architects a distinct means of advancing existing disciplinary tech-
niques. Following Connolly, many of these techniques operate in a ‘syn-
optic’ manner that relies on notational abstraction that distances their ef-
fects from “life of the ground”.22 In developing two tools that foreground
intensive landscape conditions I suggest that approaching landscape ar-
chitectural techniques using computational means can — to the extent
their goals can be quantified adequately — better explore some of the “in-
tricate local connections”23 that define the self-organisational effects of
landscapes. At the same time, earlier concerns regarding encapsulation
also limit this form of tooling: if the number of specialised represen-
tations becomes too numerous they then undercut the interoperability,
and thus the flexibility, of a model. This suggests that a few, critically-
chosen, tools form the natural limit of this strategy. Even then, such tools
need to be designed so that they create outputs that are somewhat com-
patible with standard geometric types rather than develop more novel
forms of representation.
7.3. Projective Relations in Abstracted Interfaces
Ecology is the typical lens that landscape architects use to examine natu-
ral systems. The ties between contemporary ecological science and con-
temporary landscape architecture highlight the dynamic qualities of nat-
ural systems alongside their temporal and scalar complexities. However,
these qualities have lead to diagrammatic design techniques acting as a
key means of investigation because they favour the representation of gen-
eral systemic effects over precise spatial effects. Computational methods
provide a means of tying these two levels of representation when design-
ing with natural systems, as noted by Cantrell and Holzman24 or López
Busón et al.25 Doing so poses two challenges when pursuing the modu-
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lar and adaptive strategy developed in this research: how to structure the
procedures that define a system model and how to understand the capac-
ities of that model in relation to design practice.
When investigating how to structure models of natural systems, I’ve sug-
gested that the modularisation strategies often found in computational
design practice are less clear when applied to computational procedures
that define natural phenomena and their interrelated causative effects.
Typical approaches employ cumulative geometric development to define
increased levels of formal detail — an approach that is difficult to ap-
ply when considering effects that are aformal or evolve over time. In-
stead, I’ve argued that the task of structuring interrelated effects is better
performed using a smaller number of simpler data types that represent
simple spatial markers. This then allows more complete representations
to be encapsulated in components that are defined specifically for that
purpose. This also affords greater flexibility when defining the context-
specific relationships that link different components together to define
the behaviour of a wider system.
This approach was demonstrated through a toolkit for planting de-
sign that was structured to distinguish between methods for defining a
palette, assigning locations, and visualising the results wherein each in-
termediary step relies on simple proxies rather than mimetic depictions.
This abstraction then also allows for intermediating steps to develop ap-
proaches that are diverse in their complexity and purpose; whether that
be an optimised spatial allocation of species according to analytics of local
soil conditions or a more simple and directed allocation that focuses on
analysing the effects of each plant over time. Components developed for
hydrological modelling also demonstrate this approach, where the out-
puts of a gradient-descent method for modelling surface water flows en-
able more complex analytics or the generation of design features that di-
rectly respond to the identified flow conditions.
In developing and testing these approaches I’ve also drawn comparisons
to the use of performance-oriented simulative methods in wider com-
putational design practice. While those methods are, by virtue of being
models, speculative and abstracted, I’ve suggested that the more bounded
nature of most architectural design tasks typically affords them much
greater determinacy in the formation and use of a model. In contrast, the
indeterminacy of natural systems models is confronting. This concurs
with the observations of Cantrell and Holzman,26 Carlisle27 that suggest
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the value of modelling of natural systems is found in the feedback they
provide on our assumptions and in the range of expressions they offer,
rather than in any single output. Furthering this analysis, I discuss that
this way of understanding natural systems models is even more critical
in the context of modular modelling methods, as this strategy affords de-
signers more agency over the relationships between components when
employing models in a generative, rather than analytic, mode. How-
ever, the projective nature of modelling natural systems means the task
of modelling operates in a manner akin to existing contemporary design
techniques for representing landscape systems and should be framed as
an evolution — rather than a departure — from them.
Situating this mode of modelling within that lineage of existing practices
can also more precisely bring their benefits to the fore. Contemporary
practices have been critiqued in the near present28 and recent past29 as
productive in the exploration of organisational dynamics yet detrimen-
tal to understanding the performance of natural systems in precise spa-
tial and material terms. Building on Kwinter and Davis, I’ve suggested
that the instrumentality of computational methods can provide a means
to “attain a grounded belief”30 that constructs and understanding of both
the general dynamics and specific effects of natural systems. However,
I’ve cautioned that doing so needs to be couched in a specific understand-
ing of the uncertainties within both natural and computational systems.
Calls for greater ties between the design of landscapes and the science of
ecology (such as by Grose31 or Nassauer and Opdam32) often highlight the
former issue and develop frameworks or case studies that show how it
can be addressed. Similar approaches are needed for the latter issue, and
would be well-placed to benefit from a tool-centred approach that can ex-
plicitly mediate between the forms of knowledge drawn from the sciences
and design, while also offering a new means of disseminating this inte-
gration. That said, this practice is challenging — not just in the task of
adapting specific techniques from allied disciplines, but in the design and
implementation of tools that are able to provide the structured relation-
ships that best enable specific types of design development.
The tools I developed do, in many ways, avoid testing many of these chal-
lenges as they focus on the particular design tasks and phenomena that —
from my perspective — were within the outer limits of my ability to un-
derstand the behaviour of landscape phenomena and the capabilities of
computational modelling. At the same time, some structural limitations
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were identified across different classes of phenomena when modelled in
a computational environment, such as in discussions regarding the use
of fluid dynamics models to examine sedimentation or micro-climates.
The task of determining the full range of landscape phenomena that can
be modelled in a useful manner — and thus benefit from the modelling
strategies outline here — is an extremely broad, but fruitful, task that
would be best pursued in more domain-specific investigations.
7.4. Environmental Emergence & Computational
Emergence
The dynamic qualities of landscape systems and computational design
systems are heightened when considering their capacities for emergent
behaviour. However, there is a contrast in how, and what, each field
is highlighting when it employs the concept of emergence. In compu-
tational design terms, emergent properties are typically found in the
generative capacities of systems and are typically directed towards de-
sign development. Here, novelty is sought as a means to reveal unex-
pected design options. In landscape architectural terms, emergent prop-
erties are typically framed as the grounded capacities of systems that au-
tonomously express the ongoing novelty of natural processes. Here, these
emergent properties can be only somewhat directed through design. In
exploring how these two forms of emergent novelty can work in con-
junction I’ve used a more specific theoretical frame than previous dis-
cussions, and focused on a modelling task that proceeds through reverse-
engineering rather than a series of speculative design studies. This fol-
lowed from two purposes.
The first was to test the modelling strategies already developed for natu-
ral systems in a more specific scenario that challenged prior studies. This
followed from the use of a computational design process that emphasised
more extreme modes of autonomous generativity. Unlike standard meth-
ods of parametric modelling, this process employed a strategy of diver-
gence — rather than convergence — by creating a panoply of options in
parallel, rather than honing the parameters and configuration of a model
sequentially. Unlike the emergent modes of computational design tech-
nique often explored in architectural settings, this mode of modelling,
when considering the evolution of natural processes, sees the ‘solution
space’ of the model extend along both formal-material dimensions while
also multiplying along a dimension defined by the temporal evolution of
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the system. It is thus a relatively novel use of these techniques relative to
the ‘morphogenetic’ strategies discussed by Hensel and Menges, Coates,
and others which still seek a largely static end by dynamic means.
The second purpose of the study was to position this approach in relation
to the specific concepts of ‘emergence’ that Barnett33 and Raxworthy34 po-
sition as a distinct form of practice relative to contemporary landscape
architectural technique. Each theorist employs emergence as a means
of critiquing contemporary computational practices in landscape archi-
tecture and so the concept helps provides a rare benchmark for assess-
ing how those practices might be improved. To do so, I’ve delimited how
specific notions of tendency and feedback can focus the manner in which
natural systems are modelled, and explored how these criteria were ap-
plied to the modelling of the Environment Gallery’s emergent features.
While the modelling of natural systems cannot approach the real and real-
time engagement that Raxworthy positions as core to considering emer-
gence, I suggest that these effects can be prefigured within the confines
of traditional design development by using modelling strategies that en-
act temporal evolution through emergent computational methods. Mod-
elling natural systems in this manner confronts designers with a means
of defining time and causation as contingent and multiplicitous. This can
foreground the qualities that Raxworthy positions as key to engaging with
novelty in a more thorough manner than the diagrammatic or simulative
practices otherwise found in contemporary landscape architecture prac-
tice.
The strategies developed in prior tools were still useful in this con-
text. However, the Environment Gallery model largely bypassed the es-
tablished parametric environment in order to gain the higher levels of
control found when using textual programming to holistically define de-
sign intent. The need for this shift in strategy reveals that — despite
the previously-developed models — there is a technical tension between
the aim of developing models of natural systems and the capabilities of
standard form-focused computational design environments. At present,
this disjunct represents a choice between accessibility and capability: vi-
sual programming environments offer an approachable means to explore
complex form while textual programming environments offer a more dif-
ficult, but more capable, means to explore complex dynamics.
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7.5. Future Foci
The techniques developed here are not intended as an exhaustive set of
all possible forms of landscape architectural design that leverage natural
systems and could benefit from computational approaches. Instead, the
types of natural system that my tools considered were tactically chosen
to consider behaviours and design tasks that clearly tied to the broader
investigation. There remains an extremely broad set of opportunities to
translate other design techniques and landscape phenomena into com-
putational tools. However, as I highlight here, the value of future tool de-
velopment becomes greater if tools are designed to be interoperable with
other models of natural systems and the standard repertoire of computa-
tional methods.
Many of the techniques I developed could be enhanced and extended with
greater input from scientists and programmers. My focus was on resolv-
ing each tool to the point of general utility, which left much room for
improvement in terms of their capability and accuracy. Future research
could expand upon the suggestions of the fourth chapter and look to col-
laborate with the disciplines that play consulting roles in landscape archi-
tectural projects. In such a collaboration, computational design methods
provide a means of explicit dialogue between each field by encoding both
designerly and specialist knowledge in a shared medium. This research
could also proceed in conjunction with a more thorough consideration of
the design process that resolves design scenarios in further detail; per-
haps by more closely investigating how natural systems affect the tecton-
ics of materials and constructed form.
Similarly, the extension of this research into broader landscape archi-
tectural practice entails a shift that foregrounds the testing of com-
putational methods as distributed pieces of software, rather than as a
continuously-designed experiment that combines tool use and applica-
tion. Like many of the findings in this thesis, this process can draw from
software engineering practices, such as user-testing, that can help to eval-
uate and improve tools in an applied context. Open-source strategies also
provide a promising and novel method for distributing and developing
knowledge across landscape architecture practice.
The need for such a method is highlighted by the challenges found in the
spread of Building Information Modelling. The collaborative platforms of
information modelling speak to landscape architecture’s own aspirations
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to play a key role in coordinating design disciplines. However, at the same
time, those platforms are often regarded as not particularly amenable
to landscape architectural design techniques and landscape conditions.
Tooling practices that work within this domain seem particularly impor-
tant and can, in many cases, draw relatively directly from the types of tools
developed in this research.
In a similar manner, the push for ‘smarter’ cities presents a challenge to
the role of landscape architects in shaping urban space. Advances in em-
bedded environmental sensing and reality capture provide a surfeit of
data which, in turn, affords agency to those that are best able to inter-
pret it. At worst, this might see landscape architects and other design
disciplines marginalised in favour of the technology companies that are
more capable at marshalling complex data into insight and action. At
best, however, this data provides a better means to validate design strate-
gies and computational techniques are especially well-placed to draw cor-
relations between recorded and predicted performance. The debut of
real-time ‘digital twins’ of landscapes could also reinvigorate many of
the maintenance-driven design strategies that engage directly with land-
scape dynamics over time.
7.6. Testing Terrain
The McHargian notion that “when process is understood, differentiation
and form become comprehensible”35 is emblematic of what makes land-
scape architecture unique and its implications remain a core concern of
the discipline. McHarg’s later observation of a difficulty encountered in
the Staten Island study is also prescient: “it may be that the computer will
resolve this problem although the state of the art is not yet at this level of
competence”.36 While landscape architecture has built up a range of tech-
niques and theories for understanding process, its modelling practices —
including those drawn from computational design — are often criticised
for focusing on how landscapes look, rather than how they work,37 even
as those techniques become more embedded in the process of designing
landscapes.
It is perhaps counter-intuitive that designing with nature benefits from
delving deeper into the mechanics of computers. The exact character of
these benefits, when considered in terms of landscape architectural dis-
course, also belies the expected position that computational methods of-
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fer either a merely technocratic set of improvements upon established ap-
proaches or a radical departure from them. Instead, what might have ap-
peared at first as alien, if not antithetical, to our medium and methods
has many deep ties to some of its fundamental concepts. The approaches
developed within this research demonstrate that we can tackle core con-
cerns about the design and representation of landscape conditions — be
they static or dynamic; simple or complex — in not only a novel manner
using computation, but in a manner that builds upon existing design dis-
course and existing design techniques.
While these conceptual affinities are valuable to the evolution of ‘compu-
tational landscape architecture’, technical concerns are crucial to advanc-
ing this practice. The tools I developed in this research were consciously
designed to test computational methods that are developed on landscape
architecture’s own terms, rather than through the appropriation of other
discipline’s methods. This approach, when paired with the potential of
digital tools to encode and distribute knowledge, can help continue land-
scape architecture’s long lineage of digital experimentation.
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A. Tools Appendix
A.1. Introduction
This appendix provides a more comprehensive record of the tools devel-
oped throughout this research. In contrast, the discussion of particular
tools throughout the prior chapters has been relatively tactical as needed
to advance the broader enquiry of each chapter. As a result, many tools
that were produced have not been explicitly discussed, or were discussed
in an oblique or implicit manner. However, the full range of tools devel-
oped were a crucial part of broader research practice, as even trivial tools
posed challenges and opportunities if designed to be flexible to, and com-
plementary with, the wider toolkit and standard parametric techniques.
Those aspects of the tooling process were often omitted from the primary
chapters for brevity, or because they did not represent more novel ap-
proaches to existing techniques and best-practices in computational tool
design.
Most of the tools described below are documented in a tabular format
that describes the inputs each component accepts and the outputs it pro-
duces. A portion of the tools developed for this research have been pub-
licly released as a plugin for Grasshopper, named ‘Groundhog’, and so sev-
eral tools also include a more detailed descriptions of their use that was
created for the public documentation of that plugin. A more illustrated
version of that documentation along with further supporting resources,
such as demonstration models, is available online at groundhog.la/.
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A.2. Hydrology Components
ChannelInfo
Calculate characteristics of water flow in a channel from its submerged re-
gion.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Channel C A closed planar curve representing a
section of the water body; assumes a
level top
Curve
In Roughness N Manning’s roughness coefficient for
the channel
Number
In Slope S Slope of the hydraulic grade line as a
decimal (i.e. rise/run = 0.5)
Number
Out Area A Area of the channel Number
Out Max Depth mD Maximum depth of the channel Number
Out Mean
Depth
aD Mean depth of the channel Number
Out Wetted
Perimeter
P Length of the channel in the
boundary
Number
Out Hydraulic
Radius
R Ratio of area to wetted perimeter Number
Out Velocity V Velocity of the water flow in the
channel
Number
Out Discharge Q The rate of discharge in cubic
document units per second
Number
ChannelRegion
Determine the submerged region of a channel given a quantity of water.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Channel C The sectional curve profile of the
channel; must be planar and
vertically-aligned
Curve
In Area A The desired area of the flow body. If
unspecified it will try to guess a
sensible value to use
Number
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Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Precision T The number of units to be accurate
to in finding a matching area. If
unspecified it will use 0.01% of the
area.
Number
Out Channel(s) C The perimeter(s) of the calculated
water body or bodies
Curve
Out Area(s) A The area of the calculated water
body or bodies
Number
FloodSea
Determine different water levels according to tidal action.
ModeName ID Description Type
In Datum d The local mean sea level Number
In Year Y The year in which to simulate the
flooding. Defaults to current year
Number
In Rise R The assumed local mean sea level rise per
year to evalute in future scenarios.
Defaults to 3
Number
In Surge S The local mean height of a typical storm
surge. Defaults to 500
Number
In High
Neap
HN The local mean high water neap tide Number
In Low
Neap
LN The local mean low water neap tide Number
In High
Spring
HS The local mean high water spring tide Number
In Low
Spring
LS The local mean low water neap tide Number
Out Sea
Level
SL The projected mean sea level Surface
Out Storm
Surge
Level
SS The projected mean storm surge level Surface
Out High
Neap
HN The projected mean high water neap level Surface
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ModeName ID Description Type
Out Low
Neap
LN The projected mean low water neap level Surface
Out High
Spring
HS The projected mean high water spring
level
Surface
Out Low
Spring
LS The projected mean low water spring level Surface
FlowPath & FlowCatchment Descriptions
The “flows” components create naïve projections or simulations of sur-
face water flows and provide further means to analyse the results of these
calculations. The key component — the FlowPath accepts a series of ‘drop
points’ on a Surface or Mesh that become the starting locations of each
hypothetical flow path. From there, each point samples the surface or
mesh to determine its slope, which becomes a directing vector (i.e. one
that points ‘downhill’). Each point is then moved along this vector a pre-
specified distance, forming a line. The end of this line part then becomes
the starting point for the next direction; creating a recursive process
where flow paths assemble themselves as Polylines that grow through
this series of descending jumps.
This ‘gradient descent’ process repeats until a path crosses the edge of the
form, after a specified quantity of iterations, or until the algorithm deter-
mines that the path has reached a point without a viable further down-
hill path. This halting calculation aims to identify a ‘basin’ where wa-
ter might collect and pool rather than continue to flow downhill. The
component then produces as an Out a series of Polylines, from which
the beginnings, ends, and individual segments can be readily extracted.
The process provides degrees of flexibility. By accepting any given set of
Points (rather than enforcing a spatial grid or other formation) it offers
the ability to work across a number of contexts, from situations where you
may want to simulate a uniform distribution (say rain) or just a particular
point-source of water.
The FlowPath component takes two forms a SurfaceFlowPath and a
MeshFlowPath depending on the geometric type of the ‘landscape’ you
want to test. Once calculated, these flow paths can then be used to sup-
port further analysis of the landscape’s hydrological features.
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The first component for this is FlowCatchment. It uses the collection of
flow paths (knowing their end points) to identify different catchment ar-
eas. That is to say, it classifies each flow path into groups depending upon
which paths finish or ‘drain’ into the same approximate location. This
grouping is visually represented using a Voronoi diagram with each cell
centred on the original Pts used as the ‘start’ of each path (adjacent cells
of the same group will be merged). Additionally, the different catchment
groups are provided with a distinct colour code and its cells/paths are Out
as distinct branches so they can be visualised or analysed further.
FlowPath
Construct flow paths over a surface or mesh.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Surface S Base landscape form (as a surface)
for the flow calculation
Surface
In Points P Start points for the flow paths.
These should be above the surface
(they will be projected on to it)
Point
In Fidelity F Amount to move for each flow
iteration. Small numbers may take a
long time to compute. If not
specified or set to 0 a (hopefully)
sensible step size will be calculated.
Number
In Steps L A limit to the number of flow
iterations. Leave unset or to 0 for an
unlimited set of iterations
Integer
In Thread T Whether to multithread the
solution (this can speed up long
calculations)
Boolean
Out Flow
Points
F The points of each simulated flow
path ‘jump’
Point
Out Flow
Paths
C A polyline linking each of the flow
points into a path
Curve
FlowCatchment
Identify the catchments within a set of flow paths.
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Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Flow Paths C The flow paths as generated by the
flows component
Curve
In Proximty
Threshold
T The distance between end points
required to form a catchment
Number
Out Catchments B The catchment boundaries
identified
Curve
Out Flow Paths P The flow paths grouped by
catchment
Curve
Out Color Codes C Colour codes the uniquely identify
each path and boundary
Colour
FlowPooling
Identify the different levels of surface water pooling according to a set of flow
paths.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Surface S Base landscape form (as a surface)
for the calculation
Surface
In Flow Paths C The flow paths as generated by the
flows component
Curve
In Flow
Intensity
I The volume of water flow
represented by each flow path
Number
Out Surface
Pooling
P A series of curves showing the
conjoined pooling effects
Curve
Out Pooling
Quantities
Q The volume of water represented
in each delimited pool
Number
FlowInfiltration
Identify the different levels of infiltration according to a set of flow paths and
measure or surface permeability.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Surface S Base landscape form (as a surface) for
the calculation
Surface
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Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Flow Paths C The flow paths as generated by the
flows component
Curve
In Surface
Permeability
P A field measuring relative
permeability as generated by the
fields component
Surface
Out Surface
Infiltration
I A surface documenting the relative
infiltration across the surface
Surface
Out Infiltration
Quantities
Q The relative levels of infiltration at
each vertex of the flow paths
Number
A.3. Mapping Components
FieldInterpolation
Create a field representation from collections of bounded curves/lines.
Mode Name ID Description Type
In Bounds B Boundary box for the resulting field Curve
In Divisions D Sample points spacings for the resulting
field (greatest extent in one direction)
Integer
In Areas A Boundary box for the resulting field Curve
In Z Range Z Maximum height of the surface field
(defaults to 5% of boundary width/height)
Number
Out Field F Resulting field Surface
FieldVisualisationGrid
Translate a field into a grid based visualisation. Outputs a number, constrained
by a range which can be used to then make a color or shape.
Mode Name ID Description Type
In Field F Field generated by a Field Component Surface
In Bounds B Curve boundary to constraint the
visualisation to a certain area
Curve
In Domain
Start
DS Starting value representing the
‘bottom’ value
Number
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Mode Name ID Description Type
In Domain
End
DE Ending value representing the ‘top’
value
Number
Out Points P Grid Points Point
Out Parameters P Grid Parameters Number
FieldVisualisationVector
Translate a field into a vector based visualisation. Outputs a vector, whosemag-
nitude is constrained a range.
Mode Name ID Description Type
In Field F Field generated by a Field Component Surface
In Bounds B Curve boundary to constraint the
visualisation to a certain area
Curve
In Domain
Start
DS Starting value representing the
‘bottom’ value
Number
In Domain
End
DE Ending value representing the ‘top’
value
Number
Out Origins O Vector Origins Point
Out Vectors V Vectors Vector
FieldVisualisationGradient
Translate a field into a gradient based visualisation. Outputs a vector, whose
magnitude is constrained a range
Mode Name ID Description Type
In Field F Field generated by a Field Component Surface
In Bounds B Curve boundary to constraint the
visualisation to a certain area
Curve
In Gradient
Start
GS Starting color representing the
‘bottom’ value
Color
In Gradient
End
GE Ending color representing the ‘top’
value
Color
Out Gradient G Colored field Mesh
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FieldVisualisationContour
Translate a field into a contour based visualisation.
Mode Name ID Description Type
In Field F Field generated by a Field Component Surface
In Bounds B Curve boundary to constraint the
visualisation to a certain area
Curve
In Gap I Starting value representing the
interval
Number
In Gradient
Start
GS Starting color representing the
‘bottom’ value
Color
In Gradient
End
GE Ending color representing the ‘top’
value
Color
Out Contours G Colored contours Curve
TopologyClassifier
Classify adjacent curves of lines as a topological network.
Mode Name ID Description Type
In Curves C The group of curves that form the
network to traverse
Curve
In Gap G The maximum distance between
geometries to be considered as adjacent
Number
In Point O The starting point within the network
graph
Point
In MetadataM Per-curve information to be translated
into the same graph structure
Generic
Out Curves N The original curves ordered as a graph Curve
Out MetadataM The original metadata ordered as a graph Curve
TopologyDiagram
Visualise a topological network in a simplified form
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Mode Name ID Description Type
In Curves C The grouped curves to visualise, as
produced by the classifier
component
Curve
In Metadata M The grouped metadata to visualise,
as produced by the classifier
component
Generic
In Visualisation V The type of visualisation, where 1
uses width, 2 uses color, and 3 uses
both
Number
In Scale S The scale of the visualisation in
document units
Number
In Origin O The base plane for the origin and
alignment of the visualisation
Plane
Out Diagram D The curves that define the graph
visualisation
Curve
TopologyShortestPath
Calculates the shortest path in a network of curves.
Mode Name ID Description Type
In Curves C The group of curves that form the
network to traverse
Curve
In Starts S The point or points that form the starting
point of the path
Point
In Ends E The point or points that form the end
point of the path
Point
In Lengths L A manually-specified length for each
curve; useful if you want to artificially
Number
Out Shortest
Path
P The curve showing the shortest
connection
Curve
Out SuccessionS The indices of the curves that form the
shortest path
Integer
Out Direction D True if the curve in succession is walked
from start to end, false otherwise
Boolean
Out Length L The total length, as an aggregation of the
input lengths measured along the path
Number
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RandomPath
Calculates a random path in 2 dimensions.
Mode Name ID Description Type
In Start P The initial starting point or points
for the path(s)
Point
In Step
Size
L The distance to move forward for
each step. If provided as a list a
random option will be selected for
each step.
Number
In Step
Count
C The number of steps to take. Integer
In Random
Seed
S The random seed to be used for each
of the path distance and angle
choices. If set the same random
results will be produced; if not set
they will be different for each run.
Integer
In Directions D The possible angles in which to move
(as a list of numbers in degrees). If
not set a random direction in a 360
degree range will be used.
Number
In Boundary B A boundary (must be a closed planar
curve) that the steps will not be
allowed to cross
Curve
Out Path P The resulting random path Curve
A.4. Terrain Components
ContourCheckGaps
Checks if contours have gaps, and bridges them if so.
Mode Name ID Description Type
In Contour
Curves
C The contours to check Curve
In Boundary B The boundary rectangle to clip to Curve
In Maximum
Distance
D The maximum distance allowed as a
gap between two contours
Number
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Mode Name ID Description Type
Out Contours C The contours with gaps filled in Curve
Out Joins J The joins used to fill in the gaps (for
reference)
Curve
ContourCheckPlanarity
Checks contours are planar and corrects them if not.
Mode Name ID Description Type
In Contour
Curves
C The contours to check Curve
Out All
Contours
AC All contours whether or not they
were fixed
Curve
Out Fixed
Contours
FC Just the non-planar contours that
were fixed
Curve
ContourClip
Checks contours meet a specific boundary, otherwise extend/trim them.
Mode Name ID Description Type
In Contour
Curves
C The contours to clip Curve
In Boundary B The boundary rectangle to clip to Curve
In Create
PlanarSrfs
P Whether to create planar surfaces; may
be slow with large quantities of contours
Boolean
Out Contours C The clipped contours Curve
Out Edged
Contours
E All contours with edges following the
boundary
Curve
Out Planar
Surfaces
P Edge contours as planar surfaces (must
be toggled on
Brep
TerrainAspect & TerrainSlope Descriptions
Topography is heterogeneous in a more complex manner than contours or
a 3D visualisation often suggest. Different and seemingly-similar areas of
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landform can posses quite distinct characteristics depending on relatively
small variations in their grading and wider position within the landscape.
3D models in particular often make it difficult to determine or apprehend
these characteristics of digital terrain models given the artificial manner
in which they are rendered.
Groundhog provides a number of components for measuring particular
characteristics of a given landform. However its worth noting that, as
above, such tools for classifying topographic features are only as good as
their underpinning 3D representations. Representing a landform as (say)
either aMeshor aSurfacehas different trade-offs in terms of the different
types of accuracy and level of detail offered.
The slope analysis component operates by identifying the normals of each
face within the form and measuring those against the Z-axis to produce a
measure of steepness that can be Out as either an angle or percentile. This
can then be filtered and visualised to assist in grading tasks that may need
to ensure slopes stay within a particular range (say to ensure accessible
circulation) or to highlight areas that are vulnerable to erosion or require
stabilisation.
The aspect analysis component operates in a similar fashion but measures
the faces’ normals relative to a specified vector. This vector defaults to
the Y-axis (assuming that is the North direction) and so produces a mea-
sure of which direction a slope faces. This can be used to identify areas
within the landform that have a particular aspect, such as those that are
predominantly north-easterly. This can be used to help determine the
micro-climates of different areas of the landscape (based on their differ-
ent levels of solar insolation) or to determine their visibility relative to a
given vantage point.
Each component calculates the specified values but does not visualise
them in the model itself. For visualisation purposes you will typically
want to assign the range of slope or aspect values to a colour using the
Gradient component and then use a Preview component to apply these
colours to each individual mesh face. The reference definition provided at
the top of this page shows an example of this process and several other vi-
sualisation options. Components are provided (as a convenience) for em-
ploying the same analytics on a Surface rather than a Mesh although note
that the former will be converted to the latter during the calculation.
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TerrainAspect
Analyses the aspect of aMesh or Surface, outputting separated faces for coloring
and the aspect.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Mesh M The terrain mesh Mesh
In Aspect A Vector representing the direction to
measure aspect against
Vector
Out Mesh
Faces
F The sub mesh faces (for coloring) Mesh
Out Face
Centers
C The centers of each mesh face (for
vector previews)
Point
Out Face
Aspects
A The aspect of each mesh face
(measured in degrees)
Number
TerrainSlope
Analyses the slope of aMesh or Surface, outputting separated faces for coloring
and the slope/grade.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Mesh M The terrain mesh Mesh
Out Mesh
Faces
F The sub mesh faces (for coloring) Mesh
Out Face
Centers
C The centers of each mesh face (for
vector previews)
Point
Out Face
Vectors
V The direction to the lowest points of
each face
Vector
Out Face
Slopes °
A The slope of each mesh face, as the
angle of inline
Number
Out Face
Slopes %
P The slope of each mesh face, as a
percentage
Number
Out Face
Slopes :
P The slope of each mesh face, as the
denominator of a ratio (i.e. 1:x)
Number
Out Spacing S Spacing radius Circle
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TerrainShade
Analyses the hillshading of a Mesh or Surface, outputting separated faces for
coloring and the aspect.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Mesh M The terrain mesh Mesh
Out Mesh
Faces
F The sub mesh faces (for coloring) Mesh
Out Face
Centers
C The centers of each mesh face (for
vector previews)
Point
Out Face
Aspects
A The hillshading of each mesh face
(measured in hours)
Number
CutFill
Quantified and visualises the differences in volume between a pair of Meshes
or Surfaces.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Mesh A M1 The original terrain mesh Mesh
In Mesh B M2 The modified terrain mesh Mesh
Out Cut
Volume
C The volume cut between the two
meshes
Number
Out Fill
Volume
F The volume filled between the two
meshes
Number
Out Net
Volume
N The net change in volume between the
two meshes
Number
Out Changed
Mesh
M The modified mesh colored as to
highlight the change in volume
Mesh
A.5. Vegetation Components
Descriptions of Plant Components
If considered just in terms of its CAD representation, planting design ap-
pears to be an exercise in arranging circles. Some circles are smaller or
larger, brighter or duller; more round or more frayed. But, removing the
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metadata that are the sprites, colours, and labels, we start and end with a
representation of a particular species’ dimensions at maturity: a disc.
It is regrettable that in both digital and analogue mediums the typical
representations used poorly reflect their subject matter. Depictions of
vegetation are rarely spatially explicit, and often rely on fixed and ide-
alised averages that do not reflect the general nature, or the actual reality,
of specific species. A plan, once planted, will reach the ‘mature’ state it de-
picts after years if not decades. This mature state is itself an abstraction,
as each plant’s dimensions vary according to the localised conditions that
propel or constrain individual growth and are typically altered through
ongoing maintenance regimes.
While many options exist for visualising planting plans with a high degree
of fidelity (presuming the correct models for a given species are available)
these are typically deployed after the concept design stage, given that they
are difficult to implement and modify. As a result they are often ill-suited
to design exploration, but useful for evaluating aesthetics.
However the lack of ‘accurate’ models restricts those earlier stages of the
design process, if working in orthographic projections, to the most ab-
stracted versions of a planting plan. This constricts the design poten-
tial for vegetated elements in a design, both in terms of their broad vi-
sual character, but also in terms of any performance metrics available.
Particularly important is the nature of plants as one of the most clearly-
evolving elements of a landscape, where growth heavily effects the aes-
thetics of a space, and so must be planned across different time periods if
the space is to be successful before each plant reaches maturity.
Several components in the Groundhog plugin work in conjunction to ex-
plore how some aspects of planting design can be eased, or approached
differently, using parametric methods. To do so, it augments traditional
forms of representations (points and circles) with metadata that describes
the spatial and performance characteristics of a particular species. These
attributes can then be used to inform both the locations of the plants in
an automated manner, or be used as analytic tools for better understand
how a given plant distribution performs according to specific criteria or
over a particular time period.
Its primary input in establishing species attributes is as a spreadsheet;
namely namely a CSV file with tables of information that are then read-in
to Grasshopper. It contains a number of ‘core’ and optional parameters
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for each species that are needed to (later) produce a minimum-viable de-
piction of species typical geometry. These values (and example species)
are available in the Groundhog - Plants Examples.csv file within the
demo files attached to this post. This spreadsheet also provides an op-
tion for extensibility, where arbitrary values can be added according to
particular design intents, such as a value representing phytoremediation
potential, or wind breaking potential, etc.
A second component contains predefined values for generic forms of veg-
etation, such as ‘grass’ or ‘shrub’ that enable rapid design prototyping
without the need to specify detailed planting characteristics. Similarly, a
component is provided for constructing one-off species representations
in Grasshopper using explicit parameters, such as for defining canopy
radii. Regardless of which component is used the result is a simple tex-
tual representation of the species list, where characteristics use a simple
key:value format. This allows the list of species to interact with standard
list management tools in Grasshopper for adding/removing/combining
species depending on a given logic.
The next step is related to how plants are distributed across space. This
process can proceed using a number of different methods, given the vary-
ing relationships between spatial condition and species attributes that
drive different patterns of distribution. At its most simple, the distrib-
utor can take a given series of spatial points, developed in Rhinoceros or
in Grasshopper, where pre-existing tools allow for common patterns such
as grid or radial patterns, as well as more complex options, such as where
planter elements are defined elsewhere in the design and planting loca-
tions depend directly on these geometries.
Once a location (in the form of a Point) has been generated for each
instance of a species (in the form of the list) these can be fed into the
Appearance component. This then allows for key geometric features of
each individual plant to be projected at a particular point in time. At
present these visualisation methods are limited to basic circular depic-
tions for criteria such as heights or trunks, root, and canopy radii. While
offered as flat linework, many existing grasshopper tools can be used to
give them volume by filling-in interior values. For instance, the circles
that represent canopies can be transformed into spheres that can then test
simple shading effects.
While the components are relatively simple here in their calculations,
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(especially given the currently-released set of components available)
their value is in enabling quantitative criteria to be more easily used
in designing and assessing vegetation distributions. The tripartite at-
tribute/placement/simulation stages have emerged from extensive iter-
ation in testing how to best support planting design workflows by best
allowing each task to easily interface with the existing methods of gener-
ation and analysis available in Grasshopper.
PlantSpeciesImporter
Create plant attributes from an imported spreadsheet.
Mode ParameterID Description Type
In CSV
File
C The contents of a CSV file (use the
output of a Read File component)
Generic
Out Plants P The resulting plant objects Generic
PlantGenericTypes
Create plant objects from pre-define generic types.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
Out Shrub S Generic Shrub Generic
Out Grass G Generic Grass Generic
Out Tree T Generic Tree Generic
PlantManualSpecies
Create or modify plant objects by defining keys and values.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Plants P Existing plant objects (if modifying) Generic
In Keys K The key or keys to modify String
In Values V The value or values to modify Generic
Out Plants P The resulting plant objects Generic
PlantAllocatePacked
Allocate plants to a location within an area using a circle-packing method.
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Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Plants P Plant objects to place Generic
In Area C A closed planar curve representing the area to plant Curve
Out Locations L The resulting locations for each plant object Point
Out Plants P The resulting plant objects, ordered by location Generic
PlantAllocateField
Allocate plants to a location within an area by matching an attribute to a
field.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Plants P Plant objects to place Generic
In Field F A field, generate by the field component,
representing a suitability value
Surface
In Attribute A The attribute of each species to be
matched in planting
String
Out Locations L The resulting locations for each plant
object
Point
Out Plants P The resulting plant objects, ordered by
location
Generic
PlantCircleVisualisation
Visualise the appearance of a particular plant instance using circular geome-
tries for key characteristics.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Plants P The plant attributes to simulate Generic
In Locations L
The locations to assign to each
attribute Point
In Times T
The time (in years) since initial
planting to display Number
Out Trunk T Trunk radius Circle
Out Root R Root radius Circle
Out Crown C Crown radius Circle
Out Spacing S Spacing radius Circle
Out Color C Color of each plant Colour
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Mode Parameter ID Description Type
Out Label T Species of each plant Text
PlantLineworkVisualisation
Visualise the appearance of a particular plant instance using a linework repre-
sentation.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Plants P Plant objects to place Generic
In Locations L The locations to assign to each attribute Point
In Times T The time (in years) since initial planting
to display
Number
Out Structures S Linework representing the branch and
canopy structure
Line
Out Color SC The colors to match with the branch and
canopy structure
Color
Out Roots R Linework representing the root structure Line
Out Color C The colors to match with the root
linework
Color
Out Label T The species label of each plant Text
PlantBillboardVisualisation
Visualise the appearance of a particular plant instance using a texture.
Mode Parameter ID Description Type
In Plants P The plant attributes to simulate Generic
In Locations L The locations to assign to each
attribute
Point
In Times T The time (in years) since initial
planting to display
Number
In Orientation O The orientation of the billboards Vector
In Camera C Automatically orient the billboards
to match the active viewport
Boolean
Out Billboard B Textured surface for each particular
plant instance
Surface
Out Label T The species label of each plant Text
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